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PREFACE _;

Under the sponsorship of the Federal Housing Administration
Technical Studies Program, the National Bureau of Standards
has developed and prepared this Guide for the benefit of -il
architects, designers, contractors, builders, and housing _!

officials to assist them in meeting the growing public demand 'i
for control of the building noise problem, particularly in [_

multifamily dwQllings. _

Surveys have established that the most common complaint among "!I
apartment dwellers where noise is involved is its transmission
from one apartment to another within the building. Typical
noise sources are television, radlo, stereo, occupant activity,

"' il plumbing fixtures, electro-mechanical equipment, and household
_ appliances. To minimize the annoying disturbanc_ caused by these

i_I sources, architects must have a general knowledge of the principles
_: of noise t_ansmlssion and be able to apply proper design techniques

in order to provide effective controls.

With these objectives in mind, this Guide incorporates a broad

range of criteria appropriate for isolating airborne, impact,
":' _ and sZructure-borne noise associated with residential con-

struction. Sound classifications represented in the most common

_ types of building construction are identified. Also included
are summaries of a number of foreign codes now in existence.

• This Gslde incorporates previous impact noise research performed

by Bol_ Beraneh and Newman and sponsored by PHA. The F}LA

¢_ Minimum Property Standards will reference this NBS Guide.
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FOREWORD

The Departmen_ o£ l_uaing and Urban Developmen_
is concerned with the livabillty of residential
properties. _ncreasing eonsentratlon of living
units in urban areas makes noise control imper-
ative,

Throush its Technisal Studies Program, the Federal
Housing Admlnls_ration has sponsored research in
this area £o provide 8uidance toward achieving a
satisfactory measure of control. This guide
presents our latest research findings.



SOUND PRESSURE. A fluctuation superimposed on the static atmospheric

pressure by the passage of sound waves.

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (SPL), Expressed in decibels, the SPL is 20 times

the logarithm to the base I0 of the ratio of the pressure of sound to
the reference pressure 0.0002 dyne per square centimeter.

SOUND TRANSMISSION, The travel or propagation of sound into a room by _
any path, direct or indirect, from a sound source located outside the _
room,

I SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS (STC). A slngle-figure rating which provides

I an estimate of the airborne sound insulating performance of building

partitions, i_
SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS (STL). The decrease or attenuation in sound

energy (expressed in decibels) of airborne sound as it passes through
a building construction, In general, the transmission loss increases

with frequency, i,e. the higher d%e frequency the greater the sound
transmission loss,

STRUCTURE-BORNE SOUND. Sound energy imparted directly to and transmitted

by solid materials, sueb as building strucuures, ,.
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FREQUENCY, SOUND. The number of complete to-and-fro vibrations that a
source of sound makes in one second. Frequency is measured in Hertz

(cycles per second). The pitch of an audible sound depends mostly on
its frequency.

_MPACT INSI/LATION CLASS (lit). A single-flgure rating which provides

an estimate of the impact sound insulating performance of a floor-ceil-
lag assembly.

_MPACT NOISE. The noise produced by the impinging or striking of one

object with another, e.g, noise caused by footsteps.

•T INERTIA BLOCK. A massive support used in isolating equipment vibration.
! The block is usually much heavier than the equipment it supports.

MASKING, The presence of a background noise increases the level towhich a sound signal must be raised in order to be heard or distin-
guished, If the level of background noise is significantly higher than

r that of the sound signal, for instance a sound transmitted from another
room, the transmitted sound signal cannot be heard. This effect is
known as masking.

NOISE. Unwanted sound.

i PARTY WALL. A wall which separates two adjacent dwelling units within
an apartment building.

r
RESILIENT HOUNTING, A mounting, suspension or attachment system which I

,, reduces or restricts the transmission of vibrational energy, e.g. fbetween vibrating elements and building structures.

?. RESONANCE. The sympathetic vibration, resounding or ringing of enclo-
sures, room surfaces s panels, etc. when excited at their natural

frequencies.

REVERBERATION. The persistence of sound within a room or enclosure

after a sound source has stopped radiating. This effect is very pro-
nounced in large, relatively empty or partially furnished rooms with
hard reflecting walls, ceilings and floor surfaces.

SNORT CIRCUIT. A bypassing connection or transmission path which tends
to nullify or reduce the sound insulating performance of a building
construction or acoustical device.

SOUND. (I) The sensation of sound. (2) A branch of physics concerned
with the propagation of mechanical disturbances in matter and related

subjects. In the present context sound is originated by vibrating
bodies or aerodynamically, is propagated as an elastic disturbance at
least partly in the air, and arrives at the ear or other receiver

(microphone, etc.).

SOUND INSULATION, ISOLATION. The use of building materials or construe-
flung which will reduce or resist the transmission of sound.

SOUND LEAK. A hole, crack, or opening which permits the passage of
sound,
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TERMINOLOGY

_: The definitions of some terms used most frequently throughout this
guide are assembled here for convenience.

ABSORBER, SOUND. A device, panel, or material specifically designed
to absorb sound energy. Such devices are usually constructed of porous
materials composed of organic or mineral fibers.

ACOUSTICAL DESIGN. A consideration of all factors bearing on the
achievement of a desirable acoustical environment, including the !:
selection of building sites, orientation of buildings, space arrange-

' ment within buildings, and proper selection and installation of wall and

floor assemblies, buildins equipment and services.

,. ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY. The assurance that there is sufficient insulation

i! from intruding and disturbing noises.

i ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT. The application or use of any sound absorbers,

I building materials or structures and construction techniques for pur-
poses of controlling noise and improving the acoustical environment.

AIRBORNE NOISE. Noise radiated initially into and transmitted through
air.

A_IENT NOISE. The qulet-state noise level in a room or space, which is
! a composite of sounds from many external sources both near and far, over
!_ which one individually has no control.

ATTENUATION, SOUND. The reduction of the energy or intensity of sound.

_I AUDIBLE SOUND. Sound which is capable of being heard.

i[: BACKGROUND NOISE. The sound level present in a teem or space at any
_, given time above which speech, music, desired signal or sound must be
;: raised in order to be heard or made intelligible,

BAFFLE OR _A_RiER, SOUND. A shielding structure or partition used to
increase the effective length of a sound transmission path between two
locations. Such structnres often are constructed or surfaced with i"

_' sound absorbing materials and are frequently used to seal open plenums
above ceilings or below floors.

CAULK, An elastic non-setting material used for sealing cracks, seams
and joints to prevent leakage of sound.

DECIBEL (dB). See "SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL".

FLANKING TRANSMISSION. The transmission of sound or noise from one room

to another by indirect paths, rather than directly through an inter-
vening partition.

FLEXIBLE COUPLER. A device to prevent or reduce the transmission of

vibration, particularly between vibrating equipment and service
distribution systems involving ductworkj piping and electrical lines.

iv
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A GUIDE TO

AIRBORNE, IMPACT AND STRUCTURE-BORNE POISE CONTROL

IN MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION _ii

A. BACKGROUND

The accelerated growth and increasing severity of the noise problem I
in multifamily dwellings has caused considerable concern not only among
apartment occupants and owners, but also among investors, real estate

interests and governmental agencies.
The current building trend toward lightweight structures, she

increasing concentration of dwellings in urban areas, and the increasing
noisiness of our environment have led to a growing number of complaints
to the FHA of inadequate sound insulation in multlfamily dwellings.

People have become aware of the noise problem and are more sophisticated
in their appreciation of the benefits which careful attention to noise
control can provide; therefore, they expect and demand more privacy in i
their homes and greater freedom from the intrusion of noise from neigh- I
boring dwellings. i

Although the building industry takes pride in its remarkable I

achievements, conventional building techniques have produced some of the I
noisiest buildings in existence.

--Major property management firms report that noise transmission is
one of the most serious problems facing managers of apartment buildings

throughout the country. Managers and owners of apartments readily admit

_' k that market resistance is not only increasing as a result of excessive
_nolse transmission, but that lack of both acoustical privacy and noise
_ontrol are the greatest drawbacks to apartment living.

The basic causes of the noise problem and tilemajor reasons for

complaints are due primarily to the following factors:
i. Lightweight Building Structures: For reasons of econumy and

space-savlng, builders are using thinner, lightweight partition walls
and floor-ceillng assemblies which provide substantially less sound
insulation than their more massive counterparts of the past.

2. Poor Acoustical Design: The selection of a building site, the

orientation of the building structure_ and the design and/or layout of

interior rooms or spaces without regard to noise sources or to separation
of noisy areas from those requiring privacy usually result in or
intensify noise problems. Although ignorance of noise control principles
is the chief cause of the above oversights, the use of good Judgment in

building design would avert such problems in many cases.
3. Poor Workmanship: Much too frequently the planned sound insula-

tlng performance of highly rated wall and floor assemblies is nullified

by careless Work by the tradesmen or building constructors. Improper
sealing of large cracks, holes, and alrleaks around wall and floor edges,
cabinet and fixture installations, ducts, piping or conduit penetrations

constitute serious sound leaks. Such leaks are frequently concealed
behind thin cover plates, molding or trim work which unfortunately are
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ineffective no_se barriers.

4. Mechanization: Tbe increasing use of labor-savlng devices and
mechanlcal appllances suoh as di_bwRsher_ garbage dlspoaals, Vacuum
cleanars_ alr co_di_ionerB_ _elevislons s and s_eo _ts bao _alsed the

background noise level° Fur_harj the progress in mechanlzatlon con°
tlnues _o outrun advances in the _echnology of machinery noise control

5. Hish-Riso Apartments: The current _rend toward canstructlcn of

hlgh-densi_y apartm_n_ buildlngs has resulted in a grea_er concen_ratlon
of people In a much smaller aroa. Increaslng family conoen_rstlon
r_aul_s £n grea_er _n_er_amily frlc_ion, unless approprla_ counter=

measures _re taken, High populntlon density was an import_n_ factor in
_ho early adoption of nols_ control requlremen_s in European buildlng
COde_o

6. Improper T_nan_ Pl_cemont: F_ilure to plac_ _enan_s p_operly

often glves r_se to noise complalnts even i_ dw_lllngs with _dequate
sound insulation°

7. Zncre_slng Desire for Prlvscy: The glamour and convenience o£

hlgh-rlse_ _own-hous_ _partmen_s ar_ a_ac_Ing f_mili_s from suburban
areas in growlng _umbers, Many of these families, who h_ve enjoyed the
pe_ and qulet of l£vlng In prlvato homes, _ow f_nd tb_ no_se env_ron-

men_ of apartment l_vlnE intolerable; _hey expec_ and demand a degree
of pe_ce and prlvncy comparab1_ _o their former environment°

8. ZnadequaCe Education, Tralnlng and Research: Inadequate educa-

tlo_ _nd r_s_arch ar_ _ho _nderlying causes of _hc nols_ problem describ-
ed above. AZ_bou_h the prablem is nationwide and as _.mpor_nt co _h_

economy as to _he w_11°belng o_ _he cltla_ns, the governmen_ has £_led

to ¢onduc_ or _o suppor_ adequat_ educational or research programs in
_coua_ios 8nd _ols_ con_ro1°

The few acoustlcal labora_orles supported by th_ governmon_ are
rel_ively small and of llmlted us_. In som_ cases they are obsolete

by present s_andards, partlcularly in _he field of architectural
acoustics. Altho_gh some wark _n noise control £s being conducted by
the government, i_dus_r_es _nd _ech_ical unIv_rsitles_ _h_ _ot_l e_for_
exp_nded and the _umber o_ slcilled sclen_is_s and tecl|nlclans e_gaged in
_h_s work are _oo small

Th_ failure of our _ecbnlc_1 colleges and unlversi_lea _o provld_
compreh_nalve _ralnlng in acoustics and nolse control has r_sul_d in a

severe shortage of acoustical e_glne_rs° Unl_ss such trainlng is made

wldely available _nd required of people engaged i_ _he manufacture o_
mech_nlcal equlpmen_ and appliances, and those assocla_ed wi_l_ the build=
ing industry, city pl_nlng and _ranspor_ion systems, progress _n over-

comlng _he national noise problem will be wry slow indeed°
The mos_ prevalen_ noise complnlnts _mong apartment dwellers _nvoZve

the _ransmlss_on of nolse orlg_natlng inside the buildlng. Typical

nols_ so_rc_s a_ _evlslo_ r_dlo o_ _reo s_s_ occupant _c_Ivity_
plumbln_ £1xt_res, el_c_ro-mechanlcal equipmen_ and bousehold _ppllances,
as illustra_ed _n Figure I.i°
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Fig.1.I. Co_on indoor Sources of Noise.

Surprisingly, _he frequency o£ co_plaiuts appears _o be indapenden_
of income bracket iu virtually ell types of agart_ent buildings, includ-
ing hlgh-rise as well as low-story garden-type apartments. Luxury,
_iddle and low income apartments register approximately =he sa_e number
of co_plalnts because mos_ of _he buildings u_illze the same _ype of
wall and floor asse_blles. This fact clearly demonstrates_hat builders
and archltec_s do not consider privacy and qule_ surroundingsas neces-
sities, much less luxuries,

The causes of most noise problems in mul_ifamily dwell_ngs orlgl-
_,, ne_e in the early design stages of the buildings because of the archl-
' teen's lack of concern about noise problems and his failure to foresee

i where and under wha_ circumstances noise milh_ be a problem,Nos_ people will agree that what pleases onels senses enhances _ne's

i co.fort. Oddly enough, a peaceful and relaxing environmentapparently
is not recognized as essential to comfort, judging from _he fac_ th_ it
is lacking in a hiRh percentage of buildings. Obviously,we are
approachl=g _he _ime when architects must pay adequate a_teu_ion _o
acous=icnl p_obls_us.
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B. COST OF SOUND INSULATION

The owner of an apartment development is in a highly competitive
market; cost largely determines the amount of sound insulation or noise
control that he can install. Unfortunately, there is relatively little
reliable information on which to base an estimate of the additional cost

involved in constructing buildings with adequate sound insulation. How-
ever, som_ estimates indicate that the additional expenses for the
acoustical design and treatment of new buildings m_ght range from _% to

I0_ of the total cost of the buildlng_ depending on geographic area,
labor market and other economic factors,

While many architects and builders might consider such cost much too

high, they sbould recall that their predecessors voiced the same criti-
cism relative to central heating and air conditioning. Despite their

high costs, central heating and air conditioning are considered to be
i necessities not only in office buildings but in homes and indeed auto-

mobiles as well. Judging from the increasing public demand for immediate
legislation for the adoption and enforcement of antl-nolse ordinances and

sound insulation criteria, particularly in multifamily dwellings, sound
insulated buildings are now regarded as a necessity for which the public
is willing to pay a premium.

One point which can not he overemphasized is that a substantial

degree of sound insulation can be purchased at relatively little cost
through good planning and design, as discussed in Chapter 5. Proper

selection of building site, building orientation and equipment, and
careful design of space layout contribute substantially toward achiev-
ing good sound insulation at little cost.

Although sound insulating construction will add to building costs,

the expenses of correcting acoustical mistakes usually are several-fold
higher. In some instances, there may be no solution short of major,
extensive and prohibitively costly overhaul of the building interior, for

example, redesign and installation of heating and alr-aonditlon_ng
systems and/or partition wall and floor assemblies.

Perhaps the highest price that an architect, builder, investor or

owner might pay for an acoustically inferior building is expressed in
terms of loss of reputation and publle confidence and loss of profit for

all parties concerned,

C. FHA's CONCERN

Through the development and preparation of this Guide, FHA has taken

the initiative in providing architects, designers, contractors, builders
and public housing officials with needed assistance in meeting the grow-
inK public demand for control of the entire building noise problem,

particularly with respect to multifamily dwellings.
The problem is primarily one of noise transmission from one apart-

ment unit to another within the same building, although the problem of
intruding noise from outdoor sources such as aircraft and traffic can

by no means he dismissed as trivial. If a certain measure of success is
to be achieved in reducing the noise transmission in buildings, the
problem must be approached methodically. A general knowledge of the

principles of noise transmission and methods of control should enable
one to deal with most noise problems which come his way.
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CHAPTER 2

GENE_%L PRINCIPLES OF SOUND TRANSMISSION

Generally speaking, sound is generated by vibrating bodies. More
specifically, it is the result of vibration of the particles of some
elastic medium or substance, which may be solid or fluid. When the
particles are disturbed or displaced by some vibratory force or impulse

they collide with the particles adjacent to them, which in turn transmit
motion to other particles. Although the individual vibrating particles

donut change their average positions of equilibrium, the vibratory dis-
placement of the particles is sufficient to cause centaur with surround-
ing particles. In this manner the disturbance may he propagated rapidly

in many directions and over great distances in the medium and adjoining
media. A good illustration of this effect is the manner in which the

impulse from a cue ball is transmitted through a closely-packed straight
llne of billiard balls, from one end to the other. Another example is
the manner in wbich the starting jerk of a railroad train progresses

succ_sslvely from the first car to the last.
Vibratory transmission of this type may occur in any elastic medium

or substance, whether it is solid such as wood, metal, soil. masonry, or
a fluid like air or water. Because such materials possess sufficient

elasticity (the property of promptly recovering original dimensions upon
unloading) they are prone to vibratory excitation. Nest building
materials are sufficiently elastic to transmit vibrations readily and

• therefore are poor insulators of sound. Limp materials llke soft putty,
lead, leather or fabrics, on the other hand, are poor conductors of
vibration because their elasticity is low.

The vibration of a hullding structure may be caused easily bY the

operation of equipment producing any one or a combination of the follow-
ing types of motion.

(a) Rotation; e.g., motors, fans, blowers, gear trains.
(b) Reciprocation; e.g., pumps, agitators, piston engines, compressors.
(c) Expansion and contraction; e.g., heating and plumbing, duct and

pipe systems.
(d) Turbulence; e.g., pressure fluctuations or disturbances caused by

the flow of air or water in ventilation, heating and plumbing

systems.
(e) Oscillation or pulsation; e.g., loudspeakers, musical instruments_

vibrators.

(f) Impaction and Detonation; e.g., door slams, falling objects, sonic
booms, thunder, furnace ignition.
Frequently_ several types of motion may be involved in the gener-

ation of noise. For example, in a plumbing system a c_nblnatloa of
motor and pump vibration along with water turbulence may excite support-
ing wall structures into vibration, which in turn radiate noise.

The vibration of the wall or the sound pressure fluctuations in the
air can be easily measured, recorded and displayed by sensitive equip-

ment involvin E microphones, vibration pickups, sound level meters,
recorders and oscilloscopes. Observations using such instrumentation
are usually described as being objective since they reveal or attempt

to measure some physical property or characteristic of the sound or

_-I



vibration, such as its frequency, _mplltude of vibr_tlon, intensity

and sound pressure°
In addition to a basle understandizlg of how sound or vibration is

propagated in a material, a better knowledge of the other properties of
sound and its transmission characteristics, especially i_ air, is
required before one can cope successfully with the problems of nolse

control. Some o_ th_ mo_e important _scts to remember are:
I. A sound wave in open air travels radially in all dlrectlons at a
speed of appreximately ii00 feet per second, with a wave front that is
usually spherical in shape°

2. The intensity of a sound wave in open air falls off inversely as the
square of the distance from a point source_ i.e. there is a drop o_
about 6 dB with each doubling of the distance from the source°

3. In hard-surfaced unfurnlshed rooms, ordinary sound may build up to
annoying levels and Tn_y he distorted by excessive reverberatlon due to
the multiple reflections of the sound waves. For this reason_ noise
from conversation and foot craffl= in reverberant hallways is much louder

than in open areas outside of the building.

4. Airborne sound penetrates more readily through light porous materials
and lightweight structures than through heavy, massive masonry materials
Or Structures°

5. The direction of prop_gatlon of a sound wave m_y by changed by
re_lect_on from wall or o_her building surfaces. This explains why
noise is often transnlltted great dls_ances in long winding corridors or

duct systems.
6. Sound travels easily _hrough small cracks and openings such as those

normally found _nder doors and around windows.
7. Mechanical energy _rom an i_pactlng body or a vibratinE source, whlch
is _mparted directly _o a solid structure_ travels a_ a h_gher speed,

with less attenuation a_d ge_er_lly over _ much longer distance th_n an
airborne sound wave of the same initial energy. For exsmple, in water

the speed of sound is about 5000 feet per second, while in materials such
as woed_ metal or scone, the speed of sound may be as high as 12,000 to

20_O00 feet per second.
8. The attenuation of sound with distance in solid materials _s

surprisingly low. In wood_ for example, the rate of attenuatlon may be

as low as i dB per I00 feec and for certain m_tals as low as I dB per
_000 feet° Ordinarily, the _ttenuatlon of sound in actual building
structures is usually much higher because of dlscon_inuitles in

construction, dlver_ent transmission paths and the mechenlcal coupling
of building materials with different denslt_es, weights, stif_nesses or

other physlcal p_opertles.
9. G_nerally speaking, for any _iven type of construction, the heavier
or more massive the wall or floor structure, the be_ter its sound
insulation.

i0. As a r_le of thumb, most w_ll and floor structures _re much better

sound insulators at _he higher frequencies than at the lower _requencies.
Alon_ with a basle knowledge of the principles of sound gener_tlon

and propaga_ion_ the architect and builder should have a general under-

standing of _he suhjeetlve or human response to no_se. Frown a psycho°
logical point of vlew_ it Is most natural for people _o feel q_ite
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comfortable in an environment wlch a low level, soothing, steady,

unohtruslve sort of ambient noise, which is typical of the natural

undisturbed environment. On the other hand, a complete absence of noise,
a state approaching the deathlike stillness of a tomb, may be as dis-
turblng, unnerving and oppressive to most people as the shriek of a fire

siren, the squeal of brokes or the blare of an automobile horn. Although
these limits are rather extreme, the important point is that most people

prefer some noise as opposed to not enough noise or too much noise.
Hence, the acoustical design objective at which the architect should aim
is one whleh approaches the natural noise environment such as found along
secluded beeches, forests or quiet countrysides.

_: A person's reaction to noise may vary from day to day, depending

_ primarily upon his immediate state of mind, disposition, temperament,
health or activities and the type, quality and intensity of the noise.
Under normal circumstances most people find that:
(a) high pitched noises are more disturbing than noises of lower pitch;

_ the normal human ear generally responds to sounds in the frequency
range from 20 to 20,000 Hz, approximately,

_ (b) the louder the noise the more likely it is _o be disturbing,
(c) intermittent, irregular, impulsive or impact noises are more dis-

fretting than a steady-state noise,
(d) the longer the time of one's exposure to a disturbing noise the

more irritating it becomes.

Most people will describe changes in sound pressure levels along
the following lines:

A 3 dg increase in level is barely perceptible, s 5 dB gain is
quite noticeable, whereas a rise of I0 dB is described as being dramatic
or about twice as loud.
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i CHAPTER 3

i CLASSIFICATION OF NOISE

1 Generally speaking, building noise may be classified according to
) its origin, as either airborne, structure-borne or a combination of both.

Under certain circumstances, airborne noise may produce structure-borne

noise which in turn may be reradla_ed again as airborne noise. Both
types of noise cause pressure fluctuations in the surrounding air which

are perceived by the ear as sound. Other than by positive identification

of a sound, e,g. piano playing and speech or the detection of vibrating
floors or rattling windows, the ear cannot easily differentla_e between
noises of airborne and structure-born_ origin.

Airborne Noise.

Most of us are quite familiar with airborne noise since we are ex-
posed to it day by day. It is exemplified by d_e drone of the aircraft
flying overhead, the blare of an auto horn, the voices of children or
the music from our stereo sets. In short, it is the noise produced by

a source which radiates directly into the air. Airborne sound waves are
transmitted simply as pressure fluctuations in the open air or along
continuous air passages such as corridors and duct systems. If a
barrier such as a wall is in the path of the airborne sound wave, the

action of the fluctuating sound pressure against one side of the wall
causes it to vibrate. Thus the sound is transmitted to the other side
of the wall from which it is rcradlat_d as airborne sound waves. Some

of the vibrational energy of the wall is transmitted structurally to
other parts of the building where it eventually emerges as airborne
sound. The wall itself becomes a secondary radiator of airborne sound

and a trsnsmltter of structure-borne sound. Although structurg-horne
sound transmission may be involved in this process, the entire sound
transmission sequence would be classified as airborne simply because
the initial sound was airborne. The disturbing influences of airborne

noise generally are limited to the areas near the source. This is due

to the fact that airborne noises usually are of much smaller power and
are more easily attenuated than structure-borne noises. For example,
the sound from your neighbor's stereo system may cause annoyance in
rooms of your apartment which are adjacent to his, but rarely in rooms
farther removed unless doors or passage ways are open. Sound absorptive

treatment in the form of carpeting, drapery and upholstered furniture in

the intervening areas may often provide a significant reduction in the
disturbing noise level before it reaches rooms where privacy is desired.

Structure-Borne Noise.

Structure-borne noise occurs when wall, floor or other building

elements are set into vibratory motion by direct mechanical contact with
vibrating sources such as mechanical equipment or domes tic appliances.

This mechanical energy is transmitted throughout the building structure to
other wall and floor assemblies with large surface areas, which in turn
are forced into vibration. These vibrating surfaces, which behave some-

what like the soundboard of a piano, reradlate the vibrational energy as
airborne noise into adjacent areas,

The intensity of structure-borne noise generally is much higher
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than that produced by a wall or floor structure which has been excited

by analrborne sound wave. Unlike sound propagated in air, the vibra-
tions are transmitted rapidly with very little attenuation over long
distances throughout the building structures. Quite frequently these
vibrations are short in duratlon, as those caused by slarmmlng doors and

falling objects. Other vibratory motions may persist for long periods,
as those associated with the operation of air conditioners or washing
machines. The operation of such mechanical equipment may set wall and
floor structures into intense low frequency vlhratlon, which is physi-

cally felt or sensed as a pulsating, throbbing or quivering motion,
Poorly balanced fans, motors, compressors, disposals or washing smchlne
tumblers frequently give rise to a periodic or vibratory motion of this

kind. If the vibration is severe enough it may have adverse affects not
only on the occupants of a building but also on the building structure as

well. In such instances, occupants may become not only extremely annoyed
with walking or standing on vibrating floors but also fearful of damage
to or failure of structural components of tbe building. In less severe
cases, the vibration may manifest itself in the rattling of dishes.

brlc-a-brac_ window panes or pictures. Occupants of homes and apartments
frequently experience this sort of vibration as large heavily loaded
trucks are driven past their dwellings.

It might be well to consider briefly the so-called "sounding board

effect", a reinforcement or amplification of sound, which so frequently
is involved in the radiation of structure-borne noise. Generally speak-
ing, the efficiency of a sound radiator varies directly with the ratio of

its surface area dimensions to the wavelength of sound. A sound source

with a small radiating surface, such as a water pipe, produces relatively
little airborne sound; but on the other hand_ it will radlate higher
frequency sounds more efficiently than lower frequency sounds, all other

factors being equal. If a small vibrating source, which by itself
radiates little airborne noise, is rigidly or mechanically coupled to a
large surface such as plywood or gypsum wall panel, the intensity or

volume of sound will be substantially reinforced or amplified. A piano
provides a better illustration of this effect. If we were to remove the

soundboard of a piano, the sound generated by the vibrating strings
would be almost inaudible, because of the small radiating surface areas

of the strings. The sound produced by the vibrating strings is amplified
by virtue of their bearing upon the bridge attached to the soundboard

which has a large radiating surface, Thus we see that decoupllng
vibrating sources from potential soundboards such as wall or floor

surfaces, can be quite effective in the control of structure-borne noise,

Combination of Airborne and Structure-Borne Noise.

A third type of noise source to be considered is one which generates
both airborne and structure-borne noise simultaneously. This type of
noise source is by far the most cerumen, and perhaps the only type of

source to be found. Sources, _Ich are usually considered to be strictly
airborne noise generators, may generate a substantial amount of structure-
borne noise and vibration, if they are mechanically coupled to wall and

floor structures. For example, a high-power loudspeaker built into a
wall enclosure might cause not only the wall to vibrate but perhaps the
rafters as well. Every noise source has vibrating elements which
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radiate noise. A window air conditioner, for example, suspended in mid-

air would produce a substantial amount of airborne noise; however, when
the unit is mounted In a conventional manner_ a combination of both

structure-borne and airborne noise of greater Intensity is produced.
Occasionally, a noise source m_y produce vibrations so low in frequency
that they can be felt but not heard. In some Instances, such a source

may induce a wall or floor structure _o resonate at its own natural
fraqueney_ which may be in the audlbla range. Thus, the low frequency

drone of a passing airplane may cause a wall or window to resonate at a
higher frequency than that radiated by the plane itself.

4
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CHAPTER 4

FLANKING TRANSMISSION OF AIRBORNE AND STRUCTURE-BORNE NOISE

The transmission of noise from one completely enclosed room to an
adjoining room separated by a continuous intervening partition wall may
be either direct transmission through that wall or indirect transmission

through other walls, ceilings and floors common to both rooms or through
corridors adjacent to such rooms. This noise transmission by indirect
paths is known as "flanking transmlssion H. Quite frequently one is faced

with a noise transmission problem which involves a combination of both
direct and indirect transmission paths, where the latter may be the more
serious offender. Such indirect or flanking transmission commonly occurs
with structure-borne as well as airborne noise.

Airborne Flankln_ Noise.
The chief flanking transmission paths of airborne noise between two

adjacent rooms usually involve: common corridors, ventilatlo, grilles,
duct systems, open ceiling plenums which span both rooms, louvered doors
and close spacing of windows between rooms. In addition to the flenklng

paths, there may be noise leaks particularly along the ceiling, floor
and side wall edges of the partition wall. Also, noise leaks may occur
frequently around pipe and conduit ponetratlons, back-to-back instal-

• latlons of cabinets and electrical outlets in the partition wall• Im-

perfect workmanshfp may result in serious noise leaks, e.g. poor mortar
Joints in masonry core-walls which often are concealed behind furred
walls, panels or built-ln cabinets•

Obviously, it is not eeonomloal to select highly efficient sound
insulating partition walls and later inadvertently short olreulc their

_}l efficiency with noise leaks and flanking paths, as illustrated in

Figure 4.1. Such noise problems can be prevented by thoughtful planning
in the early stage of the building design and close supervision with
proper attention to small details during the construction stage.

Structure-Borne Flankln_ Noise.
Flanking transmission paths of structure-borne noises, as illustrated

in Figure 4.2, are far more numerous and much more difficult tO trace or
detect than those of airborne noises. The detectlon, cause and correction

of structure-borne vibration or noise transmission between adjacent rooms
are relatively simple. However, determining the reasons for excessively
high noise or vibration levels in rooms far r_noved from noise sources

can he difficult and vexing,
Noise and vibration prsduclng equipment such as fans, compressors,

pumps, ventilation and pl_bing systems readily communicate their vihra-
tlonal energy to the building structure if no precautionary measures are
taken. The vibration travels quickly over long distances through the

skeletal building structure with no appreciable attenuation, especially

when the vibrating source or equipment is rigidly attached to the struc-
ture by improper mounting of the source or incorrect installation of
piping, conduits or associated distribution lines.
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Fig. 4. i. Flanking Transn_sslon of Airborne Noise.

: Obvioosly_ the primary flanking path of structure-borne noise or
vibration _s the skeletal building structure, i.e. the external and ioad-
hearing walls as well as ocher structural supporting columns. The vibra-

tional energy in _he skeletal frame is transmitted to all other wall and

floor construc=lona which in torn become the secondary flanking paths.

While this might logically define the overall flanking transmission path,

the difficulty in resolving a vibrational problem arises in determining

the specific flanking paths and identifying the operatlng equipment at

fault.

Interruption of the flanking path with some form of discontinuous

structure or decoupllng technique is tile only effective way to reduce

vibratory transm_sslon. Discontinuous construction of load-bearlng walls

and structural floors is difficult to achieve in practice, becaose such

structures require support, and as a consequence the dlscontlnu_ty fails

or _s short-clrculted at the points of support. However, certain con-

struction techniques can be applied which provide an effective degree of

discontinuity as well as the required structural support. Such tech-

niques are discussed and illustrated in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF NOISE CONTROL

The most effective approach to the problem of ensuring that a
building will have adequate noise control begins with a careful and
methodical consideration of all the acoustical design elements during
the early planning stage of the building. The important design al_meats
that the architect should consider are listed and discussed below. For

obvious reasons, the first factors that should he consld_red are the

selection of a quiet building sits and the proper orientation of the
building on the site in an attempt to alleviate the problem of outdoor
noise disturbance,

A. Selection of Site E. Building Equipment I, Education
B, Orientation of F. Control of Noise and

Building on Site at the Source Training

C, Room and Space G, Selection of Sound J. Supervision
Arrangement Insulatlng Structures K. Pretesting

D, Tenant Placement H° Sound Absorption

A. SELECTION OF SITE

I. Zonins and city planning authorities should be consulted for

assurance that the building site has and will retain a residential rating.
As a result of future rezoning or other elvil planning action, suitable

sites are frequently engulfed by industrial park areas, traffic arteries
or aircraft flight patterns.

2. A detailed study of the buildln S site should be made, partic-

ularly with respect to the location of potanclal soerces of noise, such
! as airflelds_ industrial plants, railroads and traffic arteries. Noise

surveys should he made on the proposed building site located near such
noise sources in order to evaluate the noise environment, Sites near

large commercial or military airfields should be avoided completely.
3. Sites which have good natural landscaping, such as rolling

terrain with s good stand of trees, generally provide more acoustical

shleldlns than sites located in hollows or on flat open ground, as
illustrated in Figures 5.1 through 5,4,

4. Avoid selecting a building sICe which is directly opposite a

large existing or proposed building, especially if an expressway sepa-
rates the sites. The reflections of sound waves between opposing build-
ings generally increase the noise levels, as illustrated in Figure 5,5,

5. Building sites near bills or Junctions of main traffic arteries

are particularly noisy, due to accelerating, decelerating and braking
vehicles, as shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. If the road happens to be a
main truck route, the noise may become intolerable.

6. If a building must be erected near a busy street or other source
of noise, a site which is acoustically shielded by buildings or other

harriers is to be preferred, See Figures 5.8 and 5.9.
7. In selecting buildin S sites located near expressways, preference

should be given to those sltas on the upwind or windward side of the

expressway as opposed to the leeward side. At a larse dlstanee from a
noise source the upwind side senerally is quieter than the downwind side.
See Figure 5.10,
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B. ORIENTATION OF BUILDING ON SITE

. i. Buildings shoulH be located so as to _ake full advantaEe of any
acoustical shleldlng provided by the existing terrain, natural landscap-
ing or wooded areas of the building si_e.

2. Buildings should be loca_ed as far as possible from the souro_
of greatest noise.

3. In large spartmen_ developmen=s, buildings should be arranged
so tha_ as many dwelllng units as possible are shielded fro,*highway
traffic noise or ocher sources of noise. See Figure 5.11, B and C.

: 4. On a building site which frongs on an expressway, Ehe building
should be oriented so _ha_ the long axls of the building ls perpendicular
Co the expressway.
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5 If a cluster of buildings is to be erected on a site, a random,
splayed or staggered building layout should be adopted, preferably with

no buildings parallel to each other. In such instances tboughtful design
and layout of curved buildings may be beneficial. See Figure 5.11,
C, D and F.

6. In a large apartment development, access roads must be carefully
designed and arranged to prevent formation of a main traffic artery
through the development.

7. In U shaped buildings, the court areas tend to be quite rever-
berant and noisy, particularly if they are used as recreation areas or
face traffic arteries. Therefore, such buildings should be oriented
Judiciously, as illustrated in Figure 5.11, A and E.

II1,11e " II .... / ,, ,, ,,.,,

Fig. 5.11, Orientation of Buildings on Sites,

C. ROOM AND SPACE ARRANGEMENT

I. Since most buildings are barriers to external noise _hey may
have a noisy side and a quiet side. Noisy areas such as equipment rooms,

recreation rooms and kitchens should be located on the noisy side of
the building.

2. Obviously it is good practice to locate noise producing ar_as
such as garages, elevators, equipment and laundry rooms at one end of

the building far removed from dwelling areas, rather than in some central
location which is often chosen for accessibility.
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3. Within individual dwelling units, areas which are likely to be

noisy should be as far as possible from those that require quiet,
4. The room layout of adjacent dwelling units should be planned so

that the party walls and floors separate similar functional spaces. For
example, partition walls and floors between dwelling units should

separate the bedrooms of one dwelling from the bedrooms of the other
dwelling, rather than separate a bedroom of one dwelling from the living

room or recreation room of the adjacent apartment. This may be achieved
by using a mlrror-image layout on a given floor level and a projected
image of the first floor plan on all other floor levels, i.e. rooms of
similar use should be stacked one above another in the vertical direction.

5. In the construction of two-story garden-type apartments, it is
advantageous to use the town-house or row-house design concept where the
bedrooms of each dwelling unit are located on the upper floor. This

practice largely circumvents the problem of impact noise transmission
through floor structures, which is so commonly found in multlstory

apartments.
6. In situations requiring the separation of relatively noisy areas

from quiet areas, the use of buffer zones sucb as hallways, dressing
rooms and closets with solld-core doors is recommended. The additional

air space, enclosing walls and doors of such spaces provide a substantial
increase in sound insulation.

Two apartment plans employing the above principles are illustrated

in Figure 5.12.

D, TENANT PLACEMENT

Failure to place tenants properly often gives rise to noise com-
plaints even in dwellings with adequate sound insulation. An intelligent

landlord selects and places tenants on the basis of age group, working
hours, family size and other similar factors so that tennnts with similar
living hahi_s are grouped together. Two and three bedroom apartment
units should he located adjacent to, or stacked directly above apartment

units with the same number of bedrooms. For example, avoid locating a

• three bedroom unit, which might be occupied by a large family, above a
one bedroom unit occupied by a retired couple. This arrangement would

be likely to present some noise proble.m. Consequently, single bedroom
units should he located at one end of the building and multiple bedroom
units at the other end; or one bedroom units should be located on the

upper floors of the building and multiple bedroom units on the lower
floors.

g. BUILDING EQUIPMENT
The prevention or reduction of noise transmission from the electro-

mechanical equipment of a building is dependent primarily on all three
of the following factors.

l, Proper selection: If there is a choice of several types or
models of building equipment which meet the particular service needs
or the building requirements, the architect or engineer should select the

equipment with the lowest sound power output rating provided by the
manufacturers. If such ratings are not available, the architect should
make inquiries concerning the noise output of such equipment and. if

possible, investigate installations in which such equipment is
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operational ¢o evaluate _he noise radia¢_on. Sound conditioned equip-
ment is sQmewhat more expensive, but the acoustical treatment r_quir_d
to correct problems resulting from noisy equipment invariably turns out
co be far more costly than an initially quie_ installation.

"-'7"--

FiB. 5,12. _¢amples of Well-Planned Buildings in which Quiet Areas are
Separated from NoWay Areas.
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2. Proper location: Unfortunately. the use of som_d conditioned

equipment, though necessary, is not sufficient to avert all potential
noise transmission problems. Such equipment is still relatively noisy.

and depending on the size and number of machines in operation, the
resulting noise levels in the equipment room may be excessively high.
Thus, equipment rooms should not be located adjacent to or near dwelling
units. Instead. they should be located at the lowest building (basement

or grade) level and preferably at that end of the building farthest
removed from the dwelling areas. It is advantageous to surround equip-

ment rooms with storage areas, hallways, elevator and ventilation shafts

which act as buffer zones to provide additional acoustical shielding and i_
sound isolation. Apartment units should not be located above or next c!

Co an equipment room, unless extreme precautionary measures are taken. _i
such as the use of specialized discontinuous or double-shell construction
of wall, floor and ceiling structures in the equipment room. This is

particularly important in hlgh-rise apartments which house equipment of
great power. Frequently, it is far more economical to house the large
mechanical equipment associated with hlgh-rise apartments in a separate

building of masonry and windowless construction, than to resort Co the
expensive and specialized construction required for in-house location.

3. Proper installation: All the work and effort expended in

selecting the proper equipment and its location will be wasted if the
_, equipment and associated service and distribution systems are not in-
! stalled properly. Indeed, improper installations frequently increase

equipment noise output. This phenomenon arises wben vibrating equipment
and associated systems are mounted directly to building structures whicb
reinforce or amplify the machinery noise to a level above that which the

equipment by itself is capable of radiating. The only effective way of
I_ coping with this problem is by usin_ resilient separation or vibration
i_ isolators in the mounting, support and attachment of all such equipment
!; and distribution systems. The importance of vibration isolation in the

control of equipment noise cannot be overemphasized.

F, CONTROL OF NOISE AT THE SOURCE

The first stage of noise control is the control of noise at its

source. Obviously, when the noise output of a source is low, there will
be less noise radiated and transmitted to ocber areas of the building;

this is especially true in the case of structure-borne noise, If

attempts to quiet the source are not completely successful, then correc-
tive measures involving vibration isolation and/or specialized construc-
tion techniques should be used as near to the source as is practicable,

The preceding section dealt in part wltb the control of equipment
room noise in a building. There are many other noise sources scattered
throughout an apartment building, such as laundry appliances, exhaust
fans, roof-mounted ventilation fans, transformer units, household

appliances, plumbing fixtures, elevators, garages and trash chutes,
Problems associated wlth such sources can be minimized if the builder

selects quiet units and uses vibration isolation mounting techniques to

prevent any noise buildup. Defective components should be replaced and
loose or rattling parts tightened or braced.
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G. SELECTION OF SOUND INSULATING STRUCTURES

After the foregoing design elements have been considered and incor-
poraeed as effectively as possible in the building plans, the architect
should concentrate on the selection of the sound insulating wall and

floor structures which will achieve the desired privacy between dwell-
ing units. Aside fr_n economic factors, the choice of suitable wall or

floor assemblies will depend largely on the type of building structure,
i.e. masonry, steel or light frame construction. Regardless of the type
of construction, the architect should remember that the sound insulating

effectiveness of a wall or floor assembly is dependent upon the following
factors,

(a) Mass.
(b) Stiffness.

(c) Discontinuity in construction.
(d) Proper installation, particularly with regard to edge and boundary

conditions.

(e) Elimination of noise leaks, especially around perimeter edges,
Joints and penetrations of walls and floors.

(f) Control of flanking noise.

(g) The use of sound absorbent material in the voids or cavities in
structures of discontinuous or double-shell constructlon.

Generally speaking, the greater the mass of a structure, the less

likely it will be excited into vihratlon by incident airborne or
structure-borne sound energy; thus, there will be less sound transmls-
sion through the structure. Similarly, the greater the degree of dis-

continuous or resilient type construction, the higher the sound insu-
lating efficiency of the structure, Likewise, effective control of
noise leaks and flanking paths will result in better sound insulation,

Proper installation of the structure and the Judicious use of sound
absorbent materials are also important details to remember.

The architect is cautioned again that the use of a good sound

i insulating structure itself gives no assurance of achieving the desired
noise privacy unless the above factors are handled properly,
H. SOUND ABSORPTION

Sound ahsorblng materials such as acoustical tile, carpets and

i drapery play an indlspensible part in controlling noise generated within
a room or in reverberant areas such as lobbies, corridors and staircases,

Although such materials are highly effective as sound absorbers, they

are relstlvely poor sound insulators because of their soft, porous and
lightweight construction. In short, they. transmit noise very easily
To illustrate _hls point, imagine a wall constructed solely of acous-

tical tile, carpet or drapery material. Such s wall would provide
virtually no resistance to the passage of sound through it. Thus,
acoustlsal materlals are not a cure for sound insulation, This, of

course, is contrary to the building practices and mistaken beliefs which

over the years have held that acoustical tile is the panacea for any and
all building noise problems. Unfortunately, this sort of thlnklng still

persists in the building industry and is largely responsible for many
acoustically inferior and noisy buildings found today.
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WARNING_ Under no conditions should acoustical materials be used on

the surfaces of walls and ceilings for the sole purpose of preventing the
transmission of sound through such structures; to do so would result in
total failure and a complete waste of money.

Acoustical materials should be used in and near areas of high noise
levels. They are beneficial in reducing the reverberation nlme and the

overall noise level in a noisy area. By controlling sound reflection,
they tend to limit or localize the noise to the region of its origin and
reduce the transmission of the noise along corridors and passage ways to
other parts of a building.

- When a sound wave strikes an absorbing materiel, a portion of the

energy is converted into heat by the frictional resistance within the
pores and the vibrational agitation of the small fibers. Because of the
multiple reflections and successive contacts of the sound wave with the

! absorbing materials during a relatively short period of time, noise
level reductions as much as 8 to i0 dB may be achieved. The amount of

! noise reduction is dependent upon the area or length of sound absorbing
treatment. Therefore, in areas such as ducts and corridors, the use of
such treatment may produce even greater noise reductions.

Although acoustical tile is used extensively for the control of
noise in reverberant areas, other materials and furnishings such as

heavily pleated drapery, upholstered furniture and carpeting with felt
pad nnderlayments can be equally effective for the same amount of surface

coverage. In buildings or areas with excessive pedestrian trafflej such
as schools, office buildings, corridors and stalrcsses, carpets with
pads should be used in lleu of, or in conjunction with acoustical tile.
In addition to absorblng airborne sound, carpets cushion the force of

impacts and thus transmit less noise to rooms below. Because of their
softness and resilience, carpets radiate very little of the surface
noise caused by the scuffling, thumping and abrasive action of foot

traffic. In other words, people generate much less noise walking on
carpets than on hard-surfaced floors.

I. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The degree of success achieved in constructing buildings with ade-

quate sound insulation and noise control hinges not only on _he acous-
tical education and training of the architects but also of the contrac-
tors, builders, foremen, work crews and inspectors.

Carpenters, plasterers, masonsp plumbers, electricians, equipment

installers, and others should be taught, through planned training
programs in each of their respective professions, the proper techniques
of construction, application and installation of structures, services

and utilities to provide sound insulation and noise control. These
training programs should include demonstrasions which show how effective
such methods are, _he reasons why they work and how poor workmanship,
small variations from design and mistakes might reduce or destroy the

acoustical performance of the building.

J, SUPERVISION

Close supervision and strict attention to small details particularly
by foreman and inspectors are required during each and every phase of the
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building construction in order to ensure a high degree of noise control

and privacy. It is essential that foremen and inspectors constantly
ride "close herd" over the workmen to see that they are doing their work

properly, so tbat serious noise leaks are not overlooked or undetected
and then later discovered concealed behind finished wall or floor

constructions.

K. PRETESTING

Building inspectors, foremen or supervisors should conduct prelim-
inary tests of the sound insulating effectiveness of apartment walls and
floor-ceillng structures shortly sfter they are installed and prior to
painting and final completion. Considerable savings in both cost and
time will be realized in correctlsg any noise leaks or acoustical fail-

ures that are detected at this stsge. Although a visual examination of
an enclosure may detect some potential noise leaks, such as wide gaps or

cracks at ceiling, floor or perhaps adjoining wall edges, sucb tests are
usually inadequate since they fail to detect sources of noise leaks

hidden from the eye.
A far more effective test is to operate some noisy device llke a

power drill or a vacuum cleaner, in a closed room and llsLon near the
other side of the partition wall for any noise leakage. The ear is a
reasonably good sensing device. However, by using a probe microphone

and a sound level meter or even a stethoscope, noise leaks may be
located more quickly than by ear. Another useful test, preferably

........ combined with the above test, involves surveying one side of a partition
wall at critical points with an intense light source and looking for
light leakage in a darkened room on the other side. A small hand mirror

is particularly useful in getting into remote corners or otherwise
inaccessible places. For greater effectiveness, the man wlth the light
and the observer should simultaneously follow the same survey path.

Detection of any light leakage in the darkened room will signify a noise
leak.

Detecting the transmission of building equipment noise is somewhat
more difficult. WiLh such equipment in operation, one can sometimes
locate noise leaks or identify flanking patbs by conducting similar

hearing tests along with pressing the ear against various room surfaces
or using finger tips to sense the vihratlon of such surfaces. Serious
structure-borne noise transmission problems might involve extensive

vibrational analyses along tbe various transmission paths between the
equipment room and the room undergoing test.
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CHAPTER 6

CONTROL OF AIRBORNE NOISE

The fundamental objectives of noise control are to provide privacy
and quiet both indoors and outdoors. Although this guide deals primar-
ily with the control of nolse transmission within buildings, some atten-

tion must be given to the control of noise from outdoor sources, some of
which are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

$,':z,:_

i, "_

Fig. 6.1. Co_aon Outdoor Noise Sources.

OUTDOOR NOISE:

Among the many outdoor sources of noise, the major offenders are:

(a) Aircraft; e.g., small sport planes as well as large cor_nerclal or
military planes and helicopters,

(b) Vehicular traffic; e.g., particularly trucks, buses, sport cars,
and virtually all types of motorized cycles,

(c) Rall transportation systems; e.g., railroad engines, cralns and
elevated transit systems,

(d) Industrial plant operation; e.g,, manufacturing plants,

(e) Exposed building equipment; e,g., ventilation systems, cooling
towers, alr-condltlonlng compressors,

(f) Power _srden eq_llpment; e.g. , is_cn mowers, chain saws, garden
traccors, cultivators.

(S) Earth moving and street repair equipment; e.g., tractors, shovels.
d_tch diggers, alr hammers.
The three main courses of action to control outdoor noise are: (1)

develop and enforce antl-nolse ordinances and zoning regulations, (2)

require manufacturers of electrlaal and mechanical equipment or appll-
encss to provide sound power ratings of their products and (3) educate
and encourage city planners and legislators, and transportation system

deslgners to embody noise control principles in the design of their
systems.

Although some progress has been made in these fields, much remains

to be done. For e_ample, a number of cities and co.unities throughout
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the country have adopted rather restrictive antl-noise ordinances

relotive to industrial areas bordering on resldentiel areas, hut have
neglected to _dopt comparable restrictions regarding traffic noise. An

effeccive over-_11 anti-nolse ordlnanee should plece res_rietlons on
noise generated not only in Industrial and commercial areas which border
residential areas but also within the residentlal ereas, With such

ordinances in effect, manufacturers of varlou8 indoor and outdoor

equipment and appliances would be forced to market products which would
meet the speclfled noise .batement requirements.

Considerable progress in aircraft noise control has been made

prlmarily thro.gh improved flight procedures and design of flight traffic
and holding patterns, hut very little consideration has been given to

control of vehicle or trafflc nolsej aside from improvements in muffler
design and more recently_ tlre tread design. Although some effort has
been m_de recently in reducing noise levels within passenger automobiles,

very little has been done by automobile manufacturers in applylnE the
technology of noise control to silencing the overall noise generated by
the vehicle itself.

Likewise, consideration of noise control principles in the design

and layout of expressways and traffic arteries h_s been dlsregarded,
Some reduction of traffic noise has been achieved by high speed inter-
changes, cloverleaf =rosslng_, depressed road beds and highway cuts whleh

have come chlefly as a surprising and welcome by-product of highway
planning b.sed primarily on economic factors and efficient traffic flow,

: However, expressways frequently ar_ found skirting the edges of otherwlse

quiet residential or suburban cor_nunltles in which occupants are exposed
to the intermittent and irregular roar of passing trucks that might

i produce noise levels 15 to 20 dB higher then the noise from oth_r traffic.

This unfortunately may occur throughout the night, when peace and qulet
are most desired, A slgnlflcan_ improvement in the control of traffic

noise can be made by proper design and location of interchanges_ eccel-
eratlon and deceleratlon lanes of expressways and the Judicious u_e of

: a11 the acoustlcal shielding benefits which might be offered by the
topography of the land.

The same sort of disregard for noise control prevails among city
planners and cor_nunity builders engaged in city design, In order to

conteln the growth of the outdoor noise problem, _ concerted effort must
be m_de by leglslative bodies to formulate and enforce effective community

or cloy wlde anti-nolse ordinances and noise specifications of mechanlcal
equipment and appliances. Further, some qualification in acoustics or
noise control should be required of a11 responslble indivlduals engaged
in the planningj design and development of our outdoor envlron_nent.
U_tll such measures materi_lize_ the architect and builder must resort to

two technlqu_ at his disposal _o prevent excessive outdoor noise from
entering his buildings; that of using natural or artificial harriers on

or near the building site _o reduce the amount of noise reachin_ the
building and/or utillzlng speclallzed sound insulating construction of
roofs_ e_terior walls and surfaces to minimIz_ the tra_emlsslon of out-

door noise into the huildlng, Elements of the first technique are
described in the foregoing chapter, particularly with respect to
"selection of the building si_es" and "orientation of buildings 'on sites"
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With regard to the second teuhnlque, the ideas and principles developed
in the following section for the control of airborne noise transmission

within a building can be applied equally well to the problem of excessive
outdoor noise transmission through exterior building walls and roofs.

INDOOR NOISE:

The generation o_ airborne noise in buildings stems from the
operation of building equipment, utilities and domestic appliances as
well as from occupant behavior and activity. Because of the complexity
of sources and activities involved, the composite noise may reach levels

of high intensity with an extremely broad frequency spectrum ranging
from very low to exceedingly high pitched noises. Since any one or a
combination of these sources or activities may give rise to complaints
at certain times, it would be a formidable task to reduce all noises

: to the comple=e satisfaction of all building occupants.
The logical approach to the problem is to insulate against or

control those sources of noise which disturb the greatest percentage
of the occupants. The sources of airborne noises which cause the most
frequent disturbances are:

(a) Musical instruments; e.g., televisions, radios, stereo sets, pianos
and drums,

(b) Adults, children; e.g., loud speech, singing, crying and shou=ing,
(c) Household appliances; e.g., garbage disposers, dishwashers, vacuum

cleaners, clothes washers and dryers,

z (d) Plumbing fixtures; e.g., water running, pipes knocking, toilets
flushing and refilling.

Among the above, the most disturbing sources, in terms of frequency
of OCcurrence and prolongation_ are televlslon_ radio and stereo sets.
Of these, TV sets rate as the most frequent offenders.

This chapter deals specifically with the types of partitions, con-
situs=ion and installation te_hnlques and various acoustical measures

that may he used in the control of airborne noise. For convenience and
ease of ondsrstandlng, the control of airborne noise will be treated
primarily as a partition wall problem; although the principles and ideas

developed here can be applied equally well to floor-ceillng assemhlles.
In the consideration of floor-ceillng assemblies, one must cope with the
additional problem of controlling impact and structure-borne noise,
which is discussed separately in Chapter 7.

The functional objectives of a wall are: to support the structural

load of a building, to serve as a space divider or enclosure in the
visual sense and to act as a noise barrier.

Load-hearlng walls are usually qulta massive structures which
normally provide an adequate degree of sound insulation. On the other
hand, partition walls used solely as space dividers are for economic

reasons usually of lightweight, monolithic or rlgld construction which
afford poor sound insulation. Generally speaking, a wall which wi_l

provide adequate sound insulation in a given situation is one which will
reduce the transmitted noise to a level below that of the normal back-

ground noise. This sound insulating property of a wall or partition is

called the "sound transmission loss", which is expressed in terms of
decibels. The sound transmission loss, STL, is equal to the number of

decibels by which sound energy incident on one side of a partition is
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reduced in transmission through Ic. This is illustrated in the first
diagram of Figure 6.2, which shows a wall with an STL value of 30 dg
reducing an incident noise level of 70 dB to a transmitted level of
40 dg, a 30 dg reduction.

\AUDIPLE _OTAUDI6L£

Fig. 6.2. gTL of Walls.

In thls case, the transmltted noise level is above the background

noise and as a result is audible. The second dlagr_m shows a 50 dB wall
under the same noise conditions reducing the transmitted noise to sn

inaudible level, i.e. below that of the background noise. In this
. instance, the background noise is said to mask the transmitted noise.

In the first example, the wall would not provide satisfactory sound
insulation whereas in the second case, adequate insulation would be
achieved under these conditions.

Thus, the satisfactory performance of the wall in a given situation

hinges primarily on three factors: (I) the sound level on the source or
noisy side; (2) the sound transmission loss of the wall; and (3) the

'- background noise level on the reoelvlng or quiet side.

BACKGROUND AND MASKING NOISE:

From the foregoing example, one might reason that for a given case,
the higher the background noise level the lower the wall STL value

required for adequate sound insulation. Generally speaking, this is
true up to the point at which the background noise level itself becomes
as disturbing as the noise transmitted through the partition wall, as

might well happen if one should use nearby heavy downtc_dn street or
expressway traffic noise for masking purposes. Under certain conditions,

background noise or even artificially induced masking noise may be
considered in selecting a partition wall which will perform satlsfacto-
rilyj providing that the background or maskln 8 noise is not too

disturbing and is smooth, conclnuous and preferably nondirectional in
character. This rules out noise sources which ere either cyclic or
intermittent in operation such as furnace/alr condltloner blowers and
compressors, ar the continuous hum of automobile traffic which is

interrupted at frequent intervals by the roar of trucks.
The interior background noise level on the side of a building facing

a noisy area may be considerably higher than that on the shielded side.
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Use of this higher background noise level to "trade off" or compensate

for the selection of a partition wall with a comparably less STL value
would be a mistake. Only the occupants on the noisy side of the build-

Ing would find the sound insulating performance of the wall satisfactory
because of the masking benefit. Since noise travels through a wall with

equal ease in both directions, the occupants on the quiet side ef the
building, deprived of the masking effect, would find thelr neighbor's

noise quite disturbing.
On the other hand, if too much masking noise is introduced equally

in both apartments to compensate for an acoustically poor party wall,
both occupants might raise the volume of their TV sets or voices, thus
negating the benefit of the masking effect. The net result is that the

ratio of the disturbing TV level to masking noise level, i.e. the ratio
of signal to noise level, remains the same. As a rule of thumb, the
upper limit for use of masking noise should be no higher than i0 dg but

more conservatively about 5 dB above the normal background noise level,
if the masking noise i=self is not to be disturbing.

Artificially induced masking noise such as produced by electronic
devices and continuous operation of fans can he more effectively used in
the eeoustlcal design of office buildings where the sound insulation re-

quirements and the need for a comfortably quiet environment are generally
not as demanding es in dwellings. Perhaps the greaeest value of such

- masking noise, if properly shaped and _ontrolled, is in its utilization
as an expedient, Inexpenslve_ fairly effective method for relieving

r noise transmission problems in exlstlng buildings; or in masking
! intermittent disturbing background noise, such as aceeleratlng or brak-
= lag vehicles, cyclic or periodic equipment noise, chirping birds,
_! crickets, barking dogs, children's laughter or other equally disturbing

i[I =oises.
!! The common economic practice of selecting somewhat noisy and
_ cheaper air-condltioning/heatins equipment for purposes of using the
i!i masking effect tn compensate for _he installation of cheaper and poorer

sound insulating partitions between dwellings usually ends up in
disappointment. Generally speaking, the noise produced by such instal-
latlons is usually excessive and the cause of complaints. The architect

or builder is now in an awkward position. To reduce the noise output by
lowering the compressor or fan speed of the equipment, at the expense
of its heating and cooling efficiency, is guaranteed te bring on more

complaints from this direction. Even if the effleiency of the heating
and cooling system is preserved, the now obvious lack of privacy
between dwellings becomes a source of complaints. In serious cases,
the architect or builder may be required to modify the heating and

cooling system and improve the acoustical performance of the walls,
which is a very costly and tlme-consu_ing process for the architect and

purchaser. Even if such corrective measures are carefully designed by
competent acoustical consultants, rarely are the desired results
achieved in practice, owing to either poor workmanship, unforeseen

problems or difficulties stea_nlng from the initial building construction.
In short, masking noise in multifamily dwellings may be of some use in
dealing with intermittent outdoor noise, but it is not a substitute for

good sound insulating partitions.
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Before selecclng the appropriate type oE parCltlon wall the archl-
tect should observe the following,

i. Establish acceptable interior bsc]¢ground criteria as a design

obJeoclve. See Chapter I0 for suggested crlterla.
2. Arrange for a detailed noise survey of _he proposed building

site Co dete_ine the existing outside noise levels for purposes of
es_imatlng the interior background noise levels within the dwelllngs and

what measures are necessary to reach the design objective. Estimates of
future noise levels also should be considered. If buildings of similar
construction are near the proposed site, a noise survey within such
buildlngs will simplify the task of estimating the interior background

noise of the new cons_ructlons. It is important that such surveys he
made on the quiet sld_ of the building in order to obtain mlnlmu_ back-
ground noise levels, As a precaution, the maximum design requirements

of the partition wall should alvays be based on the l_est measured
background noise levels.

3. As a d_sign objective, assume a level of 75 to 80 dB for
averase peak household noise generated by occupant activity, For
successful performance of the partition w_ll, its design requirements
must be based on the expected highest or peak average noise levels

rather than on the lower average steady s_ate levels.
4. Based on the foregoing background and houanhold noise consid-

erations, select s wall with an appropriate sound insulating capacity,
gee Chapter ii for a listing of various types of wall construction and
sound transmission class ratings,

The basic types of wall structures and the construction and

ins_alla_ion _eehniques used in the control of airborne noise are illus-

trated and discussed below, Although this discussion deals speclfieally
with interior wells, the Ideas ¢_n be _pplled _o exterior walls and
floor-ceillng structures as well.

_N_VIW A_ C_ACKS

Fig. 6.3. Basic Sound Insulating Wall Constructions.

MASSIVE OR HEAVY WALLS: (See Figure 6.3 A)
The airborne sound insulation effe=tlveness of solid homogeneous

walls of concretei masonry, brick or solid gypsum construetlon improves
with increasing mass or weight, providing the constructions are e_ther

non-poroes or their surfaces are coated wlth a pore-seallng substance
such as plaster, grouting mix or heavy masonry paint. The average
sound transmission loss of such walls, which are said to he "mass
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controlled", increases only about 5 to 6 dB for each doubling of weight.

As a consequence, single walls of such construction become impractical
where a high degree of sound insulation is required. In terms of
economic and practical usefulness, a solid wall thickness of 8 to IO

inches approaches the upper limit of sound insulation effectiveness.

WALLS WITH ISOLATED SURFACES: (See Figure 6.3 B)
Walls of this type represent a form of discontinuous constructlon

which provides improved sound insulation performance at the expense of
little added weight. The construction involves the use of resilient

materials such as fiber boards, felt or cork strips, or resilient ele-

ments like spring clips or channels between outer wall surfaces and the
inner core wall.

The isolated wall surfaces may be fastened to either one or both
sides of the core wall. The resilient material or element acts as a

decoupler or vibration isolator which dissipates the vibrational energy.
Such isola=ed wall surfaces may be used in the same manner in rigid stud
constructions.

DOUBLE WALLS: (See Figure 6.3 C)
Double walls have substantially greater sound insulation than a

single wall of the same weight, Care should be exercised to avoid short

circuiting of the two walls by accumulated debris, wlre tlss or

excessive coupling at the perimeter edses. If high performance is to be
achieved, there should be a complete separation of st least 2 inches and
preferably 4 inches between the walls.

Double wails of wood frame construction include slit stud,

staggered stud and double stud walls, listed in order of i_creasing
effectiveness. In such constructions the air, by virtue of its
compressibility, acts as the spring element or vibration isolator. A
wider air space provides a softer spring action which results in greater
sound insulation.

WALLS WITH SOUND ABSORBENT LINERS: (See Figure 6.3 D)

The use of sound absorbing materials such as mineral wool blankets
in the airspaces of double walls or walls employing resillsnt elements

or staggered studding may improve the sound insulation of the wall from
3 to 8 dB, depending on the thickness of the blanket and type of wall
construction. Sound absorbing materials usually are more effective

in light frame than in heavy nmsonry construction. Such materials tend
to minimize the sound energy buildup in the hollow reverberant wall
cavities, particularly at the higher frequencies. However_ they are

only marginally effective at low fraquencles.
Unfortunately, the use of sound absorbing blankets in voids or !

airspaces of conventional stud walls contribute little or nothing toward i

improved sound insulation. Owin S to the rigid ties of the stud framing
to the wall surfaces, the entire wall behaves llke a dlaphragm under
vibrational excitation and transmits the sosnd readily; thus the
effectiveness of the sound absorbing blanket is "short circuited", !

PROPERLY SEALED WALLS: (See Figure 6.3 E)

In order to obtain the highest sound insulation performance, a

partition wall must be of airtight construction. Care must be exercised
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to seal all openings, gaps, holes, Joints, penetrations of piping and
conduits. Even hairline cracks which might occur, particularly at the
adjoining wall. floor and ceiling edges, during the drying out period
or building settlement should be sealed. A substantially greater amount

of sound energy is transmitted through a crack than would normally be
expected on the basis of its area.

Both sides of the walls, particularly those of brick, concrete or
masonry block construction, should be surface coated with a plaster or
cement mix to seal surface pores, mortar Joints, cracks, ere. In the
case of double masonry walls, the inner face of one wall should be back
plastered. These precautions also should be observed relative to

surfaces of masonry corewalls which may support furred-out gypsum board
or plaster feces.

PROPER INSTALLATION OF WALLS:

Success in achieving adequate sound insulation between dwellings

depends not only on the selection of _he appropriate wall, but also on
the proper installation of the well. In addition to the airtight con-

struction requirements discussed above, proper installation of the wall
should keep coupling or rigid tles to other structural _ ',emhlles at an i

absolute minimum. Techniques for achieving this involve using gasketlng i
materials above and belc_ head and base plates and at points of inter-

section with adjoining walls. The purpose of decoupling the wall is to i
break up or minimize the flanking paths for structure-borne noise trees- i
mitred from other areas. In addition, the flanking paths for airborne !
noise via open ceiling plenums, corridors, etc., must be eliminated. !

See Chapter 8 for additional discussion and illustrative examples
relative to proper installatlon of wells.

CONTROL JOINTSI

One of the problems associated with hlgh-rlse buildings is extensive
crackles and separation of party walls from adjoining wall and floor

constructions, which often results in serious loss of acoustlcal privacy.
Walls, particularly of non-load bearing construction, frequently fall
under the stresses induced by floor slab deflection and movement of the

buildingrs structural frame. The causes of such structural movement may
bo differential expansion or contraction of exposed supporting columns,
wind and grevltational forces and differential settlement of the

foundation or footings. Such wall failures may he minimized through the
use of control Joints properly designed to accommodate building movement
while preserving good sound insulating performance. The control Joints,

which may he constructed of metal channels containing resilient gasket
material, should be used along the perlpheral edges of the partition
walls, as illustrated in Figure 8,72.

OTHEKPRECAUTIONS:
I. Avoid Short Circuits: Much too often the effectiveness of a

good sound insulating wall is inadvertently impaired by bullders or con-
struction workers as a result of on-the-Job changes, which might be

trivial for all other practical purposes but serious relatlve to noise
control. For example, s last-mlnute alteration of a kitchen cabinet
layout might result in mounting wall cabinets on party walls of

resilient spring construction. The cabinets must be rigidly and
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securely fastened to a sturdy stud-framework or perhaps an inner
masonry core wall in order to carry the heavy loads. Thereby, the
advantages of the resilient construction are lost and the sound insu-

lating performance of the wall is reduced to that provided by a single
homogeneous wall of the same weight. In a similar vein, pipe runs

through walls of resilient construction or double walls will seriously
reduce the high performance of such walls if the pipes bridge across and
make rigid contact with the exterior wall surfaces by means of clamps or

cover plates. The overemphasis on s_ruetural rigidity, particularly
with respect to non-load bearing walls, is a frequent cause of poor
acoustical performance. For example, a common practice of construction

workers is to use excessive nailing, cross-braclng, end wire tying of
resilient elements to gain an "extra measure" of structural strength or

rigidity simply "to be o_, the safe side".
Building foremen and inspeesors should =autlon construetlon workers

that such seemingly insignificant praetlees may nullify the benefits of
good sound insulating construction.

2. Wall Mounting of Equipment or Appliances: A good rule of thumb

is to avoid mounting of motor-gear driven appllanses, telephones,

exhaust fans and paper dispensers on party walls, or butting kitchen
cabinets with built-ln appliances tightly against such walls. Unless
special mounting precautions ere taken, the operation of such devices
may be the cause of serious noise complaints.

3. Walls with Windows or Doors: In the foregoing discussion, the

feet that partition walls may have wlnduws and doors has been largely
ignored. Even though well sealed, a window or a door in a wall usually

represents the "weakest llnk" in the sound insulating performance of the
¢omposlte wall assembly. _n other words) a wfndow or a door in s wall

usually transmits more sound than the rest of the wall.
While it is generally true that little will be gained by improving

the sound insulation of the wall as long as the window mr doer remains,
it Is false to reason that the insulation of the wall need be no better

than that of the door. The total amount of sound transmitted through a
composite wall-door assembly depends on the surface area and the sound

transmission loss of each of the component parts. In general, if a
composite wall is constructed of two panels of equal areas but quite
different STL ratings, the average sound transmission loss of the

composite wall will he only slightly higher than that of the poorer
panel. If on the other hand, the area of the panel wlth the higher
STL ratlng is much greater, e.g. 10 times greater than the area of the

poorer panel, the sound transmission loss of the cumpoelte wall will be
substantially higher than that of the poorer panel.

To illustrate this, consider a wall with an average STL of 50 dB
and an area of 220 square feet. Installed in this wall is a door with
an average STL of 20 dB end an area of 20 square feet. The net wall
area (less door) is 200 square feet, i.e. 10 times greater than the door

area. Using expressions (i) and (2) and the following table the average
sound transmission loss of the composlte wall structure can be computed.

STLslngle wall = i0 lOgl0 _ dB (I)
where T is the transmission eoefflelent.
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S dB

STLcompcnlte wall " I0 lOgl0 (71 sI + 72s2) (2)

where 7 1 and _2 are the transmission coefficients of the wall and door
respectively, s and s_ are' their corresponding surface areas and S isI
the s_m of these s%zrface areas.

Partition Area, ft2 STL, dB • TS
Wall 200 50 .00001 ,00200

Door 20 20 .01 .20
TOTALS 220 .202

S=TLumpositewall" 1O lOSl0 220 " I0 Io_I0 1089.1 - I0(3.04)- 30.4 dB..202

This shows that the 30 dB average STL of the above wall-door combi-
nation is substantially better than that of the 20 dB door. However,

this wall-door assembly would not provide adequate sound insulation.
The obvious solution would be to use a door with an STL rating of 30 dB

or better which opens into a vestibule or foyer, rather than directly
into e living room. In this way, one would preserve the integrity of
the 50 dB wall.

NOISE CONTROL WITHIN THE APARTMENT UNIT:

_n addition to the disturbing intrusion of noises from other parts

of the building, the apartment tenant has little respite from noises
generated within his own dwelling. It is difficult for him to escape
from the clatter of the garbage disposal, the rumbling of the dishwasher,

the boisterous laughter of his children or the Irrltaslon of his wlfe_s
favorite TV or radio program. Even though a person's tolerance of noise

produced by his own activity is quite high and he can control the noise
by curtailing his own or family's activities, the fact remains that
domestic noises generated within a typlcal apartment are much more

disturbing than need be. This is due primarily to three factors:
(a) the operation of excessively noisy appliances, bathroom or plumbin S

facilities and TV, radio or stereo sets,

(b) the open space design, particularly with respect to layout of
kitchen, dining room and living room, which provides no separatlcn
of noisy areas from sensitive areas, and

(c) the poor sound insulation provided by partition walls and doors,
especially in bedroom and bathroom areas.
Although the techniques discussed throughout this guide deal pri-

marily with the control of noise transmission between apartment units,
they can be applied equally well to the problem of controlling noise
within a dwelling unit. At the risk of being repetitious, the control
measures involve:

(a) using a well designed floor plan which separates noisy areas from

quiet areas by means of buffer zones and/or designing each room as
a self-enclosed area,

(b) vibration isolating plumbing systems, fixtures and built-in

appliances from w_ll and floor structures and cabinets,
(c) installing walls and doors with adequate sound insulation is all

sensitive areas, such as bedrooms and bathrooms, and

(d) installln s carpeting and/or acoustical tile in most areas, partic-
ularly in hallways, which separate living areas from bedroom areas.
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CHAPTER 7

CONTROL OF STRUCTURE-BORNE NOISE

The most serious noise problems in multifamily dwellings involve
the transmission of structure-borne noise. Because of the increasing
severity and wide diversity of the overall problem, its solutions are

of much greater importance and considerably more difficult to achieve i
than those associated with the control of airborne noise.

Buildings obviously must be supported by loadbearing walls,

columns and beams, as well as structural floors, which must be joined to :
form a structural framework of great strength add rigidity. Since these

members are highly efficient transmitters of vibration, the structural
frame of the building becomes a network of vibrational transmission
paths which subdivide and engulf the entire building enclosure. To
complicate the picture furtherp the installation of utility systems,

partition walls and equipment adds a multitude of new transmission
paths, some of which invariably become hidden from view in the completed

building. Thus, the problem of controlling structure-borne noise might
be vexing and difficult to resolve, if precautionary measures are not
incorporated in the early design stage of the building.

Unfortunately, the simple solution of forblddlns the installation

of vibration sources within a buildins is impracticable. Instead, one
should limit the length of continuous transmission paths by introducing
Joints, changes in materials or dimensions, isolators, or other

attenuatin E or decoupllng devices as close to the source and as
; repeatedly as possible.

Although structure-borne noise is frequently trsnsmltted by way of

wall assemblies, the problem is more severe with floor-ceiling struc-
tures which, due to their wide spans, are particularly susceptible to

impact and vibratory excitation. Such excitation causes dlaphragmatlc
movemen_ of the entire floor-ceillng structure which results in noise
radiation from the ceiling surface into the room below. Unlike the case

of airborne noise, increasing the mass of the floor structure is not very
effective, nor is the use of buffer zones between floors practicable.
As a consequence, structure-horne'nolse transmILted from the apartment
above is usually more disturbing than the airborne noise transmitted

from the apartment next door.

SOURCES OF STRUCTURE-BORNE NOISE AND ME_IODS OF CONTROL

The major sources of structure-borne noise are impacts, plumbing
systems, heating and sir-condltloning systems, mechanical equipment or
appliances and low frequency vibration from external sources.

A. IMPACT NOISE:

This section will deal with impact noise and its prevention. Impact
noise is caused by an object striking against or sliding on a wall or

floor structure, such as that produced by walking, falling objects,
moving furniture or slamming doors. In such cases, the floor (or wall)
is set into vibration by direct impact and sound is radiated from both
sides. As will be shown later, the amount of noise senersted by impact

on a floor is highly dependent upon the type of surface covering.
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IMPACT NOISE THROUGH WALLS:

Although most Impace noise is transmitted through floor-ceillng
structures, problems of impact noise transmission through patsy walls
may appear, particularly in one-room efficiency apartments in which the
single room serves the multipurpose functions of llviag room, bedroom and

kitchen. The major causes of impact and structure-borne noise trans-
mission through party walls are:
(a) wall-mounted kitchen cabinets; where the impacts are caused by

placing dishes or canned foods on the sbelves, as wall as the
slamming of cabinet doors,

i (b) wall-mounted appliances; such as knife sharpeners_ can openers end
i ice crushers,

I (e) built-ln dishwashers and garbage dlsposals as well as countertop
! blenders and mixers; where the vibration is transmitted to the

party walls by way of the abutting cabinetry,
(d) built-ln-wall units such as chests, closets end fold-ln-wall beds;

wbere the noise is caused by the sliding of drawers and doors,
clothes hangers impacting against the wall and the opening and
closing of fold-ln-wall beds.
Obviously in certain eases, particularly those involving one-room

efficiency apartments, measures must be taken to ensure adequate impact
noise insulation of the party walls separating dwelling units, Observ-
ance of the following rules of thumb will avoid most of such problems.

I. Refrain from moun_ing any noisy appliances, devices or kitchen
cabinets on or against party walls; party walls should be free or clear
of any appllances, cabinetry or household furniture.

2. If party walls must be used for such purposes, it is reco_ended
that they be of reasonably massive double-wall construction, e.g. double
brick or masonry block walls devoid of wall ties. Further, vibration
isolation mounting must be used in the installation of all appliances
whether on walls or in built-ln cabinets.

3. Cabinets, which house appliances such as dishwashers or

disposers, should also be isolated from party walls and indeed ell walls
by means of strips of resilient gasketing.

4, As a precautionary measure, walls using resilient channel or

spring cllp construction should not be used as party walls, if wall-type
kitchen ceblnets are to be mounted on them. The resiliently mounted

surfaces of such walls are not capable of supporting heavy loads. If the
cabinets are bolted to the inner rigid framework of such walls, the

spring action of the resilient element is sbort-clrculted which results
in serious reduction of both the airborne and impact sound insulating

merits of the party wall.
Although not recommended, it is possible to mount cabinets on parry

walls of resilient construction if specialized vibration isolating

mounting techniques are used, similar to those illustrated in Figure 8,69.
Other sources of impact noise disturbances are slamming doors and sliding
of furniture against party walls. In some cases the noise may ha con-
trolled at the source; for example, door slams may be eliminated by the
use of door alosers or rubber bumpers. Where tbe source of noise is

difficult to control, such as sliding of furniture against party walls,
the use of discontinuous or double wall construction may prevent the

transmission of such noise to adjacent apartments.
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The actual techniques used in controlling impa=t noise transmission
through floor structures differ somewhat from those associated with party

walls, hut they are based essentially on the same principle of using a
fo_m of resilient or discontinuous construction.

I_PACT NOISE THROUGH FLOORS:

Impact noises usually constitute a serious problem hecauss such
noises generally are of high intensity and transient or impulsive in

character. The problem is particularly acute in floors of light frame
construction. Because of their flexibility and lightweight, such

floors are easily set into vibration by impact excitation. Under heavy
foot traffic such floors will generally produce a thumping or booming
noise which tenants find most irritating. Whereas the high frequency

k

components of impact noise can he attenuated quite easily by various ::
resilient types of floor surface coverlnss such as carpeting, cork or
rubber tile, the attenuation of low frequency impact noise requires the
modlfieation of the basic structural floor with some form of discon-

tinuous construction. The basic types of discontinuous structures and

construction techniques 4sad in the control of impact sad structure-
borne noise are illustrated in FiEure 7.1.

CUSHIONIgPA_ _ n.OATeOQ_ _ SUS_D _ltl_ _ SOUNOAB$_NI [, I$O_I[AND $_L

Fig. 7.1. Basic Sound Insulatlng Floor Constructions.

1. Chshlon the Impact: (See Figure 7.1 A)

The most logical approach to the control of impact noise is to
cushion the impacn by means of soft resilient surfacing materials. Such

materials dissipate a substantial amount of the impact energy and thus
reduce the energy whlnhmay he transmitted to the supporting structural

floor. The effectiveness of the impact insulation depends not only on
the thickness and resilient characteristics of the surface material but

also on the construction of the basic floor structure. For example, a
given carpet and pad eomblnation on a floor of wood frame construction

would not necessarily provide the same desree of impact noise insulation
as when placed on a concrete floor. Floors surfaced with soft resilient

materials are also effective in reducing noise predated by abrasive
,_ actions such as sliding of furniture_ vacuum sweeping and scufflin E foot

traffic. Unfortm_ately, no appreciable gain in airborne sound insulation
is obtained by using carpets_ pads or other resilient floor surface
materials.
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2. Float the Floor: (See Figure 7.1 B)
Floating floor constructions isolated from the supporting structural i

floor by means of resilient materials or spring elements represent a type i

of discontinuous oonstreetlon whleh can be highly effective in reducing I
the transmission of impact noise, The resilient material or element l
might be in a form of rubber pads, mineral wool blankets or spring metal I
sleepers which support nailing strips or subfloerlng. Floating floors !
may be used on structural floors of masonry, wood or steal frame construc-
tion.

The effectiveness of a floating floor structure is dependent primar-

ily on three factors:
(a) the compliance of the underlayment or the resilient element,

(b) the mass of the floating floor assembly, and,
(c) the degree of decoupllng of the floating floor from adjoining walls
and structures. In this regard the Joint between the floating assembly

and the adjoining walls should be not only flexible but airtight, so
that the additional airborne sound insulation provided by the flostlng
floor is not wasted.

As a general rule of thumb, the greater the compliance of the
resilient material, the mass of the floating floor and its decoupllng
from adjoining walls, the better the airborne and impact sound insulation

of the structure. Using carpets and pads or other resilient materials

on the floating floor will generally prQvlde additional impact noise
insulation.

The following precaotlons must be observed in the construction of a

floating floor, particularly of the type illustrated above, wherein a
resilient mat or pad is sandwiched between a structural floor and a
floating concrete floor,

(a) The characteristics of the pad must be such as to resist breakdown
or excessive deformation under long periods of loading,

(b) The pad must be covered with a protective layer of some strong
impermeable vinyl or other plastic material with overlapping edges to
prevent concrete from leaking into the pad during the pouring of the

floated slab. In fact, it is recommended that thin sheets of plywood or

hard boards be used on top of the plastle membrane to prevent its

accidental rupture during the pourlng operation. I
(o) The mass of the f_ostlng floor should be large compared to any loads
it will support in order to achieve a more uniform load dls_rlbutlon on

the resilient underlayment or pad.

3. Suspgnd the Ceilln_: (See Figure 7.1 C)
Ceilings whleh are isolated from floor structures by resilient chan-

nels, hangers Or separate ceiling joists usually are efficient airborne
noise Insulators. However, in actual buildings such ceilings are quite

often ineffectual against impact noise unless precautionary measures
are taken. The reason for their poor performance is that any impacs or
vibrational energy imparted to the floor-ceillng assembly is transmitted
to adjoining loadbearlng walls or other structures and is reradfated as

no_se elsewhere. In effect, these structural flanking paths by-pass the
isolated ceiling. In laboratory installations where flanking trans-

mission is vfr_ually eliminated, floors with resiliently suspended ceil-
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ings perform remarkably well, as shown in Chapter ll. The architect
is cautioned that such results may he achieved in actual buildings only

when the floor-ceillng structure is vihratlonally decoupled from support.
lag walls or the interior wall surfaces of the room belo_ are resillentl>
mounted. In the latter case, resilient gaskets should he lald under the

base plates of these walls to m/nlmlze transfer of vibrational energy to
the floor of the room. In short, the shell-wlthin-shell design should

be used for effective control of impact noise transmission.

4. Sound Absorber in Cavity (See Figure 7.1 D)
As in the case of double walls, the insertion of sound absorbing

materials in the cavities of the floor-ceillng structure improves its
sound insulation provldln S that the structure has a floating floor

and/or a resiliently hung ceiling. In conventional floor-ceillng
assemblies, wherein the flooring and ceiling surfaces both are rigidly
coupled to the structural floor, sound absorbing materials within the
cavities are relatively ineffectual.

Sound absorbing materials improve both the airborne and impact
sound insulating performance of most floor structures incorporating

resiliently mounted surfaces. However, such materials usually are more
effective when used in suspended ceilings rather than in floating floor
structures, and as a rule provide more insulation against airborne noise

than impact noise.

5. Isolate and Seal Pipes: (See Figure 7.1 E)
In order to obtain a high degree of sound insulation, the floor-

ceiling structure must he of airtight co,struction. All openings or

gaps_ particularly at the peripheral edges of the structure and around
pipe or conduit penetrations, should he sealed with a waterproof, non-
setting caulking compound.

6. Proper Installation of Floors: i
The installation of floor-ceillng assemblies should be designed to

keep coupling or rigid ti_8 to other supporting structures at an absolute
minimum. Installation techniques which meet the structural support

requirements and yet provide adequate decoupling involve the use of cork
plates between the floor and supporting structures, as illustrated in
Chapter 8.

In order to minimize the transmission of impact noise between

neighboring apartment units, avoid the practice of laying a continuous
subfloor throughout the building, particularly at the points where
party walls are to be installed. The common practice of rigidly tying

non-loadhearing walls to floor-ceillng structures should be avoided,
since this provides a flanking transmission path for impact noises and
frequently is a cause of poor acoustical performance. The acoustical

performance of various floor structures is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

7, Avoid Short Circuits:

In floating floor constructions, a clearance must be maintained

between the entire perimeter edge of the floor and adjoining walls, base
boards and toe molds. This is especially important co prevent short

circuiting the isolation provided by the floating floor. The perimeter
clearance should he filled with resilient gasket material or sealed with
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Fig 7.2. _nsulatlon Effectiveness of Various Cons_ructlons,

Re: _peet Noise and gqui_ent Vibration,

e waterproof non-setting caulking c_pound. In l_ke _nner, a clearance
must be maintained between a floating floor and any pipe or service

chase installed between the structural support floor and the floated
floor.

Pipes or conduits penetrating floor structures with floating floors

or resiliently hung ceilings must be isolated with rubber or neoprene
sleeves to avoid rigid coupling of the floating elements to the
structural floor.

With regard to resiliently hung ceilings, flexible connectors must
be used in the inssallation of ductwork and electrical fixtures to

prevent short clrcuitlng of the suspended ceiling, A clearance must be
_Intained between the perimeter edge of the ceiling and adjoining wall

surfaces. The edge clearance should be filled with resilient gasket
material or non-settlng caulk which can be properly finished. Failure
Co do this usually causes short clrcultlng of the ceiling suspension

system which results in poor impact noise insulation.
Resiliently mounted wall surfaces should be used in conjunction

with resiliently suspended ceilings and special care be taken not Co
restrain the action of either resilient system at the ceillng-wall
Junction. Similar precautions should be observed with respect to the
wall-floor Junction.
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8. Floor Mountin_ of Appliances and Electro-Mechnnlcal Equipment:
Household appliances such as refrigerators, washing machines and

clothes dryers should be vibration isolated from the floor by means
of rubber mounts. If such appliances are installed in kitchen cabinets,

they should be vibration isolated from both the floor and the cabinets,
or the cabinets must be isolated from the floor by rubber or resilient

gaskets. If such installation techniques are ignored, equipment noise
and vibration will be transmitted to the floor structure whlch may

amplify tha noise to disturbing levels. !
Large heavy equipment such as boilers and central heating plants

should be installed in basement or slab-on-grade locations. The i

equipment should be mounted on massive inertia blocks which are support- i
ed on vibration isolators. If such installation techniques are not

used, the section of the floor slab directly under the equipment must [J
he separated and isolated from the main floor slab by means of expansion

Joints. All pipes, conduits or service distribution systems must he
vibration isolated from such equipment by means of flexible connectors

to prevent transmission of vibrational energy to the main floor slab or
building walls. For further discussion and illustrations relative to
floor structures refer to Chapter 8.

SQUEAKING FLOORS

l Causes:

On occasions, the problem of floor squeaking is more serious than

that of impact noise, because generally both families separa=ed by the
defeetlve floor will register their complaints. Although the problem

co_nonly is found in buildings of light frame construction, it may

appear in buildings with concrete floors surfaced with wood block or
strip flooring.

In general, floor squeaks are caused by the rubbing or sliding of
one floor layer over another or the movement between adjacent blocks,

strips or sections of subflooring or finish floor. Such movement may
be due to any one or a combination of the following factors.

(a) Excessive deflection of the structural floor:
Although a floor Joist system may be adequately designed in terms

of structural and load requirements, it may deflect sufficiently under
foot traffic to permit movement of the surface flooring; this generally

occurs when either the depth of the joist is too shallow or the spacing
between Joists is too wide for a given floor span.

(h) Excessive moisture or humidity:
The installation of dry flooring in damp areas often results in

squeaking floors because the absorption of moisture by the flooring
causes it to swell, crush and buckle. On the other hand) flooring
materials which inadvertently have been exposed for extended periods

to wet or damp surroundings should be redried before installation;
otherwise, the excess moisture absorbed by the material will eventually

dry out causing the flool to shrink and show cracks.
(c) Poor quality flooring material:

Poorly manufactured strip or wood block flooring in which tongues
do not fit tightly in the grooves may lead to squeaks. Another cause
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of squeaking is flooring or joists which permit strips, blocks or
sheathing to rock under foot.
(d) Poor nailing:

The most frequent cause of floor squeaking is poor nailing which
may result from improper spacing of nails, poor workmanship and the
use of undersize nails.

II Methods of Controllln_ Floor Squeakin_:
The most effective means of eliminating the squeaking floor problem

involve:

(a) using straight, true, good quality flooring materials and Joists,
(b) building s rigid well-constructed floor system,
(c) controlling proper moisture content of flooring prior to installa-

tion.

(d) inserting building paper or felt between finish and subfloor layers
to eliminate rubbing or sliding contact,

(e) employing good nailing techniques.

If squeaks occur in a finished floor, the cause must be determined

before correctlve measures can be taken, However, some squeaks can be
eliminated by lubricating the tongues of wood blocks or strips with
mineral oil introduced sparingly into the openings between adjacent

boards. With the exception of floating floors, loose finish flooring may
he securely fastened to suhflooring by surface nailing into th= =ubfloor
and preferably the joist. Ring type nails or sawtooth staples, properly
spaced, should he used in nailing finish flooring to subfloorlng, In an

exposed Joist structure, where finish flooring is warped, driving screws
up through the subfloor and into the finish floor will be effective in

drawing the floor layers tightly together to reduce the movement.
Prior to installation of ceilings, spaces between warped joists and

subfloor should be shl_,ed and wedged to reduce deflection of the floor-
lug, Excessive deflectlon of the structural floor due to lightweight

or widely spaced Joists may be corrected by the insertion of a few extra
Joists, if the under surface of the floor is exposed. However, if there
is a finished ceiling below the floor, cross-beamlng with support

=ol_=nns may he the most expedient corrective measure.
For typical residential floor installations, it is suggested that

the deflection of the floor should not exceed 1/8 inch under a uniform

dead-load dlstrlbutlon of 40 ib/sq ft. This amounts to approximately
one fourth of the conventional deflection limitations which are based

on 1/360 of the floor span,

Although the above discussion dealt primarily with conventional
floors of wood construction, all except one of the techniques for con=
trolling floor squeaking are applicable to floating floor systems, The

one exception is that a floating floor should never be surface-nailed
through the resilient elements into the subfloor or joists of the struc-
tural floor. To do so would short circuit the impact sound insulating

notion of the floating system. For further discussion of the squeaking
problem associated with floating floors, refer to Chapter 8.

For a more thorough and comprehensive discussion concerning proper
installation of wood flooring, refer to Agriculture Handbook He, 204,
entitled, "Wood Floors for Dwellings", U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service.
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B. PLUMBING NOISE:

Most apartment occupants readily admit that noise arising from the
use of plumbing services, whether within their own dwelling unit or

those located elsewhere in the building, can be heard almost anywhere
in their apartment and in many cases throughout the building. In short,

it is difficult to escape from the plumbing noise nuisance. Though
plumbing noise is seldom very loud, it can be most annoylng, particularly
during hours of relaxation, and quite frequently is the cause of
embarrassment, especially when bathroom facilities are used. Although

never discussed publicly and only rarely among close friends and
acquaintances, the noise generated hy bathroom facilities is the cause

of more embarrassment, discomfort and comple=e invasion of users ii
privacy than perhaps any other household noise. It is for these reasons

that pl_nbing noise problems are at least as serious as those of impact
noise. Unless effective counter measures are taken the present problems !

will become worse, due to the poor design and installation of plumbing
fixtures and the current trend toward the use of high pressure systems,
thln-wall piping and lightweight building construction. Solutions to

these problems are not very simple because of the numerous types of
noise sources and transmission paths involved.

I Causes or Sources:

A basic understanding of the causes or sources of plumbing noise
should he helpful in devising methods for its reduction and control.

The causes of plumbing noise are one or a combination of the following.
(a) Turbulent flow:

High water pressures with resultant high flow velocities cause

turbulence particularly around bends, valves, taps and connectors which
usually contain many sharp edges and constrictions. The familiar

hissing noise, occurring frequently at partially opened taps, is
associated with turbulence. It has been suggested that this noise is
due to the combined action of eddies and collapsing water vapor bubbles.
(b) Cavitation:

Although turbulent flow is considered to be the chief cause of

plumbing noise, the onset of cavitation in a plumbing system will
result in much higher noise level_. Both conditions may exist

simultaneously, especially around restrictions in high pressure systems,
Cavitation is associated with the collapse of vapor bubbles, which
are formed at some restriction by a critical combination of high
velocity and low pressure.

(C) Water hammer:

The noisy hammering of a plumbing system is usually caused by the
sudden interruption of water flow; for example, by a qulck-closlng tap.

The sharp pressure build up at the point of interruption forms a shock
wave which reflects back and forth in the system. The multiple reflec-
tions produce a series of hammer-like noises which gradually decrease in
loudness as the energy of the shock wave is dissipated. The sudden

release of pressure by a qulck-opening valve which discharges into a
section of piping with a narrow restriction, elbow or tde connector also

may cause hammering of the plumbing system.
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(d) Pump Noise:

Noise in plumbing systems is frequently caused by motor driven pumps
• .. which, by virtue of rigid mechanical coupling, transfer the vibrational

energy of the motor or the pump to the piping system.
Noises due to such sources are easily recognized, since they consist

mostly of pure tones associated with the rotational speed of the pumps or
motors. The current trend toward using miniaturized, high-speed, shaft-
coupled motor pu_ps has intensified this problem.
(e) Deffc'=Ive parts or fittings:

Defective, loose or worn valve stems give rlse to intense chattering
o_f the plumbing system. The defective device frequently can be pinpointed
without difficulty, since immediate use of the device causes she vibration

which generally occurs at some low flow velocity setting and diminishes or

disappears at a higher flow setting. For example, if vibration occurs
when a particular faucet or tap is opened partially and diminishes when
fully opened, the faucet more than likely has some loose or defective
parts,

(f) Expansion and contraction of piping:
The expansion and contraction of pipes produce a staccato-like

_eries of creaking, squeaking and snapping noises which are caused by the
sliding or binding of the pipes against studding or other supports,
(g) Drains:

The draining of water from bath tubs, basins and toilets produces

gurgling noises which frequently are more annoying than those associated
with the filling of such units. The noise problem is intensified when
vertical drain systems do not run directly to the basement, but branch

off into horizontal pipe runs which usually are supported from floor
Joists. Falling water striking the horizontal piping sets the drain
system into vibration which in turn is transmitted to the building
structure.

(h) Running water:
The singing or whistling of pipes or the splashing of water, erich as

that associated with filling a bath tub or running a shower, is irritating
primarily because the noise persists for extended periods of time,
(i) Entrapped air in plumbing system:

A relatively con_noo noise problem generally confined to newly
constructed buildings is that caused by entrapped pockets of air in the
plumbing systems, The combined action of water pressure and compression

of the air pockets may produce intense noise and vibration disturbances
which are characterized by explosive bursts, spewing and spitting of
wager and air from open faucets or taps and ha._erlng or knocking of the

piping system. Such problems seldom are a so,roe of complaints, unless

they persist for extended periods. Generally speaklngj the problem
eventually corrects itself by gradual release of the entrapped air through
continued use of the plumbing services.

II Methods of Controlling Plumbin_ Noise:

Water pipes and fixtures are rather inefficient noise radiators
heeluse of their small radiating surface areas. The major problem arises

when such sources or their support syst_ns are rigidly coupled to large
efficient noise radiating surfaces such as wall, ceiling _nd floor strut-
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turee. Such surfaces, acting as sounding boards, reradiate _he noise at
more intense levels.

Some of the most common techniques used for the control and reduction
of plumbing noise are given below. They are listed in order and should be

,'! combined for greatest effectiveness.
(n) Isolatlon of plumbing system:

j All effort expended for the proper design of a quiet plumbing system
is wasted if the system is not properly installed. Since large

_ effledent noise-radiating surfaces such as walls, ceilings end floors

[ pose the chief problem, efforts should be made to isolate the plumbing
system from these structures.

Bands or collars of resilient material such as rubber, neoprene,
felt or mineral wool should be placed around pipes at polnas of support, ""

e.g. plpe clamps, straps or hangers and penetrations through wall and _,

floor structures. In addition, when possible attach all pipe clamps or
supports to the most massive structural elements, such as masonry walls.

Avoid hanging pipes from floor Joists or attaching them to lightweight i_
wall surfaces. The above precautions also should be observed when a large
number of pipe runs are to be cradled in a rack, or the rack itself should

be vibration isolated from the wall by means of rubber grommets, i
Bath tubs, toilets and shower stalls should be set on underlayments

of cork, rubber, neoprene or other resilient materials or installed on
floating floors to reduce the transmission of noise due to falling water.

Likewise, the fixtures should be vibration isolated from supporting walls
by means of resilient gaskets. Such mounting precautions should be
observed with respect to installation of wash basins and faucet fixtures
as well.

(b) Usa of quiet fixtures:
Siphon-Jet toilet and flush tank fixtures with adjustable flow valves

are eonslderably less noisy than conventlonal models. Taps and faucets
using full-ported nozzles and equipped with antl-splash or aeration
devices produce little noise.
(c) Reduction of water pressure:

High-pressure plumbing systems are Inherently noisy, due to the
resultant turbulent flow generated within such systems. The static

pressure of main water-supply lines of buildlngs wlth three stories or
less should be regulated so that it will not exceed 50 psi. The water

pressure in branch lines serving individual apartment units should not
exceed 35 psi. In hlgh-rise structures where hlgh-pressure main supply

lines are required, pressure reducers or regulators should be used in
supply branches at various floors to maintain water pressure within the
above limits.

(d) Reduction of water velocity:
High velocity flaw in a plumbing system, due chiefly to undersized

piping, gives rise to turbulence which frequently generates excessive
noise. A noticeable reduction in noise level may be obtained by using

proper size piping to lower the water velocity. Flow velocities of the
order of 6 ft/eec or less in domes tic systems have been found to be quite

acceptable. Specified flow capacity requirements can he met and a
substantial reductlon in noise can be obtained by using both pressure

regulators and larger diameter piping in the plumbing system.
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(e) Use of flexible connectors and sir chambers:

Flexible connectors should be used in coupling supply and drain pipes

to vibrating appliances such as pumps, garbage disposers, clothes and
dishwashers. Since such appliances frequently have electrically operated
shut-off valves, air chambers or other shock absorbing devices should be

installed in supply and drain lines _o prevent water hammering of the
plumbing system. The air pockets, rubber inserts or spring elements in
such devices act as shock-absorbing cushions.

(f) Use simple plumbing layout:
A well designed plumbing system with a minlm_, of fittings and bends

is substantially less noisy than a complicated layout. Proper size fit-
tings and large-radlus elbows or bends should be used for improved
performance.

(g) Location of supply and drain pipes away from quiet areas:

In order to prevent the transmission of noise into bedroom areas,
supply and drain pipes should not be installed in walls corm.on to beth-
rooms and bedrooms, Piping should be installed in partition walls which

separate adjacent bathroom or kitchen areas. Supply and drain pipes must
be isolated from internal studding or wall surfaces.
(h) Sealing around pipe penetrations:

To prevent noise leaks, seal all openings around pipe penetrations

through wall _d floor structures with a non-settlng waterproof caulking
compound. Party walls between hathreoms should be completely finished
to floor level on both sides, particularly in back-to-back tub and/or
shower installations, Failure to surface the walls behind tubs results

in serious noise transmission problems. Likewise, both subflooring and
finish flooring in bathroom areas should be completely finished before
tubs and shower stalls are installed. Solid core doors with gaskets

and drop-closures should be used in bsthroom areas to ensure much needed

privacy.
(1) Pipe enclosures:

Large diameter supply and drain pipes, particularly in high pressure
systems, frequently radiate considerable noise. Such pipes should be
boxed in gypsum board enclosures, preferably lined with acoustical material.

An alternate, though somewhat less effective, technique is to enclose the
pipes in thick glass flher jackets wi_h heavy impervious outer coverings
of plastic or leaded-vlnyl materials. It has been suggested that the

glass fiber jackets should have a density of about 6 ib/cu ft and a
thickness of at least 3 inches. The impervious covering should weigh

at least 1 Ib/sq ft.
Most of the above techniques used for the control and reduction of

plumbing noise are illustrated in the follcwlng chapter.

C. HEAT_G AND AIR-CONDITIONING SYST_dNOISE

The increasing severity of the nolse problem assaclatld with hoatlng,
ventilating and alr-condltlonlng systems is due primarily to the current

trend toward installation of the following types of systems:
(i) small, individual, apartment-slze units in medium rise, garden-type

or townhouse buildings. Such units feature small-diameter, high-speed,
motor-coupled blowers and simplified supply ducts with open corridors

serving as centralized returns, and
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(2) hlgh-pressure, hlgh-veloclty, large centralized systems with
complex distribution networks in multistory or high-rlse buildings.

I. Closet Installation of Heatin_ and Air-Condltionln8 Equipment:
The conventional apartment-size heating and air-conditloning

installations are notoriously noisy. Tenants complain vehemently that
their sleep is seriously disturbed due to the excessive operational

noise of the system. The noisy equipment is a constant source of
irritation and annoyance even during their leisure hours. Tenants must
tolerate the racket or else suffer the discomforts of a poorly heated

or air-conditloned apartment when the equipment is turned off.
An examination of a typical installation shows that the noise

problem is due to the following factors.
(a) Location of unit.

For economic reasons, the unit is generally installed at a central

location in the apartment. As a consequence, the disturbing noise is
radiated in all directions throughout the apartment with equal facility.
The unit should be installed outside the apartment or in a kitchen or

laundry area which is far removed from noise sensitive areas.

(b) Closet enclosure:
The central hall closet, in which units normally are installed, is

generally of wood stud 8-_ Zypsum board construction with louvered doors.

As a consequence, the furnace or air-conditloner noise radiates with
virtually undiminished intensity from Lhls a=uu_Liually weak enclosure.
For adequate sound insulation, the closet walls should be of double stud
or resilient element construction surfaced with double layers of gypsum

board. Single masonry walls sealed with masonry paint or plaster also

would provide adequate sound insulation. The closet should be closed
with a solid core door equipped with a perimeter rubber gasket seal and

drop closure. A small fan housed in a lined duct could he used for
forced ventilation of the close= enclosure, if necessary.

(c) glower:
Most apartment-slze heating and air-condltloning units come equipped

with hlgh-speed motor-coupled blowers which are frequently the chief
source of noise. Large diameter, low-speed belt-driven blowers are

substantially less noisy, all other factors being equal.
(d) Central return duct:

The installation of the central return of a typical individual

apartment size heating and air-conditionlng system has two serious short-
comings. The central return usually is coupled to the blower by a short-

length, unlined duct with a relatively large cross-sectional area. As a
result of the short transmission path and the lack of acoustical lining,
the return duct transmits and radiates the motor-blower noise with undi-

minished intensity. Since there are no re_urn ducts in individual rooms,
entrance doors are undercut approximately one inch at the bottom to

provide passage of the air and thus complete the circulation system.
Unfortunatelyj the large air gaps under the doors are extremely effi-

cient flanking noise paths which effectively nullify the sound insula-
tion of intervening partition walls between adjoining rooms.

A practical solution to these problems involves:
(i) installing a flexible boot at the blower end of the return duct,
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(2) lining all interior surfaces of the return duct with sound

absorbing material,
(3) ins=ailing solld-core doors equipped with threshold seals in

noise sensitive areas such as bedrooms and bathrooms,

(4) installing in each room an air return which consists of both an
acoustically lined cavity within the wall and two grille openings
vertically staggered about six feet, similar to that shown in

Figure 8.34,
(5) installing approximately 5 lineal feet of acoustical lining in

supply ducts, preferably at the grille or discharge end. This
would provide a substantial reduction in noise from these outlets.

(e) Installation:
In most central-closet installations, the heating and air-condition-

lag equipment is mounted directly on the floor with all ducts coupled
directly to wall structures. As a consequence, the wall and floor
structures are set into vibration and reradiate the noise with increased

intensity. Placing vibration isolators under the equipment and using
flexible boot connectors on supply and return ducts should reduce the
noise output significantly.

Most of the control measures given above are illustrated in

Figures 8.32 through 8.36.

If. Central Buildin_ Installation of Large Heatin_ and Air-Condltlcnln_

Systems:
The high-pressure heating and alr-eonditloning installations in

large multistory buildlngs frequently are very noisy and give rise to
numerous complaints from the occupants.

Causes or Sources of Noise:

Owing to the complexities of such installations, noise may be
generated in a number of ways. The principle sources of noise are:
(a) Turbulent air flow:

Turbulence in a duct system may be caused by high velocity air flow,
pulses created by blower blades, or the flow of air around sharp bends

or ragged edges.
(h) Resonance, pulsation, flexing, and drumulng of duct walls:

Most air distribution systems with thin-wall sheet metal ducts can
be easily excited into resonance by the flow of air impinging on the
duct wails and fan or motor vibration. Because of the thln-wall

construction and the lack of bracing or stiffeners, duct walls will

pulsate under the impact of the turbulent air. Direct coupling of fans
or motors to a duct system frequently causes the system to vibrate or
drum at frequencies associated with the fan or motor speeds. The

rattling or buzzing of a duct system often is caused by loose connections
which permit ducts to vibrate sgalnst each other or their supports.
(c) Mechanical noise and vibration:

Mechanical noise generated by the operation of motors, compressors,

pumps, fans or blowers is transmitted alonE the air stream within the
duet system. The main sources of mechanical noise are ball and roller

bearings, motor commutators and brushes, belts and pulleys and fan or
blower blades. The air pulses from blower blades usually generate pure

tone at frequencies associated with the number of blades passing a
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fixed point per second.

Mechanical vibration in a heating and air-conditioning system
usually is caused by improper dynamic balance or alignment of rotating

units such as fans, blowers, pulleys and motors. Defective ball or
roller bearings and bent shafts or a_les may also he sources of
vibration.

Methods for the Control of Heating and Air-Condltioning System Noise.
If noise problems associated with heating and air-conditioning

equipment are to be avoided, careful consideration must be given to the
proper design and installation of the three major integral parts of the
system; namely:

(a) the mechanical equipment, which includes furnaces, blowers, fans,
motors, compressors and pumps, (b) ths air distribution or duct systems
which include main supply and return ducts as well as branch networks,
and (c) the terminal units, which Include induction units, diffusers and
grilles,

To ensure a proper installation, the architect should consider

oath part separately in the order listed, sln=e this repreaQnts
the means by which noise is transmitted from the source to the
receivar_ the building occupant. The following noise control measures
should he observed.

Heating and Cooling Equipment

(a) Selection of equipment:

Equipment should be selected on the basis 6f low noise output. The
more progressive manufacturers provide sound power ratings of most types

and sizes of equipment they m_rket. Such ratings, which frequently con-
rain sound power levels in various frequency bands under different load
conditions, are useful for acoustical design purposes. A few salient
points worth remembering are:

i. It is less expensive to install quiet equipment than to reduce the
noise output of a cheaper unit by costly acoustical treatment or
construction.

2. Centrifugal fans are less noisy than vsneaxial fans, all other
factors being equal.

3, For a given flow capacity, large-diameter, slow-speed, belt-driven
blowers are substantially less noisy than small-diameter, high-speed
motor-coupled blowers.

4. For purposes of noise control, it is more advantageous to install
equipment with output capacities which are greater than requlrgd instead
of installing smaller units which must labor continuously at maximum
speed in order to meet the building's minimal heating or cooling require-
manta.

(b) Location of equipment:
Basement or slab-on-grade locations, far removed from living quar-

ters, are preferred for medium-sized heating and cooling installations.

Roof top or intermediate floor-level locations should he avoided,
particularly in multistory buildings of light frame construction. Such
locations usually give rise to serious noise and vibration problems,

which often are difficult and expensive to correct.
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Extremely large or heavy duty equipment associated with hlgh-rlse

buildings should be installed either in sub-basement areas or in separate
buildings of windowless masonry construction, located n minimum of 200
feet from the nearest apartment bedroom area. In many Instances 7 houslng

such equlpmen_ in separate buildings is considerably cheaper than the
expensive sound insulating constructions required for in-house operation.
(c) Acoustical construction of equipment rooms:

Noise levels in equipment rooms which house heavy duty heating and

elf-conditioning equipment frequently exceed 90 dB. If such rooms are
near noise sensitive areas, a high degree of acoustical separation or

isolation between the areas will be required to preven_ serious noise
complaints. Either double wall construction or the use of closets,
corridors or storage areas as buffer zones is essential, in beth
horizontal and vertical directions.

Double doors of solid core construction or heavy, thick refrigerator
type doors should be used in the equipment room. Since such rooms
generally are quite reverberant, thick sound absorbing material should

be applied to the ceiling and 50% of the wall area. All penetrations
through wall and floor ceiling structures must be carefully sealed to
prevent noise leakage. All ducts must be of heavy, double wall construc-
tion with innermost surfaces lined with acoustical material. Refer to

Figures 8.44 through 8.47.

(d) Inatallatlon of equipment:
I. Vibration isolation of equipment:
Very large and heavy blowers, motors, compressors, pumps and

calming chambers should be mounted on concrete inertia blocks or bases
which weigh at least three and preferably five times the combined weight

of the supported equipment. The inertia block should then be isolated
from the structural floor slab by means of vibration isolators. The
architect should engage the services of vibration engineers in designing

the installation of large, heavy-duty equipment.
In installations of lighter or smaller units, it might be sufflclent

to mount the equipment on a heavy plywood base which rests on a resil-
ient underlayment. Such equipment may be mounted directly on the base-

ment or on-grade floor slab providing that part of the slab directly

under the equipment iS structurally isolated from the main building slab
by perimeter expansion Joints.

All rotating and reciprocating equipment should be dynamically
balanced to minimize vibrational resonance of fan blades, structural

frames, metal panels or component parts. Proper alignment between motor
and belt-driven or shaft-aoupled units such as blowers, circulating
pmmps and compressors is essential for quiet operation. All pipe and
elsetrlcal lines should be connected to the equipment with flexible
connectors.

2. Vibration isolation of ducts from equipment.
Inmost vibration isolated beating and alr-condltlonlng installa-

tions, one of the greatest and most frequent mistakes is made at the
discharge end of the blower. In a typical installation _he discharge
port of the blower is connected by means o_ a flexible boot to a short-
length header duct of approxlmataly the same cross sectional area. This

header duct generally feeds into a vertical riser of the main supply

duct system which is rigidly supported from the ceiling slab by tie reds.
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The point that invariably is overlooked in sucll installations is
that the flexible boot cannot isolate the ductwork from the vibration of

the blower housing. The intense elf-flow turbulence, which is generated

by the blower blades, is carried beyond tile flexible boot with undimin-
ished intensity and causes flexing and pulsation of the duet walls and

severe vibration of the header and riser ducts. As a cossequence, not i_
only is the _lexlble boot rendered useless, but the effectiveness of all

acoustical lining or sound silencers within such ducts is short circuit- i_
ed, since they are component parts of the vibrating source.

The vibration due to turbulence in a typical installation is many

times greater than that due to mechanical vibration of the motor-blower
unit, Of course, if one eliminated the turbulence by reducing the blower
speed or removing the blower blades, the flexible boot would he most
effective in dsolatlng the ductwork from the mechanical vlhrstlon of the

motor-blower unit, Unfortunately in most cases, this cannot be done

without seriously reducing the efficiency of the beating or cooling
operation.

The practicable solution to the problem of reducing turbulence in
and near the blower region involves the combined use of isrge-dlnmeter,

slow-speed blowers and a plenum or calming chamber on the discharge side
of the blower,

3, Plenum or calming chambers:

The plenum chamber is a large volume enclosure designed to reduce
sir flow turbulence, it should be constructed of heavy metal or rigidly
braced walls with flexible boots fitted to flared intake and exhaust

ports,
The design of a plenum chamber should be based on the anticipated

sir flow velocity and the cross-sectlonal dimensions of the blower
discharge port. A conservative design of a plenum chamber, which should

be taken only as a guide, might have a cross-sectlonal area approximately
ten times that of the discharge port and s length about 5 times the
largest port dimension. Streamlining the chamber and inserting split-
ters would simplify the problem of reducing air aurbulence. Lining the

inside surfaces of the plenum cbamber with sound absorbing materials
would reduce the noise level build-up due to reverberation and hence the
amount of noise transmitted alon_ the duct passages. Refer to Figure
8.45,

D_ct%
Because ducts are extremely efficient transmission paths of air-

Jorne and structure-borne noise and vibration, considerable attention

suet be given to the proper design, construction and installation of

Juct networks. Noise problems most common to ducts usually involve:
(s) Equipment noise:

Airborne noises from equipment are easily transmitted through the

duct passages, The installation of sound absorbing lining or pre-
fabricated sound silencers in the ductwork will substantially reduce the
noise transmission,

(b) Cross talk:
Noise from one room to another is easily transmitted through an

mlfned duct serving both rooms. For example, this frequently occurs
in a common return duct in back-to-back bathroom installatlons; or in
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common ducts in which the grille openings serving separate apartment

units are too closely spaced. Such problems also arise in exposed,
thln-wall main ducts which span across adjacent apartment units, even
though such ducts might not have any grille openings. Domestic noises

may penetrate the thin walls of the ducts in one apartment, travel
through the short duct passage in the party wall and emerge through

the thln-wall duct of the adjoining apartment, Noise transmission from
one apartment unit to another may also occur by way of openings and holes
around poorly sealed duct penetrations through wall and floor structures.

The above noise transmission paths short-circult the sound insula-

ting effectiveness of the intervening party walls and floor structures.
The following corrective procedures should be used to eliminate the cross
talk problem.

I° Separate grille openings as widely as possible and llne the inter-
vening duct run with acoustical material or install sound silencers or

baffles, preferably at the party wall ]unction. Avoid back-t6-baek
grille openings at all costs.
2. Where common ducts are to be exposed in the apartments, heavy-wall
duct construction is essential. Double-wall acoustlcally-lined ducts

are mandatory between high noise and sensitive areas. An alternstlve to
such construction would involve enclosing thln-wall duct runs in gypsum
board.

3. Isolate ducts from wall and floor structures at points of penetra-
tion with collars or sleeves of rubber, neoprene or other resilient
material; and use a non-settlng, waterproof caulk at such points to
ensure an airtight seal.

(c) Duct vibration:
The turbulent air flow generated by the blower blades is the chief

cause of duct vibration. In order to prevent the transfer of this
vibrational energy to the building structure, the following steps should
be taken:

(I) reduce the turbulence by using a properly designed blower and a
large plenum chamber with flexible boots at intake and exhaust ports;
(2) use resilient hangers and duct supports; (3) isolate ducts from

wall and floor structures with resilient sleeves or collars ac points
of penetration or termination; and (4) construct ducts of heavy gage
metal or use braces and stiffeners to prevent flexing and pulsation of
the duct walls.

(d) Turning vanes:
Turning vanes frequently are installed at sharp bends in ducts in

order to reduce the turbulence and thus minimize the noise output.
Because such vanes frequently are constructed of light gage, loose

fitting parts which resonate and rattle, they tend to intensify rather
than alleviate the noise problem. Such problems may be avoided by
using streamlined vanes constructed of heavy gage metal costed with a

thick layer of vibration damping mastic, prefabricated turning vanes
made of sound absorbing materials are also efficient and quiet in
operation. Loose play or hack-lash in the vane mounting should be

avoided to prevent rattling.
(e) Turbulence in branch ducts:

Noise from turbulence often occurs at "tee" or "ell" Junctions of
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branch ducts and at grilles, diffusers or induction units. When the

turbulence occurs very close to the discharge terminals of unlined

ducts, the generated noise may be excessively high in level.
Any acoustlcal treatment installed in the main ducts to attenuate

equipment noise cannot possibly alleviate noise problems which originate

near the discharge ends of the branch duets, The following steps should
be taken to prevent the occurrence of such problems:
(i) avoid sharp edges and corners by using flared or streamllne-con-
toured "ell" and "tee" connectors; (2) use branch ducts with sufflclent-

ly large cross-sectlon areas or install damper plates to reduce the
air flow velocity; and (3) install a minimum of 5 lineal feet of

acoustical lining at the grille end of all supply and return branch _.
_ ducts.

(f) Plow velocities:

High velocity slr flow generates noise not only within the ducts ._

but at the face of the outlet grille or diffuser as well. The intensity !i
of aerodynamic noise is strongly velocity dependent and increases ;i
approximately at the rate of the velocity raised to the fifth power, ,,
in typical ventilation duet installations. Thus, for a given duct
area, a doubling of the flow velocity may increase the output noise

level as much as 15 to 24 dg. Conversely, for a given mass or volume
flow, doubling the area of the duct effectively reduces the flow

i_i velocity about one half and may lower the output noise by 15 to 24 dg.;r

In discharge ducts, air flow velocities of about 15 feet per

second are quite acseptable in most apartment areas. However, to be
on the safe side, flow velocities in noise sensitive areas should be

i! lowered tO about 8 or 9 feet per second.
(g) Noise radiated from duct walls:

!_ The problem of noise radiation from ductwork generally is assoei-
:: ated with large exposed ducts constructed of light gage metal. Such
:! noise may result from thermal expansion and contraction of the ducts
_: or pulsation of duct walls due to air movement.

:_ The duct systems should be designed so that a mlnlmum number of
ducts are contained within occupied areas. Large ducts which are

%; unavoidably exposed in occupied areas should he boxed-ln with gypsum
board enclosures. Where large ducts cannot be enclosed, vibration

damping nmterisl should be applied to the surfaces of the duct walls.
Acoustical lining applied internally often serves the two fold pur-

pose of attenuating airborne noise from equipment and acting as a
vibration damper. If noise radiation from the duct system is excessive,

the duct walls should be encased in a heavy plaster Jacket or Wrapped
in a thick mineral wool blanket with an impervious plastic outer cover.
Grilles

Noises generated within induction units or at the faces of outlet

grilles or diffusers give rise to numerous complaints from tenants.

The intensity and characteristics of such noise are dependent upon the
airflow velocity and the size and design of the outlet units. For

example, high velocity air striking the face of an outlet grille often
generates a high-pltch whistling noise.
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Removal of the grille is a simple expedient test to determine the
cause of noise. If there is no appreciable reduction in the noise out-

put without the grille, the noise may be due to furbulence within ehe

dlschar_e duet or some other source farther back in the duct system. If
there is a marked reduction in the noise output without the grille, le
is evident that the grille was at fault and therefore should he replaced

with one of better design, or the air speed should be reduced if practl-
cable.

(a) Selection of outlet grilles and diffusers:

The following points are worth remembering when choosing outlet
grilles and diffusers for quiet operation.

(1) Grilles or diffusers which radiate llttle noise are made of
heavy-gage metal with wldely-spaced streamlined deflectors devoid of
any sharp corners or edges.

(2) A wlde-angle diffuser which gives a large spread of air will

generate substantially more noise than a small spread unit, all other
factors being equal.

(3) Grilles constructed of wire mesh or perforated metal facings
with large gap ratios are less noisy than those with tightly woven or

small gap ratios which restrict or obstruct the air flow.
(4) For a glvan flow velocity, doubling the number of outlet grilles

or the _rea of each grille increases the noise output approximately 3 dB.
Conversely, if the volume of air or mass flow delivered by the grille
is held constant, doubling the area of the grille will effectively reduce

the flow velocity about 50%, which will lower the output noise about
15 to 24 dB.

(b) Grille location:

Care must be taken to avoid locating grilles near or in corners.
The surfaces near such locaflons act as _ound reflectors and can Increase

_rille noise levels about 6 to 8 de. The most favorable grille location
is near the center of the ceiling. A grille installed in a wall should

[ be at least 6 feet from a corner and as low as practicable from the ceil-

ing edge,

D. MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCE NOISE:

The foregoing discussion concerned the noise problems associated with
heating, air-condltloning and plumbing systems. In many cases, the noise

from other building equipment gives rise to complaints from occupants.
Examples of such noise sources are as follows.

(a) Coolln_ Tower@:
Because such units usually are located on roof tops or in court yards_

they often cause complaints from occupants in neighboring buildings as well

as from tenants of the apartment building serviced by the units. This is
particularly true when nearby spot,sent units are Ioc_ted at the same
height or above the cooling tower. Generally speaking, fan noise con-

stitutes the greatest disturbance. However, serious vibration problems
frequently occur in top-floor apsrtment areas, due to faulty roof-top
installations.

Such problems may be avoided hy uslng equipment with large-dlameter,

slow-speed fans, sound absorbing baffles and vibration isolation mounts,
as illustrated in Figure 8.65. Ground level ins_allatlone of such
equipment should be made at locations far removed from noise sensitive
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areas. Roof-top installations should be made on the roof of the tallest
wing or section of the buildings preferably above a non-occupled area.
(b) Electrical Circuit Equipment:

Automatically controlled electrical circuit equipment consisting of
circuit breakers, relays, mlcro-swltches, timing units and solenoid

operated devices frequently generates hurmnlng, buzzing and clicking
noises which often reach disturbing levels and are most irritating because

of their impulsive and intermittent characteristics, Such equipment often
is housed in large switch boxes which act as sounding boards, Flush or
recessed mounting of switch boxes in wall partitions usually weakens the
sound insulating performance of the wall which results in serious noise

transmission problems. Such equipment should be housed in vibration
isolated boxes which are surface-mounted on heavy masonry exterior walls.
See Figure 8.69.

(c) Elevator Hoist Equipment:
Heavy duty motors, hoists and drive mechanisms associated with

freight or service elevators should be vibration isolated to avoid

serious noise problems. Elevator shafts should he surrounded with storage
areas which act as buffer zones to isolate dwelling units from elevator

equipment noise. See Figure 8.14.
(d) Garase doors:

During the raising and lowering operations, electrically operated
overhead garage doors generate considerable impact noise and vibration

in apartment units located directly above the garages, Since the impact
noise is produced primarily by the overhead doors Jolting against back-

stops and dropping onto the garage floor slab, rubber bumpers should he
installed at the backstops and the base of the doors to absorb the impact
energy, A further reduction of impact noise and vibration may be

ii achieved by isolating the guide tracks and motor-drlven hoist mechanism
_ from the building structure by means of resilient mountings.
_i (e) Pressure Reducin_ Valves:

Large heavy duty reducing valves are capable of generating extremely
disturbing high-pitch hissing noises. In order to isolate such noises,

i pressure reducing valves should be located in basement equipment rooms or
in areas far removed from occupied areas. The valve should he resiliently
mounted on a massive exterior wall, Under no conditions should the device

be mounted on party wails, regardless of wall construction.

(f) Swlmmln_ Pool Equipment:
In roof-top swimming pool installations, tenants often complain about

the noise and vibration from circulating pumps, filtration systems!
shower baths and diving boards. Special precautions must be taken to
vibration isolate the entire installation including the swlmmin E paoli

water supply and drain systems, mechanical equipment and all associated
auxiliary or accessory equipment such as diving boards and slides. The
recommendations given in both this chapter and Chapter 8 relative to the

installation of plumbin E systems, fixtures and related equipment should
he observed whenever possible.

(g) Ventilation and Exhaust Systems:
Likewise, roof-top installations of ventilation systems, including

exhaust fans and exposed duct runs, give rise to n_aerous complaints
about fan noise, vibration and aircraft noise, Such installations must
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be isolated from the roof and building structures by means of resilient
mounts and flexible connectors. Exposed ductwork must be of double wall
construction and either lined with acoustical treatment or provided with
prefabricated sound silencers or baffles. Such measures are used both to

prevent transmission of aircraft noise into the duct system and to
attenuate any noise within the system before it reaches occupied areas.

Refer to Figure 8.63 for proper installation of roof-top ventilation.
equipment.
(h) Transformers:

Transformer installations in multistory buildings may be sources of

objectionable low frequency humming noise and vibration, which usually
are caused by vibrational resonance of cores, coils and housing. Because
such noise has low frequency components which are difficult to isolate,
transformers should be installed in non-sensltive areas such as basement

equipment rooms or in closets surrounded by storage areas. If such
locations are not available, it is recommended that transformers be

installed in masonry enclosures, as illustrated by Figure 8.70. A

considerable reduction in noise level may be obtained by vibration
isolating the transformer from the floor and building structure. Trans-
formers with low noise ratings are available and should be used whenever

possible. Such.unlts feature vibration mounts, good steel-core construc-
tion, single stacked lamination and varnlsh-impregnated cores and coils.
(1) Appliances:

Although most household appliances are noisy devices, the major noise

problems are caused primarily by the faulty installation of built-ln
appliances, such as room air conditioners, dishwashers, clothes washers,

dryers and garbage disposers. The investment of properly installing
hisher-prlced quiet units is well repaid by fewer rental vacancies Or the

savings in costly acoustical treatment required to isolate noisy appli-
ances. Some of the more con=non appliances which frequently cause noise
problems are as follows:

i. Air conditioners: In conventional room air conditioners, the high-
speed blowers radiate dlsturbin S hlgh frequency airborne noises, while

the motors and compressors generate low frequency vibration. Such
problems can be avoided by using air conditioners which feature stream-
lined air passages, large-dlameter slow-speed blowers and vibration

mounted motors and compressors. The problem can be simplified further if
sound absorbing baffles and vibration damping materials are installed
inside the cabinets. It is essential that the air conditioner be

completely isolated from the building structure by means of a resilient
collar or perimeter gasket, as illustrated in Figure 8.1.

2. Dishwashers, disposals, clothes washers and dryers: Dishwashers,
disposals and laundry appliances frequently are built into kitchen

cabinets, which abut or are installed along party walls. The hlgh noise
levels produced by such appliances are further magnified by the reso-
nance and vibration of the hollow lightweight cabinets, which in turn set

party walls into vibration. Solutions to tbls noise problem require the
use of quiet appliances and, more importantly, proper location and
installation of the units. Dishwashers and garbage disposals should be
installed in cabinets along exterior walls. Measures should be taken to

isolate the appliances from both the cabinets and the floor by means Of
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resilient gaskets and vibration mounts, as illustrated in Figures 8.1
and 8.2. Flexible connectors and air chambers should be installed in all

water lines feeding such units. The application of sound absorbing

materials inside of cabinets and dishwasher housings will improve the
noise reduction.

3. Exhaust fans: Small hlgh-speed exhaust fans commonly found in
kitchen, bathroom and laundry room areas generate excessive noise and

vibration. To lessen the noise problem, squirrel cage or centrifugal
fans should be used whenever possible in lleu of vaneaxlal fans. Fans
should be isolated from exhaust ducts with rubber mounts, as illustrated
in PiEure 8.3. The use of sound absorbing material in the exhaust duct

should provide a noticeable reduction in noise output.
4. Sewing machines: Sewing machines have become virtually household
necessities among large families and the cause of increasing noise com-

plaints from occupants. As a matter of convenience, housewives usually
locate and use the machines in bedroom areas, which of course disturbs

the neighbors in bedrooms adjacent and below. One method of alleviating

this problem is to caution occupants about locating their sewing machines
against party walls and recommend that they place rubber mounts under the
legs of the machine cabinet. Such mounts should be provided by the

apartment management in order to gala better co-operatlon from the
occupants.
5. Small appliances: Small household appliances such as electric can
openers, knife sharpeners, mixers, ice crushers, blenders and pencil

sharpeners, are troublesome sources of noise and vibration, especially
when such devices are mounted on lightweight walls or are used on counter
tops. The only effective way of dealing with this noise problem is to

restrict tenants from mountln E such appliances on walls and to provide
them with small sponge rubber pads on which to place their appliances.

i_ 6. Televisions, radios, stereo sets, pianos: Although these devices are

i primarily sources of airborne noise, they are capable of generating a
! considerable amount of low frequency noise and vibration, This is

especially true of the large, multlspeaker, high fidelity units. When
musical scores or orchestrations rich in bass are played, the vibrations

of the loudspeaker are transmitted through the cabinet enclosure and
lees to the supporting wall or floor structures, which in turn are
excited into vibration. Such problems may be avoided by placing suitably

designed rubber mounts under the legs of the cabinets or pianos, A
rubber pad with a top plate of steel or hardboard should be used to
provide a uniform dlstrlbutlon of the load. Such mounts are effective

vibrational isolators if they retain their compliance under load. In the
case of built-ln-wall sets, the cabinets should be encased in rubber

gaskets to prevent mechanical contact with the wall structure.

7. Central vacuum cleaner systems: Where such a system is installed,
tenants frequemtly complain about the high pitch noise generated by the

turblne-type blower and the hissing noise produced by the high velocity
air rushing through the thin-wall plastic tube network. In most instal-
latlons, the large tank-type cleaner is located in a basement area where
it is mounted on an exterior wall, which is vented to discharge the fine

dust particles. By virtue of this direct coupling, the wall transmits
and radiates the noise and vibration from the motor and blower, The
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plastic tube network is rigidly coupled to she inner framework of wall
and floor structures, which in turn radiate the noise generated by the
hlgh-veloclty, turbulent air flow.

A considerable reduction in noise output may be obtained by: (a)
using rubber sleeves around the tubing to isolate it from the wall and
floor structuresj (b) isolating the tank unit from the wall by means

of resilient mounts, (c) installing flexible connectors between tubing
and wall outlets_ tank unit and d_scharge vent, (d) enclosing tank unit
in outer metal Jacket with mineral wool lining and (e) installlng a

muffler on discharge vent.
8. Elsctronlc air filters= Tenants of luxury apartments occaelonally
complain about the loud, sharp, snapping noises produced by the elec-

tronic air filter unit installed in the heating and alr-conditionlng
system. Dust particles passing through the ionizing cell of the filter
are given an intense electrical charge and are collected by highly-

charged electrical plates. Abnormally large dust partleles occasionally
short across the electrical plates and cause arcing, which produces the
objectionable snapping noise. This condition is most prevalenc in newly
constructed buildings in which a considerable amount Of airborne dust

may be present in the duct system and room areas. The problem even-
tually corrects itself as the air is filtered free 0£ the larger dust

particles through normal usage of the heatlng/alr-condltlonlng system.
However, the installation of acoustlcal lining in supply and return

ducts for the purpose of attenuating mechanical equipment noise will
alleviate the electronic filter noise problem as well.

E. LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATION FR_ EXTERNAL SOURCES:

Low frequency vibrations from Industrlal or commercial operations,

railroad, subway and truck traffic may give vise to complaints from
occupants of buildings erected near such sources. Since it is difficult
to prevent the transmission of low frequency vibrations into a building,
the most effective way of avoiding this problem is to erect the building
at a distance of at least several hundred feet from the source of

vibration.

Some of the following techniques have been used with varying degrees
of success to insulate buildings from externally induced low frequency
vibration.

(a) Base Plates:
Buildings have been erected upon thick base plates of lead, asbestos,

cork or bituminous materials which were sandwiched between the super-
structure and the supporting footlngsj foundations, piers and columns.
(b) Cork Jackets:

In buildings of steel frame and masonry construction, cork Jackets
have been wrapped around steel girders to prevent vlbrstory transmission
between the exterior masonry walls and the structural frame of the

huildln s.
(¢) Trennhes:

The effectiveness of trenches cut into the ground between che

huildln 8 and the source of vibration is highly dependent on the nature

and properties of the ground and the foundetion bed on which the build-
ing is erected. If the building rests on a foundation bed of firm dry

gravel and the ground above is hard packed clay or sand, a trench which
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is cut down to the gravel bad and filled with loose gravel may attenuate
low frequency vibration before it reaches the building. Rockp clay,
chalk and sand are considered to be relatively good transmitters of
vibration, whereas gravel is a rather poor conductar.
(d) GEavel Backfill

Foundation walls are particularly susceptible to low frequency
vibration, due to their exposures of large surface areas. As a precau- '_
tlonary measure to minimize the transmission of low frequency vibration,
8ravel should be used as a backfill agalnst such walls, especially on
that side of the buildln S which faces the source of vibration.
(e) Smooth Street Pavement:

The problem of vlbratlen from heavy street traffic can be ealed
considerably if streets or roads are paved with thick smooth-surface
asphalt. In cases of concrete roads, care should be exercised to make
_he Joints between concrete slabs as small as possible and to ensure
that the slabs are flush and level, particularly at the Joints.

"i

[,

z
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CI_PTER 8

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO CONTROL BUILDING NOISE

Although proper planning, s_lectlon and good ncotlstical desisn
r_la_iv_ to bu_idlng sites_ space arrangement, wall and floor s_ruc_ur_s,
_nd

h_lilding _qLlipmen_ and servic_s _re oss_ntial for _h_ ov_ra_l success- i ¸
ful control of bui_dlng noiso_ careful supervision must be _rcis_d

i during _he 'Icrucial stage" of actual construction or _he costs and effor_
previously expended for _hls purpos_ migh_ be wasted. As _ cons_qu_ncQ_ i_
_her_ is provided b_low _nd _hroughou_ thls chapter a s_ries of warnln_s, _
pr_cautlons and suggestions in the form o_ _ ch_ck llst and _or_ impor.
rankly _n _xtensiv_ collection of de_ailed arc_i_ectural drawings which
illus_t_ acous_ically Important huilding con_ructlon _1_dins_alla_ion _
_echnlqu_s. In th_s_ drawlngs, _mphasis is plac_d primarily on th_ r_com-
m_nd_d _echnlqu_s nnd m_thods of construction _nd £ns_alla_ion _nd no_
necessarily on _h_ _yp_s of wall nnd floor s_uctur_s illus_ratod.

Th_s_ drawings should no_ b_ considered as r_pres_nti_g th_ only
possibl_ solutions to _he co_rol o_ _h_ overall huilding nois_ probl_ms;

_i _h_y _re offered as exampl_s of th_ _chniques _hat might b_ used _or
_ this purpose. Various types of w_ll and floor structures and indeed

dlff_en_ £nstall_ion _echnlqu_s, other _han thos_ £11us_rat_d, may b_
used provided that they a_e based on similar or _quival_nt nois_ control

_r prlncipl_s.

k_ APPLIANCES S_ Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.
_ C_h_n_t-ins_alled or built-in appl_anc_s stlch_s

ii dish washers, clo_h_s washers and dryers, g_ba_ disposals
!_ and exhaust fans should be provided with vibration isolators
i'i and fl_xib1_ connectors, _nd th_ cabinets in which they

_ are £_stalled s_ould be of£s_t £_om the back wall with
strlp gaske_ing of such m_te_i.l as £oi_ _nd cork. Win-
dow air conditioners should h_ =ompl_t_ly vlbration
isolated from surrounding window fram_ or huilding
_Euc_ur_,

_ BALLOON Avoid using balloon framing in wood fram_ construction.
FRAMING The open _roughs between s_uds and joists are _£_Ici_n_

i! sound _r_nsmission paths.r

BUFFER ZONES IIallw_ys, s_or_g_ ar_as, clos_s wi_h closed unlouv_r_d
doors may b_ used quit_ _ff_c_iwly as buffer zones _o
gain _dditional sound insulation b_w_n dw_lling units;
or b_tw_n such units and som_wha_ nolsi_r _reas_ such _s
_levator shafts _nd laundry ro_.Ji

CARPETS Use carp_s and pads particularly in h_avy p_destrian
_raffic ar_as such as corridors and lobbi_s _o red_c_ foot-
st_p and impac_ noise _nd provide additional sound absorp-
tion.
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CEILINGS Ceilings suspended on resilient hangers provide
effective airborne and impact sound insulation, However,

avoid running a continuous suspended ceiling throughout
building. Installation of ductwork, grilles, recessed
lights, etc, r_quire special _ise control t_chniques.

CINDER BLOCK As a precautionary measure, coat _xpos_d surfaces
of cinder, masonry and concrete block walls with plaster,
Droutiag mix or masonry paint to seal por_s, poor mortar
Joints and other possible noise leaksp even if furred-

out surfaces of gypsum board or plaster arc applied
later.

CORRIDORS Because of their reverberant characteristics, cor-

ridors and hallways usually ar_ excQsslvely noisy. Uso
carpeting and/or acoustical ceilings in these areas Co
reduce noise build-up.

A

A- RUOBERGASKET F- RINGPLATE K- RIHOSLAMp
8o SINK G- OlSR'L-FLA_E L- NETALCOVER
C- kCOUSTIONkT'L H-STE£L_AO,£R M-GLkOSWOGL
D- SObINET I-RORBRRkOSHER N-GISR'L-HW_JO0
E- NkSrlSSORT J-_Ul O-RURRRRGLRRV[

_-RURR[RHOG[

_ig. 8.2. Design a=d Install_tion of G_rbn_e Disposal for Qul_t Operation.
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Fig. 8,3, Proper Inscallaclon of Exhaus= Fan.

DOORS See Figures 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7.

_xcQrlorp aparCmenC entrance! bedroom and bachroom
doors should be of solid core conB_ructlon. Door closers
Bhould be Lnst_Ucd on e_cerlor _nd encranc_ doo_8 Co

_llm£nnc_ doo_ Blnm nols_. EI_tranc_ doors should be

8_a_g_recl, Oask_s and drop closures should b_ in_tallod

o_ bedroom and hachroom doora, Slld£ng or _oldlng closoc
doors should be _necalled _n tracke which _re vlbra_£on

Isolated £rom _dJo_n_ng w_lls o= =e111ngs.
Door _n_ck_r_ _re no_y nuisances which could _i

be el_nated in mulc_fam£1y dwel1_ngs without incon-

vcn£enc_ Co Che occupant, Door chimes _hould be used

in lleu of door knock_B. When In_allcd on non-parry

w_ll_ Insld_ dw_lllng u_£_B_ door chimes are less apc Co

d_scurb the n_ghbor_. If door knockers are _o be u_dp

Vibr_c_on isol_tl_g m_unc£ng _ r_q_£r_d,
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SOLIDCOR[DCOR HOLLOWCOR[DG_R

OROPCLOSUm+ f f MSlLLI++'AIRGAP
APT.A APT.B APT.A _ APf, 8

IIALLWIIII CARP_&ACOUSTICC[ILING HALLWIP,+HARDFLOORIt CEILIN_

..............
BETTER POOR

APt, ^ APT 13 OPEP_ SOLID

HALI. WI_HCARP[T,_ACOUSTICC[ILI_G

AUtO+TIC LAp GkSK£T SWIIP

DROP_,_ JOINT IN SILt STRIP

_EST DCOR$1LLCKL_$UR[$

Fi, g. 8.4. Acceptable Locac[on_ and Gaskoclng o_ Doocs.

NYICN

- + +_tl_lmoeotl

I"
l
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.SOLIP_O £_[
_R( STRIPS

/' I _ 7

' USEIN[_RANCL S£T
DIDR_N &6A_ A_ STORAG(ARMS

SOLIDCOl[ _g _OW _R[ _1

.... I 3/40olId wood core door vL_h gaakeeJ and drop ¢loBure

I 3/_ho11_wood core door vlth _aakeca and drop ¢loaure

-_ $_e hollow door, no gamkecD or closure, 1/4" a_rBap a_ sill

•....... Louvered door, 25-30% open area

_C , ,v I _vl ,v_ ivt _VF

4D E"

" )I,o

tO --_

I I g t A J I _ I I i I I _r _
0 IZ_ IBO BOO II 21 4K

FREGUF'NCY,Itz

Iv£S. 8.7. Bound _ran_llolon Lola og,Doorn.
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DUCTS Sue FLBures 8.S_ 8.9, 8,10, 8.11 and 8.12
SJ-nco ducta aro extz'_oly e_fLcient: sound _ranamla-

s£on paths, con_t.derablo pr_caut;£an mu_t: be _aken to
_vold cross-I:alk, vent].Ia_lo_, combusl:].on _nd equLpmont

no£so, Avo_.d _'unn£n_; ducts a_ a ¢orr_mon eupp[y or ro_urr*
be_'_en dwe]._.£n_ units, unloss auch Bys_cr_s aro propot'ly
bafEl_d and 1|ned w£ch sound ab_orbing maCQrLal* Tho

commol_ prac_£ce, Ln wood f_'ar_ sl:ruc_:u_'_s I of usLn R
troushn b_l:w_en _oistn _s a c_on _'atur_ ducc ba_woen

!: dwoll_.nRs results _.r_ vory _r£ous _o].sc _ransmissLon

pt-obl_el, C_ulk or seal around du¢_s at: oll poJ.n_s o_

po_ecra¢_ons through p_l:_._Lons. Use doub_._-wal_ ducte_
acoust_.cal _._.ninR, _I.exible boo_ and resi}.£en_ h_.nl_eX:_

whoso r_qu£red. Dwell_ns unLts should bo se_Lced by
sopar_te supply and re_un_ ducts vhLch b_nnch off _ !

m_Ln ducl: _y_em,

_LA|I |;gL r"- |ll|l ||TIL |ALL

alint_WlLtOIVllIILL ounu_'|ion I _" _, _!i*_||IY _ .mr A-.,.a 7• _: C_lLItl

' iAillll |JILL[ L. ill|| |||L liLAIIET i)liAITl|IO| Ill. IIfT, FAll

?i l|lliT If|liP, |Ill ip t nL |jiLL _ ill|ill| iIEriL liALL
' CROSSSgGTlOli A-A

;i FL R. S.g, • Proper Inscalla_io_ Of Ductva_k, (llltilili|| Ir_|ll)
i

_! DON'T DO

a_OT NIN'W tL I_pL.WA_ -'*, ACC_JSflC

"if

• ,_k[llll)N

A_JIl NIN*_IA_.U_LI__ DU_15
NOISy({)UIp+ kpl_KkC(H,felfO_FL[_,I¢_TAT APT, gOIS_'[O_lp. APT,

F£R, 8.9, Inatalla_ion nf D_c_ork ¢hi_ough Equ/_nl: Room _all,
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DO :

r

;(DC $

CHANNEL LIC_ITF]XTUR[

WHENTROUGHSB_hL J015;$AR[U$[O^S R[PJ_NOUCI$.I_STAI_
SOUN_$1L[NCEkSINALLVINTOP[NI_GS,M_NIMIZ[ kNDCAULKORS[kL
P[N[TRkTJONSkNOUS[$OUNOAB$ORBIN_LININGOnBL_N_(T$.

The abovo _nsc_llac_on 8ener_lly is noc rocor_orlded in d_slSn of new

bu:Lld_lg_ buc _nay bo usod Co _omo degl:oe as _ correcc_vo monsur_ Ln

exls=ing bu£1dlngs w_th Ch_ type of noLse problem £Lluetrated bolow.

, DON'T

NOISE

Fig. 8.11. Y.nstalletlonof Duct'workbatwaen Wooden Joists.



i

DO DON'T

FIO(3R ILOOR
.... i I • II

• - I, I I IILIqM I i I f -I _ •

_JOIST IOI5|

SUPPORTBRACK[T SUP_RT BRkCK_
WOODFRAMECOt,STRUCTIO_I

DUC_SPARALLEL
IO JOISTS

___SPACgRBLOCK T

RUBBER SCREWS
PADS SUeNIR? OUCT

_, ,_,_, ,,.,.;
.... - 4 N c_

RUBBERPA05 _U_T w"- BRA_ [T OIIC,t _CR[_'_
/ DucTs _,

,I"--" .......... --- I RIRe_'_DICUL',R
TOJ015]5

MA_O_RYCONSIRUCTtO_

Fig, 5.12. InsCal£ation o_ Duct ilangers and Supporcs,
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ELECTRICAL See Figure 8.13,

FIXTURES Avoid back-to-back installation of electrical out=

lees in party wa_Is. Avoid shor_-eircuitlng vf double
walls or walls with resillenc type construction by care-

less L_stallatLon of conduits. Back-pl_ster or box-in

recessed fixtures in ceilings an well a_ walls.

E_

_sw.c. ORaEc+m,cA,.ou.n. DO RON'+T I w._s"tUS[OUl[TTYpELI('_dtSWITCH[S
n_ROUGHOUT;+PIS,PARTICUL4RLy DI$COURAG[PLA_[M[NTOFtY SiTS
INPARTYWALLS, A_klNS!pARr _klLSByPROVIDING

IVA_t[P_OIJt[_$INt_ON.pARIyW_LL$
AVOIDR[C[5S[OBACK.IO.BACK

Fig. 8.13. Installation of Rlect,.'ical Outlets. MOUMIINGDF[L[CTRICALOUTL[/$

ELEVATORS See Figure 8.14.

Avoid locating elevator shafts neMc Co quiet

dwellings areas. Select qui_t units. Vibratio.

isolate hois_ equlpmenc, buzzers or bells, and other

vibrating devices.

l _PI.A I Ael,a

¢1111|1|I | ffl el|pIT
IN| kl|ll_l| l/It[ll)

! $[IA|IT_

[L(VATIOI PLAI

Fig. 8.14. Elevator Installation,

EXPANSION Plan and use expansion Joint, for the additlvnal
JOINTS purpose of reducing transmission of structure-borne

noise and vib_'ation_ e.g. a_.'ouz'ld equipment rooms.
(See "INERTIA BLOCKS".)

FANS Large-dlameter, slow-speed fans are less noisy
than the opposiCe type, and should be used partlcularly

in heating and alr-eondi_ionlng systems. (See "APPLIANCES".)
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FLEXIBLE See Figures 8.15 and 8.16.

CONNECTORS Use flexibls connectors in plumbing, heating and

electrical systems which are connected to vibrating

Qqulpment such as washers, dryers, compressors, pumps
and blowers. Connectors such as flexible boots, conduits

and rubber hoses should be installed as near to vibratln 8

equipment as possible, proper installation of flexible

connectors is important to minimize _xc=ssive wear.

_uMfm_ _[An

__" RCmUENTMA_OtN. . .
,L.,,_,C_W,, Fig. 8.15. Flexible

r kviiii, ¢ FACK• ¢,_I,K

I%¢ll_kr

_sT TpOST

Fig. 8.16. Proper Installation of Flexible Connectors.

FLOOR-CEILING See Figures 8.17 and 8,18.

STRUCTURES Remember that floor systems must provide an accept-

able degro_ of both airborne and impact sound insulation.

Depending on the functions of the spaces to be s_parated,

select floors with the proper type of construction as

well as appropriate STC and IIC values, Avoid running

structural floors continuously through dwelllng units.

Use dlscon=Inuous type cons=ructlon. Avold running

floating floors continuously through dwelling units.

Each dwelling unit should have a s_parate floating

floor structure, gse carpets and pads and floors floated

on resilient underlays to reduc_ impact noise.

8-12
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GOOD CONSTRUCTION POOR CONSTRUCTION

ApT+A ApT,O AFI,A ApT.H

APt ^ APLB

Fig. 8.18, Archl_ecCural De_ailing of Wall and Floor Junctions.
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FLOOR See Figures 8.19 through 8,28.
CONSTRUCTION Many of the floor structures whleh provide adequate

Impact isolatlon involve a "floating" construction; that
is, either a WOOdeN raft or concrete IIse_oedllsupported
on a resilient layer of some kind which rests on The
basic structural floor. The following points are rele-

vant to these typas of floors,
n. The total conBtructlon batw_en spaces must be ai_-

i tight. This _pplles to walls as well ns floor-

eeillng construction,
b. The "floating" construction must not in any way tQueh

i the surrounding construction through any rlgld mate-
rlal.

c° Note that most r_aillent materials whiah a_ used

are penetrable by water. Be extremely careful to
seal all pipe, chase or duct penetrations of the con-
struction with a fLexlbla, non-l_ardanlng mnterlnl
which will exclude water from the mater_al.

;' d. Floatlng concrete screods poured over resilient m_te-
rlals require a w_terproof membrane betweee the blan-
ket and the concrete to prevent formation of "fins"

or other short circuiting between Joints in the res£1-
lent mnTerlal. As workman are usually not particulnrly i_
careful when pourln8 concrete, a rigid, protective _.
layer (_.g. i/4-1n, plywood) is cQcommeeded to pre-
vent rupture o_ the membrane during placement of _eln-

forcing nnd pouring of concrete, il
e, FloaTing wood rafts are e_sily "ahorted out" by nail-

ing Through the resilient mnteri_l to the sub-floor,
Care in detaillng and specification is mandatory to

:_ polar out to the contractor the _equir_m_nts for resil-
ient construction°

_J f, Edge joints at the perlmetec of a flaated consTructlon
;_ a_e potential troubl_ _pots, Do not attach solld

bns_ boards to both the w_11 and the floor, Oo not
"short out" The resilient eon_truetlo_ with to_ mold-

i.ga.
g. For floating scceeds, 180 sq ft is about the largest

area of 2-in° concrete which can be poured wlthout
relnforccment to prcven_ adg_ curl, For larger
floors, the use of relnforcemcn_ or thick (4 in.) i

i rafts of concrete _s necessary.
h, Some aettlement of resilient mater_al (about 8% of

• initial thickness) may be expected over _ long period
of time, Allow for thls contingency in archltectural

i detnils.
i. Some of the "floating" ceiling con_tructions call for ,

spr_ng clip aupport of battens under Joists. Note
_hat nallin 8 through the batten into the Joists must
be avoided in these cases.
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FLOAT[NG_ _ FLOATING

FLOOR __- FLOOR
,_,,.-_: RESILIENT

RESILIENT _- MATER{ALMATERIAL

I=_'x__"Q i" "_,'C;PJ_':_1 SERVICE
CONCRETE FILL I I

STRUCTURAL SLAB -/ I

F£G. 8.L9. Accept:able Service Arrangement: under FEoa_.ng FEoors.

"_ '-*'-" _ SHORT CIRCUIT

_-g. 8.20. Unacceptable Service M-'cangem_l_ under F£oaClnS Floors.

•CAULK _5PONGE (FOALS) GASKET

-SLEEVE 2 '-FLOOR BOX

-CAULK

TWO SLEEVES ARE REQUIRED PENETRAT ONS OF FLOAT NG
TO PASS PIPE, ETC. THROUGH FLOORS MUST NOT "SHORT OUT"
FLOATING FLOOR THE RESLLIEN"[ LAYER

FJ.R, 8.21, Se=v_.ce Acrange.men_ =h=ough FLo&tf.ng F_.oo_s.
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easeeOA.DTOWALLO_LV,O. USeR_.,eOE.OASl--_

CASK

_'_OAT,NG RAFT P;'_/ i

_ _-L_RE$_LIEHT MATI;R_AL

Fig, 8,22. Example of Flnatln8 Floor Cons=ruction.

;_"WOOL On OLAS$ FIDER BLANKET BETWEEN
JOt$TS WlkL _MPROVE BOTH AIRBORNE AND



' /_YFtE/ J

f_ _ C_P£T _U_T EXTgND WALL T_ WALL

Fig* 8.25. Cons=rucclonal DetaLllng

Fig, 8.24. ConsCructlonal D_taillng of a Conven=tonal Floor.

of a Floa=£ng Floor.

Caution must be exQrclsed when supporting parcltions on floating

fleets to pr_ven_ scruccu_al failures or _horc ¢ir=uIclng of the

floating elemenc, nu i11uscra_ed.

For proper ins=allatlon of flea=lag floors and parc£clon walls

s_e o_her lllus_ra_ions of such cons_ruo_ons in _h£_ chapter.

Fig. 8.25. Problems Assoc£a=ed with Floating Floors,

'RUBII II III S_I&II" _ IXI|_II _ll_lJII

O_ |&[IIIICIL lllllI_l|

Fig. 8,27. Cons_ruetional De_iling of F_g, 8.28. Fle×ible Connoc_or_

Res£1ien_ly Hung Ceillngs. Ro: geslllen_ Celll_gs.
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FLOOR JOISTS See Figures 8.29, 8.30 and 8.31.

Continuous runs of floor joists which span across

dwelling units act as flanking paths for transmission of

structure-borne and airborne noise. This occurs where

Joists are parallel to party walls as well as perpendic-

ular to such walls. The solution to this problem involves

blocking of spaces between joists as well as using dis-

continuous type joist construction. Likewise, proper

bonding or Joining of floor structures to exterior or

load bearing walls is necessary for the control of flank-

ing noise transmission.

FURNACES See Figures 8.32 through 8.36.

Installing separate heating and cooling systems with-

in individual dwelling units has become the source of

many occupant complaints. "The excessive noise produced

by such systems is generally due to =he following factors:

(I) a center hall closet installation of the equipment

near bedr0cnn or living room areas, (2) a direct motor-

driven small-dlameter, hlgh-speed blower, and (3) a large J
central air return duct or grille, Solutions to this

problem are: locate such equipment near an exterior wall

in a non-crltlcal area such as a kitchen, select equip-

m_nt with h_It-drlven large.di_net_r slow-spe_d blowurs,

and use sound absorbing lining in return duet.

GARAGES gee Figure 8.37.

Garages located directly below dwelling units are

l! frequently a cause of complaints regarding both airborne
• and _mpact noise; the latter results from slatm_In 8 or

operating garage doors. Measures must be taken Co insu-

!_ late against both types of noise,

GARBAGE CANS The collection of garbage, particularly from galva-

nized metal cans, is generally not only a noisy but most

disturbing operation, especially during the early morning

hours. Ways of coping with this problem involve: (a) lo-

cate collection point away from noise sensitive areas,

(h) use flexible plastic rather than metal containers,

and (e) schedule collection tlme later in the day.

GRILLES See Figur_ 8.38.

For a given mass-flow, large area grilles ar_ less

noisy than small area units. Avoid using sharp edges,

loose fittings, or wide-angle deflectors or louvers.

Avoid ceillng-corner locations. Central ceiling or above-

center wall locations are usually less noisy.

INCINERATOR See Figure 8,39.

CHUTES Incinerator chutes which are qulte noisy should be

isolated from structural walls by means of resilient in-

serts between chute and clamps or holders. Vertical

allgranen= of the chute should be plumb and outer surfaces

should be coated with vlseo-alastlc material similar to

that used in undercoating automobiles.
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APT,A APT,5

POOR

i STAG'DSTU_5

FArR

II_ buLld_nBs of Wood fra_

_on_tructlou, _o_nr Inst_IInt_on

of _o_st_ Wh_th_r p_aL[o_ or
perpendicular to par_y wall_ LS
_cn_t_l for 8ood sound insulatton.

GOOD

aEST

FLB. 8,29, Archttectura! Detal_ln8 of _l[-F_oor Juncttons: W_I_
Parallel to Floor Jntat_,
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In huildlng_ oE wood Et_me
con_ruccion, proper lnscnl°

" p_rnlle_ oF perpendicular

to p_r_y wall_ L_ _ent_l
/or _ood sound _n_ula_on.
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8XlCK

INS_X.IBI). INSL)L' D FLASTICM[MBRAN[
VrDODrUR_ING PLY;%_9 R(_ILUHO(RLA

NJ_RI_y RE$1LUN_)[RIAY RtSll= UN_IRL_y _,HI $IR['_GI_

[OG[$ fiN, FLOWN

¢o_c,

.... _ JOIST

_VpSUM BD.0_

_ li_ ST[[LB_M RI$1L

BRICK&_$ONRy

FURRING I_0 INSUL II1_ _I_SI_ UNtI[I_

INS(R[GL_SSW(_L
_r_ JOISTS

FLg. 8.31. Proper BondLng of Floors co Exterior _alls.
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AWICINSTALLATIGN

r_g. 8,:)2, A_ti¢ InstnLlatlonof Furnace and/or Air CondLtioner.
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Fig. 8.35. CLoset [nscall_Lion of Furnace.

\

C[ILING SLAB

^_o_,,_ _o_°_,,
FLOkTIN_
_LO_R,_ R[SlLI[NT RUI_B[R
LAy(gs P^O SL[[9[_

$TRUCTPHALSLAg

FLg. 8,36, proper Inst_lla_on of Fu_nnc_ Duc_ork.
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F_

:_, -- STRUCTURALFLOORSLABd

Fig, 8,37, Acoustical Treatment of Garages,

ACOU$11CLINING

IJ$[_HG[SIZ[6RIL_.6 K
L[_ O; kf_U$11CUNIN_
IN_010U_ RUN._gND[ODUCT
_KN[R$AND$1R_M_iN[DO[F_CTO_S
OAWID['M[SHGRlUE[ACLAWIDSllARP
[DG£S,

Fig. 8.38. Acoustical Design and Treatment of grilles.

INERTIA See Figure 8,40,

BLOCKS Large heavy electro-mechanical equipment should
be mounted on vibration isolated inertia blocks for

better weight dlstrlbucion and move efflelent isolation,

JOINTS Poor mortar Joints in masonry wall construction

MORTAR, frequently result in serious noise leaks, Special care

GYPSL_ BD, should be used in laying block walls and as a prccautlon-

ary measure exterior surfaces of the wall should be coat-

ed wlth plaster, grouting mix or masonry paint. All

Joints in gypsum board construction should bo,supporCed
or backed with a furring strip, nailing channel or scrap

scrips of gypsum board to effect an airtight seal and re=

duce cracking at joints due Co warping or contraction.
All Joints should be sealed and Caped.
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i ;__ hIASONITYWALL

P,I[TAL CtlUTE.VIBRATION
ISOLA1[OFROf,I WALL

INCINERATOR CHUTE

CIIUI[

_" CLEARANCEB_N
CHU1[ AND BIN

_[IAL BIN
_ASTIC-COAT[O
O_ IOP. SID[$

_ **'f 2'J,

l FLOORSLAB

Vli_RATION_A_O_ISOtATOR / _ RUI]It[RRUI]It[RTIR[ CASI[RS

Fig. 8,39. Proper Ins=allation of Incinerator Chutes and Bins.
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PlR[CTLy £L[C|RO"
TOFLOOR M[C_ [GULP,

_TRUC]URkL

fl OORS_ VIBRkT]ON $N[RTIA
I$OLATOR%_..- _/8LOCK

BAD FAIR

__ INIRttAaL0CK

I_ClTIA_IOCK CLOS[OCgL_ _[_NS aOSED
NUGB(RGAS!((! RUBB[R6kSl[T

VIBRATION VIBRAIlON
ISOLATOR CURB,soato, R_AuI."_" ,_A,._.

GOOD EXCELLENT

Fig. 8.b.0. VLbratLon Iso[a_lon o£ Hech,nlcal Equipment.

KETCffEN See Figure 8,4L.
CABINETS Avoid installing kitchen cabisets on part)' walls,

si.ce they are a source of impact noise, Cabl.ets should
never be mounted on walls construet;ed wLch resillsnt

elements, The mounting bolc_ will "short circuit _' the
!] advantages of such construction.

_;_ @' Do e_';_l_h'_ DON',_IN_

,I.'.,_' r IC_LOI I ' / l, : _1 Ig _g WOOL RESILI[N[SPRIN_5

_ Q

IN_TAILCAIlIN[TSON_T[RIOR pARTYWALL_CF_UBN.WALI NN[R _OU_TCABlOtS ONSlNGL_
ONbON,p;_RIyWALLS, CONSTRUCTIONMffSTBEU_ID _ASONRyIYP[ pkRIy WALLSORWALLS

fORA[_[OUA[[IMp,_cI NOl_g USINgR(SlLI(N SPRIN_ ORC*_ANM[LS,
I$OLATIO_&LO_OB_kRIN_CAPACIT_ LAITERWALLS_R_NOTSUIT(OFOR
IF_A_I_C[T_AB[ IO I_[t_3UNT(DON]H(M Sup/_BTIN_CABIN[TLOAJ)_,

Pig, 8.41. Installationof Kitchen Cabinets.
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LAUNDRY ROOMS See Figure 8.42.
Laundry rooms located ndJucenL to or below dwe111nB

units are potential trouble spots if adQqua_e precaution- _i
ary measures are not taken. Such rooms should be located i_

away £rom dwellins areas. !I

Fig. 8,42. Acousclcal Treatment of Laundry Rooms.

LIGHTING See Fisure 8.43.

FIXTURES Special _echntques must be used during Installation
of surface or recossed-moun_ed light fixtures in order

to p_es_rve the sound Insula_Lon of w_]l or fl_o_-ce£11_ S

scructure_, e_pecial[y £f such struacures involve sprlng
clips or resillenc channels. Fluorescent lights frequent-

ly produce a dls_urblns hum. If such lights _re _o be

used, _elec_ types whleh have an external ballast. The

ballas_ unit should be vibration isolated by mean_ of
rubber gromme_s from th_ base o_ tha lighg _£_ure as

well a_ _he eeillng or wa_1 surface. Silent llgh_

_ i ¸ switches should he ins_alled pnrticularly in party walls

and preferably throughout the entire dwelling unit,

HASKZNG NOISE Although masking noise may be qui_ effective in

overriding dls_urblns noises, it should not be used as a

_echni_ue _or improving th_ sound _nsulatlon between

dwelling unl_s in liou of uslns partlcions wl_h hish

STC or I_C ra_ing_. See Chapter 6 foc llmL_atlons an

use of mashing noise.

MSCHANICAL See Figures 8.44 and 8,45,

EQUIPMENT Such rooms should be loca_ed in basement areas fa_

ROOMS removed _rom dwclling areas, All mechanlcsl e_ulpment

and associa_ed distrlbutiun systems should be moun_ed or

_uppor_ed on vibration isolators. Very large or high

capacity equipment should be housed in separate bulldL.gs.

Con_Ideration should be given tv selection o£ equlpmen_

on _he basl_ o_ low noi_e output as well as desired capa-

city raclngs, S_e Figures 8.46 and 8,47 for illustrations
of _he effe¢_iven_s_ of various sound insulating technlque_

relatlv_ to noisy mechanlca[ equipment.
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FLC_R fLOOR

W_(JDDAFp.[ SUPI_HI

_ BRACKFLIC,IITf IXTUR(g_JD_[SACROSS
I$CLAT[DFROMC[ILIt_O C[ILIt,_A_dDJOfSTSTllL_$"$1IORrlNG"SPRING

DO DON'T

rLCOR WALL

___!i!_ _ _ .................... .........
LIGHt_IXTUR[_I_-_'_
,_CASIN_F

O0h_r BRIDGFACROSS

ILUOH[SCI_TLI_HI$ STA&GfRIDSTUDS

CP[NG_ILL[

DO DON'T

Fig. 8.43, Installation of Llgh_£ng Fixtures
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OCTAVE-BANDANALYSIS
OF NOISE
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RIGID, SEALED ENCLOSUR OCTAVE-BANDANALYSIS
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MIXED See Figures8.48 and 8.49.
CONSTRUCTIONS Avoid mixin8construcLionof floor-ceilingand wall

partitions, unless provisions have been made to preven_
=ransmlssionof flanking noise,

DO NOT MIX CONSTRUCTIONTYPES

3

FlAnKINGNOISEPA_5

_ROUGHROORS

!,

Fig. 8,48. AcoustLcalFailuresDue to Mixed Constructions.

\
SOUNDPATH

OATH FAMILY600M
FLOATING

:3

! RODS

RESILIENT
'" HANGERS
'_ OATH FAMILYROOM

DONOTMIXCONSTRUCTIONTYPESUNLESSPROVISIONS
HAVEDEEMMADETOPREVENT'FLANEING_
THESEPROVISIOHSINCLUDEEXPANSIONJOINTSOR
BREAKSINALLSTRUCTURALPATHSBETWEENEACHSPACE.

Fig. 8.49, Flanking Poohsin Mixed ConscrucclonTypes of Floors,
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NOISE gee D in Figure 8.76.

BARRIERS Use noise barriers wherever practicable as a sup-

plemental noise control devlee, c.g. as a partial exterlo=

wall between dwelling units or as a patio or garden wall

opposite living room or bedroom areas which might front

On noisy streets.

OPENINGS One should remember that small openings, cracks or

IN WALLS holes in wall and floor-coillng structures may become

very serious noise leaks, particularly in walls with high

ETO ratings.

PLENUM See Figure 8.50.

SPACES Open ceilin S plenums, attic spaces, basement areas

and crawl spaces which span uninterruptedly across dwell-

ing units serve as flanking transmission paths of air-

horn_ noise. Such areas should hQ completely subdivided

with full height partitions or barriers directly above

and below the party walls separating dwelling units.

PLI_BING Probably because of its characcerlstic invasion of

one's privacy, plumbing noise re.ks as the most disturb-

lag and offenslv_ noise to which building occupants are

Exposed. The following should be used to minimize plumb-

ing noise.

1. See Figures 8.51 through 8.57,

a. lsolate pipes, fittings and fixtures from building

structures, _speclally lightweight partitions, by

means of resilient sleeves, _ounts and underlal.nents.

h. Use simple d_sign pipe layouts, i.e. long straight

runs with a minimum of elbows and T connectors.

Large radius elbows and connectors should be used

to minimize excessive water turbulence and hammering.

11. See Figures 8.58 through 8.6l,

a. Reduce water pressure and velocity by means of pres-

sure reducing valves and oversized piping, respectively.

b. Use large air or fluid chambers in both hot and cold

water lines to reduce water hammer produced by appli-

ances equipped with quick =losing valves.

c. Use full ported faucets, valves, etc., to reduce hiss-

ing noise.

d. Remove air al_d gas bubbles from plumbing systems to

reduce gurgling noise.

e, Avoid using oversize pumps in hot water heating systems.

f, Locate steam valves in isolated basement equipment

rooms or preferably in underground pits outside of

building.

III. a. Avoid locating supply and drain pipes near quiet bed-

room and living room areas,

b. Bathroom party walls should be completely surfaced on

both sides from floor to ceiling before tubs are in-
stalled.

=, Seal all openings or cracks around pipe penetrations.

d. Install solid core doors equipped with gaskets and

drop closures in bathroom ar0as.
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DO DON'T

P^_TIriON WALL_BTWR GYPSUMal_

FLOORSLAB

AVOIDOP[N

OR BASIM[hT

APT, C Apt, D AH_S

Flg. 8.50. Insulation aga£ns_ Airborne Noise in Plenum Spaces,
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F_. 8,52, P_opic Znacal£at¢on of Plumbtn8 OETAII'A'
F£xtu_eB.
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APT, A APT 13

e'_'JOI$1SO_WALLOF

ORAIN

Plg. 8.61. Bath Tub and/o¢ Shower Installation.

P_IN GUTTERS See Figure 8.62.

AND SPOUTS The plunking noise of wa_er dropplnB do_ a rain

plpe. particularly during the nlgbt. Is more dls_urblng

than chac of dripping faucets, slmply because one canner

turn it off. The following me,sums should be used co
mlnlmlzo such noi_e.

a. Avoid Ins_alling verClcnL drain pipes outside of bed-
...... room or _ivln_ room arLbas,

b, Isolate vertical drains from building structur0 by

Using rubber sleeves at go_tor spouts and pipe clamps,

_nd use sof[ .vinyl or rubber 0[bow aC babe of drain,
c, Coat: eiLher Intorlor or ex_orlor plpe surfaces with

mastic compound CO dampen v/braClon.

RESILIENT Resilient elements such as sprlng clips or channels,

ELEMENTS rubber sleeves, floxlble boors, rubber, cork or fel_ In-

sorts, and carpeEs, pads or glass flbor underlays should

be used whe_ever practicable for purposes of Isolating
vibrating devices or systems from building structures Co

reduce CranBmission of impact: and scruccure-borne noise.

REVERBERATION Reverberation or noise build-up _n such areas as

encranc_ lobbies and corridors can be cont,'oiled by using
such materl_ls or fu_iSblngs as aoou_Clca I. Cllo colll_gst

carpers and pads, draper£es and upholstered furnlCure.
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Fig. 8,52, Proper Installationo£ Rain Gutters and Spouts.

RISERS See Figure 8,63,
• Vertical ducts or ven_ilatlon risers mounted on the _

exterior of buildings frequently are the cause of noise

complaints, Such devices often rattle in windy areas or

snap, crackle _nd pop, owing Co cbermal expansion and con-

traction with ou£door temperature variation. Further,

the outdoor noise of aircraft, traffic, etc., are easily

transmitted by the chln-wall duct and car_led into the

building interior. All exterior duetwork should be of

double-wall construction with acousCic lining and silenc-
_rB.

_I DON';
SOUND

A.C [[_UIP, • "_ _" " N

: TRANSMI'ff_D •
WAIL ROOF

:21 _.u.0.0' %,

[001P. .

DO

;_ EOOT

LOWFR[O,
BOUNDABSORB,

_PSP[NO[OC[ILING 13]FFP_[R

Fig. 8.63. ln.talla_ion of Roof Houn_ed Air-Condi_ioni_g Equipment.
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RODS, ROLLERS See Fi8ure 8.64.

Closet or shower rods and paper rollers or dispensers

should be vibration isolated from wall by means of rubber

cups, grommets or spacers.

ROOFS See Figures 8.63 end 8.65.

Penetrations in roofs, particularly for ventilation

and exhaust systems, often allow excessive transmission

of outdoor noise into the building if precautionary mea-
sures are not taken,

Roof mounted equipment such as ventilation fans, com-

pressors and cooling towers invariably give rise to p_ob-

lems involving excessive airborne and structure-borne
noise radiation as well as vibration. The noise and vl-

bratlon isolation of such equipment is substantially more

efficient and much easier to cope with in basement instal-
lations.

SOUND See Figure 8.66.

ABSORBERS, Sound absorbing materials in the form of duct linlnE,

SILENCERS prefabricated silencers or blankets should be used wher-

ever practicable In Noisy ventilation or air distribution

systems or between s_uds and joists of dlscontlnuous type

of wall and floor-ceillng structures. Sound absorbers

such as acoustleal tile and carpeting should be used in
-° reverberant areas.

SQUEAKING Squeakil*g floors frequently are the cause of a num-

FLOORS bar of noise compl_Ints. Such floors_ which usually are

found in wood frame construction, generally are more of

a nuisance to the apartment dwellers who walk on them

than to those who llv_ in an apartment directly below.

This problem often arises in some types of floating floor

structures, e.g, wood block floorlng cemented dlrectly

onto a resilient glass or wood fiber board underlayment.

Excessive deflection of the unit blocks with respect to

each other usually is the cause of squeaking. In order

to minimize the problem, hard board or plywood sheets

should be sandwiched between the finish block flooring

and the resilient underlayment for better dynamic load
distribution.

The overall problem of controllln 8 squeaking floor

structures in general depends primarily on the following
factors:

a. control of moistur_ or humidity,

b, use of straight, flat, good quality lumber,

c. proper nailing,
d. control of excessive deflection of basic floor struc-

ture under load, and

e, use of building paper layers between _inish and sub-

flooring.

For a more detailed discussion relative to preventing

andor correctlng squeaking floors refer _o Chapter 7.
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STAIRCASES See FIEures 8.67 and 8.68,

Stalrcase _raffl¢ is a source of I rri_a_ing alr-

_ornc _s w_ll as impact noise. _speclally in multifamily

dwellln_s of wood frame to.seduction wh_re many children

reside, Ways of avoldinB this problem involve:

a. isolaclng _b_ stai_cas_ _rom the buildln8 structure,

b. usln_ double o_ st_e_d s_ud wall construction or

walls wi_h resilient e_men_s along sld_ of stair-
cas_.

c. avold£_ _he nailln_ of s_air s_In_rs to adJac_n_

wa_ studs,

d, requlring _ha_ scalr_ase walls b_ completely sur-

faced before s_aircase is Installed, a_d

_. in_allln_ r_ibb_r pads o_ carpe_s on s_alr _reads,

__ --DETAIL

LO*_

W_LL

¢*nP[T O__11|[[_

SID[ (L[VATI(Y4

_ AFTI

WAt.I. _ FLOORDETAIL M_T is _/ _--1

• STRU©TURALL¥I$0tAT£D|TAI_C_S[

......................j;.
Fig 8 67 Proper In_taltagion of S_airca_cs
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TELEVISIONS Among sources of alrborna noise, televisions rate

as the most frequent cause of occupant complaints. Al-
though the intruding noises from the neighbors' TV sets

usually are distracting, the greatest irritation or an-
noyance comes from the over-frequent, intermittent,
raucous TV commercials, which often are blared out at
noise levels 5 to I0 dB higher than the normal program

level. To discourage occupants from locating their TV

sets against party walls, the TV antenna outlet should not
be installed _n party walls. Room layouts should be plan-
ned so that the most favorable TV locations will be along

exterior or non-party walls in order to minimize this

potential noise problem, i

TRANSFORMERS See Figure 8.70. i

Transformers are particularly disturbing noise
sources because of their low frequency humming and vlbra- _!
tlon. As a consequence they should be installed in base-
ment equipment rooms far removed from living quartets.

Large power transfomners should be installed in under-
ground vaults or walled-in enclosures far removed from
the apartment building.

TRAN_ORM[RSS}IOULDPR[F[RA_LYB[INSTALL[D
§(LO%_GRA_[ VAUL|ORON.GRAD( AtASONRY[_CLO_UR[ Gyp&UMB_
pS[f[SABLYAT_[ASTI}Fr, rRO_IS[D_b

AIRDEft[CIOM _ /ACO_SIICLINI_C

VI_._ISO4 [RAPJS_0RM[R

OUTDOOR INDOOR

Fig. 8.70 Transformer Installatlon.

UNDERCOATING Undercoatlng, such as used on automobiles, may be used
effectively as a vibration damper on ductwork, metal slld-
ing or folding doors, incinerator chutes, etc.

UNDERLAYMENTS For purposes of impact noise isolatlon_ materials

such as glass fiber, cork and rubber are quite effective
as resilient underlays in floating floor constructions

and particularly under bath tubs and shower stalls.

VENT OPENINGS For a given mass-flow of air, large area vent open-
ings have a lower elf velocity and therefore are less
noisy than vents of smaller cross-sectlonal area.

VIBRATION Vibration isolators should be used under all large

ISOLATORS electro-mechanical equipment, if vibration and structure-
borne noise transmission are to be minimized.
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WALLS, EXTERIOR A number of noise problems are associated with soma

CURTAIN types of curtain walls, particularly of the prefabricated

metal panel units used for exterior facing of buildings.

The chief noise complaints involve:

a. Poor sound insulation of outdoor noise due either to

poor seals and/or performance of the panels them-
selves

b. Disturbing noises produced by rattling or drumming of

curtain walls in windy areas and the snapplng_ crack-

ling or popping of such units due to thermal expansion

or contraction with outdoor temperature variation.

WINDOWS See Figures 8.74, 8,75 and 8.76.

Avoid building designs with large-area window expo-

sures which face heavy traffic arteries or other noisy

atess_ unless windows are properly designed for adequate

sound insulation. In this connection the following mea-

sures should be observed.

a. use heavier, thicker or laminated glass or double

pane construction. Additional sound insulation may

be obtained from windows of double pane construction

by (i) separating glass panes at least 6 inches,

(2) sloping one of the panes with respect to the

other, (3) using glass panes which differ in thick-]

hess, and (4) llnlng the side walls between the glass

panes with acoustical material,

h, use gasketln 8 around the peripheral edges of the win-

dow to ensure alrtlghtness.

c. use lever-type locking devices which force window to

seal tightly against gasketing rather than spring-

loaded catch or hook type locks.

d, use wooden or hoavy gage metal tracks or slides in

lleu of lightweight metal or plastic tracks to minimize

window rattling, vibration or resonance.

e. locate and install windows such that flanking noise

transmission or cross-talk from one apartment to anoth-

er is minimized,
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Alumlnt_ fr_oeed wlndowa w_.th 81a|J panes isolated
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Fig. 8.75. Sound Tran_mlssion Los_ of Wi_dows.
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CI_PTER 9

DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA

A. INTRODUCTION

The urgent need for adequate sound insulation crlterlap particularly
in multifamily dwellings, has been firmly establfshed. Criteria which
are suitable to all situations and environments would be virtually

impossible to establish and very difficult to apply. Therefore, one of

the objectives of this guide is to establish criteria which will satisfy
a majority of the occupants most of the time, and yet will be relatively

easy to administer.

B. FACTORS TO CONSIDER

Before satisfactory sound insulation criteria can be establlshed_

the following factors must he considered. ",
I. The characteristics of the intruding noises, i.e. intensity and i
frequency distribution. This point requires a large scale investigation ri
since the characteristics of these noises are not constant quantities,

but vary with the many sources operating singly or in combination under _i
widely different conditions.
2. The sound insulation performance of wall and floor structures,

particularly as integrated systems in a building complex.
3. The limits of the intensity, duration, and irregularity of noise
subjectively acceptable to the majority of occupants. These parameters
are particularly elusive since subjective surveys inevitably inelud_

i. responses motivated by environmental conditions other than acoustical.
Consequently, the results of such surveys are approximate at best.
4. Finally, the limitations of using background noise for masking

"_ purposes. Although the use of masking noise can be beneficial in certain
cases, it has been extended and overemphasized to the point where it

fails more frequently than it succeeds. The concept of "masking noise"
in th£& context simply involves using the ambient acoustical environment
beneficially for "masking" or overriding the annoying intruding sounds.

A descriptive definition of masking noise might be that existing steady
sound which has the following pleasing characteristics:

(a) low intensity with a wide-band frequency distribution, void of

any pure-tone components;
(b) an omnidirectional source, such that its location is not evident

to the observer;
(c) the ability to reduce the detection of intruding noise without

becoming annoying itself.

Many examples of sources of masking noise are glven in the litera-
ture, including steady vehicular traffic, heating, alr-condltloning and
ventilating equipment, industrial and oonanercial activities, and of

course, the conglomerate activities of everyday llfe.
A major point of concern is the fact that in recent years, there has

been a tendency toward inordinate emphasis upon this concept of "masking
noise", which in turn has led to unfortunate results. For instsnce_

vehicular traffic noise is seldom steady and the operation of heating
and alr-conditlonlng equipment may he cyclic. Hence, the masking noise
is not constant and may itself become a source of annoyance. To design
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buildings with the intention of utilizing devices which electronically
produce masking noise is sheer folly for this is tantamount to an

intentional increase of the din which already surrounds us. However,
with proper caution and discretion such devices can he profitably
employed, particularly in office buildings, to ameliorate specialized

noise conditions. On the other hand, heating, alr-conditionlng and
ventilating systems might be initially designed to produce a reasonable

noise provided that these systems themselves never become sources of
noise complaints. This is usually difficult to achieve in practice

because of the oversights and problems involved in actual installation
of the equipment in the building. In any event, the noise levels
produced by such systems should not exceed the lowest anticipated night-
time background levels by more than 5 dB at any frequency.

For a more detailed discussion of the use of masking noise, see
Chapter 6.

0. AN EMPIRICAL APPROACH

One approach to the development of a criterion can be illustrated
by considering a hypothetical situation. Assume two families, A and B,

occupying adjacent units in a suburban apartment house. Family A is a
typical family with two children; the father works outside the home
between the hours of 7:30 a,m, and 6:00 p.m.; the mother remains at
home; the children retire between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. and the parents

between 10:00 and 11:00 p,m. On the other hand, fmnily B is not quite
as typical but certainly not unusual. They have no children and both
husband and wife work on the night shift. Let us assume that Mr. and
Mrs, B usually arrive home from work between the hours of 2:00 and

3:00 a.m. and customarily prepare and eat a meal and then relax before
retiring between 6:C0 and 7:00 a.m, The necessity for acoustical
privacy in this situation should be immediately apparent. Careful

grouping within the apartment complex of families wlth similar activities

and schedules might be a plausible solution; but what can be done for
people who work alternating schedules? The correct solution is to plan
and construct buildings with adequate sound insulation.

Considering the above hypothetical case and recalling the problems

outlined earlier, an attempt will be made to arrive at a reasonable
criterion of acoustical insulation to be provided by the partition
separating the sleeping areas of these two apartment units. Curve (i)
of Figure 9.1 represents the anticipated peak levels and frequency

distribution of noise produced by household appliances and everyday
activities, Thfs curve represents the average data c_llected from an
extensive literature survey as well as unpublished results from several

investigators includin s NBS. The levels are adjusted to I/2-octave

frequency hands, Although subjectively acceptable noise levels are
difficult to substantiate, there is some evidence that an NC-20 to
NC-25" range is acceptable in sleeping areas of an apartment in a

suburban location. Curve (2) of Figure 9.1 represents a NC-20

criterion, which also is adjusted to I/2-octave frequency band levels.

*Details of the NC (Noise Criterion) curves may be found in "Noise

Reduction", edited by L.L, Beranek, McCraw-IIill Book Company, Inc. 1960.
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By subtracting the values of curve (2) from chose of curve (I), one

obtains the sound pressure level differences required to reduce the
anticipated noise levels to the assumed acceptable levels. Then,

interpreting these sound pressure level differences as sound transmission
loss values, one could arrive at a sound insulation criterion for this
situation. For medlum-sized rooms in residences, this interpretation is

reasonable; however, strictly speaking, the sound absorption of the
rooms and the partition area must be considered. To establish a i!

criterion in this case, it is also assumed that the measured sound i
transmission loss values of partitions ere represented directly by the i:
values of given sound transmission class (STC) contours. This is seldom
the case, but for estahllshlug a criterion with a slngle-flgure rating,

this is a reasonable approximation. To satisfy the conditions above, a
partition with an STC of 58 or 59 would be required. However, one should

not stop at this point, but consider the possibility of using other
factors.

Based upon physical measurements and a literature search, curve (3)

of Figure 9.2 represents the anticipated indoor background noise levels
existing during the "qulet-hours" of night. Proceeding as above and
subtracting the values of cuzco (3) from those of curve (i), one finds

that the partition would have to provide additional sound Insulatlon,
perhaps an STC of 62 or 63 because the amblent background noise levels
are lower than the assumed acceptable levels. Nothing has been gained in

this respect, but the analysis should be continued. By subtracting the
values of curve (4), which represents the anticipated indoor daytime
background noise, from those of curve (I), one finds that a partition

with a rating of STC 57 or 58 would suffice for normal daytime activ-
ities; however, there could be problems of acoustical intrusion during
the night. Curve (5) of Figure 9.3 shows the sound pressure levels of a

well-deslgned continuously operating alr-condltlonlng system which
provides useful masking noise. The levels are somewhat greater than
both the natural daytime and nighttime background levels, but not

excessively greater than the latter, and yet sufflclenc to allow a
partition with a lower sound insulation performance to be utilized
successfully in this situation. Finally, curve (6) of Figure 9.4 shows
the noise levels after they have been reduced by a partition with a

rating of STC - 55. In addition, these noise levels, along with the
masking levels and the background levels fall in the NC 20-25 range,
which is generally considered acceptable for sleeping areas in a suburban

location. The masking noise is such that it is unnoticeable during the
day and barely audible though not disturbing at night.

The foregoing illustrations, of course, deal intentionally with a
rather severe set of condltlone and inherently include a number of
broad assumptions. Nevertheless this procedure, when employed by
acoustical consultants and engineers, works reasonably well in
individual situations.
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D, IMPACT NOISE PROBLEM

The preceding discussion dealt specifically with an approach to the
development of insulation criteria for walls, which applles equally well

to floor-ceillng structures. ]lowever, the serious problem of developing
i impact sound insulation criteria for floor-ceilln S structures remains.
i, It would be indeed ¢onvenlent if a similar analysis could be drawn to

deal with that problem. Unfortunately, this is not the case because of

i the inherent complexity of (I) the generaClon and transmission of impact

! noises, (2) the measurement and specification of the insulating proper-
ties of structures against such sounds, and (3) the determination of

subjective reaction to these noises. The fundamental thesis is that the
occupant does not care how the intruding noises are generated and Crans-
mitted; he knows only that his apartment is noisy and consequently, he

is unhappy until the incrudln S sounds have been reduced to an acceptable
level.

For illustrative purposes, reconsider the hypothetical situation of
families A and B, Let us first assume that family A lives above family

S. The alarm clock rinse in Apt. A at 6:00 a,m.; _Ir. and Hrs. B have

Just retired; Mr A Jumps out of bed and performs his ritual "aettln S-

up" exer01ses, which might run the gamut from "push-ups" to a bit of
weight lifting, while Mr. B counts each repetition. In the meantime,
the two children have hopped from their beds and are playing a game of

', tag and bouncing a ball. Mrs, A, who has wandered sleepily to the
: kitchen, creates a racket by slammln S cabinet doors, drawers, dishes, eta,

• i_ in the course of setting the table and preparing breakfast. Meanwhile,

: Mr. A is taking hla shower and Mr. B unhappily recalls hie childhood
i days when raln on the Cln roof was nostalgically pleheant. Of course,

when the A's sit down to breakfast, there is that seemingly constant

i! sliding of chairs; =he baby, in a cranky mood, tosses his bowl of cereal
il onto the floor. In due time, things settle down to some extent, and
_ Mr. and Mrs, g are now annoyed only by the garbage disposal unit, the

_: automatic dishwasher, and the vacuum cleaner _whlch all transmit
vlhratlons to the floor-ceillng structure) as well as the normal romping

_! of aoclve, healthy children.
We could further illustrate these problems by having fan_ly B, along

with their schedule and aotlvicies, living above family A; however, we
shall allow the readers to use their imaginations on that set of

conditions, Suffice it to Bay that the sources of tmpscC sounds are

many and varied.
Recently, much emphasis has been placed upon the specific problem of

noise generated by footsteps, especially those of women Wearing high-
heeled shoes, Thla is a serious source of impact sounda_ particularly
in multl-story office huildings where the combination of hard-heeled
shoes and hard-surfaced floors is quite common. The problem of floor

excitation due to walking also exists in multlfamily dwellings; however,
a survey of the number of hours per day in which the housewife performs
her chores while wearing hlgh-heeled shoes, and the time elapsed after
a career woman returns home before she sheds the hlsh-heeled shoes worn

all day, might yield Interestin S results. Such a survey compared with
one involving other types of foot traffic or impact sources would show

that the hlgh-heeled impact noise is not the major problem,
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Obviously, before specifying a criterion of impact sound insulation,
a standard method for assessing the insulating properties of floor-ceil-

ing structures is necessary. Unfortunately, a standard method of test
has not yet been adopted for the United States; although a conmittee*

is presently working toward that end. A method, patterned after that
reconmnended by the International Organization for Standardization*_, is
being considered. In this recommendation, a "standard tapping machine"

is specified as the means of produclng repeatable excitation of floor-
ceiling structures. Such a tapping machine is shown in Figure 9.5. The
impact sound pressure levels produced by the machine in operation on the
floor are measured in the room beneath the floor-ceiling structure.

Fig. 9.5. Tapping machine
used for generating sound
field for impact sound
transmission measurements.

Currently, there is some criticism of the efficacy of the tapping
machine as an appropriate source of impact excitation, since it does not
simulate that produced by walking nor in fact, any other domestic

activity or accident. In this regard, we are faced with some very
" panetratins questions. Shall we standardize a method of test which

utilizes actual walkers? Shall we develop a device which simulates the
characteristics of the statistically "average" walker? Shall we subject
each floor-ceiling structure to a test under all the known actual

sources of impact, other than footsteps? Can we develop a device which
simulates the characteristics of all these sources? These among other

questions relating to the "standard source of impacts" and the subsequent
associated ratin E systems must be answered before this issue can be

adequately resolved. However, the problem exists now and until better
schemes are developed and proven t we must of necessity use those methods
presently available, which indeed hnve been reasonably successful in

Europe and elsewhere for a number of Tears. Nevertheless, continued

*Sub-Commlttee Vl of Committee C-20 of the American Society for Testing
and Materials,

"*eISO Reaorm_endation RI40-1960(E), "Field and Laboratory Measurements

of Airborne and Impact Sound Transmission", January 1960.
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investigations of possible solutions to the problem of impact noise in

buildings should be encouraged and pursued.

E. SU_4ARY OF EXISTING CODES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Another approach to the development of suitable orlteria for acous-

tical privacy is to examine what has been done in other countries coping
with similar problems. An extensive survey of codes and reconTmenda=ions
in existence, as well as those presently under consideration, has been

conducted, and a summary is presented here.
Host countries have requirements or reco_endatlons for both air-

borne and _mpact sound insulation, although a few deal only with air-

borne sound insulation, Generally, the methods of test are quite similar
throughout the various countries, although the presentation of data and
the insulation criteria understandably differ from country to country.

Airborne sound insulation measurements are made using bands of
random noise or frequency-modulated slnusoldal tones, and the results are
presented as sound transmission loss or normalized level differences

according to the followin E equations:

Sound Transmission Loss STL - LI-L 2 + 10 feel0 S/A (9.1)

Ref. Reverberation Time Normalization: DTo - L1-L 2 + 10 feel0 T/To (9.2)

Ref. Absorption Normallzatlon; DAo - LI-L 2 + 1O feel0 Ao/A (9.3)

where, in all three equations, L 1 and L are the tlme-space average sound
pressure levels, in deoihels, measured _n the source and recelvln E rooms

respectively. The difference, LI-L , is alas known as the Noise Reduc-
tion (NR). In equation 9,1, S is t_e total radlatlng surface area of the

partition, and A is the total sound absorption in the receiving room.
In equation 9.2, T is the measured reverberation time of the recelvln S

room, and T " 0.5 second is the normalizing reference reverberation time.
Similarly, _n equation 9.3, A is the total sound absorption in the

receiving room, and A° - 10m2%is the normalising reference room absorp-
tlon.

Impact sound insulation measurements are generally performed

utilizin_ a tapping machine which by operating on the floor serves as a
repeatable standard source of impact excitation. The resulting impact
sound pressure levels are measured in the receiving room located directly
below. The presentatlon of data and the insulation criteria diffe_

among the various countries. The results of the measurements are
presented according to one of the following equations of normalized
impact sound pressure levels, (ISPL):

ISPLA0 = SPL + i0 feel0 A/A 0 (9.4)

ISPLT 0 = SPL - i0 feel0 T/T 0 (9.5)
where SPL is the ti_is-space average sound pressure level, in decibels
re: 0.O002dyne/cm 2, measured in the receiving room. A is the total

sound absorption of _hat ro_L_ and A0 _ 10m2tis th_ normalizing ref_renc_
room absorption. Similarly, T is the measured reverberation time of the

_The reference absorption is 1O metric sablns in SE units.

x
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receiving room and T - 0.5 second is the normalizing reference rever-
beration time. In a_ditlon to the matter of normalization, there is

inconsistency in the frequency bandwidth of the measurement of sound
pressure levels. Measurements are usually made in I/3-octave or i/l-

octave frequency bands. Confusion arises when the resultant measured
levels are compared, for compliance, with required or reaonuuended
criterion contours. The problem simply is that of comparing llke

quantities. In the early days, the electrical filters used for analyz-
ing the sound were octave frequency band filters which separated the
audible frequency sound into components, each encompassing one full
octave. The resultant values were plotted at the center frequency of
each band and labeled "octave-band sound pressure levels'*. More

recently, it was recognized that a greater refinement or "definition" of
the sound spectra was necessary, and consequently I/3-octave frequency
bend filters were developed. Obviously, the total sound energy in a

given octave band should be the samej whether measured in ten 1/10-
octave bands, three I/3-octave bands, or one I/l-octave bend. In other

words, the sum of the energy contributions of each of the three 1/3-
octave bands comprising a full octave band should result in the value

that would be obtained from a single measurement of that full octave
bend, It follows that the observed single value in each of the 1/3-
octave bands will be less than the single value observed for the full
octave band.

A problem arose when the existing criterion contours based upon

octave band sound pressers level measurements were applied to the I/3-
octave band measurements. To resolve the problem, it wasagreed* that

measurements should be made in frequency hands not greater than I/l-
octave wide and not less than I/3-octave wide, and the values should be
corrected to correspond to those of full octave hands hy the addltlou of

I0 iogln n (dB) to the average level when (l/n) octave band filters are
used. _n the case of I/3-octave hands, n - 3; therefore I0 lOglo (3) =
4.77 dB or 5 dB when rounded to the nearest whole number. Some

countries plot impact sound pressure level data in ocCave bands, some
plot I/3-octave band data after sddlng the 5 dB octave band "correction"

to the data and others plot I/3-oetave band data without applying the
"correction". As a consequence, the literature contains information
which may be confusing and perhaps contradictory. It is scientifically
more pleasant and logical to present the data as measured. When com-

parison with criteria or recun_ended contours is necessary, these
theoretical and sumetlmes arbitrary reference curves can be adjusted
readily to correspond with the measured data. In other words for use

with I/3-octave band data, it is easier to adjust a reference contour

by subtractlng the value of i0 log_on from it, rather than adding that
value to the measured data. Likewfse, if the reference contours are

based upon I/3-oetave band data, the value of 10 loglon can be added to
the contour for comparison with 1/l-octave data. Th_s practice avoids
the contradictory situation where exactly the same noise is character_

ized by octave hand data and I/3-octave band data (adjusting hy addlng i

*By the International Organization for Standardization.
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5 dB), but when computed yield total energies which are not the same.
From a scientific point of view, it is technically correct and

permlssable to convert or express data obtained from i/3-octave band
measurements in terms of I/l-octave band data, hut the converse requires

making an assumption about the distribution of sound with frequency whlch
may not agree with the distribution in the particular case considered.

In view of the desirability of i/3-octave band analysis of noise
and the current trend toward standardization o£ such analyses, the data

will be presented as measured in this publication and the reference
contours for obtaining sin81e-figure ratings will be adjusted accord-

ingly. Further, it is recommended that future measurements include
i/3-ootave band analyses and that subsequent criteria contours be
based directly on such data.

The following list gives capsular descriptions of required or

recommended alrborne and impact sound insulation criteria of various
foreign countries. Graphic illustrations of these criteria are given

at the end of this chapter.
I. AUSTRIA -

(_) Airborne Sound Insulation: Single-figure ratings are

obtained from a reference contour (Figure 9.6) allowing an average

unfavorable deviation* of 2 dB. The STL measurements use either swept
fraquenay-modulated sinusolds with octave-band analysis, or white noise
with 1/3-octave band analysis.

(b) .Impact Sound Insulation: Single figure ratings are

obtained from a reference contour (Figure 9.7) allowing an average

unfavorable deviation of 2 dB. 1/1-octave ba_d analysis of impact
sound pressure levels, normalized to A - 10m _, is made in the recelving
room wlth the ISO type tapping machine°operatlng on the floor above.

Recommendations for both airborne and impact sound insulation are
based upon four sound insulation groups, by building types, with ¢riterla
for various ladle/dual partition functions within each group. In

addition there are three reference curves for assessing impact noise
reduction (AL) achieved by modifying the basic floor-oeilln S structures
with additional _loor or ceiling assemblies. Although this standard is
not a legal requirement t it is observed by most planners, builders,

customers an_ housing authoritles in Austria.
Reference: 0 NORM B 8115 "lloohbau Schallsehutz und Hbrsamkelt", April
27, 1959.

2. BELGI_ *

As far as we know, there are no national requirements, howeverj

•Generally throuehou_ these capsular descriptions, the "average unfa-
vorable deviation" (d) is computed as follows:

dn dI + d2 + •.. + d
. n , . n (9.6)

n n

where d are the deviations from the reference contour. The deviations
in the _nfavorable sense are entered at their full value and those _n

the favorable sense are entered with a value of zero.
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British, French and German standards are applied in certain areas, and

in some cases more stringently than in the countries of origin.
3. BULGARIA -

As far as we know, the Bulgarian requirements are quite similar
to those of Czechoslovakia.

4. CANADA

Ca) Airborne Sound Insulation: "Construction shall provide a
sound transmission class rating* of not less then 45 between dwelling

units in the same building and between a dwelling unit and any space

common to two or more dwelling units." Quoted from Section 5 "Sound
Control" (Residential Standards, Canada, 1965, NRC. No. 8251) Supplement
No. 5 to the National Building Code of Canada, 1960, NRC. No. 5800.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: There ar_ no requirements in

current use, but it is understood that a new code is in preparation.
5. CZECHOSLOVAKIA -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Requirements are based upon

reference contours (Figure 9.8) with different contours applicable to

lab_atory and field measurements, allowing an average unfavorable devia-
£1on of 2 dB, providing that no single unfavorable deviation may exceed
8 dB, based upon octave bands. STL measurements are conducted in the

laboratory and sound level difference measurements are performed in the
field, normalized to a reference absorption of 10 metric sabins, A0=lOm_
Reference: O. Brandt, "Sound Insulation Requirements between Dwellings".

An invited paper presented at the Fourth International Congress on
Aenlmtlcs, Copenhagen_ Denmark, 1962.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: As far as we know, the measure-
manta and the reference contour follow the German standard (DIN 4109>;

however, the requirements are about i0 dB more stringent.
6. DENMARK -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: The requirements are based

upon reference contours (Figure 9.6) with a distinction between iso-
lation provided by a partition alone and isolation between two rooms.
The sum total of unfavorable deviations may not exceed 16 dg. Measure-

ments are reported as sound pressure level differences normalized to
T - 0.5 second.

o (b) Impact Sound Insulation: Similarly, these requirements

are based upon a reference contour (Figure 9.9) with the same restrlc-
tion on unfavorable deviations, i/3-octave band measurements of impact

sound pressure levels, normalized to T - 0.5 second, are made in the
: receiving room with the ISO type tapping machine operating on the floor

ahove_

Reference: gygningsreglement for K_bstaederne og landlt (Building
Regulations) Chapter 9, "Sound Isolation", Copenhagen, Denmark (1961)

7. ENGLAND -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Three grading contours
(Figure 9110) - House Party Wall Grade, Grade I and Grade II are

*As prescribed in ASTM Specification EgO-61T "Tentative Recor_ended
Practice for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss

of Building Floors and Walls", 1961.
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specified as recommended requirements; a small allowance is permitted

which is equal to an average unfavorable deviation of I dB. If the mean
deficiency exceeds 1 dB of Grade If, the structure is classified as
x dB worse than Grade If. This quantity is not defln_d for structures
rating better than Grade If. i/3-octave band measurements are made in
accordance with British Standard 2750: 1956", and rosul_s are reported

as STL or sound pressure level differences normsllzad to T N 0.5 second
for laboratory and fi_Id respectlvely. Frequensy-medulate_ slnusolds or

random noise may be used.
(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Likewise, two grading contours,

(Figure 9.11) Grade I and Grade If, are specified as recommended require-
ments with similar allowances as above. Impact sound pressure levels are
measured either in octave or i/3-ootave bands and normalized to

A° _ lOm _ in the laboratory or To - 0.5 second in the field. Measure-
ments are made in the receiving room with an ISO type tapping machine

operating on the floor above. If the analysis is made in bands less than

a full octave, results are to be "corrected" by adding I0 lOgl0n , where
i/n is the bandwidth used.

Although the code represents a standard of good practlce, and thus
takes the form of recommendations, some local areas require compliance

with certain seetlons of the code; there are indi¢atlons of the future
emergence of regulations throughout the United Kingdom.

Rnfaremse: British Standard Code of Practice, CP3: Chapter IIl,
"Sound Insulation and Noise Reduction" (1960).

B. FINLAND -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulatlon: Contours (Figure 9.12)
associated with three sound insulation classes are specified as recom-

mended requirements. The classes are based upon maximum permissible
noise levels in a given space, as well as the necessary sound isolatlon
obCalnable from a partition or between two rooms. The sum Coral of the
unfavorabls deviations may not exceed 16 dB, STL measurements are

conducted in the laboratory, and sound pressure level differences
normalized to T _ 0.5 second are performed in the field; all data
are reported in°I/3-octave bands.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Likewise, contours (Figure 9.13)
associated with the three sound insulation classes are specified as
recommended requirements. These carry the same restriction on unfavor-

able deviations, as above. I/3-octave band measurements of impact sound
pressure levels are made in the receiving room with the ISO tapping
machine in operation on the floor above. Laboratory and field results

are normalized to A = 10m_ and T - 0.5 second, respectively.
Thers is no le_islatlon yet _n Finland regarding mandatory require-

ments of sound insulation; therefore, the above are conslderd to be
recommendations.

itrl _llr tl

Reference: EHDOTUS AANENERISTYSMAARAYSIKSI, "Suggestion for Requirements
Of Sound Insulation", Valtlon Teknilllnen Tutklmuslaltos, Tledotus.

Saris Ill - Rakennus 42, Hslslnkl (1960).

w"Roeommendatlons for Field and Laboratory Measurement of Airborne and

Impact Sound Transmission in Buildings", British Standard 2750: 1956,
British Standards Institution.
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9. FRANCE -
The French have had standards since 1958; however, it is under-

stood that new regulations are being prepared. Single-figure ratings
are derived from comparison of measured values with specified average
sound pressure level differences normalized to T " 0.5 second for
airborne sound insulation, Similarly, ratings f_r impact sound insula-

tion are obtained by comparison of measured I/3-octave band impact

sound pressure levels, adjusted to "correspond" to octave band levels,
with specified sound pressure levels normalized to T _ 0.5 second. An

ISO type tapping machine is used as a source of Imps_t excitation.
i0. GERMANY -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulatlon: Single-figure ratings are ob-
talned from reference contours* (Figure 9.6); separate curves are used

for the comparison of field and laboratory data. An average unfavorable
deviation of 2 dB is permitted when computed as follows:

dl + d2 + ...dn- I + dn

2 2 S 2 dB (9.7)
(n-l)

where d are the deviations from the reference contour; deviations in
the favorable sense are assumed to lle on the contour and are entered

as zero in the computation, n is equal to the number of measured values,
usually at sixteen I/3-octave hands, Measurements sre made in accordance
with DIN 52210**, and results are reported as R(STL) and R' for labora-

tory and field measurement respectively.

(h) Impact Sound Insulation: Slngle-flgure ratings are
obtained from reference contours (Plgure 9.7) in a similar manner as for

airborne sound insulation; the average unfavorable deviation is computed
analogously. The I/3-octave hand analysis of impact sound pressure
levels is made in the receiving room with the ISO tapping machine

operating o3 the floor above. The sound pressure levels are normallzed
to A = 10m _ and "corrected to correspond" wlth octave band data.

°Germany was among the first countries to include provisions for

acoustical privacy and noise control in building codes; and the present
standard (DIN 4109) is perhaps one of the most comprehensive documents
of its kind.

Reference: Schallsehutz in Hoehhau (Sound Insulation in Buildings), DIN

4109, (5 parts dated September 1962 - April 1963).
ii. NETHERLANDS -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: There are two quality classes
of sound insulation, "fair" and "good", based mainly upon the comparison
of measured insulation values with reference values (Figure 9.14).

*The thmory of requirement contours is Slven by L. Cromer, in "Bet Sinn
der Sollkurven", Schallsehutz yon Bauteilen, Berlin, 1960. (Published

by Wilhelm Ernst & Son.)

_Meesungen zur Besti_nung des Luft- ued Trlttschallsehutzes,

(Measurements for the Determination of Airborne and Impact Sound
Insulntlon), DIN 52210, March 1960.
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From that comparison, three specific rules are used for obtaining the
Insulation Index of a structure. Measurements are made in four octave

bands with center frequencies ranging from 250 to 2000 Hz; the labora-
tory results are reported as STL and field results as sound pressure

level differences normalized to iO m_trio sablns, A0 = lOm 2.

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Similarly, there are two quality
classes of sound insnlation and the ratings are based upon comparison

with reference values (Figure 9.15) with three specific rules analogous
to the airborne sound insulation rating system. Impact sound pressure
level measurements are made in the receiving room with an ISO type

tapping machine operating on the floor above. The measurements are made
in the same four octave bands and are normalized to A _ 10m .

Reference: Natuurkundlge Grondslagen veer Bouwvoorsc_rlften, Deal Ill,

Geluidweri_ S in Wonlngen (Noise Control and Sound _nsulation in Dwell-
lags), NEN 1070. December 1962, Nederlands Normallsatie-lns_ituut.

12. NORWAY

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: Single-flgure ratlnSs are

obtained by comparison of measured data with reference contours
(Figure 9.16) allowing an average unfavorable deviation of 1 dB.
Measurements are made in accordance with ISO/R 140-1960", and results

are reported as sound pressure level differences normalized to T = 0.5O

second. The codes are based upon an effective airborne sound insulation
number which takes into account the insulation qualities of the

partition, its area, the volume and the reverberation time of the
receiving room and the estimated degree of flankln8 transmission.

(b) Impact Sound _nsulatlon: Similarly, sinsle-flgure ratings
are obtained by comparison with reference contours (Figure 9.17),
allowln s the same average unfavorable deviation. A I/3-octave band
analysis of impact sound pressure levels, normalized to T - 0.5 second,

is made in the receiving room with the IS0 tapping machln_ operatin S on
the floor above. The codes also are based upon an effective impact

sound number system, which yields positive numbers such that the larger
values indicate increased impact sound insulation.

Reference: "Proposed Norwegian Buildln 8 Code for Sound Insulation",
Norges SysgforsklnnEsinstltut Rapport 38, 0slo 1963.

13. SCOTLAND

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: The Scottish building standards

are based upon the "House Party Wall Grade" and "Grade I" contours of the
British Standard Code of Practice (Figure 9.10), CPS: Chapter Ill,
"Sound Insulation and Noise Reduction", 1960; the measurements are

conducted in accordance with g.S. 2750: 1956, (See 7. _GLAND).

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: Likewise, the "Grade I" refer-
ence contour (Figure 9.11) for impact sound pressure levels is used.
The I/3-octave hand analysis is normalized to T = 0.5 second, and
"corrected tO correspond" with octave band data_

[ This differs significantly from the Britlsh case because the

*International Organization for Standardization, ISO Reconmlendatlon

RI40, "Field and Laboratory Measurements of Airborne and Impact Sound
Transmission", ISO/R 140-1960 (E).
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Scottish building standards constitute a legsl requirement, effective
June 15, 1964, as opposed to a recon_nendatlon. Although not applicable

to existing huildlngs prior to that date, local authorities have the
power to require conformation in all new buildings.
Reference: Building S_andards (Scotland) Regulations, Part VIII, 1963,

as presented by G. Berry in an article entitled "Sound Insulation in
Houses and Flats - Effect of New Scottish guildln s Standards", INSULATION,
January 1964.

14. SWEDEN -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: There are three grading
contours (Figure 9.18) _o which measured i/3-octave band data are
compared. The data are reported as sound pressure level differences
normalized to A = 10m 2, The total stun of the unfavorable deviations

may not exceed _6 dR. The requirements, which are stated in terms of
functional application of the wall structures, thus determine which one
of the three contours must be setisfled in a specific case. i

(b) Impact Sound Insulatlon: TWO grading contours (Figure
9.19) are specified for the required comparisons; these are based i
upon a I/3-octave band analysis of impact sound pressure levels measured

in the recelvln S room with an _gO type tapping machine operating on the
floor above. The results are normalized to A = 10m 2 and are reported
as measured, i.e. without the "correction '_ to°octave bands. In this

case, the total sum of the unfavorable deviations may not exceed 32 dB.
Reference: Swedish Building Code: BAnS 1960. Anvisnlgar Till
Byggnadsstedgan, Kungl. Byggnadsstyrelsens Pobllkatloner, Stockholm,
Sweden (1960).

15. SWITZERLAND -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: An unofficial draft reoom- !
mendation exists, in which "minimum" and "maximum" requirements of

average sound transmission loss are specified, which are based upon
both laboratory and field measurements according to type of building

and wall function. In the case of multlfamily dwellings, the following

is applicable: Laborator _ Field

Building Component Min. Max. Min. Max.

Dividing walls and ceilings in
flats, stalrcese wall 52 dB 57 dB 50 dg 55 dB

Dividing walls between flats

end restaurant, cinema, garage, 57 dB 67 dR 55 dg 65 dB
workshop end other business

premises

(b) Impact Sound Insulation: There are no explicit require-
ments.

Reference: W. Putter, "Room and Building Acoustics and Noise Abatement",
p. 203, English Translation (Butterworth & Co. Ltd., London, 1964).

16. U.S.S.R. -

(a) Airborne Sound Insulation: There are three reference

contours (Figure 9.20) with which sound transmission loss measurements

are to he compared. _n the comparison, unfavorable deviations are
computed as follows:
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d_l+ d2 + ... + d5 + d 6

2 2 < 2 dB (9.s)
6

where d are the deviation from a reference contour based upon the six

I/l-octave bands with center frequencies in the range 100-3200 Hz. In

addition, no single wnfavorable deviation nmy exceed g dg.
(b) Impact Sound Insulation! Similarly, there are two

reference contours (Figure 9.21) which specify maximum impact sound
pressure levels permissible in the receiving room with a tapping machine

operating on the floor above. Unfavorable deviations from the specifi-
cation contours are computed analogously, as above, according to

equation 9.8,
Reference: Advisory Code for Sound Insulation in Housing and Conmunlty

Buildings, (CH39-58) Sta_e Publishing Office for Buildfng Arehftecture
and Building Materials Literature, Moscow, 1959.

In general, most of the requirements imply minimal sound insulation;
however, the foregoing cursory review of codes, standards end recommenda-

tions obviously does not include all the information contained in such
documents. For example, many codes specify criteria for partitions
within dwelling units, maximum sound pressure levels permissible in a

given space, criteria for doors and windows, means to minimize flanking
transmission and structure-borne noise, and other pertinent information.
In fact, some documents approach textbook status on the subject of
acoustical privacy and noise control rather than codes.

In summery, the review shows several prevalent techniques for

specifying adequate acoustical privacy, which sssenti_lly are as
follows:

(i) Single-flgure ratlng requirements or recommendations formu-
lated on the basis of a single reference contour or upon a family of
reference contours_ with accompanying rules for computing such ratings.

The code requirements are not necessarily consonant with, or the same
as, the values of the reference contour; or in other words, the

required insulation, for a given installation# may be x dB more stringent
than the values of the reference contour. (This pslnt has been often

overlooked in similar studles_ of existing codes and criteria, appearfn S
in the literature.)

This system affords the greatest flexlbilICy for the code writer)

because he can revise =he slngle-flgure requirements, if need be, without
disrupting the basic rating scheme.

(2) Grading curves for minlmum airborne sound insulation and

m_xlmum impact sound pressure levels. Thls system affords the simplicity
of a "go or no go" decision on the part of the appropriate authorities;

but if revision of the requlrementa becomes necessary, the change is
usually dlffleult to accomplish.

(3) Requirements based upon the slngle-flgure arithmetic average
of sound transmission loss values. Although this system is the almplest,

there have been technical questions raised regarding its suitability.
Figure 9.22 shows the range of minimum airborne sound insulation

requirements and recommendations of other countries and the range of
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suggested values* for particular cases requiring better sound insulation

performnnce. Technlcally apeaklng, sound transmission loss, STL, and

normallned level difference, Dn, values should not be plotted on the
same graph; however, for purposes of convenience, they are shown
together and labeled '_irborne Sound Znsulatlon". It can be shown that

STL - DA when the partlt_an area S is approximately 107.6 ft2; also,
o

STL - DT when S/V-> 0.I ft "I, where S is the partition area and V is
o

the volume of the receiving room in the English system of units**.

Similarly, the shaded areas in Figure 9_23 show, analogously, the
range of mlalmmn impact sound Snsulatlon requirements or re¢on_sndutlons

of other countries and the range of suggested values for particular
cases requiring better sound Insulatlan performsnne. These values are
plotted to be consistent with I/3-octnve band analyses; i.e., ¸reference

contours which were established for comparison with octave band data
have bean lowered 5 dB for cemparlscn with i/3-ocrcva band data. In

addi_lem A reference values for use with data normallzsd to both
A - 10m_ and T - 0.5 second nrn shown together. It can be sh_m that

t_e two normali_atlon schemas yield equivalent results for measurements
in rooms which have a volume of approximately 1100 ft3 or 31m 3.

*These genarally pertain to areas where better than minimal sound
insulation is usually necessary_ such as separation of dwelling units in

quiet or suburban locations; separation of dwelling units from small
business shops within a building, or from noisy areas such as mechanical
equipment rooms, restaurants and for application to hospitals, hotels
and so forth.

- when S - 10m 2
_In metric units: STL DAn

STL - DT when S/V -> _.33m "I
o
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Figure 9.18 Figure 9.19
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CHAPTER I0

FI{A RECO_4ENDED CRITERIA

A. INTRODUCTION

The overall objectives of these nrlterla, as well as this en£1re

Guide, are to provide direction toward the attainment of acoustical
privacy and the control of noise in multlfamily dwellings. To reach this
goal, the system of criteria must be relatively simple in application and

administration; it must be based upon meaningful physical measurements;
It must be flexible so that it may be revised with ease, In order to
maintain currency; and above all, it must he effective.

The plan utilized by the FHA is fundamentally a gradation of single-
figure ratings, based upon reference contours. This system affords the

greatest opportunity for relating re=ommendatlons or requirements to s
variety of conditions, such as: ambient background noise usable for
masking purposes which may imply urban, suburban or rural locations;

minimal, average, or high income housing; and fur spealflc wall or
floor-ceillng functions within buildlngs. In addition, ease of revision
of recommendations or requirements is inherent in this system without
disrupting the basle scheme for classifying structures as to thei_

acoustical properties.

B. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS OF AIRBORHE SOUND INSULATION

Measurements should he performed in conformance with the current
methods of test which are endorsed and publlshed by the major standard-

izetion con_nittees and associations such as the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM), the United States of America Standards

Institute (USASI) and the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO). The preferred method of test will be that one currently in use
at the National Bureau of Standards, which is presently designated as

ASTM E90-66T, "Tentative Reeon_nended Practice for Laboratory Measurement
of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of Building Partitions".*

C. SINGLE-FIGURE RATINGS OF AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION

The only positive method for selecting a construction with the
proper sound-lnsulatlng properties for a given installation is the study
of the entire sound transmission loss curves of a number of constructions.

It is difficult to describe completely the ecoustlcal properties of
structures with a single value. However, it is commonly acknowledged
that slngle-flgure ratings are useful for general categorization and as

such may provide a convenient tool for archltacts, builders, code writers
and others.

Over the years, several single-flgure rating schemes have been

proposed and used with varying degrees of success, However, in recent
years, the Sound Transmission Class (STC) has been used in thls country
with reasonably successful results. The STC relates the sound insulating

properties of a structure as a function of frequency more effectively
than did the earlier arithmetical average sound transmission loss values.

*Available from the American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916

Race Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.
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This slngle-figure rating appeared initially in ASTM E90-61T* and its
foundations and significance are discussed by T.D. Nor_hwood *W. A
revised STC ratin E system, which now appears in ASTM E90-66T_ conforms
with certain technical revisions in the tes_ procedure, and provides a

computation scheme which decreases the probability that the STC value

of a given partition is detemnlned solely by a single sound transmission
loss value at some particular frequency.

The FHA recommended criteria for airborne sound insulation utilize • :

the STC rating system which is given in the above mentioned ASTM Eg0-66T
do=_nent. To determine the STC of a test specimen, the sound trans-

mission loss values, as determined in the contiguous sixteen I/3-octave

hands with center frequencies in the range 125-4000 Hi, are compared
with the values of the STC reference contours, Figure IO.i, according to

the following conditions:

(i) A single unfavorahle deviation (i.e. an STL value which falls

helow the contour) may not exceed 8 dB.
(2) The sum of the unfavorable deviations shall not be greater

th_n 32 dB. Then, the STC for the specimen is the numerical value

which corresponds to the STL value at 500 Hz of the highest contour for
which the above conditions are fulfilled.

Figure I0.2 illustrates the form of a transparent overlay designed
for rapid graphical determinations of STC values. Initially, the sound

transmission loss values of a specimen are plotted to the nearest whole

dB on graph paper on which the ordinate scale is 2mm/dB and the
abscissa scale is 50mm/decade. The transparent overlay is then placed
over the graph, matchln_ the frequency scale, and adjusted such that all l

data points lle on or above the broken-line contour, which assures that

single deviations are less than or equal to a maximum of 8 dB. Then the [
deviations (in dB) falling below the solld-llne contour are summed and !
the total may not exceed 32 dB. If the total is greater than 32 dB,
the overlay is adjusted downward until that condition is met. The STC
value of the specimen is the STL value indicated by the arrow which
leads from the intersection of the reference contour and the 500 Nz

ordinate. In addition, a tabular method for determining STC values is
given in ASTM E90-66T.

D. P|_YSICAL _[EASUR_ENTS OF I_PACT SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS

As in the case of sound transmission loss measurements, impact sound
pressure level measurements should he performed in accordance with the
current methods of test which are endorsed by the major standardization

organizations. (The only formal document at this time is the ISO

*ASTM E90-61T, "Tentative Recommended Practice for Laboratory Measurement
of Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of Building Walls and Floors"

(American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, !
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1961). r

**T.D. Northwood, "Sound-lnsulatlon Ratings and the New ASTM Sound-
Transmission Class", J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 34, No. 4, April 1962,

pp. 493-501.
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Recommendation R140, "Field and Laboratory Measurements of Airborne and
Impact Sound Transmission", ZS0/R140-1960(E), Internatlonal Organization

for Standardization).

dv_ FVt IVU ivl IV#

_" so

, _ :__ 2f Contour 2 STC = 52 .i
----/ Contour 3 STC = 48

I "
,_ _ /3 Octave band data

E

i.i IAJ IA_ nat IAl

,:, 2C 125 250 500 IK 2K 4K

"! FREOUENCY, HZ

_ Fig. 10.1. Bound Transmission Class Centers.

Alsop the preferred method of test will be that one currently in use at
the National Bureau of St_dards. There is no formal standard method of

test in the United States at this time; however, there _s a method

presently under consideration in a subcommittee of the AS_L This
proposed method, which is presently in use at NBS, forms the basis of
mensur_ent upon which the criteria are founded.

The meghod of test involves the operation of a "standard" tapping
msehlne W on the floor and the measurement of the resultant sound

pressure levels produced in a reverberant room directly bel_. The
sound pressure lavels_ averssed over time and space, in 16 contiguous
I/3-octave bands with center frequencies in the range 100-3150 Hz, are
to be measured at six stationary microphone positions or with a slowly
m_Ing _crophone in the receiving room wlch the tapping machine placed
successively in at least three specified 1ocatlons on the floor. The

_apping machine soeclflcations are given in ISO/RI40.
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Fig. 10.2. Form of Overlay for STC Determination.
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results Of the measurements shall be reported as impact sound pressure
levels (ISPL), normalized to a reference room absorptlon of i0 metric sabins
or 107.6 sabins.

E. SINGLE-FIGURE RATINGS OF IMPACT SOUND INSULATION

In choosing the proper floor-ceillng structure to meet the impact
sound insulation requirements of a particular installation, it is
recommended that the entire impact sound pressure level curves he

studied, rather than choosing structures solely on the basis of the
slngle-flgure ratings. Experience has shown clearly that slngle-figure
_iassifleations cannot describe completely the acoustical properties of

structures. Occasionally the rank order of two structures on the basis
of slngle-flgure ratings is reversed when the entire impact sound pres-
sure curves are considered. The one with a lower slngle-flgure rating

may provide better sound insulation for a given situation. For these
reasons, a certain amount of discretion must be exercised in the use of
a single-figure classification system. Neverthel@ss, this system does

serve a useful purpose in categorlzin_ structures with similar impact
sound insulating properties and, with some reservetlons, =an be used by

architects, builders and coue authorities for acoustical design purposes
in building construction.

The physical measurement of airborne sound insulation of a bsflding

partition is based on differential measurements of the sound pressure
levels in two reverberant rooms separated by the test partition, and thus
is readily adaptable to a rating system such as the STC in which larger
numbers indicate increased sound insulation. However, the impact sound
transmission performance of a floor structure is based on measurements

of the absolute sound pressure levels produced in s room directly below
the test floor on which a "standard" tapping machine is operating. In

this case, lower impact sound pressure levels indicate better insulating
performance. The fact that airborne sound insulation measurements and
ratings differ in principle from those of impact sound insulation has
caused some confusion among archltects_ builders, contractors and

others, particularly with respect to the meaning and relationship of
the two rating systems.

_! To remove this confusion and relieve the architect and builder of

the burden of reconciling different acoustical rating systems, a new
system called the _dPACT INSULATION CLASS (IIC) has been devised. This

system which is utilized in the FHA recommended criteria for impact
sound insulation, establishes a somewhat analogous parallelism with the
more familiar airborne STC rating system. As in the STC system, the
IMPACT INSULATION CLASS (lie) rates floor structures with positive

numbers in ascending degrees of impact sound Insuletion, i.e. the
larger the number the greater the insulation. This avoids the confusing

practice of dealing with "negative insulation values", which arise from
the use of a zero-valued re_ereoce contour. Thus, for all practical

purposes, the numerical values and significance asslgned to the contours
of the I_C rating system are about the same in terms of impact sound
insulation as the values and elgnlfleanca associated with the contours
of the airborne sound insulation STC system. Thus for example, an

architect mlght simply specify an STC - 50 and an lie - 50 for a

particular installation. In addition, there is the inherent v_rsatility
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which allows all code authorities to establlsh and revise their own

criteria, if necessary, without the awesome task of re-evaluatlng

structures tested previously.
To determine the IIC of a test specimen, the impact sound pressure

levels are measured according to section D above, normalized to a refer-

ence absorption of 10 metric sabins, A 0 = l0 m2, and compared with the values
of the IIC reference contours, Figure 10.3, according to the followln s
conditions:

(I) A single unfavorable deviation (i.e. an ISPL value which lles
above the contour) may not exceed 8 dB.

(2) The sum of the unfavorable deviations shall not be greater than
32 dB.

Then the IIC for the specimen is the value of the ordinate scale on the
right (IIC). corresponding to the ISPL value at 500 Hz. of the lowest
contour for which the above conditions are fulfilled.

The IIC contour may be constructed as follows: a horizontal llne
seglnent in the interval I00 to 315 Hz; a middle llne segment daereaslng
5 dB in the interval 315 to i000 IIz; followed by a high frequency llne

sogment decreasing 15 dg in the Interval 1000 to 3150 Hz.
On the average, the IIC rating is about 51 points higher (algebraic

addition), than the INR ratlng used in FHA No. 750. However, it would be
dangarous to apply an "across the board" adjustment to all INK ratings _
for the spread betwsmn the two rating systema might be about ± 2 points.

75 ,., ,., ,., ,., ,., 35

65 ,_. 45

___'_-- "---- _Contour3 zzc=48

56 55 Contour2 IIC=52
-- Contour I IIC = 55

"1/3" Octave band daea
_E

Normalized to Ao=10m 2

iA, JAi IAt JAi IAi _3
25' 125 250 500 IK 2K 4K

FREQUENCL Hz
Fig. 10.3. Impact Insulation Class Contours.
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Figure 10.4 illustrates the form of a transparsnt overlay designed !
for rapid graphical determination of IIC values. Initially, the impact if
sound pressure levels normalized to A - 10m 2 are plotted, to the nearest

whole dg, on graph paper on which the°ordinate scale is 2mm/dB and the i;
abscissa is 50mm/decade. The transparent overlay is then placed over ]
the graph, aligned wlth the frequency scale, and adJustsd so that all
data points lie on or below the broken-llne contour; thls assures

initially that single deviations are lass than or equal to a maximum of
8 dB; then the deviations above the aolld-llne contour are summed and

the total may not exceed 32 dB. If the total is greater than 32 dg, ths
overlay is adjusted upward until that ccndltlon is met. Then the ZIG

value, read from the overlay, corresponds to the ISPL value of 60 dB on
the graph scale.

F. RECOMMENDED CRITERIA

Descriptive definitions of three grades of acoustic environment are
given in order to ascribe critsrla suitable to the wlda range of urban

developmsnts, geographic locations, economic conditions and other factors
involved in the areas of concern of _hs FHA. Constrnctlons which meet

the arlterla will provide good sound insulation and satisfy most of the
occupants in the buildings which fit the conditions of each grade.

Emphasis should bs placed upon Grade II, as described below, for this
category will be applicable to the largest percentage of multifamily

dwelling construcglon and thss should be considered as the fundamental
guide.

Grads I is appllcable primarily in suburban and peripheral suburban
residential areas, which might be =onsldered as the "qulet" locations and
as such the nlghttlme exterior noise levels might be about 35-40 dB(A) or

lower, as measured using the g_" weighting network of a sound level meter
which meets the currant standards. The reconmlended permlsslble interior
nolse environment is characterized by noise criteria of NC20-25". In

addition, the insulation criteria of Shis grade are applicable in csrtaln

speclal cases such as dwelling units above the eighth floor in hlgh-rise
buildings and the better class or "luxury" buildings, regardless of
location.

Grade II is the most important category and is applicable primarily
in resldentlal urban and suburban areas consldersd to have the "averags"

noise environment. The nlghttlme exterior noise levels might be about
40-45 dB (A); and the permissible interior noise environment should not

exceed NC25-30 characterlsttc6.
Grade ZIZ criteria should be consldered as minimal recommendations

and are applicable in some urban areas which generally are eonsldered as
"noisy" locations. The nighttime exterior noise levels might be about
55 dB(A) or higher. It _s recc_mmended that the interlcr noise environment
should not exceed the NC-35 characteristic.

*Details of NC curvss may he found in Chapter 20 cf "Noise Rsductlsn",
edited by L.L. geranek, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960.
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In all cases, the partition structures should have STC and IIC
ratings equal to or greater than the given criterion figures, For

floor-ceillng assemblies, the crltarla for both airborne and impact
sound Insulatlon must be met. A £1oor-ceiling structure which may
provide adequate impact sound insulation but Insu£flclent airborne
sound Insulatlonj or vice versa, will not assure freedom frora occupant
complalnts.

The fundamental or key criteria of airborne and impact sound

insulation of wall and floor assemblles which separate dwellln_ units of
equivalent function are given in Table i0-I. These criteria are based
upon $TC and IIC ratln_s derived from laboratory measurements, since
standard methods of test for field measurements have not as yet been
formally adopted. Figurea 10.5 and 10.6 illustrate the relationship of
the fundamental FHA reco_ended criteria with the range of airborne and
impact sound insulation requirements or recor_mlendatlons of other countries.

TABLE I0-I. Key Criteria of Airborne and Impact
Sound Insulation Between Dwellln_ Units

GRADE I GRADE II GRADE IIl

Wall Partitions STC _ 55 STC _ 52 STC _ 48

STC _ 55 STC _ 52 STC _ 48
Floor-Ceillng Assemblles IIC _ 55 IIC _ 52 IIC _ 48

The following comprehensive tables show the criterion values related
to partition function as applled in the separation of dwelling units.
Indeed, these tables include most of the typical separation combinations
found in multlfamily buildlngs, as well as aome which are clearly undesir-
able for several reasons. The purpose of this detail is to illuetrate
the importance of the acoustical aeparatlon between sensitive and non-
a,nsitlve areas. Where the partition between dwelling units is common to
several functional spaces, the partition mus_ meet the highest criterion
value.

TABLE 10-2. Criteria for Airborne Sound Insulation

of Wall Partitions Between Dwelling Units

Partition Function Between Dwellln_s Grade I Grade II Grade Ill
Apt. A Apt. B STC STC ST...._C

Bedroom to Bedroom 2 55 52 48
Livlng room to Bedroom ' z 57 54 50
Kitchen s to Bedroom _ , z 58 55 52
Bathroom to Bedrooml, a 59 56 52

Corridor to Bedroomz , 4 55 52 48

Living room to Living room I , • 55 52 48
Kitchen s to Living room I 55 52 48

Bathroom to Living room 4, a 57 54 50
Corridor to Living rooma ' 55 52 48

Kitchen to Kitch.n a ' _ 52 50 46
Bathroom to Kitchen I' ? 55 52 48

Corridor to Kitchen a, 4, s 55 52 48

Bathroom to Bathroom _ 52 50 46
Corridor to Bathroom_, 4 50 48 46
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NOTES, RE: TABLE 10-2

I. The most desirable plan would have the dwelling unit partition
separating spaces with equlvalent functions, e.g., living room opposite
living room, etc.; however, when this arrangement is not feasible, the

partition must have greater sound insulating properties.
2. Whenever a partition wall might serve to separate several

functional spaces, the highest criterion must prevail.
3. Or dining, or family, or recreation room.
4. It is asstm_ed that there is no entrance door leading from

corridor to llvlnS unit.
5. A common approach to corridor partition construction correctly

assumes the entrance door as the acoustically weakest "llnk" and then

incorrectly assumes that the basic partition wall need be no better
acoustically than the door. However, the basic partition wall may
separate the corridor from sensitive living areas such as the bedroom
and bathroom without entrance doors, and must therefore have adequate

insulating properties to assure acoustical privacy in these areas. In
areas where entrance doors are used, the integrity of the corridor-

living unit partition must be maintained by utilizing solld-core
entrance doors, wlth proper gaske_ing. The most desirable arrangement
has the entrance door leading from the corridor to a partially enclosed
vestibule or foyer in the living unit.

6. Double-wall construction is recommended to provide, in addition

to airborne sound insulation, isolation from impact noises generated by
the placement of articles on pantry shelves and the slaTm,lng of cabinet

doors. Party walls which utilize resilient spring elements to achieve
good sound insulation may be used, providing wall cabinets are not

mounted on them. It is not practical to use such walls for mounting
of wall uablnets because the sound insulating performance of the walls
can be easily short-circulted, unless specialized vibration isolation
techniques are used. See text regarding proper installation of

cabinets and recommended isolation procedures for appllanoe installations.

7. See text regarding vibration isolation of plumblng in kitchens
and bathrooms end recommended installation of cabinets, medicine chests,
etc.
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Table 10-3 includes most of the floor-ceillng assembly combinations

found in multifamily buildings as well as some which are clearly undesir-
able for several reasons. In addition, the importance of Impae_ noise

insulation is emphasized by giving separate criteria for reciprocal

functional relationships.

TABLE 10-3. Criteria for Airborne and Impact Sound Insulation

of Floor-Ceillng Assemblies Between Dwellln_ Units

Partition Function Between Dwellin_s Grade I Grade II Grade Ill
Apt. A Apt. B STC IIC STC IIC STC IIC

Bedroom above Bedroom 55 55 52 52 48 48

Living room above Bedroom I , s 57 60 54 57 50 53
Kitchen a above Bedroom I, a, 4 58 65 55 62 52 58

Family room above Bedroom I , s, 8 60 65 56 62 52 58
Corridor above Bedroom _ , s 55 65 52 62 48 58

Bedroom above Living room_ 57 55 54 52 50 48
Living room above Living room 55 55 52 52 48 48
Kitchen above Living room I' a, 4 55 60 52 57 48 53

Family room above Living room l' a, s 58 62 54 60 52 56
Corridor above Living room I' s 55 60 52 57 48 53

Bedroom above Kitchen I , 4, s 58 52 55 50 52 46

Living room above Kitchenl, 4, s 55 55 52 52 48 48
Kitchen above Kitchen 4 52 55 50 52 46 48
Bathroom above Kitchen _ ' _ ' _ 55 55 52 52 48 48

Family room above Kitchen I , s , 4 , s 55 60 52 58 48 54
Corridor above Kitchen _ ' _ ' 4 50 55 48 52 46 48

Bedroom above Family room I' e 60 50 56 48 52 46

Living room above Family room I_ _ 58 52 54 50 52 48
Kitchen above Family room _' s 55 55 52 52 48 50

Bathroom above Bathroom _ 52 52 50 50 48 48

Corridor above Corrldor _ 50 50 48 48 46 46

NOTES_ RE: TABLE 10-3
i. The mos_ desirable plan would have the floor-ceiling assembly

separating spaces with equivalent functions, e.g. living room above
living room etc.; however when this arrangement is not feasible the
assembly must have greater aooustical insulating properties.

2. This arrangement requires greater impact sound insulation than
the converse, where a sensitive area is above a less sensitive area.

3. Or dining, or family, or recreation room.
4. Sea text for proper vibration isolation of plumbing fixtures

and appliances.
5. The airborne STC criteria in this table apply as well to

vertical partitions between these two spaces.
6. This arrangement requires equivalent airborne sound insulation

and perhaps less impact sound insulation than the converse.
7. See text for proper treatment of staircase halls and corridors.

10-12
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The sound insulation between living units and other spaces within

the building requires special considerations. Placement o_ living units
vertically or horizontally adjacent to mechanical equipment rooms should
he avoided whenever possible. If such cases arise, the following is
appllaable. Generally the reco_mmended airborne sound insulation

criteria between mechanical equipment rooms and sensitive areas in

dwellings are STC _ 65, STC _ 62 and STC _ 58 for grades Z, If, and Ill,
respectively. Mechanical equipment rooms include furnace-boiler rooms,
elevator shafts, trash chutes, cooling towers, garages, and the llke.
Sensitive areas include bedrooms and living rooms. Similarly, the

recommended criteria between mechanical equipment rooms and less sensi-
tive areas in dwellings are STC _ 60, STC _ 58 and STC _ 54 for grades [

I, I_, l_I, respectively, where less sensitive areas include kitchens
and family or recreation rooms. Double-wall construction is usually
necessary to achieve adequate acoustical privacy. Where living units
are above noisy areasj the airborne sound insulation is important and

impact insulation becomes a moot point as long as structure-borne
vibration is minimal. However, where mechanical equipment rooms are
above living areas, the airborne sound insulation must be maintained,
but in addition the impact insulation becomes extremely important and

elaborate steps must be taken to assure freedom from intruding vibra-
tions and impact noise. It is not advisable to as_iLa impact insu-
latlon erlteria values to this case, but rather as discussed in Chapter
7, such structures should be designed to assure quiet living spaces.

Placement of dwelling units vertically or horizontally adjacent to
business areas such as restaurants, bars, community laundries and the

_! like should be avoided whenever possible. If such situatlons arise, the
_ resn_Taended airborne sound insulation criteria between business areas

and sensitive living areas are STC _ 60, STC _ 58 and STC _ 56 for

grades I, If, III, respectively. If the living areas are situated above
buslneaa areas, impact insulation criteria of IIC _ 60, ZIC _ 58 and
Z_C _ 56 should be adequate; however, if the relative locations are
reversed, i.e. business areas above living areas, the impact insulation

criteria values should be increased at least by 5 points.
If noise levels in mechanical equipment rooms or business areas

exceed i00 dD, as measured using the "linear" or the "C" scale of a
[ standard sound level meter, the airborne insulation crlterln given above

must be raised 5 points.

_j
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Table 10-4 lists su_ested criteria for airborne sound insulation
of partitions separating rooms within a given dwelling unit.

TABLE 10-4. Criteria for Airborne Sound

Insulation within a Dwellin_ Unit

Grade I Grade II Grade Ill

Partition Function Between Rooms STC ST__CC STC

Bedroom to Bedroom i, s 48 44 40

Living room to "Bedroom i, s 50 46 42
Bathroom to Bedroom _' s, 3 52 48 45
Kitchen to Bedroom 1, s, s 52 48 45

Bathroom to Living room s, a 52 48 45

NOTES: RE: TABLE I0-4

i. Closets may be profitably used as "buffer" zones, provfdlug
unlouvered doors are used.

2. Doors leading to bedrooms and bathrooms preferably should be of
solld-core construction and gasketed to assure a comfortable degree of

privacy,
3. See text for proper vibration isolation of plumbing fixtures

and appliances.

Townhouses and row-houses where the living unit occupies more than

one story should be separated by a double-wall construction with a

rating of STC - 60 or greater, Susgested criteria between rooms in a
given dwelling are the same as listed in Table 10-4 and in addition, the
floor-ceiling structures should have llC ratings which are at least
numerically equivalent to or greater than the listed STC criteria.

Roof-top or indoor swimming pools, bo_11ing alleys, ballrooms,
tennis courts, gymnasiums and the like require extremely specialized
acoustical considerations.

Constructions which meet the above recommended criteria should

provide adequate acoustical privacy in.oat cases. However, after
sufficient data are obtained which may relate occupant subjective

satisfaction with objective measurements of the acoustical properties

of structures, it may become apparent that revision is necessary and
desirable. Such subsequent revisions might be in the more stringent
direction or indeed, perhaps in the less stringent direction to effect
e desirable balance between acoustical privacy and economic feasibility,

Nevertheless, the inherent flexlhillty of the system provides for ease
of revision and a baals upon which subsequent incremental changes miBbt

be made by code authorities and architects.
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CHAPTER II

DISCUSSION AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

To enhance the usefulness of this guide, the results of airborne

and impact sound insulation measurements of a large number of wall and
floor struetures were obtained from many sources and are presented at
the end of this chapter. The types of structures range from those.

rated as excellent sound insulators to those which are admittedly poor.
There are two purposes for including this wide variety of construction,
one is to present some structures which mast or exceed the FHA criteria

and the other is to illustrate some of the structu@es used commonly
which do not provlda adequate sound Insulatlon_

In ssnsral, most of the airborne sound insulation data presented
were obtained from measurements made in accordance with ASTM Eg0 methods

or equivalent, i.e. STL measurements in reverberant rooms. In the case
of some European data, which were originally presented as normalized

level differences, appropriate adjustments were made in order to present
the data as sound transmission loss results and thus, maintain some
consistency. Similarly, the impact sound pressure level data reported

were obtalned from measurements using the tsppln S machine specified in
ISO Rid0. However, wherever possible, the I/3-octave deta ware presented
as measured, i.e. without the arbitrary 5 dS adjustment to correspond

with octave band data. In fact, in cases where Chat adjustment had been

made previously, 5 dB were subtracted from the levels so that they could
he presented as originally measured. Some octave band* results are
presented as measured and the accompanying lit raulnSS are approxlmstely
those which misht have been obtained from I/3-octave band analyses.

The sound transmission loss and impact sound pressure level data

presented were obtained from laboratory measurements unless otherwise

specified. Those data which were obtained from field measurements are
indicated as such in the remarks on the data sheets. In all cases+ the

reported results are applicable only to the individual specimen tested
and therefore do not necessarily apply to all structures of a slmflar

type. In a few instances, results from a sufficient number of tests
conducted on nominally identical structures were obtained so that the
average values could be presented alon8 with the spread of _he results
which is indicated by the shaded areas on the graph sheets.

A significant problem arises in presenting data obtained from field
measurements because there are no standard methods of field measurement

of airborne and impact sound insulation in the United States. (The
American Society for Testing and Materials is presently drsftfns a much-
needed standard for determining airborne sound insulation in field
installations, which may soon alleviate part of this problem.) Some

invsstfgators claim that good agreement between laboratory and field
measurements may be obtained when speclal precautions are taken to avoid

*i/3-octave band data are preferred and all future results should be

presented in this manner.
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flanking transmission paths in buildings, and when the measurements are

conducted as closely as possible in accordance with ASTM E90-61T. In such
cases the test specimens are full scale partitions in an actual building
where reverberant, though not necessarily diffuse, sound fields exist
in the test rooms. Some of the results of such field measurements are

presented In this chapter,

An attempt was made to relate the results of laboratory measurements
of wails wlth those of fleld measurements which were conducted without

speelal precautions to ellminate flanking paths. The rather tenuous

conclusion drawn was that the STC rating based upon such field measure-
ments might be on the average about 4 or 5 points lower than that obtained
from "nominally identical" structures tested in the laboratory. See

Appendix g for a more complete discussion of the comparison of laboratory
and field sound insulation measurements.

Another point which warrants some discussion is that the recommended
criteria given in Chapter i0 are based on the STC rating system specified

in ASTM E90-66T, while the STC ratings given on the data sheets are based
upon the older STC system of ASTM EP0-61T. As mentioned prevlously, the
STC rating system given in the newer document is a revised version of
that given in ES0-61T, relative to contour shape and method of computation.

Although, in some cases, the resultant STC ratings obtained for the same
structure may differ slightly, thle should not be troublesome because it
is generally acknowledged that a difference of 1 or 2 in the STC rating

of a given partition will sot spell the difference between occupant
satisfaction or dlssatlsfaetlon. A statistical check using limited

numbers of structures for which both STC_I end STC_a ratings could be

obtained shows that the STCb& rating is _out 1,5 f5 2 points higher, on
the average, than the eTCh1 fating for a given construction. However, it
would he dangerous to apply an "across the board" adjustment to all eTCh1
ratings, for the spread between the rating systems is about -2 to +4. ""

The primary reason for recommending criteria based on the STC66 system is
simply to provide currency to the guide. Unfortunately, there is an

insufficient quantity of data based on this system to present at this
time, Consequently, E90-61T data are,reported and should prove to be
quite useful, since the gives detailed sound transmission loss spectra
are more important than any slngle-flgure rating.

B. DATA SHEETS

I Althous h the data shee_s should be self-explanatory, a brief supple-

1 mentary explanation might be helpful. The sound transmission loss data of
wall structures are given on data sheets W-[ through W-87; then the STL
and the impact sound pressure level data of floor-celling structures

follow on data sheets F-I through F-61. Many data sheets include infor-
matlon of more than use structure, e.g. the same basic structure with
modifications. Data are presented for 137 wall constructions and iii
flcor-eelllng structures.

The data sheets _nclude the following information:

(I) TYPE - identifies the basic structure

(2) TEST REF. - identifies the source of tile data presented. The
first number refers to the item in the "List of References of Test Data*'
which follows tbe data section. The next number refers to the "test or

Job number" assigned by the investigator. For example, TEST REF: 3-(727)
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refers to item 3 on the llst which is "Sound Insulatio. of Wall, Floor,
and Door Constructions", NBS Monograph 77 and (727) is the number

assigned to the test specimen by the National Bureau of Standards.
(3) DESCRIPTION - the components are described in generic terms,

i.e. trade-marked names ave excluded, and dimensions are given where
they were available. In addition, the total nominal thickness and the
area weight_ in ibs/ft 2, are given for each structure. A drawing of

each structure, with the scale usually internally consistent, supple-
ments the written description.

(4) Graphs which illustrate the detailed STL and ISPL spectra are

presented. The grid pattern of these graphs iS approximately 25 dB -
frequency decade. In some cases the ordinate scale has been shifted
appropriately in order to plot the curve on the graph.

(5) The STC and IIC ratings as well as the fire ratings are given.
Pertinent information and the reference sources of fire ratings are

given in Appendix A.
(6) In some oases, self-explanatory remarks are included on the

data sheets.

C. INDICES
Three indices are included to aid in the selection of constructions

and are described as follows:

(a) Ind_ I - Sound Transmission Class of Wall Constru£tions is
arranged in descending order of STC ratings and includes a brief coded

description of constructional elements and the appropriate data sheet
n_mbero

(b) Index II - Sound Transmisslon Class of Floor-Ceilln_
Constructions is arranged as above for floor-ceiling assemblies and

includes the IIC ratings.
(c) Index III- Impact Insulation Class of Floor-Ceilln_

Constructions is arranged in descending order of IIC ratings and includes

the STC ratings.

?

l
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TYPD SOLID CONCRETE

TEST REF: 3-(807), 10, 7-(TL 59-i)

DESCRIPTION:3-in.-thick solid concrete wall poured in sltu in test opening. =:

All surface cavities were sealed with thin mortar mix. i- to 2-1n. slump i"
T

concrete mixture consisted of 611 lb cement, 1480 lb sand, 1603 lb gravel,
i,

and 38 gal water per cubic yard. i_

o_ Total thickness: 3 in.

lh/ft2 ::
: Area weight: approxiwately 39 !::_

c STC - 47; Fire Rating: approxlmately 30 mln, (est.) !

i REMARKS! Three nomi_ally identical structures tested in three different

:a laboratories, The plotted curve is the average value and _he shaded area
l

Lndlcatee the spread of the measurements.

%
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TYPE: CONCRETE

TEST REF: 1-($202-3, 4; $203-1, 2)

DESCRIPTION: 6-in.-thlck concrete wall with a 1/2-in.-thick layer of plaster

on both sides.

Total thickness: 7 in.

Area weight: 80 Ib/ft 2

RE_R_: The plotted curve is the average of field measurements of four

nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates the spread of the

measurements.

STC = 53; Fire Ra_Ing: 3 hrs. (est.)
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TYPE, CONCRETE WALL - WOOD-WOOL AND PLASTER ON FURRING

TEST REF: 1-($212, $213, $214)

DESCRIPTION:Wall consisted of precast concrete posts spaced about 5 ft

on centers with 6-in.-thick 'tin situ" concrete between posts. On each side,

1/2- by 2-in. furring strips (spacing not specified) with l-in.-thick wood-

wool slabs attached and plastered to a thickness of 1/2 in.

Total thickness: i0 in.

Area weight: 62 Ib/ft 2

_E_R}_: The plotted curve is the average of field measurements of seven

nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates the spread of the

measurements.

STC - 52; Fire Rating: over 3 hrs. (est.)
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T'YP_: SOLID CONCRETE BLOCK

TESTREF: 7-(TL 59-11)

DESCRIPTION: Wall of 4-, 6-, and 8- by 8- by 15-in. sand and gravel

aggreEate solid concrete blocks; on each Bide, 1/4-in. to 1/2-in.-thick

layer of cement gypsum plaster and sand.

Total thickness: approximately 16 in.
Area weigh_: 184 lb/ft 2

STC - 63; Fire Rating: over 4 hrs.

/
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TYPE= BRICK _i

TEST REF= 1- (s170)

DESCRIPTION: 4 I/2-in.-thiek brick wall with a 1/2-in.-thick layer of

plaster on each side.

Total thickness: 5 1/2 in.

Area weight: 55 Ib/ft2

REMARKS: The plotted curve is the average of field measurements of three

nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates the spread of the

measurements.

STC = 42; Fire Rating: 2 I/2 hrs.
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TYPE: BRICK

TEST REF: 1-(s173, S175-2, S182, s183, s184, s185, S186, s189, S195, S196)

DESCRIPTION:9-in.-thick brick wall with a 1/2-in.-thiok layer of plaster on

each side.

Total thickness: 10 in,

Area weight: i00 Ib/ft 2

_EMARKS: The plotted curve is the average of field measurements of

seventeen nominally identlcal partition walls. The shaded area shows the

spread of the measurements.

STC - 52; Fire Rating: over 4 hrs.
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TYPE= BRICK
;:

TESTREF: 2-(307) :i
DESCRIPTION_12-in.-¢hick brick wall.

Total thickaesB: 12 £n.

,; Area welght: 121 lb/ft 2 :i
_'i !J

"4 _RYu_: The 8TC value is based upon nine test frequencies. ;;:

_i STC - 56; Fire R_ting: over 4 hrs.
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TYPE= STO_E

TEST REF: 1-(S200)

DESCRIPTION: 24-£n.-thick stone wall with n 1/2-1n.-thtck layer of plaster

on both sides.

Total thickness: 25 ill.

Area weight: 280 ib/ft2

REMARKS: These measurements were conducted in the field.

STC = 56; Fire Rating: over 4 hrs.
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•l

TYPE_ HOLLOW CONCRETE BLOCK :,

TEST REF, 2-(308)
'[

I DESCRIPTION: 12-in. wall made of hollow 8- by 8- by 12-tn. and 8- by 4-

I
by 16-in. concrete blocks.

Total thlckne_s: 12 in.

Area weight: 79 Ib/ft2 _i!

iT REMARKS! The STC value is based upon nine test frequencies, r,

" STC " 48; Fire Ratlns: 4 hrs. i_,_
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TYPD HOLLOW CONCRETE BLOCK

TEST REF: (a) 6-(17TR); (b) 6-(18TR)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 6-An, hollow concrete blocks constructed wich vertical mortar

Joints staggered.

(b) Similar to (a) excep_ wall was palnted.

Total thickness: 6 An,

Area weight: 34 Ib/ft 2

(a) .STC = 43; Fire Rating: I hr. (est.)

(b) STC = 45; FAre Rati,g: 1 hr, (sst.)
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TYPD CINDER BLOCK

TESTREF= (a) 2-(144); (b) 2-(145)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 4- by 8- by 16-in. hollow cinder blocks; on each side

5/8 in, of sanded gypsum plaster.

Total thickness: 5 I/4 in.

Area weight: 35.8 lh/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the blocks were 3 in. thick.

Total thickness: 4 I/4 in.

Area weight: 32.2 Ib/ft 2

(a) STC - 46; Fire Rating: 2 hrs.

(b) ................STC - 45; Fire Rating: I 1/2 hrs.

: i REMARKS: The STC values are based upon nine teat frequencie..
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T¥PE_ C_MENT _LOCK

TESTREF: (e) 16-(Fig. 10); (b) 16-(Fig. 10)

DESCRIPTION:(a) 3 518- by 7 314- by 13 1/2-£n. lightweight-aggregate cement

blocks with I/2-1n.mortar Joints;three coats of mARnnry paint appliedto

each side of partition.

Total thickness: approximately3 3/4 in.

Area weight: 25.1 lb/ft2

(b) Same as (a) except i- by 2-1n. furring strips were nailed

vertically to partition on one side; 1/16=tn. layer o£ lead, 3.94 lb/ft 2,

nailed to furring strtps_ 1/4-in. plywood covered lead with Joints caulked.

Total thickness: approximately 5 in.

Area weight: approximately31 Ib/ft2 (Not specified in reference)

(a) STC _ 44; Fire Rating: I i/2 hrs, (est.)

(b), STC - 50; Fire Ratlngl I i/2 hrs. (est.)
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TYPE: HOLLOW GYPSUM BLOCK

TEST REF: 2-(304, 309)

DESCRIPTION:3-1n. hollow gypsum blocks cementedtogetherwi_h 3/8-in.morCac

Joints; on each side, I/2-in. sanded gypsum plaster,

Total thickness: 4 in.

Area weight: approximately 21.5 lh/ft 2

STC _ 40; Fire Rating: 3 hrs.

REMARKS: The plotted curve represents the average of laboratory

measurements o_ two nominally identical structures. The STC value is based

upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPD HOLLOW GYPSUMBLOCK

TEST REF: (_) 2-(305); (b) 4-(Flg. 13.38)

DESCRIPTION:Ca) 4-in. hollow gypsum blocks cemented together with ;/S-in.I

mortar Joints; on each side, 1/2-in. sanded gypsum plaster.

Total thickness: S in,

Area weight: 23.4 lb/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except plaster coat was 5/8 in. thick.

(a) STC - 42; Fire Rating: 4 hrs.

(b) ................STC - 34

f

REMARKS: Curve Ca) illuscrates the results obtained from laboratory

measurements and curve (b) the results of field measurements of the sound

transmission loss of a similar structure, The STC value of Ca) is based

!i
upon nine test frequencies, ..
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TYPE: HOLLOW GYPSUM bLOCK,RESILIEtCTONE S_DE, PLASTEREOTH SIDES

TESTREF: (a) 3-(_13); (b) 3-(317)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 3- by 12- by 30-in, hollow gypsu_ blocks _ith I/2-1n. _norta_

Joints. On one side 7/16-1n, sanded gypsum plaster; on the other sLde ::!

_ea£1Lant cl£ps_ apaced 18 in. on centers vertically and 16 in. on centere r_

_orlzontally_ held 3/4-£n, metal channels 16 in. on centers, to which _

expaneed metal lath was wire-tied; 11/16-£n, eand_d gypsum plaster. 1/16-in. ;

white-coat fl.lah applied to both sides,

Total thickness: 5 in. ,'

Area walght; 27 Ib/fc2

(b) Similar to (a), except 4* by 12- by 30-£n. gypsum blocks

Total thickneeS: 6 in.

1blitz _"hrea weight: 31 ':-

R_L_q}_ : The STC values are based upon nine test frequencies, ::

(a) 5TO - 46_ Fire Ratlag| 3 hrs* i

(b)...............STC - 53; Fire Ratlng."4 hrs*
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TYPE: HOLLOW GYPSUM BLOCK, RESILIENT ONE SIDE, PLASTER BOTH SIDES

TEST REF: 3-(315)

DESCRIPTION: 3- by 12- by 30-in. hollow gypsum blocks with i/2-in, mortar

]olnts. On one side 7/16-in. sanded gypsum plaster; on the other side

resilient clips, attached with 2-in. staples placed 24 in. on centers

horizontally and 28 I/4 in. on centers vertically, held 3/4-in. horizontal

metal channels wlre-tled 28 1/4 in. on centers to clips, i/2-1n. "V" edge

long-length gypsum lath wlre-tled to channels, and ll/16-1n, sanded gypsum

piaster; 1/16-in. white-coat finish applied to both sides.

Total thickness: approximately 5 1/2 in.

Area weight: 27 ib/ft 2

REMARKS: The STC value is based upon nine test frequencies.

STC = 45; Fire Ratlng¢ 3 hrs.
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TYPE; HOLLOW GYPSL_ BLOCK, RESILIENT ONE SIDE, PLASTER BOTH SIDES :

TEST REF: Ca) 3-C316); (b) 3-C319) :i!

DESCRIPTION:Ca) 3" by 12- by 3S-In. hollow gypsum blocks with 1/2-in, mortar

Joints. On one side 7/16-1n. sanded gypsum plaster; on the other side, slotted

resilient metal furring runners placed 25 in. on centers, nailed to mortar :;

joints12 in. on centers, i/2-1n, long-length gypsum lath wlre-tied to the _

runners, and 11/16 in. of ssnded gypsum plaster; 1/16-1n. whlte-coat Einish J"
_ T

applied to both sides, i+

Total thickness: 5 i/4 in.

Area weight: 26 ib/ft2

Cb) Similar to (a), except 4- by 12- by SO-in. gypsum blocks

were used,

Total thickness: 6 I/4 in.

Ares weight: 26 Ib/ft 2

RS[+_: The STC values are based upon nine test frequencies.

(a) -STC - 47_ Fire Rating: 3 hrs.

(b) ................STC m 49; Fire Rating: 4 hrs.
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TYPE: HOLLOW GYPSUM BLOCK, RESILIENT ONE SIDE, PLASTER BOTH SIDES

TEST REP: fat 7-(TL 60-127); (b) 3-(314); (c) 5-(Fig. 6)

DESCRIPTION:(a) 3- by 12- by 30-in+ hollow gypsum blocks with I/2-in. mortar

Joints. On one side, 3/g-in. gypsum lath attached with resilient clips

stapled 16 in. on centers to blocks, i/2-in, sanded gypsum plaster with white-

cost flnish; on the other side, 5/8-in. sanded gypsum plaster with whice-coat

finish+

Total thickness: approximately 5 1/4 in.

Area weight: 21.7 lb/ft2

(bt Si_lar to (at except plaster on non-resilient side was

I/2 in. thick.

Total thickness: approximately 5 1/8 in.

Area weight: 24 Ib/ft 2

(ct Similar to (bt except measu=ements were conducted in the field,

Total thickness: approximately 5 i/8 in.

Area weight: approximately 24 Ib/ft2 (Not specified in reference t

RSMARKS: The STC value of panel (b) is based upon nine test frequencies.

(a) STC - 51 (b) ...............STC - 52 (ct STC © 43

70 l.J ,.l ,., l., _-_ Fire Rating: 3 hrs4
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TYPE, HOLL_ GYPS_ BLOCK, GYPSUMLATH A_D RESILIENT CL_S ONE S_DE

TEST REF; 9-(8-I090072e) _'

DESCRIPTION:4- by 12- by 30-in. hollow Sypsum blocks isolated around

perimeter with i/2-1n.-thickcontinuous resilient gaskets. On one side,

3/8-tn. gypsum lath attached with resilient clipo 16 in. on centers, 1/2-in.

e_nded gypsum plaoter with white-coat finish applied to lath; on the other
i

aide, 5/8-in. sandedgypsum plaster with whlte-coat flnleh applieddirectly

to gypsum block,. The i/4-in,clearance around the perimeterclosed with
t

a non-aettlnE resilient caulklnS compound.

Total _hlckneso: 6 in.

Area welght: 24.1 lb/ft2

STC - 47| Fire RatlnS3 4 hrs.

REeLeRS: The above test wan conducted in the field. One adjolnlnB wall

was plasteredmasonry and the other we0 a stud wall wlth I/2-in.Sypsum lath

and 1/16-1n.pla.ter finish coat.
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TYPE: HOLLOW GYPSUM BLOCK, FURRING STRIPS AND RESILIENT CLIPS ONE SIDE

TEST REF; 9-(8-I090072£)

DESCRIPTi0N:3- by 12- by 30-1n. hollow gypsmnblocks isolated around

perimeter with 1/2-1n.-thlck continuous resilient gaskets. On one side,

2- by 2-1n. wooden furring strips wlr0-tied horizontally 16 in. on centers

to gypsum blocks. 1 I/2-in.-thick mineral fiber blankets stapl_d between

furring strips. 3/8-1n. plain Sypsum lath held by resilient clips nailed to

the furring strlps_ I/2-1n. sanded gypsum plaster with white-coat finish

applied to lath. On other slds_ 5/8-1n. sanded gypslnn plaster with white-

coat finish applied directly to gypsum blocks. The I/4-in. clearance around

perimeter closed with a non-settlng resilient caulking compound.

Total thickness: 7 in.

Area weight: 22.9 Ib/ft 2

STC - 52; Pire Ratins: 3 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS: This test was conducted in the field. One adjoining wall was

plastered masonry and the other was a stud wall with i/2-1n, gypsum lath and

1/16-1n. plaster finish coat.



TYPE_ HOLLOW CONCR_2E

TESTREF: Z-(s280)

DESCRIPTION:Precast concrete hollow wall panels with in situ concrete posts

and beams, The panels have i i/2-in.-thlck concrete shells with a 6 i/4-in.

airspace between chem. A 1/2-in.-thick layer of fiberboard £s adhered to the

exposed surfaces of the panel.

Total thlckness: approximately I0 1/4 in.

Area weight: 37 lb/ft 2

REMARKS: The plotted curve is the average of results of field measurements

of two nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates the spread

of the measurements.

STO = 43; Fire Rating: Not available
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TYPE: DOUBLE BRICK WALL - 2-1n. CAVITY

TEST REF: (a) I-($219, $220); (b) [-($221)

DESCRIPTION: (a) Double wall with 4 1/2-in.-thick brick leaves separated by

n 2-1n. cavity (wire ties between leaves); I/2-1n. plascer on exposed sides.

(b) Similar to (a)_ without wire ties between the le_ves.

Total thickness: 12 in.

Area weight: i00 Ib/ft 2

_HAR}_: The plotted curves are the average values of field measurements

of three nominally identical structures of type (a) and two structures of

type (b). The shaded areas indicate the spread of the measurements.

(a) .... STC - 49; Fire RatinE: over 4 hrs.
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TYPE: D0_LE BRICK W_L - 6-in. CAVZ_ i:i

TEST REF: 1-(s287) !,

DESCRIPTION:Double wall with 4 1/2-in.-thtek brick leaves, 6-in. cavity (no

ties); on exposed aides_ i/2-in,plaster on l-ln.-thlckwood-woolslabs

mortared to the brick walls, :.

Total thickness= 18 £n. ;_

_ Area welght: 120 Ib/ft2

'_ _RK_| The plotted curve is the result of £ield measurements on one

_ Btructure.

_: STC - 621 Fire Rating: over 4 hrs. i!
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TYPE: DOUBLE CLAY BLOCK WALL - 2 1/2-1n. CAVITY

TEST REF; 1-($273)

DESCRIPTION:Double wall: 4 1/4-in.-thick hollow clay block leaves, 2 1/2-in.

cavity, (wire ties between leaves); i/2-in, plaster on each side.

Total thickness: 12 in.

Area weight: 50 lb/ft 2

REMARKS: The plotted curve is average of the results of field measurements

of two nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates the spread o_

the measurements.

STC = 43; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)
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TYPE: DOUBLE CLINKER BLOCK WALL - 2-1u. CAVITY i

TEST REF: i-(S245) ii

DESCRIPTION:Double wall with 4-1n.-thfck clZnker block leaves, 2-in. cavity,

i (no ties between leaves) I/2-1n. plaster on exposed sides. J- I

! Total thickness: Ii in. !i'

_. Area weight: 70 lb/ft 2
J

P_IARICS: The plotted curve Is the average result of field measurements of

i four nominally Identlcal structures. The shaded area indicates the spread of

i' the data, ,,!

STC = 52; Fire Rating: over 4 hra. !!
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TYPE: DOUBLE WALL - CONCRETE PANEL AND CLINKER BLOCK

TEST REF: 1- (S282)

DESCRIPTION: Double wall consisting of approximately 2-in.-thick con=fete panels

mounted on 2- by 4-1n. reinforced concrete posts spaced18 in. on centerswith

inner leaves of 2-1n.-thtok clinker block; a 2-3-in. cavity between inner

leaves. 1/2-in.-thick plaster coat on the exposed surfaces,

Total thickness: 19 in.

Area welght: 80 ib/ft 2

STC - 60; Fire Rating: over 2 hrs, (est.)

RENARK$: The plotted curve represents the average of fleld measurements

of two nominally identical structures. The shaded area Indlcates the spread

of the measurements.
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TYPD WOODEN STUD, GYPSUM WALLBOAR_

TEST REF: 12-(Fig. 8.2); 2-(224, 234)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 4-1n, wooden studs 16 in. on centers; on each side i/2-in.

gypsum wallboard nailed to studs; all Joints taped and finished.

Tota% thickness: approximately 5 in.

Area weIsht: approxlmately 6 Ib/ft 2

STC - 39; Fire Rating: I/2 hr. - combustible

STC = 38

..............STC - 37

REMARKS: The STC values for structures from reference No. 2 are based

upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE, WOOD_ STUD, GYPSZ_BO_J_DW_ LEAD

TEST REF: Ca) 12-(Fig. 8.2t, 2-C224 , 234); (b t 16-(Fig. 4); Cc) 16-(Fig. 4)

DESCRIPTION:Ca) 2- by 4-in. wooden etude 16 in. on centers, 1/2-in. gypsum

wallboard nailed to each side. All Joints taped and finished.

Total thickness: 5 in.

Area weight: approxlraately 6 Ib/ft 2

(b) Slmllar to Cat except a layer of lead, 2.95 ib/ft 2, was

laminated to each slde of panel.

Co) similar to Cat except a layer o_ lead, 6.74 Ib/ft 2, was

laminated to one side of panel.

Total thickness: approximately 5 1/8 in.

Area weight: approximately 12.5 ib/Et 2

(a) STC - 391 Fire Rating: i/2 hr0 - combustible

Cbt STC - 47; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. - combustible

Cc) ......... STC - 48; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. - combustible

REMAP_S: The STC value for structure (at is based upon STL levels st

nine frequencies.
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TYPE_ WOODENSTUD, GYPSUMBOARD

L TEST REF= 3- (240) ii

' DESCRIPTION:2- by 4-in. wooden atuds 16 in. on centere attached to 2- by 4-£n. _;,=
,!J

= wooden _loor and ceiling plates,5/8=in, capered-edg_gYP_ wallboard nailed _

I 7 in. on centere =o both sides of studs, All _oints taped and finiehed, t
Toter thickneea: 5 1/4 in.

Area Weight: 7.2 ib/ft2

STC = 36; Fire RatinE: I hr. - eombusCible
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TYPE: WOODEN STUD, GYPSUM LA_{ AND PLASTER

TEST REF: (a) 2-(148, 149) 3-(251); (b) 3-(239)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 4-£u, Wooden studs 16 in, on centers attached to 2- by

4-in. wooden floor and ceilln 8 plates, 3/8-1n, Sypsum lath nailQd to studs on

both sides, i/2-in, sanded plaster with white-coat finish.

Total thiekness: 5 3/4 In.

Area weight: 13.4-15.7 ib/ft 2

(h) Similar to (a) except the gypsum lath was perforated.

Total thleknes0: 5 3/4 in.

Area weight: 14.2 ib/ft 2

(a) STC _ 46; Fire Rating: 45 mln. - combustible

(b) ................STC - 44; Fire Rating: 1 hr. - combustible

REMARKS: The plotted curve (a) £s the average of testm of three nominally

identical walls. The STC value of curve (a) is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE, WOOD_ STUD, LATH AND PLAST_% WITH LEAD

, TEST REF: (a) 2-(148_ 149), 3-(251); (b) 16-(Flg. 6); (c) 16-_Ig. 6)

DESCRIPTION:(a) 2- by 4-in. wooden studs 16 in. on centers, 3/8-in. gypsum

lath nailed to studs on both sldesj I/2-1n. sanded plaster with white-coat ;,

finish.
Total thicknessl 5 3/4 in.

Area weight: 13.4-15.7 lb/ft2

(b) Similar to (a) except a O.065-1n.-thick layer of lead weighing

3.85 Ib/ft z was laminated to each side of panel. L

(c) Similar to (a) except a O.13-in.-thlck layer of lead weighin 8

7.9 ib/ft2 was laminated to one side of panel.

Total thickness: approximately 5 7/8 in.

Area weight: 17-19 Ib/ft2

Ca) STC - 46; Flre Rating: 45 min. - combustible

(b) STC m 47; Fire Racing: 45 min. - combustible

(c)........ STC m 48; Firs Ratlngl 45 mln. - combustlble

REMAR}C_ The STC value of curve (a) is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE= WOODENSTUDS, GYPS_ WAM_OAPJ)

TEST REF: (a) 2-(225); (b) 3-(241)

OESCRIPTiON:(a) 2- by 4-in. wooden studs 16 in. on centers| on each side two

layer_ of 3/8-¢n, _ypaum wallboard cemented together; Jolnts In exposed surfaces

taped and finished.

Total thickness= 5 1/2 in.

Area weight: 8.2 Ib/ft2

(b) Simllar to (a)_ except that the 8ypsu_wallboard was 5/8 in.

thick, and the flrst layer was nailed 7 in. on centers and the second layer 14 in.

on centera; Joints in _posed surfaces taped and f£nlshed.

Total thickness: 6 1/2 in,

Area weight: 12.9 Ib/ft2

(a)• ,STC _ 40; Fire Rating: I hr. - combustlble

(b) .............STC ffi41; Fire gating: I I/2 hrs. (est.) - combustible

RE_Pu_! The STC value of curve (a) is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE= WOODEN STUD_ FIBER BOARDj PLASTER

TEST REF: 2-(205)

DESCRIPTION=2- by 4-in. wooden _tuds 16 in. on centers, 1/2-in. wood fiber

"': board nailed 3 in. on centers along edges o_ riser hoard Co scuds= 1/2-in. ii

!.I sanded 8ypsu_ plaster on both sides. ,_

Total thickness: 6 in.

Area welsht: 12.6 Ib/ft 2

STC - 42; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. - combustible

! REMARES: The STC is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE: STAGGER_DWOOD_ STUDj GYPS_4BOARD

TEST REF: (a) 3-(242); (b) 3-(243)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 3-1n. wooden otud, 16 in. on centers_ etaggered 8 in.

on cenCern_ attached Co 2- by 4-1n. wooden platen at ceiling and floor; I/2-1n.

Syp,umwallbosrd nailed 7 in. on center, on both aides Co .tuda. All Jolncs

Caped and fin/ehed.

Total thickness: 5 in,

lb/£t 2

(b) Similar co (a) except the gypsum wallboard wee 5/8 in, chick.

Total chlcknea,: 5 I/4 in.

Area welghc: 7.7 Ib/fC 2

(a) STC - /_] Fire RaCing: 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

,. (b) ............ STC - 44; Fire RaCing: 45 -.i_. (eSt.) - ¢ombu_Clble
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TYPE: STAGGERED WOODEN STUD, (a) GYPSUM BOARD (b) LATH AND pLASTER

TEST REF: (a) 3-(244); (b) 3-(245)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 3-in. wooden studs 16 in. on centers, staggered 8 in.

on centers (attached to 2- by 4-1n. wooden plates at floor and ceillng); two

layers of 5/B-in. tapered-edge gyps_ wallboard, first layer nailed 7 in. on

centers, second layer _ailed 16 in. on centers. All exposed Joints taped

and finished.

Total thickness: 6 I/2 in.

_rea weight: 13.4 Ib/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the wall was constructed wlth 3/8-1n.

perforated gypsies lath and I/2-in. sanded gypsum plaster with white-coat

finish.

Total thickness: 5 3/4 in,

Area weight: 15.6 Ib/ft 2

(a) STC = 44; Fire Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (est.) - combustible

(h) ...............STC = 43; Fire Rating: I hr. (est.) - combustible
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TYPE= STAGG_.EDWOODENSTUD, GYPSUHLAT_ ANDpLASTER

TEST REF: (a) 3-(237); (b) 3-(238)

OESCRIPTION: (at 2- by 4-in. wooden st.uds 16 in. on centers staggered 8 in. on

eenE_rs and offset 1/2 in. On each aide 3/8-in. gypsum lath nailed t_ _uds_

1/2-in. gypsum vermiculite plaaterp machine-nppliedp and a hand-appl_= white-

coat finlah.

Total thickneas: 6 1/4 in.

Area weight: 11.1 lb/ft 2

(b) Same aa (a) except the apace between the studs contained

vermiculite Gill with a density of 6.3 lb/ft 3.

Total thlckueai: 6 i/4 in.

Area welght: 12.8 ib/ft 2

(a) STC - 45; Pire Rating_ _5 min. (eat.) - comb_tlble

(b) ..............STC - 48; Fire RatinE: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible

_Y_t The BTC valuta are baned upon nine te_t frequencies.
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TYPD STAGGERKDWOOD_ STUD, GYPSUM BOARD WITH INSULATION

TEST REF: 2-(236)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 4-In. wooden studs 16 in, on centers_ staggered 8 In. on

centers, attached to 2- by 4 3/4-in. wooden floor and ceiling plates; 1/2-in.

gypsum wallboard nailed on both sides to studs, 0.9-in, w0od-ftber wool

blanket stapled on the inside of one side of the wall. All Joints taped

and finished.

Total thickness: 5 3/4 in.

Area welght_ 13.8 ib/ft 2

_MARKS: The STC value is based upon nine test frequencies.

STC= 46; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. (ent.) - combustible
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TYPE'. SLOTTED WOODENSTir, pLASTERED GYPSUM LATH WIII! INSULATION

TEST REF: 7-(TL 62-348)

DESCRIPTION:2- by 4-in. slotted wooden etude 16 in. on centers attached to

2- by 4-in. wooden floor and ceiling pletee, 3/8-1n. gypsum lath nailed 7 in.

on centers to studs, I/2-in. gypsum plaster with white-coat finish applied to

both sides. 3-in. mineral fiber harts stapled between studs.

Total thickness: 5 3/8 in.

Area weight: 14.2 ib/ft2

STC - 45; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible
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!

TYPE.' WOODEN STUD_ RESILIENT CHANNELSI GYPSt_ BOARD

TEST REF: (a) 7-(TL 60-52); (b) 7(b)-(TL 61-10) .]

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 4-in. wooden studs 16 in. on centers attached to 2- by ..,

4-1n, wooden floor and ceiling plates, resilien_ channels nailed horizontally

!,
to both sides of studs 24 in. on centers, 5/8-in. gypsum wallboard screwed r

r_

12 in. on centers to channels. All Joints taped and finished. L;

Total thickness: 6 1/4 in. ;_

Area weight= 6.7 lb/ft 2

_ (b) Similar to (a) except an additional layer of i/2-in, gypsum _(

wallboard was laminated to 5/8-in. gypsum wallboard on one side,

Total thickness: 6 3/4 in.

I Area weight= approximately 9 ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference)

(a) STC = 47; Fire Rating: I hr. (est,) - combustible

(h) STC = 48; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible
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TYPE_ WOODEN STUD_ PLASTERED GYPSI_LATH WI_ RESILIENT CLZPS

TEST REF: (a) 3-(439); (b) 7-(TL 60-20)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 4-£n. wooden studs 16 in. on centers; resilient clipsj

nailed to studs on both Bldes_ held 3/8-in. gypsum lath, I/2-in. sanded

gypsum plaster with white-coat finish.

Total thickness: approximately 6 I/2 in.

Area weight: 14.4 lb/ft2

(b) Similar to (s) except different resilient clips were used.

Total thickness: approximn_ely 6 1/2 In.

Area weight: 14.1 lb/ft2

i (a) STC - 44; Fire Rating: I hr. - combustible

(b) ................ STC= 48
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!
TYPE: WOODE_ STUD, PLASTERED GYPSUM LATH WITH RESILIENT CLIPS :

TEST REF: Ca) 2-(420); (b) 2-(421); (c) 2-(422); (d) 2-(423)

DESCRIPTION; (a) 2- by 4-in. wooden studs 16 in. on centers; resilient clips,

nailed to studs on both aldea_ held 3/8-1n. plain gypsum lath, i/2-in, sanded i

gypsum plaster with whlte-coat finish. _

! (b) Similar to (a) except a less resilient cllp was used. !_

_:: (c) Similar to (a) except the least resilient clip of the three!,

:'_:'_ wa. used. i!
_ Total thickness: approxi_mtely6 1/2 in. !ii

" £t2
Area weight: 13.1 ib/ ':i

_i_,_ (d) Same as (a) except perforated gypsum lath and perlite aggre- _:i

_i gate plaster were used,=

i! Total thlekne.s: approximately 6 1/2 in.
;]

Ii Area weight: 11,9 ib/ft 2
tj

li (a) STC= 52 (c) STU = 50., (b)................STC = 51 (d)........ STU - 93
Ld

_ P.EMAP_= The STC valueJ for the above panels are baaed upon nlne test

i; f,eque,cie,. I• j

_I -" ''' ''' ''' ''' ''' (a)-(c) Fire Rating: 45 mfn. -ir;,_ combustible
• K'_ i, r,

:: (d) Fire Rating: 1 hr. - i::
:'i_ .. 6¢ , combustible
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TYPD STEEL TRUSS STUD, METAL LATHAND PIASTER

. TEST REF: (a) 2-(166A)_ (b) 2-(166B); (c) 2-(229)

DESCRIPTION=(s) 3 1/4-in. steel truss studs 16 in. on centers; on both sides /

diamond mesh metal lath wire-tied to studs, 7/8-£n. sanded gypsum plaster. I
i

Total thickness: 5 1/4 in.

Area weight: 19.6 lb/ft 2 !

(b) Similar to (a) except the space between the studs was packed

with mineral wool baits with a density of 5.2 Ib/ft 3.

Total thickness: 5 1/4 in.

Area weight: 21.1 Ib/ft 2

(c) Similar to (a) except the sanded gypsum plaster was 3/4 in•

thick.

Total thickness: 5 in.

Area welght: 19.1 ib/ft 2

(a) STC = 39; Fire Rating: 1 1/4 hrs.

(b) .............STC - 39; Fire Rating: 1 1/2 hrs, (est.)

(c) STC = 41; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

REM_RF_: The STC values are based upon nine test frequencies,
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TYPE, STEEL TRUSS STUD, LAT}! AND PLAST_ WITH LEAD

TEST REF: (a) 16-CFig. 7); (b) 16-(Fig. 7); (c) 16-(Pig. 7)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 1 5/8=tn. steel truss studs; 3/8-tn. gypsum lath, 1/2-in.

piaster on both sides.

_. Total thickness: 3 3/8 in.

Area weisht: 12.3 lh/ft2

(b) Similar co (a) except a layer of lead, 2.95 ib/ft2' was

laminated co one side of partitlon.

Total thickness: approxlnmtely 3 1/2 in.

Area weight: 15.2 lb/ft2

(c) Similar :o (a) except a layer of lead, 2.95 ib/ft2, was

laminated to each side of partition.

Total thickness: approximately 3 1/2 in.

Area weight: 18.2 lh/ft2

REMARK_ : Stud spacing not specified in _efereJace.

(a) STC = 41; Flre Rating: 45 min. (est.)

(b)" STC - 43; Flre RatlnS: 45 m£n. (e_t.)

(c)......... STC = 48; Flre Rating_ 45 mln. (est.)
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TYPE, STE_ mUSS STUDj G_S_ _ AND P_ST_

TESTREF: (a) 2-(424);(b)2-(433,43_;(c)2-(437)

DESCRIPTION:(a) 3 1/4-£n. ste_l truss scuds 24 in. on centers atta_ed to

metal floor and ceiling tracks; on both sides 3/8-in. perforated gypsum lath

attached with wire cllps wlre-tled to studs, I/2-1n. sanded gyps_ plaster.

Total thickness: 5 in.

Area wedeht: 15.7 ib/ft2

(b) Similnr to (a) except 2 i/2-in, steel truss studs 16 in. on

centers were used,

Total thlckneso: 4 1/4 in.

Area weiBht: 14 ib/ft2

(c) Similar to (b) except that 5/8-1n. perllte g_s_ plaster

WaS used.

Total thlckness= 4 I/2 In,

Area weight: 11.7 lb/fC2

(a) -- STC - 51 (b) ............STC - 47 (c) STC = 42

_R_: The STC values are based upon nine test frequencies. The

plotted curve, (b), represents the average of laboratory tests of _o

nominally identical structures.

7(_ ,., ''' _'' ''' ''' (a) Fire Rating: I hr.

(b) Fire Ratlng: I hr.

(c) Fire Rating: I 1/4 hrs. (est.)
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TYPE, STEEL TRUSS STUD, GYPSUM LA_| AND LIGHT_EIGHT PLASTER

TEST REF: (a) 3-C438); Cb) 4-(Flg. 13.41)

DESCRIPTION:(a) 2 1/2- by 1/2-in. steel studs spaced 16 in. on centers.

Galvanized wire elips_ attached to studs on both sldesj held 3/Blln. gypsum

lathj 7/16-in. gypsum vermiculite plaster and 1/16-In, white-coat finish.

CLaboratory measurements)

Cb) Shnilar to Ca) except gypsum perl£te plaster wan used and

the construction was tested in the field.

Total thickness: 4 1/4 in.

Area weight: 9 Ib/£tg

(a) STC ffi38; Fire Rating: 45 n_tn. Cast.)

i Ch)................STC _ 37; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)

REMARKS: The STC value o_ curve (a) is based upon nine test frequencies.
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L

TYPE: STEELTRUSS STUD_ DOUBLELAYERGYPSUMBOARD _,_

TEST REF; 3-(247)

DESCRIPTION;3 1/4-in. steel truss studs, 16 in. on centers, attached to top and

bottom by s_ud shoesj starter cllpsj and stud tracks; 3/8-1n. gyps_wallboard

(backerboard) cllpped to studs with galvanlzedwire clips;edges of wallboard

: held together by galvanlzed steel clips; 3/8-in, gyps_mwallboard lamlnated to

the inner layer with Joint cement.

Total thickness: 4 3/4 in.

Area weight: 7.5 Ib/ft2

STC - 48; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.)



TYPE, STEEL TRUSS STUD, RESILIENT CL_PS ONE SIDE, GYPSt_ LATH AND pLASTER i!
TEST REF: 7(a)-(TL 60-128) i:

DESCRIPTION:3 1/4-in. steel truss studs 16 in. on centers. 3/8*in. gypsum ;_
"r

lath attached on one sidewith _eeillentclips, and to the other side with !i!

galvanized wire clips; 1/2-in, sanded gypsum plaster applied Cobo=h sides. ;il
L"
i"

To=at thickness: 5 1/2 in,

ft 2 5'A_ea weight: 13 Ib/
;:

STC - 43; Fi_e Rating: 45 min. (est,) _
fi

REMARKS: The STC value is based upon nlne test frequencies. !_
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TYPE_ ETEEL TRUSS STUD, pLASTERED GY£SUHLA_E{, RESILIENT CL_PS ONE SIDE

TEST REF: 9-(B-iO90072b)

DESCRIPTION:3 1/4-in, steel truss studs 16 in. on centers set into floor and

ceiling cracks. Tracks isolated at floor and ceiling with I/2-in,-thlek

continuous resilient gaskets. Floor track attached 24 in. on centers to

concrete slab. On one aide, 3/8-in. gypsuu lath attached with resilient

clips 16 in. on centers, I/2-in. sanded gypsum plaster with whlte-coat

finish applied to lath; on the other side, the gypsum lath was attached

with galvanized wire cllpe. 2-1n. mlneral fiber blankets stapled between

studs on non-resilient side. The i/4-in, clearance around the perimeter

closed with a non-Betting resilient caulking c_mpound,

Total thickness: 5 1/2 in.

Area weight: 12.3 lh/ft 2

STC = 47; Fire Rating: i hr. (est.)

RE._R_I The above test was conducted in the field. One adjoining wall

was constructed of i 5/8-1n, metal channel studs, i/g-ln, gypsum lath and

finish coao of plaster; the other wall was 5/8-in. plaster on masonry,
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TYPE; STEEL TRUSS STUDp PLASTERED LATIIWITH RESILIENT CLIPS

TESTREF= 7(a)-('_ 61-9)

DESCRIPTION:1 5/8-in. steel truss studs 16 i_. on centers; on both Bides .,

3/8-1n, gypsum lath attached with resilient clips to studs_ I/2-1n. sanded

gypstm plaster applied to lath. I

Total thlckness: _ 1/8 in.

Area weight: 13 Iblft 2

STC = 43; Fire Rating: 45 ml.. (est.)

'-, REMARKS : The STC value is based upon nine test frequeneles.
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TYPE, STEEL TR_SS STUD, pLASTERED GYPSUM LATH WITH RESILIENT CLIPS

TEST REF: 5-(Figs. 2,3,4)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2 1/2-in. steel truss studs 16 in. on centers, 3/8-in.

gypsum lath attachedwith resilient clips to studs, i/2-1n,plaster applied

to both sides.

(h) Similar tO (a) except measurements were conducted in the

field. The shaded area indicates the spread of the measurements of three

nominally identical structures, and the broken llne indicates th_ average

of these measurements.

Total thickness: 5 i/4 in,

Area weight: approxlmately 13 Ib/f_ g (Not specified in reference)

(a) STC = 45; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)
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TYPE: STEEL TRUSS STUD, PLASTERED GYPSUMLATH WITH RESILIENT CLIPS

TEST REF: (a) 9-(I090071a); (b) 9-(I090071b)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2 I/2-in• steel truss studs 16 in. on centers set into floor

and ceiling tracks. Tracks isolated at floor and ceiling with I/4-1n.-chlck

continuous resilient gaskets. Floor t_ack attached 24 in• on centers to

concrete slab. 3/8-1n. perforated gypsum lath attached 16 in• on centers to

both sides of studs with resilient clips; I/2-1n. sanded gypsum plaster with

whlte-coat finish applied to lath• The 3/16-in. clearance around perimeter

closed with a non-setting resilient caulking compound• One face o£ the wall

primed with a plgmented sealer and the other face with shellac.

(b) Similar to (a) except latex applied over pigmented sealer

and vinyl over shellac.

Total thickness: 5 in.

Area weight: 13.0 Ib/ft 2

(a)- STC = 47; Fire Rating: I hr.

(b) ................STC = 48

REMARKS: The above tests were conducted in the field•
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TYPD STEEL TRUSS STIYDS_ R_SILIE_ CLIPS, _TALLATHA_D pLASTER

TEST REF: 2-(429)

DESCRIPTION: 3 i/4-1n, steel truss studs 16 in. on centers; on each side

resilient clips fastened 16 in. on centers to studs, i/4-1n, metal rod Wire-

tied to clips, diamond mesh metal lath wlre-tled to metal rods, 3/4-in. sanded

gyps_ plaster.

Total thickness: 5 in,

Area weight: 19.0 ib/ft 2

STC = 54; Fire Rating: I hr.

REMARKS: The STC value is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPD STEEL TRUSS SYUD, RESILIENT CLIPS, GYPSUM LATH AND PLAST_ i'

TEST REF: 9- (8-i090072c)

DESCRIPTION:3 1/4-in. steel truss studs 8 in. on centers set into metal

ceiling track with shoes wire-tled and metal "snap in" floor track attached

24 in. on centers to concrete floor. Both tracks set on I/2-1n. resilient

gaskets. On both sides 3/8-1n. gypsum lath, caulked at ceillng and floor,

attached 16 in. on centers Co alternate studs with resilient clips; i/2-1n.

sanded gypst_n plaster with finish coat. 2-1n. mineral fiber blanket stapled

between studs to lath on one side. The entire periphery was caulked with a

non-settlng resilient compound.

Total thickness: 5 3/4 in.

Area weight: 12.6 ib/ft 2

STC = 48; Plre Rntlns: 1 hr. (est.)

REMARKS: This test was conducted in the field. One adjoining wall was

constructed with 1 5/8-in. metal channel studs, I/2-in. gypsum lath and

finish coat; the other wall was 5/8-In. plaster on masonry. _
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TYPE, H._¢AX,C__.NNL_STUD, G_S_.I BOAP_

TEST REF: (a) 7-(Ta 64-132, 133, 134, 13s); (b) 7-(_ 64_29)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 1 5/8-in. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers attached

to metal floor and ceiling runners, 1/2-in. gypstanwallbo_rd screwed 12 in.

on centers to both sides of studs. All joints taped and flniehed.

Total thickness: 2 5/8 in,

Area weight: 4.6 1b/it 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the gypaumwallboard was 5/8 in.

thick.

Total thickness: 2 7/8 in.

Area weight: 5.2 Ib/ft 2

(a) STC = 39; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. (eat,)

(b) ............... STC= 38; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

REMAP_S_ The plotted curvej (a), 8howe the average value o£ four

laboratory measurement= of the same structure under four different conditions

o_ relative humidity (28% - 92%) in the source room. The relative htmidity

in the receiving roam held constant at 55Z.
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L

TYPE= METAL CHANNEL STUD_ GYPSUM BOARD

TEST REF: (a) 7(h)-(TL 59-99); (b) 7-(TL 60-113) r L

DESCRIPTION: (a) 3 5/8-in. metal chatlnel studs 24 in, on centers set into

i;
3 5/8-1n. metal floor and ceiling runners; 5/8-1n. gypsum wallboard screwed

tO studs on both aldes. All Joints taped and finished. :r

Total thlckneBs: 4 7/8 in. !
!

Area weight: approximately 6 Ib/ft2 {Not specified in reference) :._

(b) Similar to (a) except an additional layer of 5/8-£n. gypsum _

wallboard laminated both aides of
WaS to panel.

Total thlcknesa: 6 I/8 in.

Area weight: 11.4 ib/ft 2

(a) STC - 41; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

(b) ..............STC = 47; Fire Rating: 2 hrs.

RI_L_R}CS: The =paclng of the screws .or specified in reference.
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TYPE, METAL CHANNEL STUD, T_OLAYERS GYPSUM BOARD

TEST REF: 9-(7-I152002a)

DESCRIPTION:3 5/8-in. metal channel studs 27 3/4 in. on centers seC into

metal floor and ceiling tracks; stud at each adjoining wall and metal runners

set on heads of non-setting resilient canlklng compound. Two layers of I/2-in.

Sypsumwallboard attached to both sides of studs; each layer screwed 12 in.

on centers with screws staggered 6 in. in reference to each other. Joints of

gyps_ hoard staggered 24 in. with all exposed Joints taped and finished. The

i/4-1n, perimeter clearance around both layers closed with a non-settlng

resilient caulking compound.

Total thlckn_ss: 5 5/8 in.

Area weight: 8,7 ib/ft 2

STC _ &7; Fi_e Rating: I 1/4 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS: The ahov_ test was conducted In the _ield.
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TYPE: METAL C]_%NNELSTUD, FIBER BOARD, GYPSUMBOARD i

TEST REF: 9- (Z057c1) .!
DESCRIPTION_ 3 5/8-in. metal channel studs 12 in. on centers. Topj !!

bottom and uide channels isolatedfrom concrete floorand ceilingwith a ,i

!i resilient caulking compound. 1/2-in. mineral fiber board screwed 24 in. ii
i on centers to alternate studs on both sides such that both faces were not ,

screwed to the same stud. i/2-in,gypsum wallboardlaminated and screwed '_
i

8 in. on centers along panel peripheryand 12 in. on centers in field; i'

lamination strips offset from screws. All exposedJoints taped and finished, "i
_i Total thickness: 5 5/8 in. 4_

Area weight: 6.2 ib/ft2
m

STC • 50; Flre Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (est.)

REMA]_ : The above test was conducted In the field with as many flank- 1!

_i ing paths as possible eliminated, j.,
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TYPE: METAL CI_NNEL STUD, FIBER BOARD, GYPSUM BOARD

TEST REF: Ca) 9-(1090065); (h) 9-C10900651)

DESCRIPTION:(s)3 5/g-ln. metal channel studs 24 In, on centers set into

floor and ceiling metal runner tracks; stud at each adjoining wall and metal

runner tracks set on two heads of non-settlng resilient caulking compound.

i/2-in, mineral fiber hoard screwed 24 in. on centers to both sides of studs,

5/8-1n. gypsum wallboard laminated to flher board using Joint compound,

spread so as to miss areas falling on studs; 1 5/8-1n. screws, 12 in. on

centers, set through both layers to studs during lamination. All exposed

Joints taped and finished. The I/4-1n. perlme_er clearance around both

layers closed with a non-setting resilient caulking compound. The partition

was tested 98 hours after ere=tion.

C5) Same as Ca) hut tested 243 hours after erection.

Total thickness: 5 7/8 in,

Area weight: 7.0 Ib/ft 2

Ca) STC = 50; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

(h) ................STE - 47

REYL_RKS: The above tests were conducted in the field.
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TY_E: METAL CHANNEL STUD, FIBER BOARD, GY?SUM BOARD

TEST REF= 9-(i057b I)

0ESCRIPTION: 3 5/8-1n. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers. Top, bottom

_nd side channels isolated from concrete floor and ceiling with a resillenC

caulking compound. I/2-1n. mineral fiber board screwed 24 in. on centers

to each side. On one side, 1/2-in. gypsum wallboard laminated and screwed

8 in. on centers along panel periphery and 12 in. on centers in field;

lamlnationstrlps offset from screws. On other slde_ ewo layers of I/2-in.

gypsum wallboard_ both attached in same manner as above. All exposed Joints

i taped and finished.
Total thickness: 6 1/8 in.

Area weight: 8.2 ib/ft 2

i STC = 52; Fire Rating: I 1/2 hrs. (est.)

REMARk! The above test was conducted in the field with as many fl_nk-

iflg paths as possible eliminated.
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TYPD METAL C_ELST_,G_S_ BOA_ WI_ INSULATION

TEST REF: 7-(TL 63-127)

DESCRIPTION:2 1/2-in. metal channel studs 24 in, on centers sat in 2 1/2-in,

metal floor and ceiling runners; I/2-in. vinyl-coated gyps_wallboard

adhesively attached and screwed to studs on both sides. All joints sealed

with caulking c_pound. Al_in_ batten strips screwed 12 in. on centers to

gyps_ board at Joints; top and bott_ finished with al_in_ ceiling and

base trim. 2-1n. minerab fiber blankets hung between studs.

Total thickness: 3 1/2 in.

Area weight: 5.4 Ib/ft 2

STC - 50; Fire Rating: i hr.
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TYPE: METAL CHANNEL STUD, DOUBLE LAYER G_'PSUM g0ARD WI_{ INSbLATION

TEST REF_ 9-(I068r)

DESCRIPTION= 2 1/2-in. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers set into metal

floor and ceiling runners whlch were set on beads of non-settlng resilient
÷

caulking compound. Two layers of I/2-1n. gypaumwallboard attached to both

sides of studs= both layer_ screwed 12 in. on centers with screws of each

layer staggered 6 in. relative to each other. 3 I/2-tn.-thtck glass fibered

i blankets, 2 lb/f_ 3, stapled between studs. The 1/4-in. clearance around the

perimeter closed with a non-setting resilient caulking co_pound.

Total thickness: 4 I/2 in.

Ares weight: 8.3 ib/£t2

STC - 52; Fire Rating: i I/4 hr. (est.)
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TYPE: METAL CHANNEL STUD, GYPSUM BOARD WITH iNSULATION

TEST REF: 9- (7-113100is)

DESCRIPTION: (.) 3 5/8-in. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers set lnto

floor and ce£1tng runners; stud at each adjoining wall sad metal runners

set on beads o£ non-settlngresilient caulking cOmpound. On both sides,

two layers off5/8-1n. gypsum wallboard; first layer screwed 12 in. on

centers midway between Joints and g in. on centers along Jolnts. second

layer glued to base layer with mastic spread so a_ to omlt areas falling

on the studs, screws 24 in. on centers at Joints only. 1 i/2-1n, mineral

wool blankets. 3 Ib/ft 3, stapled between studs. The i/4-1n, clearance

around the perimeter closed with a non-settlng resilient caulking compound,

All exposed Joints taped and finished.

(b) Same as (a) except all possible flanking paths were

cli_nated. Therefore. the difference in sound transmission loss values

may be attrlbuted to the presence of flanking paths through the exterior

window wall.

Total thickness: 6 I/8 in.

Area we£sht: 11.5 ib/ft 2
]

STC - 45 (b) ................STC - 55; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. 1(e')70 ,. .... ,., ,. ....
REYnaRd: The abov_ tests were

co,ducted in the f_eld.
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TYPE= METAL C}L_NEL STUD, DOUBLE LAYER GYPSUM BOARD W_TH INSULATION i;!

TEST REF: 9-(109006a) ii

DESCRIPTION: 3 51S-in. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers set into '_

3 5/8-£n. metal runners which wa_e attached through continuous beads of _ir

non-settlng resilient caulking compound to floor and ceiling respectively. _,

Two layers of 5/8-1n. gypsum wallboard attached to both sides of studs; i

flcst layer screwed 8 in. on cvnters at Joints and 12 in. on centers in ;!

field, second layer laminated and screwed 24 in. on centers to first layer

with Joints staggered 24 inches. 1 1/2-1n.-thlck mlneral fiber felt_

3 Ib/ft3_ stapled between scuds. All exposed joints taped and finished.

The i/4-1n, clearance around the perimeter closed with a non-settlng i

reflillent caulking compound.

To_al thickness: 6 1/8 in.

Area weight: 11.5 lb/ft 2

STC - 55; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (es_.)

REMARk: The above test was conducted in the field.
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TYPE: METAL QtA_EL STUD3 TWOLAYERS GWSUM BOARD

TESTREF: 9-(7-1152008a_ l121b)
DESCRIPTION:3 5/g-in. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers set into metal

floor and ceiling cracks; stud at each adjoining wall and metal runners set on

beads of non-setting resilient caulking co_pound. Two layers of 5/8-in,

gypsum wallb0ard attached to both sides of studs; each layer screwed 12 in. on

canters wlth screws staggered 6 in. relative to each other. 1 i/2-1n.-thlck

flbered glass blankets stapled between studs. Joints of gypsum board

staggered 24 In, with all exposed joints taped and finished. The I/4-in.

perimeter clearance around both layers closed with a non-setting resilient

caulking compound,

Total thickness: 6 1/8 in.

Area weight: 10.9-II,5 ib/ft2

STC - 52; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

REMARY_! The plotted curve represents the average of field measurements

of two nominally identical structures.
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TYPE, METAL CIL_NNEL STUD, DOYLE LAYER GYPSUM LATH WITH INSULATION

TEST REF: 9-(8-1090072a)

DESCRIPTION:2 I/2-i.. metal channel studs 24 in. on center, set into metal

floor and ceiling runners which were attached 24 in. on centers. Runners !

isolated at floor and ceiling with 1/2-1n.-thick continuous resilient gaskets.

Two layers of i/2=in,gypsum lath attached to both sides of scuds; first layer ':
/

screwed 8 in. on centers at Joints and 12 in. on centers in field, second

layer lnmlnnced and screwed 36 in. on centers at board edges and 48 in. on

centers in field with Joints staggered 12 in. with respect Co first layer. !i

2-1n.-thlck mineral fiber blankets, 2.5 Ib/fc 3, stapled between studs. 1/16-1n. 'i

finish coaC of plaster applied to both sides of wall. The i/4-1n, clearance

around the perimeter closed with a non-aettlng resilient caulking compound.

Total thickness: 4 5/S in,

Area weisht: 8.9 ib/fc 2

STC - 48; Fire Rsti.gl 1 I/4 hrs. (est.)

_: The above test was conducted in the field. One adJolnln E wall

wad constructed wlCh I 5/8-1n. metal channel scudas i/2-1n, _ypsum lath and

finish coat of pleater; the other wall was 5/8-1n. plaster on masonry.
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TYPE; METAL CHANNELSTUD, CORKp D0_LELAY_G_SI_4BOARD

TEST REF; 7-(_'/, 65-60)

DESCRIPTION: 2 1/2-tn. metal channel atudm 24 in. on centers set in 2 172-i..

metal floor and ceilln8 r_nera, I/4- by l-ln. cork strips, 12 ib/ft3,

laminated vertically to studs; 5/8-i,. g_,_ wallboard screwed 12 in. on

center, through cork to studs on both sides. On one olde_ i/4-in, cork,

12 _/ft 3, laminated to Eypaum wal_oard, and a second layer of 5/8-In.

8ypau_wallboard laminated to co_k. On the other side, n second layer of

5/8-in. 8yp,um wallboard laminated to the first l_er. i I/2-1n. 81aoa

flhered blanketo _stalled between otudo. All exposed Joints taped and

finished.

Total thlekne0a: 5 3/4 in.

Area weight: I0.6 _/ft 2

STC - 53; Fire Rating: 1 1/2 h_s. (est.)
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TYPE: METAL CHANNEL STUD, G_TSUM BOARD WZTR INSULATION, RESILIENT

TEST REF; 7-(TL 62-212)

DESCRIPTION:3 5/8-in. metal channel studs 24 in. on centers set in 3 5/8-in.

metal floor and ceiling runners; 5/B-in. gypsum wallboard screwed to studs

on both sides. On one side, reslllenc channels screwedhorizontally24 in.

on centers to inner inyer; 5/8-in. Bypst_nwallboard screwed to channels.

On the other side m 5/8-1n. gypstn_wallboard laminated directly to inner

layer. 3-1n. mineral fiber blankets hung between studs. All exposed Joints

taped and _inl,hed.

Total thickness: 6 1/2 in.

Area weight: 11.3 Ib/ft 2

STC - 51; Fire RatinE: 2 hrs. (est.)
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TYPD STAGGERED FINAL CHANNEL STUD, GYPSUM BOARD WITH INSULATION

TEST REF: (a) 7-(TL 64-1); (b) 7-(TL 64-3) i!

DESCRIPTION:(a)Two rows of 2 i/2-1n, staggered metal channel studs 24 In.

on centers attached to 2 i/2-1n, metal floor and ceiling runners separated

by l/2-in., gypst,n wallboard flcrewed 12 in. on centers to both sets of studs;

l/2*In, gyps_ wallboard screwed 6 in. on centers at board Joints and i;

adhesively attached to intermediate studs on both sides of wall. 2-1n.

mineral fiber felt hung between studs on both sides. All exposed Jolnta ri

taped and flnlmhed.

Total thlcknes.: approximately 7 in.

Area weight: 7.2 Ib/ft2

(b) Similar to (a) except the wall was painted.

Total thickness: approxlmately 7 in.

Area weight: 7.4 Ib/ft2

(a) .STC = 54; F_re Rating: 1 1/4 hrs. (est.)

(b)...............STC= 52
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TYPE: $TAGG_ED METAL BOX STUD. DOUBLE LAy53% GYPSt_ LATH

TEST REF: 9- (8-1090072g)

DESCRIPTION: Two rows of 1 5/8-in. metal box studs 24 in. on centers,

staggered I0 in. on centers relatlve to opposite slde_ set into metal

ceiling runners separated by 1/8 in. and on a wooden floor plate. I/2-1n.

gypsum lath attached to both sldes of wall with screws, 3 on each vertical

edge and 2 at I/3 points of intermediate studs_ face layer of 1/2-1n.

gypsum lath screwed 12 in. on centers to first layer on both sides with

Joints staggered 24 in., 1/16-1n. finish coat of plaster applied to both

sides.

Total thickness: 5 i/2 in.

Area weight: 9.7 Ib/ft 2

STC = 37; Fire Ra_InB: 1 1/4 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS; The above tes_ was conducted in the field. One adjoining wall

was constructed with 1 5/g-ln. metal channel studs. I/2-in. gypsL_n lath and

finish coat of plaster; the other wall was plau_ered masonry.
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TYPE_ H_T._ c_z_p_s, G_SZ_ LATH t_ pLASTER

TEST REF: Ca) 2-(427); (h) 2-(426)

DESCRIPTION: (a) One 3/4-tn. cold-rolled steel channeZ set vertically in

center o_ panel (corresponds to approximately 33 in. on centers); horizontal

3/4-tn. channels 26 in. on centers wire-tied on each side of vertical

channel, with channels on opposite aides displaced about 6 in. relative to

each other and attached at ends to short lengths o_ ceiling runners. All

channels placed with 3/4-1n. dimension p_rsllel to panel so as to bridge a

1 1/2-in. airsp_ce. On each side_ l/2-ln. _pemn lath wire-tied to channels

and set into groove of wood floor runner; 3/4-1n. sanded gypsum plaster

applied to lath.

Total thickness: 4 in,

Area weight: 17.4 lb/ft 2

(b) Stz_/lar to (a) excP.pt the center channel was 1 1/2 £n._ with

horizontal 1 1/2-in. c_nels 2B 1/4 in, on centers wire-tied between vertical

channel _nd edges of panel, thus bridging a 1 1/2-in. airspace.

Total thickness: 4 in.

Arsa weight: 17.3 ib/ft2

STC - 46 (b)................STC - 43; Fire RatlnK: I hr. (est.)

''' ''' '•' ''' ''' _MAR}C_: The $TC values are 5ased

upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE: STAGG_ED METAL CHANNEL STUD i GYPS_ LATH AND PLASTER

TEST REF: 2-(435) i:i

DESCRIPTION:Staggered 3/4-in, cold-rolled steel channels, spaced 16 in. on !'

centeraj staggered 1/2 in. and offset 1/4 in. relative to opposite face.

Channel. held at top by punched-out metal runner and at bottom, set into

J

holes in a I/4-1n.-tblck cock strip on top of another continuous layer of

1/4-1n. cork. On each side, 3/8-in. gypsum lath held to studs with wire

clips and from studs of opposite side by 3/8-1n.-thlck sponge-rubber dots;

I/2-in. perllte gypoum plaster applied to lath.

Total thickness: 2 3/4 in.

Area weight: 8.6 Ib/ft 2

STC - 42; Fire Rating: Not available

_ REY_RKS: The STC value is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE= METAL CHANNELS, GYPSUHLATHAND pLASTER

TEST REF= 3- (440)

DESCRIPTION:Five layers of 3/4-1n. cold-rolled steel channel, wEre-tied

together, £ormed core of panel. The center laye_ consisted of two pieces

of channel 2 in. long placed vertically 40 in. apart and wlre-tled between

two horizontal lengths of channel. Vertical channels 16 in, on centers

were wlre-tied to the horizontal channels; 3/8-in. plain gypsum lath_

16 in. wide_ was wlre-tied to vertical channels, with lath joints h_Id by

sheet metal clips; I/2-in. sanded gypsLun plaster with whlte-coat finish

applied to both sides.

Total thickness: 5 1/2 in,

Area weight: 13.5 ib/ft 2

STC - 48; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)
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TYPE: DOUBLE WALLj SOLID pLASTER LEAVES

TEST REF: (n) 2-(160H); (b) 4-(Fig. 13.43)

DESCRIPTION:(a)Double wall on concrete wlth a face-to-face separation af 4 1/2 in. _}

each leaf conslsted of 3/4-in. metal channels 12 in. on centers stiff_ned by a !_

l-ln. horizontal metal channel about halfway up the panel; expanded metal :_

lath and 3/4-In.sanded gyp.um plesteron both sides of wall.

Total thickne,,: 4 I/2 in.

Area weight: 17.2 ib/ft 2 ;i

(b) Similar to (a) except the measurements were conducted in the

field and the plaster was 5/8 in. thick.

Total thicknea.; 4 1/2 in.

Area weight: approximately 15 lb/ft 2 (Not ,pecified in reference)

(a) STC = 47; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.)

(b) ...............STC - 38

REMARKS: Th_ STC value of (a) i8 based upon nl.e test frequencie..
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TYPE: SOLID SANDED GYPSUM PLAST_

TEST REF; Ca) 2-(527, 503); (h) 2-C526)

DESCRIPTION: Ca) Diamond mesh metal lath with sanded gypsum plaster on

both aides.

Total thiekne0s: 2 in.

Area weight: 18.1-18.4 lb/ft 2

Cb) Similar to Ca) except gypsum perlite plaster was used.

Total thickness: 2 in.

Area weieht: 8.8 ib/ft 2

(a) STC - 36; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

(b) ...............STC - 31; Fire Rating: i 1/4 hrs. Cest.)

REMARKS: The plotted curve (a) represents the average value of measurements

of two nominally identical structures, The STC values are based upon nine

teot frequencies,
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TYPE, SOL_D GYPSL_PIASTERWZTH M_TAL CEANNELS

TEST REF: (a) 2-(523); (b) 2-(501)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 3/4-t.. meLal channels 16 in. on centers; diamond mesh

expanded metal lath on one stde_ ¢anded gZp_umplaeter on both sides. ,_i[,
Total thickness: 2 in.

Area welght: 17.9 ib/fc 2 i

(b) Similar to (a) except 8ypDumvermlculite plaster was used,

Total thickness: 2 in.

Area weight: g.8 ib/ft 2

(a) STC i 37; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

(b) ................STC - 29; F_re Ra_ins: i I/4 hrso (eS_o)

RE_R_S_ The STC value, ,re ba,ed upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPE: SOLID SAND_GYPSUHFLASTI_IWZTH_ALC}_TNELS

TEST REF: (a) 2-(171A, 171B, 171c_ 502); (b) 2-(518)

DESCRIPTION:(a) 3/4-in. metal channel studs 12 in. on centers, diamond meeh

metal lath on one eide_ Banded gypsumplanter on both sidee.

Total thickness: 2 in.

Area weight: 16.4-18.8 lb/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except studs were 11 in, on centers.

Total thlcknees: 2 in.

Area weight: 18.7 ib/ft2

(a) STC - 36; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

(b)...............STC - 36; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

RE_RKS! For otrncture (a) the plotted curve repreoen_a the average

value of measurementsof four nominally identicalwalls. The STC values are

ba.ed upon nine rest frequencies.
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TYPE, SOLID SANDED GYPSUM PLASTF_ W_ METAL C_Uu_NELS

TEST REF: (a) 2-(172); (b) 4-(Fig. 13.35)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 3/4-in. metal channel studs 12 in, on centers, expanded

metal lath on one eidej sanded gypsum plaster on both eide_.

Total thickness: 2 1/2 in.

Area weight: 22.4 ib/£t2

i (b) Similar to (a) except che measurements were conducted in
the field.

Total thickness: 2 1/2 in.Area weight: approximately 22 Ib/ft2 (Not specified in reference)

(a) STC - 39; Fire Rating: i hr.

(b) ..............STC - 32

REMARKS: The 5TC value of (a) is based upon nine test frequencies.

I

_ 6o

/f:U,j

Z
0 *"

-_ 7\ :3C" ....
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TYPE, S0LID LIGHT_EIGHT AGGREGATE pLASTER W_! METAL CHANNELS

TEST REF: (a) 2-(519); (b) 4-(Fig. 13.34)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 3/4-in, metal channel studs 11 in. on centecs_ diamQnd mesh

metal lath on one u£deD gypsum perlite plaster on beth side_.

Total thickness: 2 in.

Area weight: 9.6 Ib/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the m_asurements were conducted in

the field.

Total thickness: 2 in.

Area weight: approximately I0 Ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference)

(a)' STC - 31; Fire Rating: 1 i/4 hrs. (est.)

(b) ...............STC - Z9

_R_ The STC vahle of (a) is based upon nine test frequencies.
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TYPD GYPSt_ LATH AND pLASTER

TEST REF: Ca) 2-C504, 510); (b) 2-(506, 5ll)

DESCRIPTION:(a)3/8-in• gypsum lath, 13/16-in. _anded gypsum plaster

applied Co each side of lath. t,

Total thickness: 2 in. _

Area weight: approximately 16.5 ib/fc2

[ (b) Similar to (a) excep_ plaster was I 1/16 in. thick.

Total thickness: 2 1/2 in.

i Area weight: approximately 20.0 ib/fc2

i_ Ca) STC - 34; F_re rating: i hr.

(h) ..............STC = 38; Fire rating: I I/4 hrs• (est•)

I_E_R_: The plotted curves represent the average of laboratory
measurements of two nominally identical structures• The STC values are

.......... i

ba_ed upon nine test frequencies•

70 iv= =wl iwl iwl _v_
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_YPE: SOLID G_SUMCORE MOVABLE PARTITION

TEST NEF; 7-(TL 64-213)

DESCRIPTION: 24-in.-wlde panels constructed of I- by 24-1n. gypsum core

board offset 1 I/2 in. st edges Co form tongue and groove edge; 5/8-1n.

vlnyl-faced gypsum wallboard laminated to both sides of core board. Panels

inserted into two piece metal floor and ceiling tracks. Gypsum to gypstn.

_ screws at 1/4 a,d I/2 points along vertical edges of face boards.

Total thickness: 2 1/4 in.

Area weight: 10.2 Ib/ft2

STC m 36; Fire Rating: I hr.

_'"'• : _ 60,

, _ : C_ _.11/,//i././//////i// /////,,../.11112-i I

i ' / '
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TYPE= SOLID GYPSUM CORE PARTITION WITH LEAD

TEST REF; (a) 15o(Fig, 7); (b) 15-(Fig, 7)

DESCRIPTION;(a) l-ln, gypsum core board with 5/8=in, gypsum wallboard

.. laminated to sach side. :.
,i

Total thickness: 2 I/4 In,

!_ Area weight: approximately 10 lb/ft 2 (Not specified in reference)

, (b) Similar to (a) except on one slde i/2-in, gypsum wallboard _i

with 1/8-in, lead, approximate area weight 7 lb/ft2_ replaced the 5/8-in. i,_

gypsum board. _

Total thickness: 2 1/4 in.

Area weight: _pproxlmately 17 ib/ft2 (Not specified in reference)

(a), STC - 38; Fire Rating: 1 hr.

(b)..... STC - 44; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)

7C I Ivt lwd iv, ivl tvl
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o 50
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TYPE, nOLLOW-C0REMOVABLE GYPSUM PARTITION

TEST REF: (a) 7-(TL 64-185); (b) 7-(TL 64-212)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 24-in.-wide panels constructed of 5/8-1n. gypsum core board

strips, 7 1/2 in. and 4 3/8 in. wide, offset I 1/2 in. at edges to form to.gue

and groove; 5/8-1n., vlnyl-faced, gypsum wallboard laminated to both aides of

core board strips. Panels inserted into two piece metal floor and ceiling

tracks. Gypsum to gypsum screws at 1/4 points along vertical edges of face

boards.

Total thickness: 1 7/8 in.

Area weight: 7.7 ib/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the core board strips were I in. thick.

Total thickness: 2 I/4 in.

Area weight: 8.3 i5/ft 2

(a) .STC - 33; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.)

(b) ................STC = 37; Fire Rating: I hr.

7C ivr iv_ _¥, iv, ,we
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TYPE, GYPSUMRIBS,DOUBLE LAyEKGYPS_ _OARD

TEST REF= 7-(TL 63-15)

DESCRIPTION= 1- by 6-in. gyps_ribs vertically lmulnated 24 in. on centers

I co 5/8-in, gypsum wallboard such that board Joints are covered, with bottom

I and top of ribs 6 in. from floor and ceiling, Ribs screwed 24 in. on centers
= at each board Joint. Gypsu_ wallboard screwed 24 in. on centers, with ribs
!

facing inside and staggered 12 in., to outside faces of 1 5/8-in. metal

1 runners at floor and celllns. Second layer of 5/8-1n. gypsum wallboard

laminated _o both sides with Jolntl staggered. All exposed Joints taped

and flniBhed.

Total thickness: 4 i/8 in.

Area weight: 13,9 lb/ft 2

STC = 51; Fire Ranins: 2 hrs.
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TYPEz DOUBLE PANEL: COREBOARD_ GYPSY! BOARD

TEST REF: 7-(TL 64-60)

DESCRIPTION: 1-in. tongue-and-groove gypst_ core board attached to both

aides o_ 2 1/2-tn. metal channel runners at £1oor and ceiling, 1/2-in.

gypsum wallboard laminated to each core board. 2-1n. mineral wool harts

glued to insidesurface of core board. All exposed Joints taped and

flnlahed.

Total thickness: 5 5/8 in,

Area weight: 14.3 ib/ft2

STC = 45; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (eat.)
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TYPE_ DOL_LEWI_LL: HOLLOW-CORE MOVABLE GYPSUM P_TITION

TEST REF: (a) 7-(TL 64-189); (b) 7-(TL 65-72)

DESCRIPTION: (a) Double wail with 1 3/8-in. airspace. Each leaf consisted

of 24-1n.-w£de panels of 5/8-in. gypsum core board strips, 7 1/2 In. and

4 3/8 in. wide, offset I 1/2 in. at edges to form tongue and groove.

5/8-1n., vinyl-faced, gypsum wallboard laminated to both sides of core board

strips. Panels screwed 12 in. on centers to I 1/4- by l-ln. angle floor and

ceiling rulers.

Total thickness: 5 I/8 in.

Area weight: 14.6 Ib/ft 2

(b) Similar tO (a) except the space between leaves was 2 i/8 in.

and contained 2-1n. mineral fiber blankets stapled to one leaf. I/4-1n.

perimeter clearance closed with a non-settlng resilient caulking compound.

Vertical face layer Joints sealed with Joint compound.

Total thickness: 6 in.

Area weight: 12.8 Ib/ft 2

(a) STC = 45; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

(b) ............... STC = 50

70 =.= =vl =vl _.f ,.=
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TYPE, G_TSUM BOARD WITH INSULATION

TEST REF; 9-(8-I090072d)

DESCRIPTION: A palr of 1- by I I/2-1n. 22 gage steel angle runners, with

a 3-1n. separation, screwed 24 in. on centers through a I/2-1n. isolating

resilient gasket to _he ceiling and the floor, i- by 24-in. tongue-and-

groove gypsum core board units applied vertlcally_ and screwed 23 in. on

centers to the angles with Joints staggered 12 In. on opposite sides.

i i/2-1n, mineral fiber blankets stapled to one inside surface of core

boards, i/2- by 48-1n. gypsum lath laminated to core boards with joints

offset 3 inches; laminating compound beads i/2-in.-thlck, 5/16-1n.-wlde,

spaced 4 1/2 in. on centers. 1 I/2-1n. screws through lath and core board

36 _n. on centers along edges and 48 in. on centers in field. 1/16-i..

plaster finish coat applied to both sfdes. The i/4 and 1/8-1n. clearances

around the psrlmster closed with a non-settlng resilient caulking compound.

Total thickness: 6 I/g in.

Area weight: 12.8 Ib/ft 2

STC = 54; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS: The above test was conducted in the field. One adjoining wall

was constructed with i 5/8-1n. metal studs, 1/2-1n. gypsum lath and finish

_._ ,v, ,v, _., ,re coat of plaster; the other wal_

_ was plastered masonry.
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TYPE: GYPSUM BOARD pANELS WITH INSULATION }_

TESTREF: 9-(109006c)
[I

DESCRIPTION: A pair of 3/4- by l-in, steel angle runners, with a 3-in. ii

separation, set on continuous heads of non-setting resilient caulking !i;

I compound at floor and ceiling, i- by 24-1n. gypotrm core board units applied

,_ vertlcally_ and screwed 12 in. on centers to the angles with Joints staggered

I_ 12 in. on opposite sides. 1 I/2-in.-thlck mineral fiber blankets stapled to

= one _nslde surface of core boards. I/2-1n, by 48-1n. gypsum wallboard

laminated to core board with joints of opposite faces staggered. The I/4-1n.

clearances around the porlmeter closed with a non-setting resilient caulking

compound.

Total thickness: 6 in.

Area weight: 12.5 Ib/ft2

STC = 56; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

_MAR]_: The above test was conducted in the field.
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q_PE : REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: (a) 3-(808); (b) 14; (=) 3-(S08A); (d) 14

DESCRIPTION: (a) 4-ln.-thlck reinforced concrete slab, isolated from support

s_ructure. Concrete was reinforced with 6- by 6-1n. number 6 AWG reinforcing

mesh placed at the eenterllne horizontal plane of the slab. All surface

cavities were sealed with a thin mortar mix.

(b) Field measurements of a nominally identical structure, as

in (a), supported by maeonry walls.

Total thickness: 4 in.

Area weight: 5_ Ib/ft 2

(c) Same as (a) except I/8-1n,-thlck vinyl tile was adhered to

concrete.

(d) Same as (b) except I/8-1n.-thick vinyl tile was adhered to

concrel:e.

Total thickness: 4 I/8 in.

j-

I Area weight: 54 lb/ft 2

!
O_J

. (a) a (b) ., (e) a (d) !

(a) STC = 44; IIC _ 25; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.)

(b) ............... ZIC = 25

(c) ..... IlC = 29

(d) ......... IIC = 28

F-I
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TYPE: REINFORCED CONCRETE WITH FLOOR COVERINGS

_ST _F: l(a) 3-(808D); l(b) 3-(808C); If(a) 3-(808B); If(b) 14

DESCRIPTION: 1(a) 4-in.-thick reinforced concrete slab with carpeting

and pad. The carpeting was of I/4-in. wool loop pile with 1/8-1n. woven jute

backing, 0.49 lh/ft2; the foam rubber Fad was 1/4 in. thick and weighed 0.53

Ib/ft 2.
i

l(b) Same as l(a) except the carpet and pad were placed on

i/2-1n.-thlck oak blocks_ 1.8 Ib/ft 2, adhered to concrete.

ll(a) Same as I(5) without carpet and pad.

ll(b) Field measurements of a nominally identical structure,

. as in If(a), supported by masonry walls.

! I

. X(s) / X(b) / X_(a) & XZ(b) (

I(a) IIC = 80 ll(a) llC = 45

X(b) ...............llC = 84 "rl(b)................IIC - 45

P_MAR_._: See preceding report. Fire ratlng and STC are commensurate with

r.hose given in F-1

[
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TYPE : RE_0RCED CONCRETE SLAB, WOOD BLOCKS WITH lrNDERLA_4ENTS

TEST REP: 3-(80g, 809A-H)

_,i DESCRIPTION: l(a) 4-in. reinforced concrete slah with 1/2- by 9- by 9-1n.

oak blocks, 1.8 ib/ft 2, set in mastic.

I(b) I/4-in. polystyrene clo_ :ell foam, approximate density

2 ib/ft 3, between kraft liner board facings.

-, I(c) I/8-1n. polystyrene closed--cell foam, approximate density

4.5 Ib/ft 3, between liner board facings.

l(d) i/4-1n, rigid polyurethan,. _pproximate denslty 2.5 Ib/ft 3,

I

'i between liner board facings.

l(e) I/4-1n. seml-rlgld polyurethane foam, approximate density

._ 2.2 lb/ft 3, without liner board facings.

If(a) I/Z-ln. wood fiber board_ approximate density 21 ib/ft3.
:I
_ If(b) I/8-1n. molded corrugated pulp material of sulfate fibers.

ii approximate area weight 0.05 Ib/ft 2.

If(e) 1/4-1n. cork, approximate density 24 Ib/ft 3.

If(d) l/8-in, cork.

ICe) IIC = 41 II(a) IIC - 45

l(b) ................IIC = 48 ll(b) ................IIc - 48

l(c)..... IIC = 43 ll(c) ..... 11C - 43

_(d)........ iic= 45 If(d)........ iic_ 4z

l(e) IIC= 52

REMARKS: See preceding reports. Fire rating and STC are co[mmensurat_

with those given in F-l.
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TYPE: REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: 1-($5)

_ DESCRIPTION: 5-1n.-thlck reinforced concrete. On the floor side, linoletn,

on bltumen-felt underlayment. On the ceiling side, I/2-in.-thick papered

fiber board. r

Total thickne88: 6 in. ij

. ib/f_ i!
,_ Area weight: 64 _

h-....,, ..., .. ...... . ...... ,..........-..

I I

STC = 51; TIC - 47; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS: Theae measurements were conducted in the field.

[! _"

q_
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TYPE: REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: (a) i-(S7); (b) l-(S8); (c) i-(S9)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 6-in.-thick reinforced concret e slab. On the floor side,

5/8-1n.-thiek mastic asphalt. On the ceilin_ side, approximately 3/4-in. I:

layer of plaster.

(b) Similar to (a), except for a thin layer of asphalt-felt

paper between the concrete slab and the mastic asphalt.

(c) Similar to (a), except for a thin layer of cork between

the concrete slab and the mastle asphalt.

Total thickness: approximately 7 I/2 in.

Area weiEht: 85 ibjft 2

o .._/.Q:;_&_:O:. 0 _t<'_6>"._.'.'_'O

_'._ i__:e_+:_2?+_ _0:_ _%
.... . +_+.0. o ..... _ ..o: o_'_.._+_..._9,._,. o .... . .o+.,..o. o_._+ o +o .o.o. o. _... :.......... .m..., •

(a) STC - 47; tic - 31; Plre _atin_: 3 hrs. (est.)

(5)................STC - _9; ITC- 26

(C)..... STC " 47; _IC = 46

REMARKS: These measurements were conducted in the field.
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_ TYPE_ REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: I-(S2-I; S3-I, 2; $4-I_ 2)

DESCRIPTION: 6-1n, reinforced concrete slab|"on the floor side, 7/8-1n.-

thick sand-cement screed and 5/8-1n.-thlck composition flooring; on the

ceillng side, I/2-1n. plaster.

Total thickness: 8 in.

Area wuight: 95 lb/ft2

,?._5._ ,. ;,to: .7o .P__ v_Q_"Z__,_o _v.__: oc_ I
•,0 "u_''.L,?,'u ', . _0_ ' ¢';,'_._'_*" "'°:

sTc - 54; iIc - 35; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

REY_RKS! The plotted curve is the average of fleld measurements o£

five nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates Che spread

of the measurements.
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TYPE : REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: (a) ll(b)-(Fig. 37a, 37d); (b) ll(b)-(Fig. 36f); 17-(3a)
P[

DESCRIPTION: (a) _ 3/8-1n.-thlck reinforced concrete slab. On the floor _

aide, 3/4-in.-thlck sand-cement screed with I/8-1n. llnole_m floor covering.

On the ceiling sidep 3/8-1n. layer of plaster.

i (h) Similar to (a) except the floor was covered with coc)

mat carpeting.

Total thickness: approximately 5 1/2 in.

Area weight: approximately 61 ib/ft2

(a_ (b)

• .,.... ,.,

' I
i

(a) STC - 51; IIC - 48; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (es_.)

................s,cosl;ng-5g iJ:

REMARKS : The airborne STL measurements ware made without floor coverings;

however, these provide little additional airborne sound insulation and the

data are applicable _o _he above structures. The plotted c,,,,.efor the

airborne sound insulation represents the average of field i_eas_.r_nen_sof

six nominally identical structures. The shaded area indicates the spread of

the measurements.
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TYPE : CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: (a) 8-(308-i-65); (b) 8-(308-2-65)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 5-in.-thlck concrete slab. On the floor side, I/4-1n.-

thick medium density cork, Ii-12 Ib/fc3, adhered to concrete, 5/8-1n,-thlck

plywood subfloor glued to cork, 5/16-1n.-thlck wood oak flooring adhered to

subfloor. No ceiling finish.

Total thickness: 6 1/4 in.

Area weight: approximately 70 ib/ft 2 (Not _pecifled in reference.)

(b) Similar to (a) except the density of the cork was 8,5

ib/ft 3 .

{_J , ,,_rr;, ,,,9¢:: O' 'D"-a'D"_":_:):O;_'_,',._f5 ,(._.

(a) STC = 48-50 (est.); IIC= 47; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.) -
combustible

(b) ...............STC - 48-50 (est.); IIC- 49

REMARKS: Airborne STL measurements of this structure are not

available; therefore, the STC has been estimated from measurements of

similar constructions.

F-8
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TYPE : REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB

TEST REF: 11(a)- (IV-C-27)

DESCRIPTION: 4 3/8-1n.-thlek relnforeed concrete slab. On the floor side. i

I/2-in.-thlek layer of bitumen with I/2-1n.-thlek soft wood fiber board whleh

was covered with a thin layer of bit_en with sand and a 3/4-in.-thick sand-

cement screed. On the ceiling side, 3/8-1n. layer of plaster.

Total thickness: 6 5/8 in.

Area weight: approximately 65 ib/ft 2

... ,_,_,_.. _ . = _ ._,._,.._,._

I I

[-_ STC _ 49; IIC = 48; Fire Rntln_: 2 hrs. (est.)

_EMAR}_ : The plotted curves represent the average of field measurements

of four nomlnally identical structures. The shaded areas i_dlcate the spreade

of the measurements.
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TYPE: REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB, FLOATING FLOOR

TEST REF: i-(S27-1,2,4; $29-1,4; $30-2,3,4; SSI, S32, $33-Ij2,3; $34)

DESCRIPTION: 5-in.-thick reinforced concrete. On the flaor side, I i/2-in.-

thick wire mesh reinforced sand-cement screed floating on i/2-£n.-thick i

bitt_aen-honded glass-wool quilt covered with building paper. On the screed, i

I/2-in.-thick pitch-mastlc with a linoleum floor covering. On the ceiling i

side, I/2-in. layer of plaster.

Total thickness: 8 1/4 in.

Area weight: 90 ib/ft z

. ,:/ :_. : ": :, , !._/ i_ _L_. ¸-
i_. I_ I m_.w ,._m_

-- - ,,i . . , - .

I I

STC = 51; IIC ffi53; Fire Rating: 2 i/2 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS: The plotted STL curve represents the average of field
9

measurements of 21 nominally identical structures, and the plotted YSPL curve

is the average of 17 structures. The shaded areas indicate the spreads of the

measurements.
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"_5 _v iv jw ivl

65

_. _ '_
55

_ • 45

" ::1

_ 25 )

.4

125 250 500 IK 2K 4K

FREQUENCY,HZ

• 1/3-oct:ave band data noc'mal£zed to To = 0.5 sec.
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TYPE: CONCRETE WITH STEEL "T" BEAMS

TEST REF: I-(Sii-3, 4; S12_ S13-2, 3, 4; S14-i, 2, 3; S15; S16-I, 3;
S17; S18-4; S19=I, 3; S21-1, 3; $22-2) :'

DESCRIPTION: 4 I/2-1n.-thiek concrete and filler-Jolst structural floor. _t_

The filler-joists were 3- by 4-1n. steel "I" beams spaced 30 in. on centers.

On the floor side, l-in.-thlch clinker concrete to which 7/8-1n.-thlck wood

_" flooring was nailed 15 in. on centers; llnole_ cemented to wood flooring.

_I On the ceiling slda, I/2-1n. layer of plaster, ii

; Total thickness: 7 in. r_:_
II

Area welght_ 70 lh/ft 2

[! .°..o I:_ 'i:"'e:

:, L I

L!
_l STC ,, 46; IIC _ 47; Fire Rating: 4 hrs. (eBt.)

REMARKS : The plotted curves represent the average of field meaaurements

of 26 nominally identical structure.. The shaded areas indicate the spread of

• the messuraments.

i{ ,.
21 :
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",vl/3-oct:ave ba.nd dat:a norma,1/._:ed co '1'o ==0..5 see.
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TYPE: REINFORCED CONCRETE, SUSPENDED CEILING

TEST REP: ll(a)- (IV-B-22)

DESCRIPTION: 4 3/8-in.-thlck reinforced concrete slab. On the floor side, I_

3/4-in.-thlck sand-cement screed. On the ceil_ng side, brick wire mesh, .,

suspended 4 in. wlth wire hangers, held 7/8-in. gypsum plaster.

Total thickness: I0 in. _:

Area weight: approximately 62 ib/ft2 (NoC specified in reference.)

I

_'_ _:_:._:._o_:_,_...a.._g:.o._O_,_i _

... _5
e

_. STC = 48; IIC = 47; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

!_ REMARKS : The plotted curves represent the averoge of field measurements

II of four nominally identical structures. The shaded areas indicate the spreads

of the measurements.
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I iI <
' TYPE : REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB_ FLOATING FLOOR !

TEST REF: (a) i-(s166); (b) I-(S167) _;

DESCRIPTION: (a) 5 l/2-1n,-thlck reinforced concrete slab. On the floor

sidei 3/4-1n.-thlck tongue-and-groove wood floorlnE nailed to 1 1/2- by 2-1n.

wooden battens which were held in asbeetos-llned metal clips anchored to

concrete slab. On the ceiling alde_ I/2-1n. layer of plaster.

(b) Similar to (a) except wooden battens were nailed to 1/2-

by 4- by 6-in. cork pads set in mastic on the concrete slab.

Total thickness: 9 1/4 in.

Area weight: 75 ib/ft2

._._..-...;(_."..j+,o;_ ..i _ '.:o:.."O._.d,,_.,c,:,...' _,,.__.. , :_,o,...c_,_;o.,_. . .6'./'*_,.o _,'._"
,o._._ .+dC_ "B ..... ,+.O'i'l.E_ ' '0"'" _'_

, v ',_:'.,_,°'..-.+_+:0.... ++.''."'.'.'P,_ : .:0'..'.

+ ,"_'+:-_++__+:.::"o;:'++.+.+:+_;..._+,-+-".'+__ _:P,5_.+-'+.'m.
I (s) I (b) I

4

<

!

I (a) SIC - 54; ITC --51; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

(b)...............STC- 53; IIC - 53

REMARKS : These measurements were conducted in the field.
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)_ b

- ii&li&l i&l i_1 iAi
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FREQUENCY,Hz

*I/3-octave band data normalized to To = 0.5 sec.
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TYPE : REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAg, FLOATING FLOOR

TEST REP: I- ($53) I

DESCRIPTION: 6-1n.-thlck reinforced concrete slab. On the floor side, i

3/4-in.-thlck tongue-and-groove wood flooring nailed to 1 1/2- by 2-in. wooden i
!

battens_ 16 in. on centers, floating on l-in.-thlgk glass-wool quilt. On the I

fceiling aide, I/2-in, layer of plaster.

Total thlckneas: 9 I/2 In.

Area weight: 83 lb/ft 2

I

STC - 55; IIC - 57; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (ea=.)

REMARk: The plotted curves represent the average of field measurements

of tWo nominally iden_ical structures.
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TYPE : REI/_FORCEDCONCRETE W_TH HOLLC_ BLOCKS

TEST REF: I-(S57)

DESCRIPTION: 6-in. reinforced concrete slab with 12-by 5-1n. hollow

_, blocks spaced 16 in. on centers. On the floor slde_ 1 I/2-in. sand-cement

screed with a 5/8-1n.-thick pltch-mastlc floor finish on felt underlaymen_.
+j

On the ceiling slde_ approximately 3/4-in. plaster, Ii

To=el thickness: 8 i/2 in.

Area weight: 70 Ib/f=2;,

y

t

1 I J E_

I I

.i
STC - 49; IIc = 30; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

))

_: The_e measurements were conducted in Bhe field.
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*1/3-oct:ave band dat:a no_naltzed Co To " 0.5 sec.
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TYPE : CONCRETE WITH HOLLOW BLOCKS
!

TEST REP: i- (S59)

DESCRIPTION: 5- by lO-in, hollow masonry blocks, 14 in. on centers, with _i

spaces between blocks filled with 5°in.-thlck reinforced concrete. On the

floor slde, 7/8-1n.-thlck wood blocks adhered _o I i/2-1n.-thlck sand-cement _

screed. On the ceiling slde_ 3/4-in. layer of plaster.

Total thickness: 8 1/8 in. ii_

Area weight: 65 ib/ft 2 v.

(::_._,..-_1,/ _,/F..,, i,_._..,,.,,,_T. / /._<_/_r._t.,... I

, , :'eOt.y _. II/1/ f /J/_

: I I

_i STC - 501 IIC - 48; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

_EMAR_ : The plotted curves represent the average of field

measurements of two nominally identical structures.

1

! :i
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TYPE : CONCRETE WITH H_LOW BL_KS, FLOATING FLOOR

TEST REF: (a) i-(s77-I,4); (b) I-(S77-2,3)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 4- By 12 I/2-in. hollow masonry blocks, 15 1/2 in. on

centers, with spaces between blocks filled with 4-1n.-thlck reinforced concrete.

On the floor side, 2-1n.-thick sand-cement ecreed; l-in.-thlek wood flooring

nailed to i- by 2-1n. wooden battens, spaced 15 1/2 in. on centers, floating

on glass-wool quilt, approximately 1 in. thick. On the ceiling side, 3/4-In.

layer of plaster.

(b) Similar to (a) with linoleum floor covering.

Total thickness: 9 1/4 in.

Area weight: 57 ib/ft 2

(a) STC - 53; IIC= 62; Fire Rating: 2 hre. (est.)

(h) ...............STC = 54; IIC _ 64; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

REE4AR_C_: The plotted curves are the average values of field

measurements of two nominally identical structures of type (a) and (h).
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TYPE: CONCRETE WITH HOLLOW BLOCKS, FLOATING FLOOR

TEST REF: (a) I-($66-1,2,4; $67-1,2,4; S68-1,2,4); (b) I-($66-3, $67-3, $68-3)

DESCRIPTION: (a)5 i/2-in.-thlck reinforced concrete with hollow 4- by 12-in.

blocks embedded 14 i/2 in. on centers. On the floor side, i i/2-in.-thick wire

mesh reinforced sand-cement screed floating on l-in.-thick bitumen-bonded

glass-wool quilt covered with building paper; thermoplastic tile floor covering.

On the ceiling side, i/2-in, layer of plaster.

(b) Similar tO (a) except tbe glass-wool quilt was not

bltumen-bonded.

Total thickness: 8 1/2 in.

Area weisht: 65 Ib/ft z

i........................................]

(a) STC = 52; IIC= 47; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

(b)................STC = 50; llC= 49; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

REMARKS: The plotted curves are the average of field measurements of

nine nominally identical structures of type (a), and three of type (b).
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TYPE: CONCRETE WITH HOLLOW BLOCKS, FLOATING FLOOR, SUSPENDED CEILING '_

TEST REF: l-(Sll0, S111, SlI2)

DESCRIPTION: 5 I/2-in.-thick reinforced concrete with 4- by 12-1n. hollow :i
J

masonry blocks embedded 15 in. on centers. On the floor side, 1 I/2-1n.-thlck

wire mesh reinforced sand-cement screed floating on l-ln.-thick bltumen-bonded ,,

_ glass-wool quilt covered with building paper; thermoplastic tile floor _
i/

covering. On the ceiling slde i i/2-1n, layer of plaster on ribbed expanded

metal lath attached _o 1/4- by 1 i/4-in, steel bars suspended 6 in. from the

concrete slab by i/4-1n, steel rods, spaced 48 in. on centers.

Total thickness: approxlm_tely 15 1/4 in.

Area weight: 70 Ib/ft 2 '_

•_-._o,_'_'.._ _ ......o ......

X
STC - 551 IIC = 53; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (e_t.)REMARKS : The plotted curves represent the average o£ field measurements

of twelve nominally identlc_l structures. The shaded areas indicate the

spreads of the measurements.

N
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TYPE : HOLLOW T_E BEAM

TEST _F: (a) ll(b)-_ig. 39b); (b) ll(b)-(Fig. 39f); (c) ll(b)-(Fig. 39g)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 5-1n.-thlck tile be_s, 15 3/4 in. wide, held together

: with steel relnforc_ent and c_ent mortar. On the floor side, linole_

adhered to 3/4-in.-thlck sand-c_ent screed. _ the ceiling side, 3/8-in.

c layer of plaster. ,_r

(b) Similar to (a) except llnole_was replaced b_, coco _tting.

Total thickness: 6 3/4 in.
I

.1 Krea weight: approxi_tely 41 ib/ft 2

(e) Similar to (a) except llnole_was replaced by parquet

flooring, and on the ceiling side, 3/4- by 2 3/4-in. wooden battens, 19 in. on

centers, held 1 3/8-in. layer of lath, reeds and plaster, r_

Total thlchne,a: 9 1/4 in,

Area weight: approxi_tely 43 ib/ft 2

, !................] I

(a_ (b) I (c) I

(a) 'STC = 47; XIC = 40; Fire _tln8: i hr. (eat.)

(b) ................STC = 47; IIC - 60; Fire Hating: I hr. (es_.)

(c)--_:,-_-_STC = 50; IIO = 46; Fire Rating: I hr. (est,)

_MAR_: The airborne STL measur_ents were made without ths floor

coverings; however, these provide llt_le additional alrbo_e sound insulation,

and the data are applicable Co the above structures. The plotted STL curves

represent the average of field measur_ents of nominally identical structures.

The shaded areas indicate the spreads of the measurements,
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TYPE : PRECAST HOLLOW CONCRETE SLAg

TEST REF: (a) 17-(12a), II(a)-(VI-A-36); (b) l;-(12b), II(a)-(VI-A-37)

DESCRIPTZON: (a)6- by 20-1n. pretest pumice concrete elabs with

cylindrical cavities. On the floor eldep 3/8-1n.-thlck cement mortar and

"J 3/4-1no-thlck sand-cement finish; on the ceiling side, 3/B-In.-th_ck
u

coat of plaster.

Total thickness: 7 1/2 in.

Area weight: 43 ib/ft 2

(b) Sim/lar to (a) except 5- by i0 in. precast hollow

conerege beame were ueed.

Total chle|¢neee: 6 3/4 in.

Area weight: 46 Ib/ft2

(a) STC m 46; IIC - 30; Fire Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

(b)t_.-___ STC M 46; ZIC - 24; Fire Rating: i hr. (est.)

REMARKS: The plotted curves ere the average value, of field measuremente

of three nominally identical atructuren of type (a) and (b). The shaded amaae

indicate the epreade of the measurements.
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TYPE : CONCRETE CHANNEL SLAB

TEST REF: II(a)-(VI-A-38), 17-(12c)

DESCRIPTION: Prefabricated concrete channel slabs mortared together 20 in.

on centers. Each slab had a 3-1n. deep trapezoidal channel with bases of

ii and 14 3/4 in. On the floor side, 3/4-1n.-thlck sand-cement finish.

Total thickness: 6 1/4 in.

Ares weight: 28 ib/ft 2

STC = 42; IIC = 32; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)

[ REMARKS: The plotted curves are the average values of field measurements

of four nominally identical structures. The shaded areas indicate the spreads

of the measurements due to the variance in structures and conditions of the

teStS.
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,i

TYPE : RIBBED CONCRETE

TEST REP: ll(a)- (IV-A-21)

DESCRIPTION: 7 i/4-1n, rlhbed concrete floor. The ribs were 5 1/4- by

I 3 5/4-in., spaced 21 in. on centers, _ith l- by 2-in. wooden neillng strips
+f

1 cast into ends. On the floor side, the slab was 2 in. _hiek with a 3/4-1n.-

thick sand-cement screed. On the ceiling side, 5/8-in.-thick wooden laths

! nailed to nailing s=rlps, held 5/8-1n.-thiek reeds and plaster.

Total =hlcknese: 9 1/2 in.

Area weight: approximately 45 Ib/ft 2 (No= 8peelfled in reference.)
_e

_m

,i

++ +Pm
, +..+ l.... ,.......

i

• STC = 46; IIC = 42; Fire RaCing: 45 min. (est.)

REt_.RKS: The plotted curves represent =he average o_ field

measuremente of three nomlnall y identical structures. The shaded areas

indicate the spreads of the measurements.
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TYPE: CONCRETE CHANN_ BEAM

TEST REF: l-(Sll7)

; DESCRIPTION: 7-1n. preeast trapezoidal concrete channel beams, 14 in. on

centers, with the spaces between the beams filled with a sand-cement mix. On
C

the floor side, 1 I/2-1n.-thlck sand-cement screed with l-ln,-thlck wood-block

_: floor covering. On the ceiling side, approximately 3/4-1n,-thlck layer of '_

plaster on expanded metal lath. _

To|:al thickness: I0 i/4 in. i,:

Area weight: 65 Ib/ft 2 !!'
£ ,:.

ii ;!

! .

:_

STC - 471 IIC - 42; Fire Rating: 45 min, (est.)

i! REMARKS : The plotted curves are the average values of field

measurements of four nominally identical structures. The shaded areas

indicate _he spreads o_ the measurements,
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TYPE: PRECAST CONCRETE BEAM, FLOATING FLOOR !

TEST REF: 1- (S116) _;
.i

DESCRIPTION: 5-in. precast concrete channel beams, 14 I/2 in. on centers,
r

with the spaces between beams filled with a sand-cement mix. On the floor

side, 7/8-1n.-thlck tongue-and-groove wood flooring nailed to I- by 2-1n.
z

wooden bettens_ 20 in. on centers, on approximately l-ln.-thlck glass-wool I

quilt on 3/4-in.-thlck sand-cement .creed. On the ceillng side, I/8-1n.

layer of plaster on 3/8-in. gypsmn wallboard nailed to 1- by 2-in. wooden

battens spaced 14 1/2 in. on centern.

Total thickness: approx£mately 10 in,

Area weight: 45 ib/ft 2

STC = 50; IIC - 53; Fire Rating: 45 min. (est.)

REMARKS_ The plotted STL curve represents the aver,ge o£ field

measurements of two nominally identical structures, and the plotted ISPL

curve represents the measurements of one structure.
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TYPE : PRECAST HOLLOW CONCRETE BEAM

TEST REF: I- (s58)

DESCRIPTION: 6-in. pretest hollow trapezoidal concrete Beams 14 1/2 in. on

centers_ with bases of 14 in. and 12 in. The spaces between the beams filled

with concrete. On the floor side, I/2-in.-thlsk sand-cement screed with i/2-1n.-

thick pltch-mastlc finish floor. On ceiling side, approximately i/2-1n, layer

of plaster.

Total thickness: 7 1/2 in.

Area weight: 55 lb/ft 2

L,,,i ............................................... f

.0..:....o,

r I

STC m 45; IIC - 31; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)
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• . . , . • ,

TYPE : HOLLOW CONCRETE BEAM, SUSPENDED CEILING

TEST REF: l-(sil5)
• J

DESCRIPTION: 5-1n. precast trapezoidal hollow concrete beams, 14 1/2 in.

on centers, with bases of 14 in. and 12 1/2 in. The spaces between beams

_: filled with" a sand-cement mix. On the floor side, l-ln.-thick sand-cement

screed with 3)16-1n. cork tile floor coverlng. On the ceiling side, i

' 3/8-1n.-thick gypsum wallboard a_tsched to l- by 2-1n. wooden battens held
:

by metal clips. :,

Total thickness: 7 5/8 in. ,

i

Area weight: 50 Ib/ft 2 :'_

S • e_0/s

;t

" J I!

l

STC = 501 IIC = 511 Fire Rating: 45 mln. (eSto)

REMARKS: The plotted STL curve represents the average of field

) measurements of four nomlnally identical structures, and the plotted ISPL
3

I curve is the average of two structures. The shaded area indicates the spread
t

of the measurements.
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TYPE: HOLLOW CONCRETE BEAM, WOOD RAFT FLOOR

TEST REF: i-($64)
Z •

DESCRIPTION: 7-1n.-thlck precast trspezoldal hollow concrete be_ss,

_ 14 i/2 in. on centers, wlth bases of 14 in. and 12 in. The spaces between

beams were filled with concrete. On the floor side, 7/8-1n.-thlck _ongue-and-

groove wood floor_ng nailed to 2- by 2-1n. wooden batcens, 18 in. on centers;

llnoleua floor covering. On the ceiling side, 3/4-In. layer of plaster.

Total thickness: 10 5/8 in.

Area weight: 45 ib/ftz

////,k\'_\\_.\'_\\\_\\_l'Li'/f/L1///_\\\\'_>\\\\_\Y////_

STC = 44; IIC ffi48; Fi:e Rating: 1/2 hr. (est.)

REMARKS: These measurements were conducted in the field.
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TYPE : HOLLOW CONCRETE BEAM, FLOATING FLOOR

TEST REF: I-(S78-2)

DESCRIPTION: 5-1n.-thlek preeast trapezoidal hollow concrete beams, 14 I/2 In•

on centers, with bases of 14 in. and 12 i/2 in. The spaces between the beams

were filled with a sand-cement mix. On the floor side, 7/8-1n.-thlck

tongue-and-groove wood flooring nailed to 1 i/2- by 2-1n. wooden battens,

20 in. on centers, floating on a glass-wool quilt, approximately I in. thick;

linoleum floor covering. On the ceiling slde_ 5/8-1n. layer of plaster•

Total thickness: approximately 8 3/4 in.

Area weight: 42 Ib/ft 2

• !

I 7

STC = 50; IIC _ 49;'Fire Ra_ing: Not available

REMAR}(_: These measurements were conducted in the field.
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST

TEST REF: I-($288-I, 2; $289-I, 2)

DESCRIPTION_ 2- by 8-1n. wooden joists 16 in. on centers. On the floorside, 7/8-1n. tongue-and-groove flooring nailed to Joists; on ceiling side,

3/g-ln. gypsum wallboard nailed to Joists with the joints sealed.

Total thlclcness_ 9 1/2 in.

Area weight: 7 Ib/ft 2

• i

[

STC - 34; IIC = 32; Fire RatinE: 15 mln. Cest,) - combustible

; _EMARKS: The plotted curves represent the averaEe of field measurements

_i_ of four nominally identical structures. The shaded areas indicate the spreads

of the measurements.
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TYPE : WOOD_ JOIST "_

TEST REP: I-(S290)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 7-in. wooden joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor side,

7/8-in.-thick tongue.and-groove wood flooring nailed to Joists. On the ceiling

aide, 3/8-1n,-thlck gypsum wallboard nailed to joists, approximately3/16-in.

aklm-coat of plaster applied to gypsum board.

Total thickness: approximately 8 1/2 in." _'_

Are.woisht:8lbl t2 !!

h _

STC - 35; IIC - 36; Fire Rating: 15 min. (est.) - combustible

_MA_S: The plotted curves represent the average of field measurements

of three nominally identical structures. The shaded areas indicate the spreads

of the mgasur_menta.

.!!
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TYPE ! WOODEN JOIST !i

TEST REF: (a) I-($293, $294); (b) I-($292-2) i!

DESCRIPTION: (a)2- by 8-1n. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor i:

side, 7/8-1n.-thlek tongue-and-groove wood flooring screwed to Joists; i- by

2-1n. wooden battens nailed to the underside of the wood flooring midway r._

between Joists. On the ceiling side, i/2-1n, layer of plaster on expanded _

metal lath nailed to Joists.

Total thickness: 9 1/2 in. ii

Area weight: 13 ib/ft 2 !i

(b) 2- by 8-1n. wooden Joists 18 in. on centers. On the floor
2!

side, 7/8-1n. tongue-and-groove wood floorln S nailed to joists. On the ceillng

sidej l-ln. batten8 nailed through glass-wool quiltp spproxlmately 1 in. thick;

I/2-fn. layer plaster on i/4-1n.-thlck wood lath. [_

Total thickness: approximately ii in. J

Area weight: 12 Ib/ft 2 /

Ca)/

(a)iiii_i_i_i._'_'_'._STC _ 41; IIC - 36; Fire Rating: 30 rain. (est.) - combustible
[

(h) ................STC _ 43; IIC - 43; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (set.) - combustible

REMARKS: The plotted curves, for structure (a), represent the average of

field measurements of four nominally identical structures. The shaded areas

indicate the spreads of the measur_*ents. The curves, for structure (b), are

the results of measurements of one structure.
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST

TEST REF: (a) ll(b)-(34b); (b) ll(b)-(34f); 17-(9a)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 3- by 7-in. wooden Joists, 24 in. on centers. On the

floor side, l-in.-thlck wood flooring nailed to Joists, linolet_n floor

covering. On the =eillng side, 1 3/8-in. layer of lath, reeds and plaster.

(b) Similar to (a) except coco matting replaced linoleum.

Total thickness: 9 1/2 in.

Area weight: approximately 12 lh/ft 2

t .....................t ...........
l Ca) I (b)

(a) STC = 39; IIC- 40; Fire Ratlngl 20 min. (est.) - combustible

(b) ................STCm 39; lie = 45; Fire Eating: 20 mln. (est.) - combustible

REMARKS: The alrbornB STL measurements were made without floor coverings;

howaver_ these provide little additional airborne sound insulation, and the

data are applicable to the above structures. The plotted curve represents

the average of field measurements of seven nominally identical structures.

The shaded area indicates the spread of the measurements. Each plotted ISPL

curve represents the results of field measurements of one structure.
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST

TEST REF: 5-(FIT 2)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 8-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor

.Ide, i/2-1n.-thlck C-D plywood nailed 8 in. on centers to joists, 25/32-in.-

thick hard wood floorlng on plywood. On the ceiling side, I/2-1n.-thick

gypsum wallboard nailed 6 in. on centers to Joists; all joints taped and

finished; ceiling tile adhered to gypsum board.

Tot_l thickness: 10 1/4 in,

Area weight: 9,9 Ib/ft 2

STC _ 39; IlC = 37; Fire Rating: 1 hr. - combustible

REMARKS: The a£rborne sound insulation measurements were made without

the ceiling tile. The above measurements were conducted in the field.
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TYPE z WOODENJOIST

TEST REF: (a) 6-_ZT 8)_ (h) 6-_IT 8)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 8-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor

side, 1 I/2-in.-thick tongue-and-groove wood fiber board nailed to Joists,

vinyl tile floor covering. On the ceiling side, I/2-1n,-thlck gypstunwallboard ,,

nailed 6 in. on centers to Joists. All Joints taped and finished.

(b) Similar to (a) except fiber board was covered with carpet and {i'

pad.

Total thickness: I0 in.

ft2 '
Area weight: 9.2 Ib/ ':

L

iJ ::

h

;_ (a) (b) ._
,!

_ (a) STC m 29111C - 321 Fire Rating: Not available
;3

(b)............... IIC - 56
:!

REMARk: The airborne sound insulation measurements (in 1/1-octave bands) ,_

ware mad. without floor coverings; however, these provide little additional i

airborne sound Insulation, and these data are applicable to the above struc= !

tures. The plotted curves are _he results of field measurements.
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TYPE : WOOD_2_J01ST

TEST FIEF: (a) 3-(723-A); (h) 3-(724-A)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 10-in. wooden Jols_s 16 in, on centers. On the floor

slde_ 1 11/32- by 23 i/4_in, compressed homogeneous paper pulp building board _

(approxi_mte density 26.1 Ib/ft 3) nailed 8 in. on centers perpendicular to the
,j

joists, I/8-in.-thlck hardboard glued to huildlng board, a single layer of

_ 15 Ib felt building paper glued to hardboard, and 1/8- by 9- by 9=in. vinyl !_

asbestos tile glued co felt paper. On the ceiling side, i/2-in.-thlck gypsum 'l
l

wallboard nailed 12 in. on centers, with all Joints taped and finished.

_i Total thickness: 12 1/4 in.

Area weight: 8.4 ib/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the wooden joists were 24 in. on
centers and the building board was 1 27/32 in, thick,

Total thicknesot 12 3/4 in.

i'i Area weight: appro_l-_tsly 9 Ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

!:1

(a) (b)

I (a) STC = 35; IIC - 39; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

(b) ................. IIC - 43

l
REMARKS: The STL measurements were made without the hardboard, felt i

paper and tile. See F-37 for variation in floor covering.

F-36
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST, CARPET AND pAD

TEST REF: (a) 3-(723-B); (b) 3-(724-B) ii

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 10-in. wooden jolsta 16 in. on centers. On the
z

floor side, 1 II/32- by 23 i/4-in, compressed homogeneous paper pulp huildlng

board (approximate density 26,1 lb/ft 3) nailed 8 in. on centers perpendicular

to the joists; building board covered with a foam rubber carpet pad and nylon

carpet. The carpet pad had an uncompressed thickness of 1/4 in., backed with

s woven Jute fiber cloth. The nylon carpet had i/S-in.-thlck woven backing and

i/4-in.-thlck looped pile spaced 7 loops per inch with a total thickness of

3/8 in. On the ceilin 8 side, i/2-in, gypsum wallboard nailed 12 in, on centers.

Total thickness: 12 I/2 in.

Area weight: 9.2 ib/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the wood Joists were 24 in. on centers

and the building board was I 27/32 in, thick.

Total thickness: 13 in.

Area weight: approxin%ately 10 Ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

• II

(a) (b)

(a) STC = 38; SiC - 57; Fire Rating: I/2 hr, (est.) - eombuet_bl6

(h)................ IIC - 57

REMAR}_: Sea F-36 for variation in floor covering.
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST

TEST REF: (a) 3-(728-A); (b) 3-(728-B)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by lO-in, wooden floor Joists spaced 16 An. on canters.

5/8-1n. fir plywood subfloor nailed tO JOi,tS 8 in. on canters; I/2-1n. 1|

pl_ood underla_ent nailed to subfloor with Joints staggered to miss Joints I

lof the subfloor; 1/8- by 9- by 9-in. vinyl asbestos tile glued to underla_ent.

On the ceiling aide, I/2-ic. gyps_wallhoard nailed 12 in. on centers with

all Joints and nailheads taped and finished,

Total thickness: Ii 3/4 in.

Area weight: 9.0 lh/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a), except a i/4-1n.-thiek foam rubber pad

and 3/8-1n.-thick nylon loop carpet replaced vinyl asbestos tile. The rubber

pad was backed with a wove. Jute fiber cloth and was perforated to approxlr_ately

half its depth with holes 1/8 in. An diameter and spaced 3/4 in, on centers.

The carpet had i/8-in, woven backing and i/4-1n, looped pile spaced 7 loops per

inch.

Total thickness: 12 1/4 in,

C_) Cb)

'!i/
(a)-- STC - 37; tic - 33; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. (est.) - cmnhustlble

(h)--- nC = 53

F-38
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST

TEST REF: (a) 13-(6412-7); (b) 13-(6412-10)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 10-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor

side, i/2-1n.-thlck plywood subfloor nailed 6 in. on centers along edges and
5

I0 in. on centers in field, huildlng paper underlayment, 25/32- by 2 i/4-in.

i oak wood flooring nailed at each Joist intersection and midway between Joists. [,
i

On the ceiling slde_ 5/8-in.-thlck gypsum wallboard nailed 6 in. on centers to

Joists; all Joints taped and finished. !

Total thickness: iI 7/8 in.

Area weight: approxlmately 9.5 Ib/ft2 (Not specified in reference.) :i
Z ,,

(b) Similar to (a) except the gypsum wallboard was screwedr

12 in. on centers to resilient channels spaced 24 in. on centers perpendicular [:

to joists.

Total thickness: approximately 12 3/8 in,

6! Area weight: approximately 9.6 lh/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

f_

I f

I_ (a) (b) I

(a) STC = 37; IIC = 32; Fire Rating: l hr. (est.) - combustible

(h).................STC = 47; IIC = 39; Fire Rating: i hr. (est.) - combustible

REMARKS: CAUTION - These measurements were conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perform as effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical wails are minimized. (See text.)

F-39
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TYPE : WOODEN JOIST WITH INSULATION

TEST REF: (a) 13-(6412-6); (b) 13-(6412-3)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 10-1n. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers with 3-1n.-
[

thick mineral fiber baits stapled between Joists. On the floor side, i/2-1n.-

thick plywood subfloor nailed 6 in. on centers along edges and 10 in. on centers

in field, building paper underlayment, 25/32- hy 2 1/4-in. oak wood flooring

nailed at each Joist interseetlon and midway between Joists. On the ceiling
[

side, 5/8-1n.-thlck gypsum wallboard nailed 6 in. on centers to Joists; all

Joints taped and finished.

i Total thickness: Ii 7/8 in.

Area weight: approximately I0.0 Ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.) _i

(b) Similar to (a) except the gypsum wallboard wss screwed :_

12 in. on centers to resilient channels spaced 24 in. on centers perpendicular

I to Joists.

_i Total thickness: approximately 12 3/8 in.

_I Ares weight: approximately I0.I Ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

_J

(a) STC = 40; IIC = 32; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible

(b) ................STC = 49; llC = 46; Fire Rating: i hr. (est.) - comhustlble

REMARKS: CAUTION - These measurements were conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perform as effectively unless

flanking path_ along vertical walls are minimized. (See text.)
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_PE : WOOD_ JOIST, _ A_ PAD

TEST REF: (a) 13-(6412-8); (b) 13-(6412-9)

DESCRIPTZON: (a)2- by 10-in. wooden joists 16 in. on centers. On the

floor slde_ I/2-1n.-thlck pl_ood subfloor nailed 6 in. on centers along edges

and i0 in. on centers in field, building psper underla_ent, 25/32- by 2 1/4-1n.

oak wood flooring nailed at each Joist intersection and midway between Joists;

carpet, 44 oz/yd 2, with hair felt Fad, 40 oz/yd 2, placed on wood flooring.

the ceiling side, 5/8-1n.-thlck g_s_wallboard nsiled 6 in. on centers to

Joists; all Joints taped and finished.

Total thickness: approxi_tely 12 i/2 in.

Area weight: approximately I0.0 ib/ft _ (Not specified in reference.)

(b) Si_Isr to (n) _cept the g_s_ wallboard was screwed

12 in. on centers to resilient channels spaced 24 in. on centers perpendicular

t _o Joists.Total thickness: approxi_tely 13 in.

Ares weight: approximately i0.I Ib/ft _ (Not specified in reference.)

t..,_..>lllxllllg/l 2>/111., i

(s) (b) i I !
[

(S) 'STC - 38; IIC= 56; Fire Rating: l hr. (est.) - c_bustlble IB

(b).................STC _ 47; IIC= 66; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - c_bustlble i

i

I

RE_R}{_: _ION - These measurements were conducted in the laboratory I

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung !

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perfo_ as effectively unless I

flanking paths along vertical wails are minimized. (See text.) i
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TYPE : WOOD_ JOIST WITH INS_ATION, _ET AND P_

TEST REF: (a) 13-(6412-5); (b) 13-(6412-4)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by lO-in, wooden JolsLs 16 in. on centers with 3-in.-

thick mineral fiber baits stapled between Joists. On Lhe floor side, I/2-1n.-

thick pl_ood subfloor nailed 6 in. on centers along edges and I0 in. on

centers in field, building paper underlayment, 25/32- by 2 i/4-1n, oak wood

floorlng nailed at each joist intersection and midway between jolsLs; carpeL,

44 oz/yd2, wlth hair felt pad, 40 oz/yd 2, placed on flooring. On the ceiling

side, 5/8-1n.-thlck gyps_wallboard nailed 6 in. on centers to Joists; all

Joints taped and finished.

Total thickness: 12 I/2 in.

Area weight: approximately 10.5 Ib/ft 2 Dot specified in reference.)

(b) S_ilar to (a) except g_S_ wallboard was screwed 12 in.

on eaters to resilient channels spaced 24 in. on centers perpendicular to

JolsLs.

Total thickness: approximately 13 in.

Area weight: approxi_tely 10.6 Ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

!(a) (b) l I

(a) STC = 39; IIC _ 58; Fire Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - c_bustible

(b).................STC = 50; IIC = 70; Fire Rating: I hr. (est.) - c_bustlble

_E_ARK_: CA_ION - These measurements were conducted in the laboratory

where struct_e-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installaslons cannot perfo_ as effectlvely unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are mlni_zed. (See _ext.)
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_"_PE : W_DE_ JOIST

TEST REF: 6-_IT 3)

r DESCRIPTION: 2- by lO-in, wooden Joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor

aide, i/2-in.-thick plywood suhfloor nailed 6 in. on centers to Joists,

[' approxlm_ately 3/8-1n.-thick flbered glass board adhered to plywood subfloor, !_

I/2-1n.-thlck tongue-and-groove plywood underlayment stapled 12 in. on centers _'i

along the JolntB; approx_amtely I/2-1n.-thiek oak wood flooring on plywood !i:

!i underlayment. On the ceiling side s i/2-1n.-thick gypsum wallboard nailed

!i 6 in, on centers to Joists. Joints of S_S= board taped a.d finished. ';_

i_ To_al thlckne.s: 12 3/8 in.

_ Area weight: 10.7 Ib/ft 2

L

i

;I STC " 411 IIC " 38; Fire Rating: 45 nd.. (est.) - combustible

:_ RE_ARK_: Our Informstlos indicates some slight differences between

individual structures measured for airborne and impact sound insulation

_ respectively; howeverp these differences should not affect the results

_'_ significantly.
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST, RESILIENT CEILING i

TEST REF: 3-(717)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 8-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor

side, 3/4-in.-thlck wood subfloor_ a layer of building paper, and 3/4-in.-thick _:
-!

tongue-and-groove fir finish flooring. On the ceiling side_ resilient runners _-1

_ bridged across Joists and nailed 12 in. on centers to the Joists; 5/8-in.-thlek :i

gypsum wallboard screwed to resilient runners, with all Joints taped and :_

r:finished. :j

Total thickness: approximately 10 i/2 in.

Area weight: 10.1 ib/f_ 2 _'i

T,

.q

% STC = 45; IIC = 44; Fire Rating: 45 min. (est.) - combustible

REMARKS : CAIYEION - These measurements were conduc=ed in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field ins_allatlons cannot perform as effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are minimized. (See text.)
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST WITH INS_ATION, RESILI_T CEILING :_

TEST REF: (a) 8-(224-2-65, 224-i-65); (b) 8-(224=4-65, 224-3-65) i

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 8-in. wooden joists 16 in, on centers with 3-in.-thlck

flbered glass blankets stapled between Joists. On the floor side, 5/8-1n.

Congue-and-groove, C-D plugged plywood nailed 6 in. on centers along periphery i

and I0 in. on centers at other bearings, 3/8-in.-thlck A-C plywood underlayment

stapled 6 in. on centers, O.07S-in.-thick vinyl sheet floor covering. On the

ceiling side, resilient channels 24 in. on centers screwed perpendicular to

joists, 5/8-in. gypsum hoard screwed 12 in. on centers to channels. All Joints

taped and finished with the entire periphery caulked and sealed.

Total thickness: approximately i0 1/8 in.

Area weight: 8.9 lb/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the 3/8-in. plywood underla_ent

and vinyl sheet were replaced with an all-hair pad (40 oz/yd 2) and an all-wool

pile (44 oz/yd 2) carpet. The total weight'of the carpet was 4.14 ib/yd2 and

the total thickness was 3/8 in.

Total thickness: apprex_ately i0 1/2 in.

Area weight: 8.6 lh/ft 2

,,-i-, ............................................
I

(a)"' STC m 45; IIC = 44; Fire Rating: I hr. (est.) - combustible

(b) ................STC = 47; IIC _ 69; Fire Rating: I/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

REMARKS: CAUTION - These measurements were conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installments cannot perform as effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are minimized. (See text.)
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST, RESILIENT CEILING

TES_ REF: (a) 3-(718); (b) 3-(719); (c) 3-4720 )

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 6-1n. wooden floor Joists 16 in. on c_nters. On the

floor side, 5/8-1n.-thlck plys=ore nailed to Joists, 1/2-1n.-thiek wood fiber

board (approximate de,slty 20.0 Ib/ft 3) stapled to subfloor, I/2-1n.-thick

plywood underlayment glued to fiber board, and 3/32-1n.-thick vinyl floor

covering. On the ceiling side, resilient clips, 24 in. on centers, held 1-

by 2-1n. furring strips, parallel with Joists, to which 5/8-1n. gypsum

wallboard was screwed 12 in. on centers; all joints taped and finished.

(b) Similar to Ca) except the i/2-1n.-thick plywood underlayment

board and the I/2-in.-thlek wood fiber board were nailed directly to the

5/8-in.-thlck plyscore subfloor.

Total thickness: approximately i0 in.

Area weight: 9.3 Ib/ft2

(c) Similar to (a) except the resilient clips were omitted and

the 5/8-1n. gypsum wallboard was nailed, 7 in. on centers, dlree_ly to the

floor Joists. All Joints taped and finished.

Total thickness: 8 3/8 in.

Area welgh_: 9.5 ib/f_2
/

(a) (c)

(a) STO = 52; IIC = 48; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.) - combustlble

(h) ................STC = 50; IIC = 47; Fire Ratlns: 45 mln. (est.) - combustible

(c) STC = 38; IIC = 34; Fire Rating: 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

REMARKS: CAUTION - These measurements wore conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perform as effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are minimized. (See text.)
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TYPE : WOODIN JOIST WI_{ INSULATION, SEP_JtATE CEILING JOIST

TEST REF: 6-(FIT 6)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 8-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers wlth approximately

3-1n.-thick fibered glass blankets stapled between Joists. On the floor slde_ !iI

i/2-1n.-thick plywood subfloor nailed 8 in. on centers to Joists, 25/32-1n.-

thick oak wood flooring on plywood. On the ceiling side, 2- by 4-in. wooden _.:

ceiling joists, 24 in. on centers, staggered between floor joists; I/2-1n.-

thick gypet_n wallboard nailed to ceiling joists. Joints of 8yps_n board taped

and finished. _.i

: Total thickness: approximately 11 3/4 in.,j

Area weight: 13.0 ib/ft 2 !:
i
.}

r

STC = 44; IIC = 43; Fire Rating: i/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

!_ REMARKS : These measurements were conducted in the field. Exact

I! '_' dimensions of some components not clearly specified in reference.
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TYFE : WOODEN JOIST, CARPET AND pAD, INSULATED HANG_G CEILING i:

TEST REF: 8-(224-14-65_ 224-15-65) r,

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 8-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on =enters. On the floor side, :

i i/8-£n.-thlck regular C-D rough plywood nailed 6 in. on centers along periphery

and 16 in. on cen_ers at other besrings_ plywood covered with an all-halt pad

_' (40 oz/yd 2) and an all*wool pile (44 oz/yd 2) carpet. The total weight of the

carpet was 4.14 Ib/yd 2 and the total thickness was 3/8 in. On the ceiling

side, 2- by 4-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers staggered S in. on centers

i relaCive =o the floor Joists, 3-1n,-thlek flbernd glass blankets stapled

! between ceiling jolsts_ 5/8-in.-thlek gypsum wallboard nailed to ceiling

I Joists. All joints taped and finished and thn entire periphery of the panel

t caulked and sealed. The ceiling wa_ .upported independently from the floor8true,urn.

Total thickneBs: approxima_ely 12 3/8 in. ,_

Area wolght: 10,7 lh/ft 2

/////////;_;5;_H////////.,//_////_ I

._ Y//// _X+ /////////_////////_/// "/L_/

STC = 52; IIC = 80; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.)- eombusClble
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TYPE: WOOD_JOISTj CONCRETE WITH CARPET AND pAD

TEST REF: 8-(224-30-65, 224-29-65)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 8-1n, wooden joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor

side, 5/g-ln.-thlck tongue-and-groove, C-D plugged plywood nailed 6 in. on

centers along periphery and 10 in. on centers at other bearings, 1 5/8-in.- i

think perllte sand concrete, approx. 72 Ib/ft 3, over 4 mll polyethylene film

on plywood, concrete covered with an a11-halr pad (40 oz/yd 2) and an all-wool

pile (44 oz/yd 2) carpet. The total weight of the carpet wan 4.14 Ib/yd 2 and

the total thickness was 3/8 _n. On _he ceiling side, 5/8-1n.-thlek gypsum

wallboard nailed to Joists, All Joints taped and finished and the entire

periphery of the panel caulked and sealed.

Total thickness: approximately ii 1/2 in.

Area weight: 18.4 Ib/ft 2

it//(t.,,'/l')l!//lll...IJ,H:

,///J/.

STC - 47; IIg - 66_ Fire Rating: 45 rain. (est.) - cumbustible

F-49
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TY_: WO_ JOIST WITH INS_ION, C_CR_E FLOOR, RES_I_ CEIL_G

TEST _F: (a) 8-(224-31-65, 224-34-65); (b) 8-(224-28-65, 224-27-65);
(c) 8-(224-22-65, 224-23-65)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 8-in. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers with 3-in.-thick
fibered glass blankets stapled between Joists. On the floor side, 5/8-1n.

tongue-_d-grooved pl_ood nailed 6 in. on centers alonE periphery and I0 in. 3
on centers St other bearings, 1 5/8-in.-thick perlite s_d concrete, 72 ib/ft ,

slab over 4 _l polyethylene fi_ on pl_ood, 0.075-in. vinyl sheet glued to
concrete slab. _ the ceiling side, resilient channels screwed perpendicular
to joists 24 in. on centers, 5/8-1n. g_s_ wallboard screwed 12 in. on csnters
to channels; all Joints taped and f_ished and the periphery caulked and sealed.

Total thic_ess: approxi_tely ii 3/8 in.
Area weight: 17.9 Ib/ft 2

(b) s_ilar to (a) except the vinyl sheet was replaced with an
all-halt pad _O oz/yd2) and _ all-wool pile (44 oz/yd 2) carpet. The total

weight of the carpet was 4.14 Ib/yd 2 and the total thickness was 3/8 in.

Total _ichness: approximately 12 in.
Area weight: 20.3 ib/ft 2

(c) S_ilar to (b) except 1 5/8-1n. fo_ed concrete, I00 Ib/ft 3,
sl_ was used.

Total t_ckness: approxi_tely 12 1/8 in.
Area weight: 22.1 ib/ft 2

///////////_

(a) STC = 50; lit = 47; Fire Rating: 45 min. (est.) - combustible

(b).................STC = 53; IIC = 74

(c) STC = 46; lit = 85

_MAR_: CA_ZON - These measur_ents were conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negliglble. Resiliently hung
ceiling structures in field installations cannot perfo_ as effectively unless
flanking paths alon S vertical wails are minimized. (See text.)
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TYPE: WOODEN JOZSTp FLOATING FLOOR

_EST REF: (a) I-(S311_ $312); (b) I-($407-$410)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 8-1n. wooden joi_ts 16 in. on centers. On the floor

side, 7/8-1n._thlek tongue-and-groove wood flooring on approximately 1-in.-

_hlck hitt_sen-bonded glass-wool quilt, i- by 2-in. wooden battens nailed to

underside of wood floor/0ng m/dway between the Joists, On the ceiling side_

i/2-1n, layer of plaster on expanded metal lath.

To_al thickness: spprox/_nately I0 in.

Area welgh_: 13 lb/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except there was a 2-1no layer of sand,

!
96 Ib/ft 3, between Joists.

'_ Total thlc_ess: npprox_tely i0 In.

_r Area weight: 30 lb/ft 2

(a_ ,!STO - 46; IIC- 46; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.) - combustible :

(b_ _JgR_STC m 50; IZC _ 57; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.) - combustible

REMA_S: The plotted curves are the average values of field measurements ,

of four nominally identical structures of type (a) and of eight nominally

identical structures of type (b). The shaded areas indiaate the spreads of

the measur_ents •
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST WITH _SULATIGN, FLOATING FLOOR, RESILIENT CEILING

TEST REF: 8-(224-10-65, 224-9-65)

DESCRIPTION: 2- by 8-1n. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers with 3-1n.-thlck

flbered glass blankets stapled between Joists. On the floor side, I/2-1n.

square-edged C-D rough plywood nailed 6 in. on centers along periphery and -r

I0 in. on centers at other bearings, I/2-1n. cane fiber board stapled 24 in.

on centers to plywood, 2- by 3-1n. furring s£rlps glued 16 in. on centers to

fiber board parallel to and midway between joists, 25/32-in.-thlck wood strip <-

flooring. On the ceiling side, resilient channels, 24 in. on centers, screwed i!

perpendicular to Joists, 5/8-1n. gypsLn_ wallboard screwed 12 in. on centers to i"
f

channels. All joints taped and finished and the entire periphery of the panel I

: caulked and sealed, i_

Total thickness: approximately 12 3/4 in.

Ib/ft 2u Area weight: 13.0C

l,

r: -- • • , ..1

_._/ _E_,_..__'_,_'_',;_._,_._?__r,".,._I

STC = 52; IIC = 51; Fire Rating: 45 mln. (est.) - combustible

REMARKS: CAUTION - These measurements were conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perform es effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are minimized. (See text.)
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TYPE: WOODEN JOIST WITH INSULATION, FLOATING FLOOR, RESILIENT CEILING

TEST REF: (a) 8-(224-6-65, 224-5-65); (b) 8-(224-8-65, 224-7-65)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 2- by 8-1n. wooden Joists 16 in. on centers with 3-in.-thi¢l

fibered glass blankets stapled between Joists. On the floor side, i/2-1n.

plywood nailed 6 in. on centers along periphery and 16 in. on centers at other

bearings, I/2-in. cane fiber board stapled 24 In. on centers to plywood, 2- by

3-1n. furring strips slued 16 in. on centers to fiber hoard parallel to and

midway between Joists_ 5/g-in. tongue-and-groove_ C-D plugged plywood underlay-

meat nailed 6 in. on centers at edges and I0 in. on centers at other bearings,

.075-in. vinyl sheet adhered to underlayment. On the ceiling side, resilient

channels, 24 in. on centers, screwed perpendicular to Joists, 5/8-1n. gypsum

wallboard screwed 12 in. on centers to channels. All Joints taped and finished

and the periphery of the panel caulked and sealed.

Total thickness: 12 3/4 in.

Area weight: 10.9 Ib/ft 2

(b) Similar to (a) except the vinyl sheet was replaced with an

all-hair pad (40 oz/yd 2) and an all-wool pile (44 oz/yd 2) carpet. The total

weight of the carpet was 4.14 Ib/yd 2 and the tots1 thickness was 3/8 in.

Total thickness: approxlmatsly 13 1/2 in.

Area weight: 11.7 Ib/ft 2

N
I

(a) (b)

(a) STC m 52; IIC m 49; Fire Ratlns: 45 min. (est.) - combusti_la

(b)................ST0 = 51; IIC = 78

REeLeRS: CAUTION - These measurements were conducted in the l,horatory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negllgible. Resiliently hung

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perform as effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are minimized. (See text.)
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2C 125 250 500 IK N2K,o' 4K

FREQUENCY,Hz
*i/3-octave band data no_a1£zed to A= _ lOm2
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TYPE : STEEL JOIST

TEST REF: (a) 3-(721-A); (b) 3-(722-A)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 8-1n. steel Joists 16 in. oi] centers. (Joists had 2-1n.-

wide support flanges at top and bottom, 2 I/4-1n. diameter holes 30 in. on

centers in 1/16-1n.-thick body.) On the floor side, 1 11/32- by 23 1/4-in.

compressed homogeneous paper pulp building board (approximate density

26.1 lh/ft 3) nailed 8 in. on centers perpendicular to the joists, I/8-in.-

thick hardboard glued to building board, a single layer of 15 Ib felt building

paper glued to hardboard, and i/8- by 9- by 9-in. vinyl asbestos tile glued

to felt paper. On the ceiling side, I/2-1n.-thlck gypsum wallboard nailed

12 in. on centers with all Joints taped and finished.

Totsl thickness: 10 1/8 in.

Area weight: approximately 8.5 ib/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

(b) Similar to (a) except the steel Joists were 24 in, on

centers and the building board was i 27/32 in. thick.

Total thickness: i0 5/8 in.

Area weight:, approximately 9 lh/ft 2 (Not specified in reference.)

1
1

(a) STC = 35-38 (est.); IIC = 40; Fire Rating: Not available

(b).......... IIC = 45; Fire Rating: Not available

REMAR}_: STC estimated on basis of measurements of similar structures

with 2- by lO-In, wuoden Joists replacing steel joists. See F-36 and F-37.
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/

TYPE: STEEL JOIST, CARPET AND pAD _
i

TEST REF: (a) 3-(721-B); (b) 3-(722-B)

DESCRIPTION: (n) 8-1n. steel joists 16 in. on centers. (Joists same as

those used in previous report.) On the floor side, 1 11/32- by 23 I/4-in.

i_ compressed homogeneous paper pulp building board (approximate density 26.1

Ib/ft 3) nailed 8 in. on centers perpendicular to the Joists; building board

covered with a foam rubber carpet pad and nylon carpet. The carpet pad had
an uncompressed thickness of 1/4 in., hacked with a woven jute fiber cloth.

i The nylon carpet had l/8-in, woven backing and i/4-1n, looped pile spaced

7 loops per inch with a total thickness of 3/8 in. On the ceiling side,

i/2-in.-thick gypsum wallboard nailed 12 in. on centers with all Joints

taped and finished.

Total thickness: 10 1/2 in.

Area weight: approximately 9 bb/ft2 (Not specified in reference.)

(b) Similar to (a) except the steel Joists were 24 in. on

centers and the building board was 1 27/32 in. thick.

Total thickness: 11 in.

Area weight: approximately lO Ib/ft2 (Not specified in reference.)

(a) STC = 35-38 (est.); IIC = 58; Fire Rating: Not available

(b) ................ IIC = 63; Fire Rating: Not available

REMARKS : STC estimated on basis of measurements of similar structures with

2- By lO-in, wooden Joists replacing steel Joists. See F-36 and F-37.
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TYPE: STEEL JOIST WITH CONCRETE FLOOR

TEST REF: (a) 8-(136-6-63, 136-4-63); (b) 8-(136-6-63, 136-5-63)

DESCRIPTION: (s) 2 1/2-1n0-thlck sand gravel concrete_ 148 ib/fC 3, on 28

gauge corrugated steel units supported by 14-in. steel bar Joists; I/8-1n.-

thick asphalt tile cemented to concrete. On the ceiling side, 3/4-in. furring '"
i

_: channels, 13 1/2 in. on centers, wlre-tled to Joists, 3.4 Ib/yd 2 di_ond mesh metal

_, lath wlre-tled to furring channels; 9/16-in. coat of perllte gypsm, plaster _r,
i

with 1/16-1n. white=coat finish.

}i (h)Slmilar to (a) except the asphalt tile was replaced with a
h

carpet and felt pad. i_
Total thickness: 18 9/16 in. _i

Area weight: 40.9 ib/ft 2 [_

I /N
i:

(s) STC - 49; lie = 35; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est,) f!

(h)................ IlC. 64

REMARKS: The airborne STLmeasurements were made without the floor

coverings; however, these provide little additional airborne sound insulation

and the data are applicable to the above structures. See F-57 for similar

structure with perllte concrete.
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q"f_ : STE_ JOIST WI_ CONCR_E FLOOR

TEST _F: Ca) 8-(136-3-63, 136-I-63); (b) 8-C136-3-63 , 136-2-63)

DESCRI_ION: (a) 2 i/2-in.-thlck perllte concrete, 72 ib/ft 3, on 28 gauge

corrugated steel units stJpported by 14-1n. steel bar Joists; i/8-1nl-thi=k

asphalt tile cemented to concrete, On the ceiling side, 3/4-in. furring

channels, 13 1/2 in. on centers, wlre-tied to Joists, 3.4 Ib/yd 2 diamond

mesh metal lath wlre-tled to furring channels, 9/16-in. coat of plaster with

1/16-in. white-coat finish.

(h) Similar to Ca) except the asphalt tile was replaced with

a carpet and felt pad.

Total thickness: 18 9/16 in.

Area weight: 23.2 ib/ft 2

J

//N :

m

(a) STC = 47; IIC - 37; Fire Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

(b) ................. nC - 59

REMAR}CS: The airborne STLmeasurements were made without the floor

coverings; however, these provide little additional airborne sound insulation

and these data are appllcable to the above structures. See F=56 for sim/Isr

structure with sand gravel concrete,
F-57
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_PE: STE_JOIST, CONCRETE WITH C_PET AND PAD
[

_ST _F: 8-(224-38-65, 224-37-65)
l

DESCRI_ION: 18-1n. steel joists 16 in. on centers. On the floor side,

5/8-in.-thick C-D rou8h pl_ood nailed to Joists, 1 5/8-1n.-thlck foamed

. concrete, I00 Ib/ft3_ slab constructed on the pl_ood; concrete covered with
an all-halt pad (40 oz/yd 2) and an all-wool pile (44 oz/yd 2) carpet. The

total weisht of the carpet was 4.14 ib/yd 2 and the total thickness was 3/8 In.

On the ceiling side, 5/8-1n.-thlck g_s_ wallboard nailed to joists. All

Joints taped and finished and the entire periphery of the panel caulked and

sealed.

Total thickness: approximately 21 i/2 in.

Area weight: 20,4 ib/ft 2

Ik

[]///////////I/////////////////////////11

0

[ o

i/////////////i/Z,,///////////////Zz//l
f

STO - 47; IIC = 62 I Fire Rating: l hr. (est.) - combustible

t

f
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_: CONCRETE SUB ON STEEL JOISTS

_ST _F: (n) 3-(725); (h) 3-(726); (c) 3-(727)

DESORI_ION: (a) 7-1n. steel bar joists spaced 27 in. on centers. _ the

floor side, 3/8-1n. metal rib lath attached to top of Joists, and 2-1n,-thlck

poured concrete floor. _ the ceilln 8 side, resilient clips attached toi.
joists held 3/4-in. metal furring channels 16 in. on centers; 3/8- by 16- by

48-in. plain S_sum lath held with wire clips and sheet metal end joint clips;

7/16-in. sanded g_s_ plaster _d 1/16-1n. whlte-coat finish.

Total thickness: approximately 12 in.

Area weight: 40.2 ib/ft 2

(h) Similar to (a), except different resilient clips held

the 3/4-in. metal furr_g ch_nels.

Total thickness: approxi_tely ii 1/2 in.

Area weight: 39.2 !5/ft 2

i (c) Similar to (a)except the 3/4-in. metal furring chapels

were wlre-tled directly to the bottom of the Joists.

To_al thickness: approxi_tely ii in.

Area weight: 38._ lb/ft 2

f
!a) o I (h) _ / (c)

f

f
[ (a) STC = 48; _IC = 32; Fire Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (est,)
|

(b)................STC = 51; IIC = 35

(c) STC = 48; _IC = 33

.... F-59



i
TYPE : CONCRETE SLAB ON STEEL JOISTS WITH FLOOR COVF/I_NGS

TEST REP: (a) 3-(727); (h) 3-(727-A); (c) 3-(727-B); (d) 3-(727-D)

DESCRIPTION: (a) 7-1n. steel bar joists spaced 27 in. on centers. On the

floor aide, 3/8-i11. metal rib lath attached to top of Joists, and 2-1n.-thick
[J

poured concrete floor. On the ceilin 8 side, 3/4-in. metal furrln S channels

wlre-tled to Joists 16 in. on centers; 3/8- by 16- by 48-in. plain gypsum
J

lath held with wire clips and sheet metal end Joint clips; 7/16-in. sanded ii

I gypst_m plaster and 1/16-1n. whlte-coat finish. _i

Total thickness_ approximately Ii in. _
:7

I Area weight: 38.2 Ib/ft 2 [_

(b) Structure (a) with I/8-in.-thick vinyl asbestos tile
ii

glued to cone=erefloor. !I
Total thickness: approximately ll 1/8 in.

(c) Structure (a) with nylon carpeting and foam rubber pad !:

placed oll the floor. The carpet pad bad an uncompressed thickness of 1/4 in.p i_"

backed with a woven Jute fiber cloth. The carpet had i/8-1n, woven hacklns

and i/4-1n, looped pile spaced 7 loops per inch with a total thlchness of 3/8 in.

Total thickness: approximately ll 5/8 in.

Area weight: 39.0 Ib/ft 2

(d) Structure (a) with i/4-1n.-thlck cork tile glued to

concrete floor.

Total thickness: approximately ll 1/4 in.

(a) STC = 48; IIC = 33; Fire Rating: I 1/2 hrs. (est.)

(h) ................ IIC - 38

(c)..... STC = 46; llC = 74

(d)........ IIO , 47

REMARKS: See preceding data sheet for variations in ceilln E application.
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TYPE: STE_ JOIST WITH INSULATION, CAPET AND PAD, RESILIENT CEILING

TEST REF: 8-(224-36-65, 224-35-65)

DESCRIPTION: i8-1n, steel joists 32 in. on centers with 3-in.-thlck flbered

glass blankets placed between joists. On the floor side, 1 I/8-1n.-thick

tongue-and-groove plywood (grademarked 2-4-I) nailed to _olsts; pl_ood

covered with an all-hair pad (40 oz/yd 2) and an all-wool pile (44 oz/yd 2)

carpet. The total weight of the carpet was 4.14 ib/yd 2 and the total thickness

was 3/8 in. On the ceiling side, resilient furring channels_ 24 in, on centers,

screwed perpendicular to joists. S/8-1n.-thlck gypsum wallboard screwed 12 in.

on =enters to channels. All Joints taped and finished and the entire periphery

of the panel caulked and sealed.

Total thlcknese: approximately 21 in.

Area weight: 10.5 ib/ft 2

I............................................................J

r//////////////H/i///I_//IHII/I//IA _
0

'_-_

°
.,'/////I/////////////////////////¢_

5TC - 47; IIC = 69; Fire Eating: 45 min. (est.) - combustible

REMARICS: CAUTION - These measurm_ents wore conducted in the laboratory

where structure-borne flanking transmission was negligible. Resllien_ly hun_.

ceiling structures in field installations cannot perfoz_n as effectively unless

flanking paths along vertical walls are minimized. (See text,)
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INDEX I. Sound Transmission Class of Wall Constructions '

Type Code:
L

a. wooden stud f. plaster J. fiber board .

b. metal stud g. gypsum wallboard k. lead :_,
c. masonry h. w/resillent element I. gypsum core board ,
d. concrete I. absorbent blankets or fill m. double wall :
e. staggered stud

STC Type Data Sheet No. STC Type Data Sheet No, ,

!_ 63 d,f W'4 52 a,f,h W-41 (a) _:

52*' b,g,j W-59 ii
i

62* elf,J,m W-23 52 b,g,1 W-61 '

60* e,d,f,m W-26 52* b,g,l W-64
52 b,e,s,l W-68 (b)

56 e W-7

51 c,f,b W-18 (a)
56* c,f W-8

51 a,f,h W-41 (b)
56* g,i,l,m W-87

51 _,f W-44 (a)

55* b,g,i W-62 (b) 51 b,g,h,i W-67

55* b,g,i W-63 51 g,l,m W-83

• 54* c,f,m W-22 (b) 50 c,k W-12 (b)

!_ 54 b,f,h W-52 50 a,f,h W-41 (c)

[1 54 b,e,g,i W-68 (a) 50* b,g,J W-57

54" g,l,l,m W-86 50" b,g,J W-58 (a)

50 b,s,i W-60

53* d,f W-2 50 g,i,l,m W-85 (b)
53 c,f,h W'I5 (b)

53 a,f,h W-41 (d) 49 e,f,h W-17 (b)

53 b,g,i W-66 49* c,f,m W-22 (a)

52* d,f,J W-3 48 c,d W'9

52* c,f W-6 48 a,g,k W-28 (c)

52 c,f_h W-18 (b) 48 a,e,f,i W-36 (b)

_] 52* e,f,h,i W-20 48 a,g,h W-39 (b)

[,t] 52* c,f,m W-25 48 a,f,h W-40 (b)

*Field meaeuremeac.
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INDEX I. Sound Transmission Class of Wall Constructions (Continued)

Type Code:

a. wooden stud f. plaster J, fiber board
b. metal stud g. gypsum wallboard k. lead

c. masonry h. w/resilient element i. gypsum core board
d. concrete i. absorbent blankets or fill m. double wall

e. s_aggered stud

STC Type Data Sheet No. ST._CC Type Data Sheet No.

48 b,f,k W-43 (c) 45 c,d W-10 (b)

48 b,g W-46 45 e,f W-If(b)

48* bsf,h W-51 (b) 45 e,f,h W'I6

48* b,f_h,i W-53 45 a,f,i W-38

48* b,g,i W-65 45 b,f,h W-50 (a)

48 b,f W-72 45* h,g,i W-62 (a)

45 g,i_l,m W-84
47 d W-i

45 g,l,m W-85 (a)
47 c,f,h W-17 (a)

47* c,f,h W-I9 44 c W-12 (a)

47 a,g,k W-28 (b) 44 a,f W-30 (b)

47 a,f,k W-31 (b) 44 a,e, g W-34 (a)

47 a,g,h W-39 (a) 44 a,e,g W-34 (b) ;

44 a,e,g W-35 (a)

47 b,f W-44 (b) 44 a,f,h W-40 (a)
47* b_f,h,i W-48

44* b,f,h W-50 (b)

47* b,f,h W-S1 (a) 44 g.l,k W-81 (b)
47 b,g W-55 (b)

47* b,g W-56 _3 c,d W-10 (a)

47* b,g,J W-58 (b) %3* c,f,h W-18 (c)

47 b,f,m W-73 (a) %3* d,J,m W-21

_3" c,f,m W-24
46 c,f W-If(a)

_3 a,e,f W-35 (b)
46 o,f,h W-15 (a)

46 a,f W-30 (a) _3 a,e,f W-36 (a)

46 a,f W-31 (a) _3 b,f,k W-43 (h)

46 a,f,k W-31 (e) _3 b,f,h W-47

46 a,e,g,i W-37 _3 b,f,h W-49

46 b,f W-70 (a) _3 b,f W-70 (b)

*Field measurement 6



INDEX Z. Sound Transmission Class of Hall Cons_ructlons (Continued)

Type Code:

a. wooden stud f. plaster j. fiber board
b. metal stud g. gypsum wallboard k. lead

c. masonry h. w/resillent element I. gypsum core board
d. concrete i. absorbent blankets or fill m. double wall

e. staggered stud

STC Type Data Sheet No. STI Type Data Sheet No.

42* c,f W-5 37 a,g W-27

42 c,f W-14 (a) 37_ b.f W-45 (b)

42 s,f_J W-33 37_ b,e,g W-69

42 b,f W-44 (c) 37 b,f W-TE (a)

42 b,e,f W-71 37 g,l W-82 (b)

41 a,g W-32 (b) 36 a,g W-29

41 b,f W-42 (e) 36 f W-74 (a)

41 b,f W-43 (s) 36 b,f W-76 (a)

41 b,g W-55 (a) 36 b,f W-76 (b)

36 S,I W-S0

40 c,f W-IE

40 a,g W-32 (a) 34_ c,f W-14 (b)

34 f W-79 (a)

39 a,g W-27

39 a,g W-28 (a) )3 g,l W-82 (a)

39 b,f W-42 (a)
)2* b,f W-77 (b)

39 b,f,i W-42 (b) .

39 b,g W-54 (a) 31 f W-74 (b)

39 b,f W-77 (a) 31 b,f W-78 (a)

3B a,g W-27
_9 b,f W-75 (b)

38 b,f W-45 (a) _9" b,f W-78 (b)

38 b,s W-54 (b)

38* b,f,m W-73 (b)

38 f W-79 (b)

3B g,l W-S1 (a)

*Field measurement.
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INDEX If. Sound Transmission Class of Floor-Ceiling Constructions

Type Code:

a. wooden joist e. gypsum hoard ceiling
b. metal Joist f. w/resillent elements

c. concrete or masonry g. w/aboorbent blankets
d. plaster ceiling h. w/separate ceilins Joists

STC T_pe Data Shee_ No. STi ill___( .Type Data Sheet No.
i

55* c,d,f F-14 50' 49_ c,d,f F'29

55* c,d,f F'I9 50' 48_ c,d F-16

. 50 47 a,e,f F-46 (b)
54* c,d,f F-17 (h)

50 47 a,c,e,f,g F-50 (a)
54* c,d F-13 (a)

50_ 46_ c,d F-20 (c)
54* c,d F-6

49_ 489 c,d F-9
53 a,c,e,f,g F=50 (b)

49 46 a,e,f,g F-40 (b)
53* c,d,f F'I7 (a)

49 35 b,c,d F-56 (a)

, 53* e,d F-13 (b) _99 30_ c,d F-15

' 52 a,e,g,h F-48 _9_ 26_ c,d F-5 (b)

52 a,e,f,g F-52
_S_ 47* c,d F-12

52 a,e,f,g F-53 (a) _8 33 b,c,d F-59 (c)
52 a,e,f F-46 (a)

_iii 52* c,d,f P-18 (a) _8 33 b,c,d F-60 (a)
_8 32 h,c,d,f F-59 (a)

51 78 a,e,f,g F-53 (b) _7 69 s,e,f,g F-45 (b)

51" 58* e,d F-7 (b) _7 69 b,e,f,g F-61

51* 53* c,d,f F-IO _7 66 a,e_f F-41 (b)

51" 48* c,d F-7 (a) _7 66 a,c,e F-49

51" 47* c F-4 _7 62 b,c,e F-58

51 35 b,c,d,f F-59 (b) _7* 60* c,d F-20 (b)

50 70 a,e,f,g F-42 (b) _7" 46* c,d F-5 (c)

50* 57* a,d,f F-51 (b) .7* 42* c,d F-24

50* 53* c,e,f F-25 .7* 40* c,d F-20 (a)
50* 51" c,e F-27

•7 39 a,e,f F-39 (b)

50" 49* c,d,f F'I8 (b) 77. 31*37 c,db'C_d F'sF-57(a)(a)

! *Field measurement.
8
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INDEX If. Sound Transmission Class of Floor-Ceiling Constructions
(Continued)

Type Code:

a. wooden Joist e. gypsum board ceiling i_
b. m_tal Joist f. w/resilient elements !

c. concrete or masonry g. w/absorbent blankets i

d. plaster ceiling h. w/separate ceiling Joists

STC Type Data Sheet No. S_C IIC Type Data Sheet No,

46 a,c,e,f,g F-50 (c) ii 57 a,e F-37 (a)46 b,c,d F-60 (c) _2 a,e F-41 (a)46* c,d F-If a,e F-46 (c)

46* a.d,f F-51 (a)

46* c,d F-23 37 33 a,e F-38 (a)

46* c,d F-21 (a) 37 32 a,e F-39 (a)

46* c,d F-21 (b) 35 39 a,e F-36 (a)

45 a,e,f F-44 35* 36* a,e F-31

45 a,e,f,g F-45 (a) 34* 32* a,e P-30

I 29* 32* a,e F-35 (a)

45* c_d F-26

44* c,d F-28

44* a,e,g,h F-47

44 c F-I (a)

43* a,d F-32 (b)

42* 32* c F-22

41 38 a,e F-43

41" 36* a,d F-32 (a)

40 32 a,e,g F-40 (a)

39 58 a,e,g F-42 (a)

39* 45* a,d F-33 (b)

39* 40* a,d F-33 (a)

39* 37* a,e F-34

*Field measurement.
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INDEX III. Impact Insulation Class of Floor-Ceillng Constructions

Type Code:

a. wooden joist f. w/resilient ceiling element

h. m_tal joist g. w/resilient floor element
c. concrete or masonry h. w/carpeting

d. plaster ceiling i. w/absorbent blankets
e. g_psum board ceiling J. w/separate ceiling joists

Data Data

ZIC STC Type Sheet No. II__( ST__( Type Sheet No.

85 46 a,c,e_fjh,i F-50 (c) 58_ 51_ c,d,h F-7 (b)

58 39 a,e,h,i F-42 (a)

84 44# c,h F-2 l(b) 58 3g_ h,e,h F-55 (a)

80 52 a,e,h,i,J F-48
57_ 55_ c,d,g F-14

80 44# c,h F-2 I(a) 579 504 a,d,g F-51 (h)

78 51 a,e,f,g,h,i F-53 (b) 57 38 a,e,h F-37 (a)

57 381 a,e,h F-37 (b)

74 53 a,c,e_f,h,i F-50 (b)

74 _6 b,c,d,h F-60 (c) 56 38 a,e,h F-41 (a)
56_ 29_ a,e,h F-35 (b)

70 50 a,e,f,h,i F-42 (b)
53_ 55_ e,d,g F-19

69 27 s,e,f,h,i F-45 (b) 53_ 53* c,d,g F-13 (b)

69 27 b,e.f,h,i F-61 53_ 51" c,d,g F-10

53_ 50* c,e,g F-25

66 $7 s,e,f,h F-41 (b) 53 37t a,e,h F-3g (b)

66 $7 a,c,e,h F-49

52 44t c,g F-Y l(e)

64* 54* c,d,g F=I7 (b)

64 29# b,c,d,h F-56 (b) 51. 54* c,d,g F-13 (a)

51 52 a,e,f,g,i F-52

63 _5# b,e,h F-55 (b) 51" 50* c,e F-27

62* _3* c,d,g F-17 (a) 49 52 a,e,f,g,i F-53 (a)

62 _7 b,c,e_h F-58
49* 50* c,d,g F-18 (b)

60* _7* c,d,h F-20 (b) 49* 50* c,d,g F-29
49 _et c,g F-8 (b)

59 _7# b,c,d,h F-57 (b)

*Field measurement.

#Estimated on the basis of similar structures.
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INDEX Ill. Impact Insulation Class of Floor-Ceiling Constructions
(Continued)

Type Code: i

a. wooden Joist f. w/resillent ceiling element
b. metal Joist g. w/resilient floor element

c. concrete or masonry h. w/carpeting
d. plaster ceiling i. w/absorben_ blankets :i

_i e. gypsum board ceiling J. w/separate ceiling joists

Data Data

ZIC STC Type Sheet No. Ty_e Sheet No. .;

48 52 a,e,f,g F-46 (a) a,a,f F-44

48* 51* c,d F-7 (a) a,e,f,i F-45 (a) _

48* 50* c,d F-16

48* 49* c,d,g F-9 c,g F-3 E(c)

48 44t c,g F-3 I(b) c,g F-3 IZ(c)

48 44# c,g F-3 If(b) a,e,i,j F-47

48* 44* c,d F-28 a,d F-32 (b)
a,e F-36 (b)

47* 52* c,d,g F-18 (a)

I 47* 51" c,g F-4 c,d F-24
47 50 a,e,f F-46 (h) c,d F-23 _'

I 47 50 a,c,e,f,i F-50 (a) c,g F-3 IZ(d)

; 47 _8# c,g F-8 (a) c F-3 l(a)

47* _8" c,d F-12
47 _8t b,c,d F'60 (d) 40* 47* c,d F-20 (a)

47* _6" c,d F-If 40* 39* a,d F-33 (a)

40 35% b,e F-54 (a)

46* 50* c,d F-20 (c)

46 _9 a,e,f,i F~40(b) 39 47 a,e,f F-39 (h)

46* _7" c,d,g F-5 (c) 39 35 a,e F-36 (a)

46* _6" a,d,g F-51 (a) 38 48_ b,c,d F-60 (b)

45 _4% c F-2 If(a) 38 41 a,e,g F-43

45* _4T c F-2IX(b)

45 _4# c,g F-3 l(d) 37 47 b,c,d F-57 (a)

45 _4T c,g F-3 II(a) 37* 39* a,e F-34

45* _9" a,d,h F-33 (b)

45 _5t b,e F-54(b)

*Field measurement.

%Estimated on the basis of similar struc=ures.

Ii
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I INDEX Ill. Impact _nsulatlon Class of Floor-Ceillng Constructions
(Continued)

! Type Code:

a, wooden _oist f, w/resillent ceiling element

b. metal Joist g, w/resilient floor element
c. concrete or masonry h. w/carpeting
d, plaster ceiling i, w/absorbent blankets

e. gypsum board ceiling J, w/separate ceiling Joist

Data Data

IIC STC Type Sheet No. IIC ST__C Type Sheet No.

36* 41" n,d F-32 (a) 28* 44# e F-I (d)

36* 35* a,e F-31

26* 49 e c,d F-5 (b)

35* 54* c,d F-6

35 51 b,e,d,f ?-59 (b) 25 44 e ?-i (s)

35 49 b,c,d F-56 (a) 25* 44# c F-I (b)

34 38 a,e,g F-46 (c) 24* _6. e,d F-21 (b)

33 48 b.e,d F-59 (c)

33 48 b,e,d F-60 (a)

33 37 a,e F-38 (a)

32 48 b,c,d,f F-59 (a)

32* _2" c F-22

32 _0 a,s,i ?-40 (a)

32 37 a,s F-39 (a)

32* 34* a,e F-3O

32* 29* a,e F-35 (a)

31" _7" c,d ?-5 (a)

31" _5" e,d F-26

30* _9* c,d F-15

30* _6" c,d F-21 (a)

29 _4% i e F-I (c)

*Field measurement.

#Estimated on the basis of similar structures.
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Selection of......... 7-15, 8-11
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7-15,16,21, 8-4,19 Airborne .................... 4-1
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Cross Talk in........... 7-17,18 Float_ng ........ 7-4,5,6,8, 8-15
Dauble Wall ......... 7-16,18,22, installation ............. 7-5,8,

8-7,41,44 8-12,19,19
Flow Veloeltlea in---7-14,19,20 Joists ................ 7-8, 8-19

Turbulence in..... 7-14,17,18,19 Mixed Constructlons ........ 8-33
Turalns Vanes in ........... 7-18 Molature Content ............ 7-7
Vibration in......... 7-16,17,18 Nailing ..................... 7-8

Sound Absorbers in
E Csvltlas .............. 7-5

Eleetrleal Squeaking ........... 7-7,8, 8-42

Circui_ Equipment ....... 7-21,22 Food Mixers; ........ 7-2,23, C-6,8
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Elevators ..... 5-4,6,7, 7-21, 8-11

England .................. 9-I0,II FrEquency Band Width .......... 9-8
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16,21,22, 8-25,27,28,41
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Garages ................ 7-21, 8-19 Inertia Blocks ........ iv, 7-7,16,
8-ii,25,29,30

Garbage Cans ................. 8-19
J

Garbage Disposals--7-2,22, 8-1,3,
C-6 Joints, Mortar and Gypsum

Gasket Material Board ....4-2, 6-8, 8-3,25
Doors ................... 8-4,5,6

Ducts .............. 7-18, 8-7,30 Joist Installation ........... 8-19

Floors ................... 7-5,6, L
8-13,16,20,21,_9

Plumblns ............. 7-11, 8-i, Landscaping, Natural ...... 5-1,2,3

2,3,16,36,37,38,40 Laundry Rooms ........... 5-4_ 8-28
Walls ....... 6-8, 7-2, 8-I,43,46
Windows ................. 8-51,52 Lighting Fixtures

Flourascent ................ 8-28
Germany ...................... 9-1,2 Switches ................ 8-11,28
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Grilles .................. 7-19,20, Market Resistance ............. I-i
8-7,8,9,19,25

Masking Noise ........ iv, 6-4,5,6,
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Heating Systems Mass Law .......... 5-8, 6-6,7, 7-1
Central Installation of .... 7-14
Closet Installation of .... 7-13, Measurements
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I Noise ...... 7-12,14, 8-19, C-2,9 Levels ....... I0-2.3, II-I

Lab vs Field ............ if-l,2,I
Appendix B
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Class, IIC ....... iv, 8-12, 4,9,10, 10-I, 11-1,2

10-5,6 Mechanical Equipment, See
Transparent Overlay ........ 10-7 Equlpment,Electro-Mechanlcal
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Floors ........ 4-3, 5-9, 7-3,4,5 8-42
Sources .......... 7-I,2,3, 9-5,6
Walls ....................... 7-2 N

Impact Noise Ratin_, L_R ..... 10-6 Netherlands ............... 9-12,13

Impact Sound Inaulatlon Noi..T ...................... Iv
In Foreign Codes .... 9-7 to 9-21 Acceptable Levels .......... 2-3,
Measurement of ....... 9-6, i0-2, 6-6, 9-I,.2, _0-8

3-5, ii-i Barriers.......5-2,4,6-2,8-_
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Indoor Ambient ......... 9-1,2,3,
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_evsls .............. 9-6,7,8, Indoor Sources ........ 1-3, 6-3,
I0-2,3,5, ii-i C-4 to 9

Inclnera_or Chutes ........... 8-19 Intruding ................... 9-I
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Surveys ........... 5-1, 6-6, 9-i Pipe Size ...... 7-11,12, 8-34.39
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6-I,2,4, 9-i, C-lO 8-34

TurbulenC ....... 7-9,11,14,17,18 Pumps .......... 7-10,16, 8-29,54

Noise Control Toilet. ......... 7-Ii. 8-37, C-8

Education in...... 1-2, 5-9, 6-2 Turbulence in ............ 7-9,11
Outdoors .................... 6-2 Valves ...... 7-Ii,12,21, 8-34,59

Nithln Dwellings ........... 6-10 Polishers, Floor .............. C-7

Noisy Areas, Lo¢aClon of---5-4,7, Pretesting ............. 5-10, 7-20

6-10 Psycho'Acoustics ...... 2-2,5, 6-10

Normsldzatlon of Data .... 9-7,8,16 R

Normslissd Level Differences--9-7 Radio ........... 6-3,10, 7-23, C-4

Norway ....................... 9-13 Rain Cutters and Spouts ...... 6-40

O Rccon_cnded Sound lnsulaClon

Ordlncnces_ Anti-Nolso ....... 1-4. Criteria ........ 16-2,8

6-I,2 Refrigerators............7-7, C-6

P Resilient Construction

Plenum or Calming Chambers--7-17, Ceilings ....... 7-4,5,6, 8-3,12,
8-30 15,17,18,20,21,22,

25,28,29,33,40,41
Plenum Spaces ...... 4-2, 6-8_ 8-34 Elements ..... 6-7, 7-2,4,5,6,22,

Plumbln S.......... 7-1,5,6,9, 8-34 6-12,17,40

Air Chambers ........... 7-12,23, Floors ..... 5-8, 7-3,4,8,6,8,11,
8-2,36.39 8"12,15,20,21,22,

_Cavicatlon .................. 7-9 33,36,37,38,40

(,Da&ign ..................... 7-12 Walls ........ 5-8, 6-7,8, 7-2,5,
" Drains ...... 7-10,12, 8-37,38,40 8-13,14,20,21,22,

Entrapped Air .............. 7"10 40,46,A8,49,50
EXpanslon and Concraction--?-lO
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Page Pa_e

Resonance ................ iv, 7-16 _nsulation ............ iv, l-l,+,
Cabinets ................... 7-22 2-2, 5-8) 6-3,4,6,7,

Duets ................... 7-14,17 8,9, 7-3,4,5+6,21, 8-12:4
;: Floors ............... 3-3, 7-1,3 Intensity of ......... 2-2,3, 3-i+

•_ Walls .................. 3-3, 6-7 2,3, 6-3, 7-5,19, 9-I
+_ Windows ............... 3-3, 8-51 Leaks_ See Noise Leaks,

Reverberant Fields ....2-2, 5-8,9, power Output ......... 5-5,7+ 6-I,!: 7"15,19,Z0
11-2

Reverberation ..... iv, 2-2, 5-8j91 Pressure ........... v, 2-1,2, 3-1
_, 7-16,17, 8-40 Pressure Level---v, 6-4,6, 7-16,

19,20, 9-6,7, I0-2,5,5
Risers .............. 7-16,17, 8-41 Reflection of .......... 2-2, 5-i,

RODS, Shower and Closet ...... 8-42 2,_,4, 7-20

Rollers, Paper ............... 8-4_ Speed of ..................... 2-2garuc_ure-Borne---v_ 2-2, 3-i$2,
ROOFS .......... 6-3, 7-21, 8-38,42 3, 4-i, 5-i0, 7-I,

Room Arrangement ...... 5-4,5, 6-I0 8-I1,40,42,47
Transmission ............ v, 2-1,2

5-I,2, 4-I, 5-7,8,
S 6-9, 7-I, 8-42

Scotland .................. 9-13,14 Wave Propagation ............. 2-i

Sewin_ Machines ......... 7-25, C-7 Sounding Board Effect ....... 5-1,2,

Shavers ....................... C-7 7-11,21

Short Circultln 8.... 4-1,2, 6-7,8, Sound Transmission
_- 9, 7-2,5,6,8,17,18, 8-27,48 Class, STC ....... v, i0-I,2

Ratings ..................... 11-2
Silencers ............. 7-17,1g,22, Transparent Overlay ......... 10-4

8-7,9,41,42
• Sound Tranamlsslon Loss ....v, 6-3,

Site 4,9,10, 9-7, I0_I

j Buildl_ E Orientation ...... 5-5,4 Calculation of---6-5,&,9,10, 9-7
; Selection of................ 5-I Door-Wall Combination ..... 6-9,10

Skeletal Frame of Measurement of ...... 1S-l, 11-1,2

Building ....... 4-1,Z, 7-1,24 Window-Wall
Combination .......... 6-9,10

Sound .......................... iv

Absorption---5-1,2,8, 6-7, 7-5, Speech .................. 5-5,5, C-4
14,16,18_23, 8-7,42 Staircases ............... 5-8, 8-45

Also see Absorbers, Sound

Airborne ......... ill, I-2, 5-i, Stereo Sets .... 3-i, 6-3, 7-25, C-4

2,3_ 4-1, 6-3, 7-I,19,23 Structure-Borne Noise ...... v, 2-2,
At_enuatlon ...... iflp 2-2, 3-I, 3-Ip2,5, 4-1, 5-I0,

6-3,4, 7-3,19 _-I, 8-II,40,42,47

Frequonoy of......... iv, 2-2,5,
3-2,3, 5-2, 6-3,7, 7-8, Subjective Resotlon to Noloe--2-5,

10,14,24, 8-47, 9-I 6-10, 7-9

Suparvielon--l-1, 4-1, 5-9,I0, 6-9
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Sweden ....................... 9-14 Walls ............... 5-8, 6-6, 8-48

Absorbers _n Cavities ........ 6-7
Swiping Pools ........ 7-21, IO-IA

Cinder Block ........ 6-6_7_8_ 8-3
Swlnzerland .................. 9-14 Cracking of.................. 6-8

Curtain ..................... 8-51

T D_uble ............... 6-7, 7-2,16

Tapping Machine ....... 9-6j 10-3,5 Exterior .................... _6-6

Telephoues ......... 6-9, 81_6) C18 _PaC_ _OlSe ................. _12Installation ................. 6-8

Televisions ............ 6-3, 7-23, Isolated Surfaces of.... 6-7, 7-2
8-II,47j C-4 Loadbearlng ............. 4-2, 6-3

Tenant Placement ....I-2_ 5-5, 9-2 Masslve....................6-6,7
Psrty ......................... Iv

TraffiQ Arteries ..... 5-I,4_ 6-1,2 SeallnZ of ........... 6-7,8, 8-34

Train Noise ............. 6-I_ 0-12 8tairoase ................... 8-45

Transformm=s ........... 7-22, 8-47 W_nd
Dicectlon .................... 5-1

T_eea ......................... 5-2 Noise

Turbulanae Noise in Curtain Walls ............. 8-51

Air-Condltlonlng/Heatlng Risers .................... 8-41
Systems ....... 7-14_17,18,19 Windows ............. 4-2, 6-9, 8-51

Plu_blng ................. 7-9_11 Z

U Zoning .................... 5-I, 6-1

Undarcoa_in8 .......... 8-2,5_19,47

Underlayments .......... 7-4,11,16j
8-12 to 22, 8-40j47

U.S.S.R." ................. 9"14,15

V

Vacuum Cleuners ..... 6-3_ 7-3_ C-7
CentraZ System .......... 7-23,24

Vehicle Noise ........... 5-3# 6-i_
2,4, 9-I, C-IO

Ventilatlon ............... 7-21,22

Vent Openings ................ 8-47
See also Diffusers and Grilles

Vibration
Isolators ............. 5-7, 6-7,

7-2_11,_6,20,21,22,23_ 8-47
Low Praquenoy---3-2, 7-22_2$,25
Measurement of.............. 2-1

Source, of........... 2-I, 7-i0_
15,15_17_20_22,24

Transm£eslon Paths .....4-3, 7-i
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APPENDIX A

i
FIRE RESISTANCE PERFORMANCE AND RATINGS !
OF WALL ANDFLOOR-CEILING CONSTRUCTIONS

Prepared by Harry Shoub, National Bureau of Standards ii

The ratings for fire resistance shown for the various structures in

this guide are based on published test data and compiled lists of
ratings. Where it was necessary to estimate ratlngs j they were derived
from the available published material and are indicated as estimates.

Fire endurance tests, which determine the ratings, were conducted

principally under the requirements of ASTM ELI9, Standard Methods of
Fire Testa of Building Construction and Msterlals. AlthouEh deviations
from the standard procedure have occurred, mainly in early fire tests,

the dlfferenees usually have not been of suohmagnltude as to affect the
validity of the results or to require any significant change in the value
of the ratings, Some of the ratings are based on British fire endurance

tests, as specified in British Standard 476: Part i, Fire Tests of
Building Materials and Structures. These tests are conducted under
methods similar to those of ASTM EIIg, with somewhat comparable criteria
of failure. However_ because of differences In the measurement of

temperatures, the results of these tests should be considered as giving
estimated rather than demonstrated fire resistance ratings.

In conducting standard fire endurance tests of a wall, the

_ structure is designed to form one side of a test furnace, so that one ;_
:, face of the wall is exposed to the fire in the furnace. Floors are ;

'_ placed in the top of a specially built furnace In order to expose the
underside or ceiling surface to the fire. The temperature in the
furnace is controlled to follow an established time-temperature curve
having the following points:

Temp. - °F Time - m_n.

i000 5
1300 i0

1550 30
1700 60

_! 1850 120
2000 240

The temperature is taken as the average of at least nine thermocouples

distributed in the furnace near all parts of the test sample. In the
ASTM method the thermocouples are protected in porcelain or metal tubes,
while under the British standard, the thermocouples are placed uncovered

in the furnace. Except in tests of approxlmately 30 min. or less
duration, the less severe exposure of a speclmgn under the British
system would probably cause only a slight deviation in the results,

usually not as great as that which might be attrlbuted to experimental
error.

The mln_uum slze of the exposed surface of a wall is 10g ft2,
wlth

no dimension less than 9 ft. Floors must be at least 180 ft , with
neither side less than 12 ft. Durln E the fire endurance test, a load
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intended to develop the designed working stresses in the structure may

be applled to the wall or floor assembly.
The criteria of failure, which limit the fire resistance of a

strocture_ are as follows:

I. An average temperature rise of 250 degrees F above the initial
temperature on the unexposed surface of a wall or floor_ as measured by
all the thermocouples placed under asbestos cover pads on the unexposed

surface; or a rise of 325 degrees F at any one of the thermocouples.
In tests conducted under British Standard 476, the thermocouples are not

covered. This tends _o resul_ in better apparent performance of the
structure, a fact which has been considered in making estimates of fire
endurance.

2. Stru=tural failure of the wall or floor assembly.
3. The passage of flame or gases hot enough to ignite cotton waste

placed on the unexposed surface.
The fire endurance of a structure determined from the above limiting

crlt_rla is a measure of the performance of the structure in the fire
test, and in no way indicates its suitability for use after the fire
exposure,

The fire _eslstance of a structure is often expressed in a stand-

ardized rating system in which the categories are 30 and 45 mln., and
I, I 1/2, 2, 2 1/2, 3, 4, etc. hours. The 45-mln. and 2 1/2-hr.

categories are sometimes omitted. When using this system, the actual
endurance time exhibited by a structure in the flra test is reduced
to the next lower standard time. A rating of I i/4-hr, has been
indicated in some instances where _he construction is better than that

required for 1 hr. but may not achieve I I/2 hrs. However, some

inequities may occur. For example, structures showing actual fire
endurance times of 3 hrs. 1 min. and 3 hrs. 59 mln. will both be rated

as having 3 hr. fire resistance, while the addition of a single minute
to the endurance time of the latter will increase its rating to 4 hrs.

Some of the ratings shown in the report as 4 hrs. actually represent
a considerably higher fire endurance, bu_ as most building codes have

requirements not exceeding 4 hrs. fire reeistance, references often
express that value as a maximum. In some instances of ratings under 1
hr., the fire endurance has been reduced to the next lower 5-mln.

period, and are shown as such whore available. The indication

"combustible" following a rating signifies that the structure contains

combustible elements of such quantity as to continue flaming after
termlnation of the flre test, or constructed with materials that do not

classify as "noncombustible" in NFPA No. 220-Standard Types of Building
Construction t In the National Fire Codes.

In attempting to assess the fire endurance capability of the
selected floors and walls of this gulde_ it was often found that the
structures for which sound insulation data were available were not

strictly comparable to those on which fire tests had been performed.
Wherever possible, estimates were made of probable performances based
on similarities of construction if no Identlties could be found.

Estimates were made conservatively, so that possible errors would be on
the slde of safety. In the following, some of the general considerations
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i applicable to the determination of the probable fire endurance of
i structures are presented,

In some cases, where the dissimilarity arose from dlfferences in
thickness of protective materials_ the expected performance could be

derived or extrapolated. National Bureau of Standards Report BHS 92,
Fire-Reslstance Classifications of Building Constructions gives methods

of estimating the fire resistance periods for walls of different laminar
components and for homogeneous walls of differing thlcknesses. The
increased fire resistance derived from the addition of plaster coatings
on walls is also indicated.

_: The effectiveness of plaster as a fire protective coating is
i dependent on several factors. The mix is of importance, particularly

with gypsum plasters. A richer mix gives a better fire resistance, which
also may be obtained by the use of perlite or vermiculite aggregate
instead of sand. The method of application of the plaster has a bearing

on _ts effectiveness, as the protection it may provide is lost as soon
as the plaster falls from the flre-exposed surface. This is also true of
gypsum wallboards applied to increase fire resistance. Special gypsum
boards and coreboards are available with greater fire resistance than

that afforded by conventional board products.
The type of aggregate used in concrete determines to a considerable

•xtent its probable fire resistance characteristics. With other factors

equal, concrete made with siliceous aggregates, especially those largely
_: of chert or flint, exhibit the lowest fire endurance, while concrete made
_ with pumice or expanded slag or shale has a considerably greater resist-

anne to the effects of fire. Cinder and calcareous gravel aggregate

/ concrete tend to fall between the extremes in fire performance.
For hollow masonry walls, or hollow units in such walls, the fire

resistance is determln,d principally by the thickness of the solid

_i material In the structure, rather than by the total thickness of nhe wall.
In addition to the fact that small differences in construction may

lead to large variation in fire resistance characterlstlcsj the estah-

i lishment of estimated fire endurance times is often complicated by lack
i! of knowledgs of the criterion of failure by which the basic rating was
:_ determined. It can be seen that if failure of a loaded structure

!i occurred by excessive rise of temperature on the unexposed surface, a
modification of the structure that would Increase its loadbearlng

'' capability would probably not increase the time to failure by heat
transmission.

_n the following listing, by data sheet number_ the fire rating, the

basis or reference for the fire rstlng_ and pertinent information con-

earning the given fire rating are presented. The reference is given
dlre=tly under the fire rating and is indleated by a number which refers

to the llst of fire testing references on p. A-17. Where possible, page,
section or table numbers are included in th_ parenthesis. It should be
noted that the values listed here as ratlng8 are the ratings already

assigned by recognized rating organizations, or which probably would
he allowed by authorised regulatory agencies.
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W-I Rating: approxlmately 30 min. (est.)
l-(p.ll) - 4-1n. solid concrete wall, no reinforcement has l-hr
rating.

W-2 Rating: 3 hrs. (est,)

l-(p.lll) - 5 in, solid concrete wall, no reinforcement has 2-hr
rating. Adding I/2-1n, sanded gypsum plaster to both sides

increases rating approximately i hr, 4-(p.6g).

W-3 Rating: over 3 hrs. (est,)

l-(p.lll) - 5 i/2-1n, monolithic, unrelnforced concrete wall has
2-hr. rating, 6-(p.ll) 6-1n. siliceous aggregate concrete has

2 I/2-hr. resistance. Rating increased because o£ clinker
aggregate and 1/2-1n. plaster on both sides.

W-4 Retlng: over 4 hrs.
7-(Table 4) - 12-1n. wall, 33 percent voids, no plaster, no
combustible members framed in, had fire endurance of 5 hrs. 33 mln

W=5 Ratlng: 2 I/2 hrs.
4-(p.27) - interior wall; no combustible members framed in.

W-6 Rating: over 4 hrs.

l-(p.107) - g-ln, wall; 4-(p027) - with no combustible members
framed in, rating is 7 hrs.

W-7 Rating: over 4 hrs.

4-(p.27) - no combustible members framed in, rating is i0 hrs;
with combustible members, S hrs,

W-S Rating: over 4 hrs,

l-(p.llb) - 12-in. solid masonry wall has 4-hr, rating.

W-9 gating 4 hrs.

l-(p.l14) - with combustible members framed in, ratlng is 2 hrs_
siliceous gravel aggregate. 4-(Table 23) gives 5-hr. rating.

W-10 Rating: (a and b) 1 hr, (est.)
I-(p,114) - silloeous aggregate concrete with 3-1n. minimum

equivalent thickness; with cinder aggregate, nonloadbearlng, 51
par cent solid, ratlsg is i 1/2 hrs., l-(p.l13),

W-II Rating: (a) 2 hrs.
(b) 1 1/2 hrs.

4-(p.31) - cinder aggregate; (a) 65 percent solid, (b) 73 percent
solid.

W-12 Rating: (a end b) i I/2 hrs. (est.)

1-(p.i13-14) - solid block, pumice or expended shale or slag
aggregate. Lead and plywood in (b) will probably not illcrease
endurance significantly.

W-13 Rating: 3 hrs.
8-(see. ai165)

W-14 Rating (e and b) 4 hrs.

1- (p.115)
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W-15 Rating: (a) 3 hrs.
(b) 4 hrs. ,<

l-(p.llb) - extra 1/4-1n. plaster on metal lath will not raise !i
ratings i hr.

W-16 Rating:3 hrs. :!i
r;

l-(p.llb) - extra 3/4-in. plaster will not raise racing 1 hr. i

W-17 Rating: (a) 3 hrs.
(b)4 hrs. i

i-(p,115) = extra 3/4-in. plaster on 3-1n, gypsum block wall will
raise rating to approximately 3.4 hrs. 4-(p,69). I

W-18 Rating: (a, b and c) 3 hrs.

1-(p,llb) - extra 3/8-1n. gypsum lath will n_t increase rating
1 hr,

W-19 Rating: 4 hrs.
1-(p.ll5) - more plaster than required for rstlng.

W-20 Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

l-(p.llb) and g-(see, ai155) - gypsum lath on 2-in. wood furring
strips with 1 i/2-1n, mineral wool blanket at least equivalent to

3/8-1n. gypsum lath on resilient clips.

W-21 Rating: Not available.
Estimated rating, based on siliceous aggregate concrete would be
less than 1/2 hr.

W-22 Rating: over 4 hrs.
4-(p,27) - indicates rating o£ 7 hrs.

W-23 Rating: over 4 hrs.

4-(p.27) indicates rating of 7 hrs.

W-24 Rating 3 hrs. (est.)
4-(p.2g, table 22) - gives 4-hr, rating with greater thickness of
plaster.

W-25 Rating: over 4 hrs,

4-(p.29) - indicates rating of 5 hrs.

W-26 Rating: over 2 hrs. (est.)
4-(p.31, table 26) - 4-1n. cinder aggregate block with I/2-1n,

plaster both sides has 2-hr. rating; the interior panels end
spaces will probably increase endurance,

W-27 Rating 1/2 hr. - eombustlble

4-(p.34) - indicates rating of 40 mln.

W-28 Rating: (a, b and e) 1/2 hr. - combustible
4-(p.34, table 30) - indicates rating of 40 min; lead sheet will
probably not increase endurance significantly - no data available.

W-29 Rating: 1 hr. - eombustlhle
l-(p. 138)
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W-30 Rating: (a) 45 mln. - combustlble

4-(p,34) - with fibered gypsum and sand plaster rating is 1 hr. -
combustible, I-(p.135)

i (b) 1 hr. - combustible

4-(p.34) - with 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster on g_psum lath
with no more than one 3/4-1n. dlame=er hole per 16 in_ surface.

W-31 RatinE: 45 min. - combustible

4-(p.34_ table 30) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster; with

perforated lath or flbered plaster, ratin E is 1 hr. l-(pp.134
and 135)

W-32 Rating (a) 1 hr. - combustlble
i- (p. 138)

(b) I I/2 hrs. (est.) - combustlble

I-(p,137) - rating reduced because both sheets apparently applied
vertleally.

W-33 RatinE: i/R hr. - combustible
4-(p.34) - 35 mln. endurance with 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.

W-34 RatinE: (a) I/2 hr. (est.) - combustible
4-(p.34, table 30) - with 2- by 4-in. studs, nut staggered _
endurance was 40 min.

(b) 45 min. (est.) - combustible

l-(p.38) - with 2- by 4-1n. studs, not staggered, rating was I hr.

. W-35 Rating: (a) 1 1/2 hrs. (est.) - eombustlble

i-(p.137) - rating reduced because of undersize studs, and gypsum
boards both in same dlre=tion.

(b) I hr. (est,) - combustible (nonloadbearlng)

4-(p.34_ table 30) - perforated lath; on plain lath, endurance
45 mln.

'i W-36 Rating: (s) 45 mln. (est.) - combustible
i-(p.135) - rating reduced for plain lath.

(b) i hr. (est.) - combustible
• i-(p,135) - increase in endurance from insulating fill probably

compensates for usa of plain lath,

W-37 Rating: 1/2 hr. (est,) - combustible
4-(p,34, table 30) - I/2-in. board on 2- by 4-1n. studs, not

staggered, had 40-min, endurance.

W-38 Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible
8-(see. a1375) - without insulating baits, endurance was 45 mln.
I-(p.34) - ratlng 1 hr. without baits, with fibered gypsum

plaster. I-(p.135)

W-39 Rating: (a) I hr. (est.) - cambuatible
l-(p. 138)

(b) I hr, (est.) - combustible

Similar to (a); added I/2-1n. board should increase ratinE .
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W-40 Rating= (a and b) i hr. - combustible ii

4-(p.34, table 30) - perforated gypsum lath required; on plain i
lath, endurance probably 45 min. i!

W-41 Racing: (n, b and c) 45 mln. - combustible :i
4-(p.34, table 30) - sanded gypsum plaster on plain lath.

(d) I hr. - combustible
i-(p.134) - perforated lath, metal clips, plaster mix 2 or 2 I/2

fts perlite to i00 ib gypstm,.

W-42 Rating: (a) I I/4 hr.

4-(p.34, table 31) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.
(b) I 1/2 hr. (est.)

4-(p.34, table 31) - same as (a), with endurance increased by
mineral wool baits.

(c) 1 hr.

4-(p.34, table 31) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.

W-43 Rating: (a, b and c) 45 mln. (est.)
I-(p.128) - 1:2 1/2 gypsum and sand plaster, perforated lath,
lath ends secured wlth metal finger clips; 1:2 gypsum and sand

plaster on perforated lath secured to I/4-1n. rods on studs,
rating is 1 hr.

W'44 Rating: (a) 1 hr. (nonloadbearlng)

i-(p.128) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.
(h) 1 hr. (nonloadhearlng)

l-(p. 128) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.
(c) 1 1/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)

i-(p.127) - 1/2-1n. 1:2 1/2 gypsum and perllte plaster has 1 hr,
rating; rating increased for 5/8-in. 1:2 gypsum and perllte

plaster°

W-45 RatinE:• 45 mln. (est,) (nonloadbearlng)

I-(p.127) - with perforated lath, rating is 1 hr.

W-46 RatinE: 1 hr. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

i-(p.132) - rating for single layer 5/8-1n. board.

W'47 RatinE: 45 mln. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
I-(p.128) - i/2-1n, gypsum and sand plaster on perforated metal
lath has l-hr. rating.

W-48 Rating: I hr. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
l-(p.128) - lack of perforation in lath probably compensated for

by 2-in, mineral wool blanket between studs.

W-49 Rating: 45 min. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

i-(p.127) - with perforated lath, rating is I hr.

W-50 Rating: 45 min. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
I-(p.128) - with perforated lath attached with special clips,
ratine is 1 hr.

W-51 Rating: ( a and b) 1 hr, (nonloadbearlng)
I-(p. 128)
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W-52 Rating: i hr. (nonlosdbearlng)
4-(p.34, table 31) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.

W-53 Rating: i hr. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
I-(p.128) - plain lath probably compensated for by 2-1n. mineral
wool blanket between studs.

W-54 Rating: (a) I/2 hr. (est.) (nonloadb_aring)
4-(p.34) - based on endurance of a wood stud wall.

(b) 1 hr. (nonloadbearing)
8-(see. el205)

W-55 RatinE: (a) 1 hr. (nonloadbearlnE)
I-(p.132)

(h) 2 hrs. (nonloadhearing)

l-(p.n2)

W-56 Rating: 1 1/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
l-(pp, 131 and 132) - one 3/8-in. layer has l hr. ratinE; two
5/8-1n. layers has 2 hr. ratin E.

W-57 Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
8-(sea. a1205) - ratine reduced for thinner wall board.

W-58 RatinE: 2 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
8-(set. a1205)

W-59 RatinE: I i/2 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
8-(sea. a1205) - same as W-57; 2-hr. ratine (est.) if fire on
double thickness aide.

W-60 Rating: 1 hr. (nonloadbearlng)
I-(p.132)

W-61 Rating: 1 1/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
1-(pp. 131 and 132) - TWO 5/8-in. layers board on 3 5/8-1n, studs

has 2-hr. ratinE; ratine reduced for narrow studs and 1/2 in.
less wallboard; partially compensated by addition of mineral
wool insulation.

W-62 Rating: (a and b) 2 hrs. (nonloadbearing)

l-(p.131)

W-63 RatinE: 2 hrs (est.)(nonloadbearlng)
l-(p.131) - added insulation in wall will probably not increase

endurance to higher rating category.

W-64 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
l-(p.131) - see comment W-63

W-65 Rating: i 1/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
l-(pp. 131 and 132) - see comment W-61.

W-66 Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (sat.) (nonloadbearing)

l-(p.131) - ratine reduced because of 2 I/2-in. rather than
3 5/8-1n. studs, and inclusion of combustible cork,
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W-67 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbaarlng)
l-(p.131) - added 3-1n, insulating bait may raise rating, but
data not available.

W-68 Rating: i I/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)
Similar to W-65; although l/2-1n, less gypsum board thnn in W-65,
either set of the double row of studs is protected by 1-1n. gypsum

board and additionally by 2-1n. mineral wool insulation.

W-69 Rating: i I/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
l-(pp.131 and 132) - two thicknesses 5/g-ln. board has 2 hr.
rating; rating reduced for i/2-1n, board.

W-70 Rating: (a) I hr, (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

l-(p.128) - similar Co rated panel except for greater thickness
of channel frame.

(b) I hr. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

Same as (a) except that frame is formed of two 3/4-1n.-thlck
channels rather than one 1 I/2-1n.

W-71 Rating: Not available.
With perforated lath or extra-flbered gypsum on 2 I/2-in. studs,

rating is 1 hr. (nonloadbearing), i-(p.127) - narrow channel
studs probably reduce rating.

W-72 Rating: 45 mln. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

i-(p.128) - endurance reduced by use of plain lath rather than
perforated.

W-73 Rating: i hr. (est.) (nonloadbearing)

4-(p.34, table 31) - dual 3/4-in. channels give approximately
3-in. airspace, and probably equivalent to regular steel studs
of similar size.

W-74 Rating: (a) I hr. (nonloadbearing)
?.
:_ i-(p.126) - 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster.

(b) 1 1/4 hrs. (est.)

l-(pp. 124 and 126) - rating increased for perllte aggregate
plaster,

W-75 Rating: (a) 1 hr. (nonloadbearlng)

I=(p.124) - 1:2, 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster; 4-(p.34, table 32)
- I:I, I:i gypsum and sand plaster, r

(b) 1 1/14 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

Same as (_), rating increased for vermiculite aggregate.

W-76 Rating: (a and b) i hr. (nonloadbearlng) 'i

I-(p.126)

W-77 Railed: 1 hr. (nonloadbearlng)

4-(p,34, table 32) - 1:2, 1:3 gypsum and sand plaster.

W-78 Rating: 1 i/4 hrs. (est.) (noaloadbearlng)

I-(p,124) - Rating for 2 i/2-1n, thickness 2 hrs, for 1 I/2-1n.
1 hr,

Z
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W-79 Rating: (a) i hr. (nonloadbearing)

1-(p.122) - I:I. 1:2 gypsum and sand plaster, steel runners top
and bottom.

(b) 1 1/4 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)

game as (a) wi=h endurance increased for extra thickness. 4-(p.69).

W-B0 Ra=ing: 1 hr. (nonloadbearing)
i- (p. 119)

w-g1 Rating: (a) i hr. (nonloadbearlng)
Same as W-80

(b) 45 min, (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
Same as W-80, except rating reduced because of lesser thickness
of board; effect of lead sheet unknown although it may act as
heat sink,

W-82 Rating: (a) 1 hr. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)

l-(p,llT) - reduction of core to 5/8-1n. probably will not affect
fire endurance.

(b) I hr. (nonloadbearlng)

l-(p.l17)

W-83 Rating: 2 hra. (nonloadbearlng)
l-(p.l16)

W-84 Rating: 2 hrs. (est,) (nonloadbearlng)

8-(set. ai075) - rated wall has I I/2-1n. insulating baits; core-
board spaced 3 in. apart.

W-85 Rating: (a and b) 3 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearlng)
l-(p,l17) and 4-(p.69) - mineral wool insulation in (b) will

increase endurance, but probably not to 4 hrs.

W-86 Rating: 2 hrs. (est,) (nonloadbearlng)
8-(see. ai075)

W-87 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.) (nonloadbearing)

g-(see, ai075)
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F-I Rating: 1 hr. (est.)

i-(p.47) - siliceous aggregate concrete; fire-rated floor has
3/4-in. protection to steel reinforcement.

F-2 Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustlbla

i-(p.47) - same as F-l; if failure is by temperature rise on
unexposed surface, the combustible floor surfaces applied over
the concrete may increase endurance by adding insulation.

F-3 gating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible
game as F-2.

F-4 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

l-(pp. 46 and 47) - with siliceous or traprock aggregate, 3/4-1n. i.
protection to steel, or calcareous gravel or crushed limestone

aggregate, 1-1n. protection to steel; ] _oleum floor cover
combustible, will add little to endurance; I/2-1n. fiberboard

ceiling may provide 5 mln. protection to concrete, i

F-5 Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

i-(p.46) - traprock, calcareous or siliceous aggregate and 1-1n.

cover for reinforcement; I/2-1n. gypsum and sand plaster ceiling
will increase fire endurance, but probably not to next higher I

rating. :,
F-6 Rating: 3 hrs. (est.)

i-(p.46) - traprock, calcareous or siliceous sggregaCe and 1-in.

cover for rolnforcement (6-in. slab); 7/8-1n. screed and I/2-in.
gypsum and sand plaster may raise rating to 4 hrs. (if failure
is by temperature rise on unexpected surface).

F-7 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

l-(pp.46 and 47) - with screed, equivalent to approximately 5-1n.
thickness (see F-4); with 3/8-1n. plaster ceiling, endurance
probably 2 1/2 hrs.

F-8 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.) - combustible
1-(pp. 46 and 47) - siliceous or traprock aggregate, 3/4-in.
protection to steel, or calcareous gravel or crushed limestone

aggregatep 1-in. protection to steel; comhustlhle flooring may

increase time to failure by temperature rise on unexposed surface,
but may decrease time so load failure by containing heat within
slab.

F-9 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

l-(pp. 46 and 47) - see F-8; 3/8-1n. gypsum and sand plaster
ceiling equivalent to adding approximately 1/2 in. to 4 I/2-1n.

slab. 6-(p.7)

_ F-IO Rating: 2 1/2 hrs. (est.)

l-(pp.46 and 47) - for aggregate and sseel cover, see F-4; i/2-in.
gypsum and sand plaster ceiling; equivalent thickness of slab and

ceiling is 5 3/4 in., 6-(p.7); noncombustible floor topping may
increase time to thermal failure, but decrease time to load
failure, see F-8.
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F-11 Rating: 4 hrs. (est.)

3-(p.82) - 4 3/4-in. gravel aggregate concrete_ I/2-1n. plaster
ceiling,

F-12 Rating: 3 hrs, (est.)
l-(pp.46 and 47) - concrete slab and topping 5 in., 2-hr. rating;

add 1 hr. for plaster which is equivalent to 1 1/4 in. of slab,
6-(p.7).

F-13 Rating: 3 hrs. (eat.)
I-(p.46) - traprock, calcareous or siliceous aggregate concrete;

I/2-in, gypsum snd sand plaster ceiling makes equivalent thickness
of slab over 6 in., 6-(p,7). Wood flooring on battens will
increase endurance to failure by temperature rise on unexposed
surface.

F-14 Rating: 3 hrs, (est.)
I-(p.46) - traprock, calcareous or siliceous aggregate; I/2-1n.
gypsum and sand plaster ceiling and wood flooring on mineral Wool
insulation may increase endurance to 4 hrs.

F-15 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

3-(pp.124 and 125) - I/2-in. plaster ceiling; floor finish may
add to time to failure by temperature rise on unexposed surface.

F-16 Rating: 2 hrs. (est.)

3-(pp.124 and 125) - i I/2-1n, scraed replaces cover of tiles;

I/2-1n. plaster ceiling; extra depth of tiles and wood block
flooring may increase endurance.

F-17 Rating: 2 hrs, (est.)
3-(pp.124 and 125) - I/2-1n. plaster ceiling; extra I/2-in.
concrete and wood flooring may increase fire endurance.

F-18 Rating: 2 hrs, (est.)

3-(pp.124 and 125) - I I/2-1n, extra concrete screed, glass wool
and floor tile nay increase tlme to failure by temperature rise

on unexposed surface,

F-19 Rating: 2 hrs, (eat.)

3-(pp.124 and 125) - suspended I/2-in. plaster coiling equivalent
to equal thickness on the slab directly; extra screed, glass wool
and flooring may increase tlmo to failure by temperature rise on

unexposed surface.

F-20 Rating: (a) 1 hr. (est.)

No data available for clay tile beams with concrete at sides only:
rating based on the protectlon to the steel reinforcement provided
by the covering concrete and plaster ceiling.

(b) Someas (a).
(c) Thick plaster ceiling may increase fire endurance;

plaster lath probably combustible.
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F-21 Rating: (a) 2 hrs. (est.)

5-(Deslgn No. 28 - 2 hrs.) - with plastsr ceiling, equivalent
thickness is 7 i/2 in., rated design is g-in. total; pumice

concrete in slabs probably compensates for lesser thickness of
floor topping.

(b) i hr. (est.)

6-(p. II) - based on equlvalsnt thickness of 3 3/4 in.

F-22 Rating: 45 mln. (est.)
6-(p.ll) - siliceous aggregate concrete, minimum 5/S-in. cover
to reinforcing steel.

F-23 Rating: 45 mln. (est.)
6-(p.ll) ~ siliceous aggregate concrete, reinforced; without

plaster, endurance approxlma_ely I/2 hr.

F-24 gating: 45 mln. (est.)
6-(pp.7 and 11) - concrete shell of beam and screed approximately

2 1/2 In.; minimum i/2=in, gypsum and send plaster.

F-25 Rating: 45 mln. (est.)

6-(pp.7 and 11) and 2-(p.4) - approximately 2 I/2 in, thick,

plus ceiling; siliceous aggregate concrete, glass wool insulation
and wood flooring will probably increase time to failure by
temperature rise on unexposed surface.

F-26 Rating: 45 mln. (est.)

6-(pp. 7 and 11) - total thickness of concrete, including ecreed,
about 2 1/2 in.; siliceous aggregate, I/2-1n, gypsum and sand
plaster ceiling.

F-27 Rat_ng: 45 mln. (est.)

6=(pp.7 and ll) - total thickness of concrete, including sareed,
appears to be a mlnlmum of 2 1/2 in. thick Grating 1/2 hr.);

endurance increased by plasterboard ceillng which provides 15 mln,
progectlon to battens, _-(p.40, table 42),

F-28 Rating: 1/2 hr. (est.)
6-(pp.7 and 11) - approximately 2-1n. thickness concrete;
siliceous aggregate; 1/2-1n. gypsum and plaster ceiling;
flooring on battens may increase tlme to failure by temperature
rise on unexposed surface,

F-29 Rating: Not available.

Total thlcluness of concrete and plaster about 2 in., which would

achieve a I/2-hr rating; unless prior load failure occurs;
the glass wool insulation, battens and wood flooring will increase

time to failure by temperature rlse on unexposed surface.

F-30 Rating: 15 min, (est.) - combusclble

4-(p,40) - rating reduced to protection period provided by gypsum
board ceiling to Joists because of lesser depth of Joists and

absence of subfloorln 8 and asbestos paper diaphragm.
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F-31 Rating: 15 min. (est.) - combustible
Same as F-30; similar floor failed by surface flaming and

collapse st 24 min., 3-(p.129).

F-32 Rating: (a) 30 mln. (est.) - combustible
3-(p.128) - 5/8-1n. gypsum and sand plaster; rating increased for
glass wood insulation.

(b) 45 min. (est.) - combustible

3-(pp, 133 and 134) - 5/8-1n. cement, lime or gypsum and sand
plaster.

F-33 Rating: (s and b) 20 mln. (est.) - combustible
3-(p.128) - similar floor with Joists 15 in. on centers failed

by flame through and collapse at 27 mln.

F-34 Rating: 1 hr. - combustible
I-(p.99) - I/2-1n. plywood probably equivalent to subfloorlng;

ceiling tlle probably compensates for lesser thickness of gypsum
board.

F-35 Rating: Not available
With tongue-and-groove sub- and finish flooring, rating is 25 or
30 mln. (combuetlble)j 2-(pp.4 and 5); i/2-in, gypsum board will

provide 15 slln. protection to Joists, 4-(p.35).

F-36 gating: (a and b) 1/2 hr. (est.) - c_nbuetible

2-(p.5) - paper pulp board and hardboard may be equivalent to
3/4-1n. sub- and finish flooring; floor finish may increase

time to failure by tcmperatuc= rise on the unexposed surface.

F-37 Rating: (a and b) 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

Same se F-36; extra thickness of paper pulp board probably
compensates for wider spacing of Joists.

F-38 gating: 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

2-(p.5) - plywood subfloor and floor probably equivalent to
board floorlng.

F-39 Rating: Ca and b) 1 hr. test.) - combustible

I-(p,99) - plywood subfloorlng probably equivalent to board
flooring; screws in resilient channels in (b) probably
equivalent to nails in wood Joists.

F-40 Rating: (a and b) i hr. (est.) - eambustible

l-Cp.99) - plywood subfloorlng probably equivalent to board
floorlng; mineral wool baits may increase tlme to failure by
temperature rise on unexposed surfaee_ but not time to load

failure; resilient channels In (b) for holdlng gypsum board will
probably not cause a significant change in the endurance.

F-41 Rating: Ca and b) I hr. (est.) - combustible
I-(p.99) - same as F-39; carpeting may increase time to failure
by temperature rise on the unexposed surface.
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F-42 Rating: (a and b) i hr, (est,) - combustible

I-(p,99) - same as F-39; carpeting on floor and mineral wool in
Joist spaces may increase time to failure by temperature rise on

unexposed surface.

F-43 Rating: 45 min. (est.) - combustible

2-(p.4) - two I/2-1n. layers plywood and i/2-1n, glass fiber
board has more fire endurance than 1-1n, tongue-and-groove

subfIooring.

F-44 Rating: 45 min. (est,) - combustible
2-(pp.4 and 5) - 2-1n. lesser depth of Joists probably compensated

by extra thlokness of gypsum board ceiling; with 2- by 10-1n.
Joists and nominal l-ln. sub- and finish flooring rating is I hr._

1-(p.99).

F-45 Rating: (a) I hr. (est.) - combustible

i-(p.99) - lesser depth of Joists compensated by fiber glass
insulation between Joists; 1-1n. total plywood flooring probably
equivalent tO 3/4-1n. sub-and finish flooring.

(b) 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible

2-(p.6) - based on protection provided by gypsum wallboard ceil-
ing to Joists; fiberglass insulation will provide some
protection to 5/8-1n. flooring and probably will increase endur-
nnce,

F-46 Rating: (a and b) 45 mln. (est.) - combustible
i-(p.99) - rating reduced for lesser depth of joists.

(c) i/2 hr. (est.) - combustible
2-(p,6) - based on protection provided by gypsum wallboard

ceiling to Joists.

F-47 Ratins: 1/2 hr. (est.) - combustible
2-(pp,_ =_nd 5) "" Joists 2-1n. lesser depth than normal; glass
fiber insulation may increase resistance.

F-48 Rating: 45 min. (est.)- combustible
I-(p,99) - ratlng reduced because of 2-in. lesser than normal

depth of Joists; 1 i/8-1n, plywood flooring probably equivalent
to tongue-and-groove sub- and finish flooring; glass fiber
insulation may increase resistance.

F-49 Rating: 45 min. (eat,) - combustible

i-(p,99) - rating reduced because of 8=in. JOiStS; plywood and
perlite concrete flooring probably equivalent to tongue-and-
groove sub- and finish flooring.

F-50 Ratlng_ (a, b and c) 45 mln. (est.) - combustible

Same as F-49; floor coverings may increase time to failure by
temperature rise on the unexposed surface, but endurance with

this type of floor usually limited by Iomd failure.
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F-51 Rating: (a) 45 mln. (est.) - combustible

3-(pp.133 and 134) - 5/8-1n, plaster_ reference indicates
failure by appearance of flmme on surface; glass wool insulation
may increase endurance, but also may cause the Joists, which are
I in. lass than in the referenced structure, to collapse by load
failure earlier in the test,

(b) 45 min. (est.) - combustible
Same as (a); sand may increase time to heat penetration, but

unless the weight of the sand is considered in the nailing of the
metal lath, its weight may cause early failure of the ceiling.

F-52 Rating: 45 mln. (est.) - combustible
I-(p.99) - rating reduced because of lesser depth of Joists;

fiber board in subflooring may contain heat and cause earller
failure of the Joists under load; same for mineral wool insula-
tion,

F-53 Rating: 45 mln. (est,) - combustible

Same as F-52; plywood and cane fiber board floor probably
equivalent to l-ln. tongue-and-groove sub- and finish floorlng.

F-54 Rating: not available
The i/2-1n, gypsum wellboard ceiling will siva approximately 15

mln. protection to combustibles, 2-(p.6); any temperature rise
occurring behind the wallboard ceiling will be quickly transmitted
to the paper pulpboard subfloor; no flre-retsrdant treatment J

indicated for the pulpboard.

F-55 Rating: Not available

Same as F-54; greater thickness of pulpboard will probably
require longer time to burn through.

F-56 Rating: (a and b) 3 hrs. (est,)

l-(pp,69 and 70) - perllte plaster equivalent to vermlculita.

F-57 Rating: (a and b) 3 hrs. (est,)
l-(pp,69 and 70) - gypsum and vermiculite or parllte plaster;
gypsum and sand plaster ceiling ra_ing is approxlmately 2 1/2 hrs.

F-58 Rating: 1 hr. (est.) - combustible
l-(pp.64 and 65) - I 5/8-1n, foamed concrete topping on 5/8-in,

plywood probably equivalent to 2-1n. concrete slab on metal lath.

F-59 Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (eat.)

i-(p.67) - ratin S reduced for sanded gypsum plaster (instead of
perlite) and plain gypsum lath (instead of perforated),

F-60 Rating: 1 1/2 hrs. (est.)
Same as F-59; floor coverings may slightly reduce time to load

failure by containing heat within floor structure.

F-61 Rating: 45 mln, (est,) - combustible
l-(pp.64 and 65) - ratlng reduced from 1 hr. because of

substitution of plywood for concrete floor (plywood probably
does not provide equal stiffening _nd will retain heat in
structure, contributing to load failure of the steel Joists).
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/ APPENDIX B

COMPARISON OF LABORATORY AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS

OF THE SOUND INSULATION OF WALL AND FLOOR STRUCTURES

I. INTRODUCTION

The results of early fleld tests gave birth to the general mlscon-

ception that the agreement between laboratory and fleld measurements of
airborne sound insulation of nominally identical wall and floor struc-
tures is rather poor. It has been stated, as a rule of thumb, that the
sound transmission loss values of wall and £1oor structures measured in

field installations may be 6 to 10 dB lower than those derived from

laboratory measurements. Unfortunately, many of the early investigations
from which this conclusion was drawn were conducted in an indiscriminate

manner, under undesirable conditions and often with unorthodox or

qu_stlonable methodology. Under such circumstances, the infor_atlon

derived from comparisons of laboratory and field measurements is not only
doubtful, but may Be erroneous and misleading.

Before an investigator can make a meaningful and valid comparison

_! Of laboratory and field msesurem.nts of the sound Insulatln B performance
of a given type of wall or floor structure, ha must have a detailed and

_i thorough knowledge of all test conditions and other factors bearing on

_ the accuracy of measurements in both the laboratory and the fleld
installation. Further, he must be sure that the =onstructlon of the
field specimen is nominally identical in all respects to that tested in
thm laboratory. Such assurance can only he obtained by personal

I! observation of the construction and installation of the test specimen
in both the laboratory and field installations. The investigator should

not rely solely on building drawings, slnoe wall and floor structures _
• show_ in such drawings are not necessarily identical to those which are

_i eventually erected in the building.
!i'_ In this connection, it mlghs be useful to review the sisni£1cance

_,! of eondnctlng sound insulation measurements in both laboratory and field
_! installations and briefly summarize the conditions of test and factors
- which affect the outcome of such measurements.

ii:i II. LA_0RATORy HEAS_NTS
_ In laboratory measurements of the sound Insulatlon of wall and
_i floor structuresl the test specimen is carefully constructed, installed
:i and properly sealed in s test opening between two massive highly-

reverberant chombers, usually of masonry or concrete construction. Such

_: chambers are specially designed and constructed to ensure that the Sound

_: being measured is only that which is transmitted directly through the
: test specimen and that the transmission of sound by any indirect or

flenklng path around the specimen is negligible. As a result of such

special precautions and carefully controlled conditions, the laboratory
i::, test provides a measure of the optimum inherent sound insulating

i! capability of a wall or floor structure. The reproducibility of
laboratory measurements on different test samples of nominally identical

_': wall or floor structures is within 1 to 3 dB at any given frequency and

within equal or better limits in terms of an average or slngle-flgure

rating such as the Sound Transmission Class, STC.
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Within certain limitations, wall or floor structures tested in the

laboratory can be deliberately modified to simulate field oondltlons
and conventional building practices. For example, measurements can be
made of the effects on the sound insulating behavior of a test wall due

to (a) variations in the quality of workmanship and construction tech-
niques, (b) the installation of pipes or conduits within the wall and

(C) specific types of sound leaks, such as caused by the omission of
perimeter caulking, poor Joint taping and the installation of electrical
outlets and pl_nbin E fixtures.

III. FIELD MEASURD_NTS
The primary objective of conducting field measurements usually is

to check the performance of wall and floor structures within a building
for conformance with specified sound insulation criteria. Such meas-
urements frequently are dlffleult to perform because in most field

installations the conditions of test drastically depart from the closely-
controlled ideal conditions found in the laboratory.

The main departures are as follows:

(I) The wall or floor under test in the field becomes an integral
part of the building complex because it is structurally coupled to the

skeletal frame, adjoining walls and floors or other structural cumponents I
of the building. As a consequence, the test specimen often is subjected ]

to stresses which result from the suppers of the dynamic and static
loads end the action of shearing forces within the huildlng and which may
effect the sound insulating performance of the test specimen.

• (2) Flanking sound transm/sslon paths exist in most field instal-
latlons. Flanking paths for structure-borne noise and vibration are

formed by the structural ties of the various walls, floors and building

cl_ments. Flanking paths for airborne noise are open corridors, ducts,
ceiling plenums, entrance foyers and staircase halls which are common
to or connect adjoining dwelling units.

(3) Direct air or sound leaks exist in most buildings, particu-
larly around pipe and duct penetrations, electrical and plumbing outlets
and perimeter edges of the wall or floor under test.

(4) Unlike laboratory facilities in which the dimensions of the
test chambers and specimens are fixed, wide variations in wall areas,
floor spans and room sizes and configurations are common in field
installations.

(5) Among some of the other unfavorable conditions c_a_nonly found
in the field are inadequate diffusion of sound, variable degrees of
sound absorption and high unsteady background noise levels in the rooms
in which tests are to be conducted.

(6) Test procedures frequently are modified or improvised depend-
lag on circumstances and conditions encountered in the field.

All of the above departures tend to reduce the reproducibillty and
accuracy of field measurements. However b the most serious sources of

error associated with field measurements generally are the flanking
transmission paths and direct sound leaks which create higher sound
pressure levels on the receiving side of the test wall than would he

produced by the transmission of sound directly through the wall alone.
These higher levels give the erroneous indication that the sound
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transmission loss of the test wall is lower in value than that obtained

in the laboratory. Such low values often are obtained In the field even
when construction of the wall structure itself conforms exactly to that
tested in the laboratory. Lower Bound tr_nsmission loss values also
occur in the field because walls are not built according to specifica-
tions or careless workmanship n,llifies their _ood sound insulating
capabilities.

IV. REQUIP_ENTS FOR CONDUCTING COHPARATIVE TESTS
Based on the foresoing _ it is obvious that better ugreement between

laboratory and f_eld tests can be achieved if certain requiremen_s and
precautionary measures are observed. F_rst and foremo_t_ sound insulation
measurements in the field should be made under _onditions approauhing as
closely as possible those found in the l_bor_tory. This implies thet_
(a) the eons_ruction end inst_11stion of the test specimen in the field

must conform exactly in every respec_ to that Cesced in the laboratory,
other than in area or size. This use be determined best by personal
observation of the specimen construction pnrticularly in the field,

(b) precautionary measures must be taken _u the field to ensurm that all
sound flank_nE and leakage paths are m_ntmized for greater accuracy
_nd precisionj

(c) meusurements should be med_ in unfurnished and preferably reverbernn_
rooms which are completely enclosed and of moderate size end simple"
geometric conf_uretion. Because of the difficulties of obtaining
sccura_ resul_s_ _e_sure_ents in a_a_ luch as ¢lo_e_B_ _orridorB

or rooms which are very small_ par_ially enclosed or have unusual
designs or configurations should be _voided_

(d) airborne sound transmission loss measurements in both the l_boratory
and f_eld installations should conform as _losely as possible to the
"Tentative Recommended Practice for Laboratory Measurements of
Airborne Sound Trans_,fon Loss of _utlding Partitions", ASTM
Des_gna_ion Eg0-66T of the American Society for Testing a_d Materials.
A method of _es_ dealing vrA_h ffeld measurements _s currently under
development in a subcommittee of the ASTH. Future f£eld tests
should be mad_ in accordance w£th this method after £_ has been

adopted,
(e) m_usurcments of impact sound transmi_sion in both labor,tory and

field £nstall_tions should he made in accordance wl_h a method

currently in use at the National Bureau of Standards, This method_
which is also presently under consideration by the same ASTM sub-
conm_it_ee_ is bused in p_rt on _he use of a standard _pping machine
as specified in ISO R140-1960(E), "Field and Laboratory Measurements
of Airborne and I_pest Sound Trensmissionj" January 1960,

(f) data from field measurements _ust be nor_mYized to the same reference

base as that used for the laboratory data.

V. COMPARISONS OF RECENT LABORATORY AND FIELD FY_ASUR_TS

A detailed analysis was made of airborne and impact sound insulation

data which were obtained from recent luhors_ory grid fleld measurements
conducted on nominally identical walls and floor-ceiling assemblies.
Only those data were used which were ob_alnsd under the most favorable
laboratory and field conditions and which most clos.ly fulfilled the
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above requirements. Some of these data were obtained from multiple testa
performed on nominally identical specimens in both laboratory and field
installations. Such tests gave a reasonably accurate indication of the
reproducibility of laboratory and field results, as well as a more

reliable determination of the sound insulating merits of the various
test specimens involved.

Since both wall and floor-ceiling structures were involved in this
investigation, separate comparisons of the laboratory and field teat
results were made for each type of structure. In the case of wall
structures, comparisons ware made only of the airborne sound transmission

loss measurements. With regard to floor-ceillng structures, laboratory
and field measurements were made of both airborne sound transmission loss

and impact sound transmlsslon. Separate comparisons were conducted for
each type of measuroment.

As e matter of convenience, the conclusions of the various laboratory
II and field test comparisons ate reported in the order mentioned above.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A WALL STRUCTURES: AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION
I. When the conditions of test outlined in Section IV are met

as closely as practicable, the agreement between the results of laboratory

and field tests is generally as good as the reproducibility of laboratory
teat data on t.wo individual walls of nominally identical construction.
The sound transmission loss values obtained from field measurements

generally agree within 1 to 3 dB of those derived from laboratory
meaaurementsj at any discrete frequency band. In terms of a single-
figure rating, such as the Sound Transmission Class, STC, the agreement
between laboratory and field data is within one or two points.

2. If several different types of wall structures are tested in
the field, the rank ordering of the structures in terms of their airborne

sound inaulatlng laerlts is found to be identical to the rank ordering of

the same wall structures tested in the laboratory.
3. On occasions, walls tested in the field will register sound

transmission loss values which exceed laboratory values by i or 2 dB.
These hlgher values occur when the field specimen is substantially larger
than that tested in the laboratory. For a given type of construction, a
large wall tends to be less stiff and "thus may provide more sound insula-
tion than a small wail.

4. Both load-bearlng and nonload-bearln S wails with good airborne
sound insulating capabilitles can be constructed and installed in the

field at nominal cost and in full conformance with established building
construction disciplines and codes. However, in order to achieve optimum
psrfor_nsnee it is imperative that the workmanship be carefully supervised.

A word of caution is offered at this point, so that the naive
individual might not make the basic assumption that the field measure-

ments of existing wall or floor constructions are always found to be in
close agreement with laboratory measurements. This is not the case at
all: In fact, field measurements on existing wall or floor structures

constructed with typical or normal workmanship would be as much as 8
to i0 dB lower than those obtained from laboratory measurements.
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Close agreement between laboratory and field measurements is possible
only when the test specimens are of identical construction and the same
isolating techniques used in the laboratory installation are used in the

field.

g FLOOR-CEILINC STRUCTURES: AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION

Vir_ually the same conclusions as above can be drawn regarding the
agreement betweelt the results of laboratory and field airborne sound

insulation measurements on floor-ceillng structures of nominally
identical construction, This applies to all types of floor-ceillng

structures including those which utilize floating floor systems and/or
resiliently hung ceillns assemblies,

C FLOOR-CEILING STRUCTURES_ IMPACT SOUND INSULATION

Unfortunately, in this investigation, it was not possible to

determine the quantitative differences between the results of laboratory
and field measurements of impact sound insulation, because of the lack
of sufficient body of authentic and authoritative data. The scarcity

of data is due primarily to the fact that a strong interest in impact
testing did not develop until Just recently. As a consequence, many of
the new floor-ceillng specimens tested in the laboratory have not as
yet been used in the field, to any great extent, Further, the wide
selections of floor surfacing and covering materials lessen the proba-
bility of finding identical floor-ceillng specimens on which to make
laboratory and field comparisons. Unlike measurements of alrhorne
sound insulation which are not seriously influenced by minor variations

• of mass or edge restraints of the test specimen, impact sound insulation
is strongly dependent on the resilient characteristics of the floor

ii:: surfacing material_ the construction of the structural floor and the
degree of its vibrational isolation from the building structure.

In laboratory measurements of impact sound transmission, the floor-

ceiling specimen is structurally isolated from the receiving room tO
_' ensure that the Impact sound being measured is only that which is trans-

mltted directly through the test specimen and that the leakage of sound
or sound transmission by any indirect path is negligible. Thusj tile

laboratory test provides a measure of the optlmtmt inherent impact sound
_:_ insulating capabilities of a floot-cQillng structure.

In the field, the floor-ceillng assembly is an integral part of the

_ building complex which is structurally bonded to load-bearlng walls and
ocher supporting structures of the building, Such rigid ties form

ili numerous flanking paths fo_ impact noise. As a consequence, a substan-
tlal amount of impact sound energy may reach a receiving room by flanking
transmission through the walls enclosing it. In buildings of wood frame

construction, the _otal Impact noise radiation from the walls of the
receiving room often may be as great or perhaps even exceed that from

the floor-ceillng specimen under test. As a reault_ the impact sound
insulation of a floor-ceillng specimen tested in the field may appear to be
substantially lower than that obtained for the same type specimen tested

in the laboratory, This is particularly true in the case of floor
structures with resiliently hung ceilings. The flaaklng paths generally

by-pass the suspended ceiling and thus render it ineffectual,
The sound insulation values of flours Casted in the field generally
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will be lower than those obtained from laboratory tests, since the
desired vibrational isolation of the floor from the building can not be
achiaved to the same degree as it is in the laboratory, Such isolation

is difficult to achieve in practice because floor structures require

support, and as a consequence the vibrational isolation is rendered less
effective at the points of support. HOWever, some floor-ceillng con-
structlons have been developed which improve the acoustical decouplinB

and preserve the structural support requirements. One such construction
consists of a structural support floor on which a floating floor is
erected and from whioh s gypsum board ceiling is suspended by resilient
hangers. This construction used in conjunction with support walls
employing resiliently mounted surfaces gemsrally provides the best

impact sound insulation, It is estimated that the agreement between
laboratory and field tssts for such construction would be within i or 2
points.
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APPENDIX C

/_ A SUMMARY OF NOISE SOURCES i
i

In order to obtain a better understandin_ of the character of the noise "

produced by various appliances and other sources, an extensive survey of

acoustleal literature was made for information concerning the intensity and

frequency distribution of the sounds produced by such sources of noise.

The following pages contain graphical representations of the noise

intensity as a function of frequency of some of the more common noise sources

found in and around the home. Some of the data were obtained from laboratory

measurements where the acoustical environment was known or could easily be

determined. However, the largest portion of the data was obtained in actual

installations where the acoustical environment was unknown. For this reason,

the information is presented as obtained from the literature with no attempt

to normalize to a reference reverberation time or reference space absorption.

The sound pressure levels should therefore be interpreted as the measured

levels of some sources in their particular environments; i.e,, the same

sources in different installations could well produce greater or lesser noise

..... levels as the case might, be.

A ntumbered bibliography of references used in this survey of noise sources

appears at the end of this section. Information contained in each graph was

obtained from those references identified by number in the caption of each graph.
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J
/

Outdoor Ambien_ Noise Levels
'_ (in octave bands)

Noisy Resldenc£al Area Average Resfdencial Area

_,,. \_ _

..... _ _ \

l %

Q_Qq

I " "% 1
201 bl 2_ 250 _ ' • * l I I t Ii 4X _ 61 111 |_0 1_ l 2K 4K _l

•' Reg. 02 Reg. #1
Dayc_ne, near £ndugCrial area. Daytlneo

........ Re£. _l ........ Re_. 03
N_ghtCime_ near _ra££_e, N£gh_t£me Urban_ no Craf£ic (E_g,)

Quiet _leu/._en_:._al Area _ura! Ar_

_ _,. _. ,,

° I ,_ _'_-.... "--'..

p_E_I_C_'_ S_ yRE_UENCy_ _

Dayti_eo Near Highway, Daytime.

....... I_e_. #3 ........ Re_. #4

NlghCt_m_ 8uburban_ no traffic (Eat.) No Highway no£_e_ Daytime.
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i
Speech and Mus£c Noise Levels i

(in octave bands)

f
Normal Conversation Levels Televia_ou, 10 Ft.

r/

f_._ _i _, _ ._ \ J

Regs. 01_ #12 and 014 Re_. 01

Average o_ 4 measuremetx_s Peak Levels

_!J_._::_i Spread of meaeurements

Portable Stereo Phonograph, 10 Ft.
Radio

__ ............ _. .... \.... __ _ ..• _:_ ,_

_ t:_, ,_ _ _ ,.

Refs. #1, 012 and 015 gel. O1
Average o_ 3 measurements Teenager Listening Levels

Spread of measurements C-_ ........... Adult L_s_enlng Levels



Householcl Appliance Noise Levels
(in octave bands)

Washing Machines Fans .::

" \X / \/ ii _ ...." ---
_, : "%_--% / \ \
_ _, ': _ ._

%,,

,1

!

i ¢_ ...... t
b} '. 12_ '. 250 " 500 ' *, IK '_' 2K '* _ 4X '*' _K u3 2{ 6_ 125 ZSO 500 ", IK 2K _K 8K ;i

P_UENOYj H¢ PREQUENCYh H:

Ref. #I Ref. 04, Stove Hood Exhaust. ._

i_ Average of 2 measurements. -....... Xef. #I, Kitchen Wall Exhaust. !
--PillinS .... Ref. #I, 20-in. Window Fan on !

• !i.......... Washln S Hish Speed.
_'i _ __ __RinsinS

'!

i!;,] Automatlc Clothes Dryers Window Air Conditioners

Refs. #I, #4 and #11. Refs. #1, #4 and 4)12.
Average of _ measur_en_s. -Average of 3 measurements.

!'2:;:_::_ Spread of _asurements
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Household AppllnnceNoise Levels
(in occave bands)

Refrigerators Dish Washers

.................__._ i2.....................b_ I_$ _0 _Og IZ 2K _ I_ ZSO _00 IK _K 4K OK
FRE_EN_Y, _ _RZq_ENCy, _

Re£. #13 Refs. #4 and #II i

_Range of measurements on 6 _Range of measurements. I
different refrigerators.

Garb_ Disposals
Food Mixers

_:.... . \ f---'.:-.", ,
"'" ................._ f ....k

_ _ /:

_ i.o .....'

_.l III _tSO 500 _K lg " 4 '" _I _ 1|$ _t$O _00 IK _ 4K al

Re£. #4 Re_. #4
GrlndlnE Bones. On Tile.

, -Running Freely. _-----OnPad.
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Household App1_ance Noise Levels
(in octave bands)

Electric Shaverj 4 Ft, Sewing NachLne, IO Ft.

[
s /
d f • ,/

J

/ .r

_, • *, :2K '.. 41 ISK 61 125 2SO $00 |K ZK _1[ BX _,b_ '*' 115 '''2_0 +"'$00 1 lO ........ 4 ,., ......

RoE. #1 RoE. #1

_': Vacuum Cleaners Floor Pollsher. 7"Pc.

_ • r _'
_ _ +_,___ _ /
" _ i_

I_ I0 tl 131_+ _$0 _00 11[ IK +*]C*" i1 (*l 115'''150'''_00''' LI[ _l 6_ '8i

Nogo. #i, 04, #II and 012. fleE, #I
Avorqo o£ 6 maaurmenCs.
_Sproad of n_uurm_nco.
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Airplane Nolse.Levels
(in octave bands)

_I_ • _ l=li I " i " I

• "" _ F i q i
/

/- '%

i " i '

+ ° ! i Ib_ '" 1_$'_'110'" )00 TM II 2K 4K ISI_ l_3 ''_[i$'''2 0 ...... ,.

_E_UZIICYa HZ FRE_CY, H=

Ref. #16 Ref. #I6

' ..- Propeller A£rcragt Propaller Aircraft
i •........ Jet Aircraft .......... Jet Aircraft

Measurements made at slant distances Measurements made at slant distances

of 1500 ft on both .a.fde.s.of aircraft of i mile on both sides of aircraft
during take off. during take off,

•m _ / _'" As seen in the graph on the left I thenoise output from a Jet is greater from
_'_ behind than in front. Measurements

_. made in front of both types of air-
craft may tend co favor the jet as less

_ _o noisy_ as shown on page C-12, The jet
. m would have appeared to be noisier if

_ similar measurements were made behind

i the take off point. In the comparisonsillustrated in the above graphs_ it

appears that the Jet is noisier,

+4 _0; +j] 115 250 _00 IX 2K 4K _K

Ref. #17

3et measured at a distance of 200 f/:.
- in front of jet, azimuth 0"-45"
......... in back of Jet, azimuth 120°-160 °
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